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Abstract:
This thesis analyses the Article 34 (Art.34) coordination sessions of the EU-Member
States (EUMSs) at the EU Delegation (EUDEL) at the UN in New York. Through the
application of practice theory, I seek to depict what these Art.34- negotiations entail.
The aim is to showcase how EUMS-diplomats undergo a process of Europeanisation
through practical diplomatic intercourse in these Art.34-meetings. In particular, I resort
to Pierre Bourdieu’s tripod of capital, habitus and field as constituent elements of local
diplomatic practices. As part of a wider practical turn, which has steadily taken up
momentum in IR/EU studies, this permits a novel gaze onto the internal dynamics in
the negotiation room, which transcend mere considerations of structuralism or
existentialism; intergovernmentalism or constructivism; but instead favours process over
stasis; practical improvisation over fixed interests. Practices represent: “competent
performances”, as well as, “socially meaningful patterns of action, which […]
simultaneously embody, act out, and possibly reify background knowledge and
discourse in and on the material world”1. As such, examining these local practices
renders new conceptual lenses on the very “‘stuff’ of international relations – war,
balances of power, diplomacy, international legal norms, treaty making and so on”2,
which are steeped in local practices. It became evident throughout my field work at
EUDEL, how very much local practical mastery marshalled both the manoeuvrability
of the diplomat as well as their EUMS, but also managed to advance the collective
group’s preferences as a whole.
Such utilisation of skilful practices amounts to, what I label, a ‘Europeanising diplomatic
spectacle’. The central argument is thus: By participating in the EUDEL’s

Europeanising diplomatic spectacle, EUMS negotiators not only create a common EUposition at the UN but are equally Europeanised by their display, appreciation, and
pursuit of competent practices.
This spectacle sees EUMS diplomats jockey for influence within the field of Art.34negotiations by making use of their unevenly distributed resources through meaningful,
that is what ‘makes sense’ in the Art.34-field, diplomatic practices. These resources are
meshed from both personal as well as state-bestowed capital and habitus onto the
diplomat, ultimately forging a “diplomatic-self” – a diplomatic hybrid between personal
and national.
_____
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To Charles Naylor and the Summer of 1968,
which both spawned the coming-together of our two families.
And all the beautiful things that followed.
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Preface

The Scene
Beholding the sight of twenty-eight1 individuals gradually trickling into the thirty-first
floor of 666 Third Avenue is both profoundly mundane as well as extraordinarily
significant. As the various diplomats walk through the EU Delegation (EUDEL) at the
United Nations (UN) in New York, chitchatting as they pass the row of EU Members
States’ (EUMSs’) flags to their right, they make their way to a table outside their
designated meeting room stacked with refreshments. Outside the meeting rooms, these
EUMS-diplomats greet each other, chin-wagging about recent developments, partly
indulging in gallows humour in light of the ungodly hour, with some quietly still
gathering latest updates or concessions. Others march straight into the meeting room
taking their place behind their country’s name plate. “One knows one another”, former
diplomat at the UN Georg Witschel (2005: 74) writes about these EU-meetings, “after
exchanging a few friendly words, a humorous quip directed towards the Italian colleague
arriving slightly late, work is about to commence.” Thus, the remaining EUMSdiplomats are called into the meeting room by the chair from EUDEL, who passing
through the hallways just a few minutes ago, had wished them an upbeat Good Morning
or bonjour.
The doors are shut; the microphones tested; the diplomats behind their country’s
sign equipped with domestic negotiation instructions from their governments, now
almost unknowingly assuming a straighter posture; while others joke with their
neighbours about the procedural faux pas which had bemused the General Assembly
(UNGA) the day before. The scene is now duly set; the diplomatic agents in place; with
each EUMS about to express its bid to take the floor for an intervention: the field of
positions, preferences, and performativity expanding before them. Now, the EUDEL
chair activates their microphone to spell out today’s agenda. The Article 34 (Art.34)
negotiations of the day can now commence, as EU and EUMS-diplomats alike strive
for a common EU-position on a specific topic whilst simultaneously jockeying for the

At the time of my field work the European Union (UN) still composed of 28 Member States. Hence all
my field observations comprised of the United Kingdom (UK) as still being part and parcel of the
dynamics of the EU at the United Nations (UN).
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accommodation of their national preferences: The European diplomatic spectacle
ensues…

❧

On observing these Art.34-negotiations (the legal term of the concertation of the EU
and its EUMSs common approach in the forums of the UN), Roland Barthes’s The

World of Wrestling sprang to mind. Here he alluded to Baudelaire, who wrote about
the, “grandiloquent truth of gestures on life’s great occasions” (Barthes 1972: 15) – a
statement fit for these Art.34-negotiations. Further on, Barthes deconstructs the makebelieve nature of the spectacles that are all-in-wrestling matches as liminal spaces
between real and fake. Such fighting spectacles were highly popular across 1950s
France. As opposed to genuine fighting matches however, this version consisted of semichoreographed moves, pre-determined roles between the fighters, and, above all, an
audience fully aware of the stilted character of these matches, but which had wilfully
suspended disbelief: “Wrestling is a sum of spectacles”, Barthes (ibid.: 16) wrote.
He later linked the seemingly natural signalling of these wrestlers (clenching fists,
screaming in agony, displaying grandiose gestures, etc.) to the structure of the codes
underlying them, essential signifiers so that the audience may comprehend the spectacle
before them. In short, this carefully choreographed ballet was as contrived, as it was
natural. The fight itself was mostly artificial, the raw emotions of the audience genuine.
Most strikingly to Barthes, however, was that both fighters and audience knew about
the contrived character of this spectacle: “the public is overwhelmed with the
obviousness of the roles” (ibid.: 17). As such, they chiefly cared about the portrayal of
a, “purely moral concept: that of justice. […] [T]he crowd is jubilant at seeing the rules
broken for the sake of punishment” (ibid.: 21). Transgression of fairness was met with
repercussion. Here, the match’s transgressing ‘villain’ was someone,
“who accepts the rules only when they are useful to him and
transgresses the formal continuity of attitudes. He is
unpredictable, therefore asocial. He takes refuge in the law when
he considers it is in his favour, and breaks it when he finds it useful
to do so. […] [Wrestlers unveil] the form of a Justice which is at
least intelligible.” (ibid.: 24,25)
2

It is against the villain that general demands for the re-establishment of fairness are
directed. All-in wrestling spectacles were about the reaffirmation of justice as “the
embodiment of a possible transgression” (ibid.: 22). This willing suspension of disbelief
when contemplating such performances caught Barthes’s attention.
Their liminal quality between organic and predetermined is a riveting one. The
anthropologist Victor Turner (2011: 95) encapsulates liminality as follows: “Liminal
entities are neither here nor there; they are betwixt and between the positions assigned
and arrayed by law, custom, convention and ceremonial.” They are, in short, situated
at intersections. Precisely this liminal nexus between the domestic, local, multilateral,
and European likewise characterises the reality of EUMS-diplomats negotiating with
one another in New York. Their world is one of many crossroads, being both influenced
by ‘here’ and ‘there’, evoking parallels to the mysterious land of “Diplomatia”,
populated by diplomats “being at home everywhere and yet not having a home
anywhere” (Jenkins and Sloman 1985: 42). Even their diplomatic-self is a liminal
construct of personal and national. Despite not being Barthesian wrestlers, EUMSdiplomats nevertheless do engage in a form of respectful diplomatic wrestling with one
another in a quest for what can be seen as “field supremacy” for both themselves as well
as their EUMS. They too participate in a form of spectacle in these negotiations, which
does seem to share a great many parallels with Barthes’s essay. In order to gain field
supremacy, they, likewise, must engage in a diplomatic spectacle by off-stage
preparation, respecting the rules of the game(s), by signalling intentions, reading the
room, anticipating moves, differentiate between genuine or stilted emotions, convincing
an audience and so forth. Geared up with personal and national traits they engage in
Art.34-negotiations which, as soon as the doors close, take on a very liminal guise
indeed: simultaneously, that of contrived as well as natural negotiation dynamics. What
the spectator of these Art.34-negotiations comes to see is a veritable “diplomatic
spectacle” in its purest essence.

3
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Introduction

The EU Negotiation Room & Its Conundrum: A Space of Agents or of
Structures?

I.I – Overview

This work examines what these Art.34-meetings and negotiations in New York entail –
outwardly and inwardly. How they unfold, just as much as about how this affects the
practices and self-perceptions of EUMS-diplomats in the process. How this group is
united by the common uncommon experience of internal EU-negotiations at the UN.
The aim is to showcase how EUMS-diplomats, and in effect, their national multilateral
(and foreign) policies by extension, undergo a process of Europeanisation through
practical diplomatic intercourse in these Art.34-meetings – which are generally viewed
as pinnacle of EU foreign political cooperation and are thus of vital interest to any
analyst adamant to study how intra-EU dynamics play out in situ. These meetings
therefore represent an ambit of “collective” (Barnes 2011) or “situated” action (Kauppi
2004: 319) as well as “strategic socialisation” (Juncos and Pomorska 2006); a site laden
with skilful diplomatic practices competing for recognition. Goffman (1961: 7,8,19)
referred to these sites as ‘focussed gatherings’ where “sanctioned orderliness” arises
“from obligations fulfilled and expectations realised”. As Faure (2017: 191) wrote, these
negotiations should be seen as, “less the product of a bargaining process between
national interests or a set of EU institutions”, than a “social field in which […] actors
share national and transnational social representations” embodied in their practices.
Their skilful diplomatic competence is of the highest essence, since their Art.34negotiation environment, “in New York is shaped very much by long-standing
traditions, tacit regimes and non-codified customs, rather than by clear-cut rules of
procedure” (Rasch 2008: 24).
Such demonstration of skilful practices amounts to, what I label, a

‘Europeanising diplomatic spectacle’, which lies at the heart of this research. This
spectacle sees twenty-eight diplomats jockey for influence within the field of EUDEL
Art.34-negotiations by making use of their unevenly distributed resources through fieldmeaningful diplomatic practices following Pierre Bourdieu’s theory of practice. These
resources are meshed from both personal as well as state-specific or rather state5

bestowed capital and habitus onto the diplomat. Parallels with Barthes’s liminal
wrestling matches, as outlined above, are abundant as this work will gradually reveal, as
diplomats will always embody two things at once: statehood and selfhood.
As such, this spectacle both produces tangible EU-UN policy results on the one
hand, as well as forges a sense of Europeanised belonging, practices and worldviews
among its participants on the other. It takes place within a “community of practice”2
where skilfully applied practices share meaning, create a sense of belonging, and
“engender specific behavioural patterns that are legitimised over time” (Kissack 2012:
413). By participating in these joint negotiation efforts, EUMS-diplomats embark on “a
learning process in which each party is both teacher and student” (Zartman and Berman
1982: 19). Sustaining such an “international diplomatic culture” then “socialises its
members into similar behaviour” (ibid.: 229). In a sense, the truth expressed by François
Guizot in the nineteenth century, still holds true for EUMS-diplomats today:
“The professional diplomats form, within the European
community, a society of their own which lives by its own
principles, customs, lights, and aspirations, and which, amid its
differences […] preserves a quiet and permanent unity of its own.”
(cited in: Miller 1994: 340)
Such a community of practice,
“is a configuration of a domain of knowledge that constitutes likemindedness, a community of people that ‘creates the social fabric
of learning’, and a shared practice that embodies ‘the knowledge
the community develops, shares, and maintains.’” (Gross Stein
2011: 87)
Here, EUDEL, and in it the EUMSs’ diplomats, constitute such a “community of
practice”, a “dense ensemble of [shared] practices” (Bueger 2014: 392), which acts as
the field of analytical inquiry in this work.3

2

see: Wenger 1998; Goffman 1961; Gross Stein 2011: 87

It should be highlighted, that the scope of this work will primarily only permit an analysis of EUMS
diplomatic practitioners and not necessarily of their EUDEL counterparts. Notwithstanding the
criticalness of these EUDEL/EEAS actors – both in Brussels and in New York – I have instead treated
them as vital factors of the field, but not necessarily as equal to EUMS diplomats. First and foremost,
since the latter are the ones who, at the end of the day, as UNMSs call the shots, and not the EU as
enhanced UN-observer. Though EUMSs accredit EUDEL with significant influence (pp.208-12), this
does not amount to formal equality between the two in the field.
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At its very foundation, the notion of a Europeanising diplomatic spectacle
transpires from the concepts proposed by practice theory, or praxeology – that is “that
social order is established within the sway of social practices” and that these practices
are “a set of doings and sayings organized by a pool of understandings”, and “a set of
rules” (Schatzki et al. 2001: 50, 61). As Herbert Blumer noted, the actor’s behaviour
arises “from how he interprets and handles these things in the action which he is
constructing” (Jervis 1970: 4). Praxeology “moves the level of sociological attention
‘down’ from conscious ideas and values to the physical and the habitual”, as Ann
Swidler (2001: 84) writes; it finds meaning in actors’ purposeful actions. Practices are
the vehicles of, and for the framework in which they are carried out; just as much as
practices amount to carriers of the framework’s meaning, as well as constituents thereof.
Going further, Berry Barnes (2001: 19) proclaimed: “Let practices be socially
recognized forms of activity, done on the basis of what members [of a certain group]
learn from others, capable of being done well or badly, correctly or incorrectly.” Among
others, practice theory’s principle figures, to a greater or lesser extent, include Pierre
Bourdieu with his renown tripod of habitus, capital and field4, Erving Goffman (1959),
Harold Garfinkel (1967), Anthony Giddens (1979, 1984), Michel Foucault (1969),
Theodore Schatzki (1996), or Sherry Ortner (2006). They all sought to reveal deeper
layers of meaning in what actors purposefully embody with their practice: what they do,
how and why.
What do EUMS-diplomats at EUDEL do, how and why? How do different
individuals behave similarly – most notably, how do individuals representing specific
states tend to act in similar fashion? Why do Art.34-participants claim that these internal
EU-negotiations feel qualitatively different to those with third countries as the UN? How
are common EU policies specified, standpoints taken, and, above all, a sentiment of
‘EU-ropeaness’ among its EUMS-diplomats fostered? It all boils down to the individual
who enacts diplomacy in this specific context. To quote Charles Webster,
“The subject of diplomacy has of course been expounded by a
long array of writers. They have, however, often considered it in
the wider aspect of policy rather than in that of the method by
which policy is implemented.” (1962: 1 [emphasis added])

4

See: Bourdieu 1977, 1986, 1988, 1990, 1991, 1994, 1996a,b, 1998a,b, 2001, 2010, 2104
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Given that this statement was made in 1962, conceptualising diplomacy as a practice is
neither novel nor bold. In fact, diplomacy’s core raison d’être is being an activity, a
practice of inter-subjective, cross-cultural engagements.5 The standard diplomatic
canon Satow’s Diplomatic Practice (Roberts 2017) quite literally carries ‘Practice’ in its
title. Yet, for its most part, studies of International Relations (IR) and EU foreign affairs
downplayed the human dimension of practices in their work. Indeed, considerable
literature has produced valuable insights into the various mechanisms underpinning
international systems and organisations (including European integration), such as
norms, procedures and roles. Yet scarcely little has been undertaken about the very
people who fill these concepts with life, words and deeds (Georgakakis 2010: 94-5):
“Organisations, like societies, are not static: they are constantly in the making” ”, as
Niels Schia (2013: 72) notes, “[t]herefore, it is not enough to look at organisational
structures […] we need to understand who does what, with whom and why”. Practices
make international organisations (IOs) – plain and simple. Deciphering how practices
play out in the context of Art.34-meetings at EUDEL in New York is precisely what this
work intends to do. Before exploring the central argument, a general overview of the
EU’s status at the UN reveals the backdrop against which this Europeanising diplomatic
spectacle takes place.
I.II – The EU at the UN

EUMS-diplomats encounter one another with surprisingly high frequency over the
course of a year within the Art.34-context. Indeed, Sieglinde Gstöhl (2011: 183) has
accounted for roughly 1,300 such EU coordination sessions between EUMSs taking
place annually in New York. This colossal number suggests roughly 25 weekly meetings
per week implying an extraordinary degree of intra-EUMS socialisation and diplomatic
interaction. Rasch (2008: 61) too, has outlined the stark increase of coordination
meetings since 1975 with only 173 meetings. Indeed, “[m]eeting frequency gives
diplomats face-to-face time to create norms of understanding, and to develop working
and professional relationships” (Davis Cross 2007b: 230). Needless to say, that from a
comparative global perspective, the “European [diplomatic] cluster is extra dense” (van
der Wusten et al 2016: 95). As one EUMS-interviewee put it:
See: Adler-Nissen 2013, 2015, 2016a,b; Faizullaev 2006, 2007, 2012, 2017; Neumann 2002, 2008,
2012, 2013; Webster 1962
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“Before coming […] I was not fully aware of [the amount of]
coordination in order to reach a common position. I was really
surprised initially by the intensity of coordination meetings […]
Thousands of EU-coordination [meetings] – it was just
overwhelming initially to figure out what was going on – so many
meetings. That was my first surprise, that everything [here] is so
tightly coordinated […] They were not intense in terms of being
stressful, but just very, very active.”6
Indeed, EUMS-diplomats at the UN are said to devote roughly 70% of their work to
EU-coordination (Degrand-Guillaud 2009b: 610). This ranges from the highest
diplomatic meetings of Heads of Missions (HoMs) 9:00am every Tuesday, where the
overall political decisions and directions are assessed, to EUMS diplomatic expert level
negotiations on drafts, proposals and voting intentions scheduled whenever required, to
emergency sessions and Security Council (UNSC) debriefings by EUMS-UNSC
members. Indeed, the EUDEL’s eight meeting rooms are akin to a diplomatic merrygo-round with various groups of EUMSs, EUDEL staff, experts, third country
diplomats, civil society and NGO-representatives performing a veritable relay of
negotiations, exchanges and briefings.
Quintessentially, the backbone of EU cooperation and representation since 2009
has been Art.34 of the Lisbon Treaty. Developed from the de facto “codified […]
practice that had already slowly developed in New York within the European Political
Cooperation” (Marchesi 2010: 101), which had marshalled inter- and intra-EUMSs/EU
coordination throughout the years hitherto, it nowadays legally stipulates the modalities
of joint-EU concertation at the UN. Such attempts at inner/intra-EU concertation go
back as far as 1973 (Copenhagen Report of European Political Cooperation) and have
been updated in 1986 (Single European Act), the Treaty of the EU (TEU) in 1993, and
2010 (Lisbon) (Schmidt 2005: 190; Rasch 2008: 8). All of these efforts share three
characteristics: “information (to the wider EU membership), concertation (among the
states serving in the UNSC), and the ‘defence of the positions and interests of the
Union’” (Schmidt 2005: 102). These meetings act as the personified linchpin of the
g-EUMS interview [This work places EUMSs according to an internally perceived and adhered-to
stratification of their influence within an internal “EUMSs’ pecking order”. I differentiate between a, b
or g-EUMSs (see: Chapter Three – pp.96-7). Every EUMS interview excerpt will indicate the type of
EUMS behind it. This is done both for reasons of anonymity as well as comparability (e.g. how a-EUMSs
may perceive matters differently than g-EUMSs)]
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EU’s Common Foreign and Security Policy (CFSP) at the UN in New York, as well as
the touchstone of the inner/intra-EU dynamics concurrently at play in Brussels and
elsewhere in Europe. This is because although local UN matters of importance are
discussed, the presence of internal EU affairs continues to radiate into these discussions.
These too – domestic pressures, institutional competition, even inter-EUMSs
disagreements – command the rhythm of EUDEL discussions just as much as local UN
matters do. In these meetings, mainly EUMS “file experts” interact with one another:
“You can actually easily just follow the EU [meetings] and then you are up to speed with
what is going on in the rest of the UN”7. A European diplomatic micro-universe unto
itself; an interface of UN, as well as EU affairs on the 31st floor of 666 Third Avenue –
hence why this “l’Europe en miniature” exudes such a “special charm for students of
EU foreign relations” (Rasch 2008: 13) since all of this area’s debates are condensed
here.
Situated directly in an annex of the iconic Chrysler Building to its west and
viewing the monolithic UN Headquarters to its east, the three floors which comprise the
EU’s presence at the UN are a locus of constant activity. Its current location may well
be a symbolic testament to the EUDEL’s gradual scramble up the UN ladder of
influence as well as a reflection of the organisational changes within the EU brought
about by the Treaty of Lisbon (Tonra and Thomas 2012). In that vein, Katie Verlin
Laatikainen (2015*8) describes the ascent of EUDEL through the years alongside its
rise up the NYC property ladder from “modest suite offices on Dag Hammarskjold
Plaza” in the 1990s with 20 diplomats; later moving to 222 E. 41st Street, with “[t]he
Commission [moving] in with 26 people, the Council with 14” in the mid-2000s;
eventually to its current site with roughly 60 diplomats in 2014, now boasting “several
floors […] with several meeting rooms with views over the iconic Chrysler Building”.
Laatikainen (ibid.) wonders whether, “this ascension through the New York real estate
market” was “merely symbolic, or [whether it reflected] an EU Delegation realizing its
ambitions of the Lisbon Treaty to increase the EU’s consistency, coherence and global
impact”. Undeniably, the EU’s presence at the UN has indeed come a long way since
1974 when the EU was first granted its precursor observer status at the 29th UNGA
(Blavoukos et al. 2016: 37).
7
8

g-EUMS interview
* means that no page numbers had been provided in the digital version
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The role of the EU at the UN is of a very specific, and much like the Union itself,
of a sui generis nature. Ever oscillating between the global ambitions of the EU on the
one hand, and the restrictive nation-state-driven realities of the UN’s framework on the
other, the EU today finds itself both a serious force at the UN, albeit always at the mercy
of its EUMSs and that of other third countries who still enjoy greater autonomy and
higher diplomatic rank at the UN than the EU. When it comes to the EU at the UN,
the EU is always only as strong as others permit it to be – both outside as well as within
its own ranks. Indeed, “[p]ainting a picture on the status of the [EU] at the [UN] may
not result in a beautiful Rembrandt”, but rather an œuvre featuring “abstract modern
techniques, where colours are constantly changing”, as Hoﬀmeister and Kuijper (2006:
34) put it.
At its heart, the very foundational principle of the UN, “one country, one vote”
(GA Handbook 2017: 7), does render the EU’s presence there a slightly odd one,
despite having acquired its own single legal personality through the ratification of Lisbon
(Degrand-Guillaud 2009a: 409) and through it, its ‘enhanced observer status’ at the
UN.9 Currently, the EU operates within a unique position, having not quite yet achieved
a status befitting its multilateral ambitions, still working sternly within its legal and
procedural possibilities. Today, the “EU speaks ‘among’ representatives, as agreed and
stated in the resolution” 65/276 adopted on 3 May 2011, “with 180 votes in favour,
none against and two abstentions”10, which saw both the EU’s new operational
modalities at UN come into force as well as its newly adapted role there as foreseen in
the Treaty of Lisbon (Guimarães 2015*). Even the meandering events leading to the
resolution’s adoption were a testament to the rocky road the EU and its EUMSs had to
persevere in order to carve out the bloc’s enhanced role at the UN.11

Formally ranking below fully-fledged UN Member States,and Observer States (Palestine and the Holy
See, but above other Observers (e.g. the African Union, Arab League, etc.) (Panke 2014: 1063). This too
finds expression in the seating location of the EU in the UNGA Hall: at the far end of the chamber, atop
overlooking the UN Member States (UNMSs) below, sat in-between the State of Palestine to its left and
the African Union to the right and the Holy See just above it. In contrast to the State of Palestine and the
Holy See, the EU’s flag does not fly alongside the other UN members outside the UN Headquarter.
10
(Syria and Zimbabwe)
11
Here, Fernando Andresen Guimarães’s (2015) account on this matter provides a riveting read. His
description of how the EU’s then High Representative for External Affairs Catherine Ashton had tasked
him to lead the European External Action Service’s (EEAS) UN taskforce following the EU’s (almost)
humiliating defeat at the UNGA on its first draft proposal regarding an enhanced EU status at the UN
on 14 September 2010 tells the story of intense EUMS/EEAS lobbying, stiff resistance to what was
perceived as an attempt of greater European “bloc dominance” and outright distrust as well as hubris
(Laatikainen 2012: 482).
9
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Appreciating its relatively inferior status as enhanced observer at the UN is crucial
in understanding the inner/intra-EU/EUMSs’ dynamics at play in this thesis. Despite
occasionally obstreperous EUMSs, which the EU still depends on for a united front, it
nevertheless deems itself the world’s genuine champion for, what it terms, “effective
multilateralism” (EEAS Global Strategy 2016). As Europeans continue to perceive
multilateralism “as a way of life rather than a question of power” (Groom 2006: 460),
“caused by the Union’s own genetic codes” (Jørgensen 2006: 13), at times perceiving
themselves as the “better peoples of the UN”, who are “convinced of their ‘UN
virtuousness’” (Fassbender 2004: 857) – not always to the joy of other UNMSs:
“Some hate us for it! We are that fat little kid with the spectacles
in the school yard and on top of that we have tons of money and
self-righteous lessons to give to the world. That is why we
sometimes are criticised and not loved to the level that we would
expect that we should. There is a good reason for that: We are a
product of the future. A science-fiction entity […] beyond state
sovereignty.”12
However, EUDEL really does consider itself a beacon of multilateralism within an
increasingly multipolar world order – maybe nowhere more so than at the multilateral
fora of the UN, where it seeks to instil these goals with life (Jørgensen and Laatikainen
2012: 472).13 Here, the EU and the UN seem a fitting match. Indeed, “the EU as a
collective body, which in principle performs its CFSP as a group, fits in well into the
UN’s functioning [of group-dominated politics]” (Rasch 2008: 27). And, by the same
token, the EU views its EUMSs equally as representatives as well as disciples of ‘effective
multilateralism’. Dependent on them as well embodied through them.
Therefore, the EU – both as a community as well as its institutions – pivots on
its hierarchically superior EUMSs to represent its positions at the UN (Gstöhl 2011:
181). Consequently, the EU is rendered a veritable “patchwork power”, as Sieglinde
Gstöhl (2009) further phrased it. It remains in their interest to see the EU’s positions at
the UN succeed as it offers them relatively greater leverage among all 193 UNMSs. This
inter-dependent relationship allows to act as a unified front at the UN: a highly complex
framework, in which the EU mediates the member states’ UN-related decisions and to

EUDEL interview
(The question of course remains, if multilateralism is championed for its own sake, or because a
relatively weak actor such as the EU dependent on a multilateral world order has no other choice)
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which all twenty-eight make contributions and technically bear a subsequent
responsibility of implementation. In a way, the EU has “one message” but speaks “with
many voices” (Gstöhl 2011: 190) – whether by intention or flaw remains another matter.
Are then EUMSs and EUDEL complementary or competing forces? The answer, again,
remains a differentiated one.
Cynically, EUMSs and EUDEL are “condemned to each other” at the UN
(Drieskens 2012: 62) with often, particularly in the beginning post-Lisbon, inelegant
differences between EUDEL and “its EUMSs”14 who had to yet find new modi operandi
alongside the now enhanced EUDEL functions. As Laatikainen (2015*) writes, after
2009 EUDEL and EUMSs have been thrust into a “new diplomatic dance pattern”,
agreed-on in theory but with little practical experience: “After some clumsy footwork in
the first years post-Lisbon, these partners are now dancing (usually) to the same music”.
Nowadays the EUMSs-EUDEL symbiosis seems generally appreciated and relied on,
in contrast to the earlier days just post-Lisbon (Lequesne 2015: 360). Contentions,
should they arise, appear mostly as domestically emanating problems exogenously

infringing on the inner group of EUMS/EUDEL-diplomats in New York, rather than
endogenous shocks from within the collective of EUMS-diplomats. Presently also sees
fewer procedural turf wars and institutional tensions as had been the case before 2009.
However, most of the literature on the EU at the UN has one significant
drawback, and that is being published prior to or just around Lisbon. Some delved into
matters of voting cohesion and EU coordination in New York15, but comparable work
has not really been undertaken over ten years since Lisbon. Though the EEAS and its
delegations have been examined after 200916 on a meta-level, this does not apply to its
micro-level. The overarching question thus to be tackled is this one: when the doors to
the negotiation room are shut, which social processes occur inside?
I.III – The Conundrum

In order to appreciate the reasoning behind the proposed conceptual framework, one
has to acknowledge the underlying conundrum of these Art.34-meetings: that of agency

A rather possessive phrase frequently heard from EUDEL officials in interviews
Inter alia: Kostakos et al. (1999); Arnold (2003); Luif (2003); Paasivirta and Porter (2006); Rasch
(2008); Degrand-Guillaud (2009a,b); Kissack (2010); Gstöhl (2011)
16
Inter alia: Davis Cross (2007a); Jørgensen and Laatikainen 2012; Austermann 2014, 2015; Koops et
al. 2015; Spence and Bátora 2015
14
15
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versus structure. Let us first consider some conceptual paradigms that will explain this
thesis’s theoretical framework. Initially, the entire underpinnings of Art.34-negotiations
are a highly complex, multifaceted and intrinsically interconnected affair, as micro,
meso- and meta-concerns come into play. Gauging these complex intra-EUMS
decision-making operations, Stephan Keukeleire (2000: 4-5) coined the term “‘bimultilateral’ set of processes”, portraying a complex undertaking conducted through
myriad bilateral and multilateral channels in order to achieve desired results. Its semistructured origins have been traced back to that of the Benelux states’ late 1940s
negotiation precursors (Rasch 2008: 30). Overall, “bi-multilateral processes” fittingly
depict the daily reality of these negotiations. To evoke John Ruggie (1993: 172): just
like the EU, EUDEL is truly a “multiperspectival polity”, with its “conduct of
international politics among community members”, becoming “increasingly difficult to
visualise”, given its twenty-eight “separate, single, fixed viewpoints”. Centrally, this
system is erected on “rather loose, trans-institutional, trans-governmental networks of
bureaucrats, experts and mid-level policy-makers” which makes for a messy and
interwoven matrix for the researcher to examine (Costa 2012: 420). Unquestionably,
the EUMSs’ diplomatic negotiators are not the sole arbiter in formulating positions and
conducting negotiations with their peers, since they always remain at the mercy of bigger
forces indirectly present alongside them in the negotiation room: directions issues by
their national governments, agreed-upon language by Foreign Affairs Council (FAC)
conclusions, CFSP directives etc. all likewise influence developments.
Despite all these complexities, the phenomenon remains a seemingly plain one:
individual EUMS-diplomats walk into a negotiating room, and (in the majority of cases)
joint EU-approaches emerge. Most of these actions appear to ‘miraculously’ occur
within the “black box” (Koops and Macaj 2015*) of the EU’s organisational apparatus,
including this EUDEL negotiation room. This begs the questions: How so? And further,
what can this reveal about questions of influence, inner/intra-EU dynamics, diplomatic
skill and matters of Europeanisation of individuals? What emerges, is a conundrum
which puts agents and structure seemingly at odds. In short, the external and internal
forces and limitations which compel these actors to operate and co-operate in that room:
dichotomies of personal agency (diplomats’ intentions) as well as structural constraint
(external as well as internal ones) wrestling one another as practices gradually emerge
14

somewhere in-between. The Art.34-negotiations’ liminality addressed earlier perfectly
emblematises these dichotomies.
Once more, let us assume a hypothetical EU Art.34-negotiation. On the face of
it, we find a room with twenty-eight EUMS-diplomats, in the order of the rotating
Council presidency, with the current holder to the right of the EUDEL chair at the
top/end of the table (Degrand-Guillaud 2009a: 425; Rasch 2008: 69), two flags (one
EU, one UN) (Morten 1999: 462), a few official portraits of the Commission and
Council President as well as the High Representative for External Affairs (HR/VP),
additionally

a handful of photographs depicting EU foreign-political and UN-

engagement and a set of microphones for interventions. Naturally, the primary remit of
these get-togethers is to negotiate on behalf of the EUMSs and effectively the EU as a
whole. This is done both to advance national and collective preferences, by protecting
domestic red-lines as well by gauging the possibility for compromise in spirit of EUUnity at the UN. This archetypical EUDEL negotiation room constitutes the stage of
this undertaking, on which these negotiations are performed under a specific set of
conventions, demands and the prospect of a unified consensus – its most cherished
prize.
Here, the diplomat both acts as an individual as well as an embodiment of their

state, rendering a state-personality hybrid. The diplomat simultaneously asks, ‘Who am
I?’ as well as ‘Who do I represent?’. They employ both state preferences as well as
personal ones – ‘What does my government want?’ (supposed state-interest) as well as
‘What do I as an individual want?’ (supposed self-interest). Sometimes these preferences
emerge congruent, other times not. The diplomat’s motivation appears likewise
governed by the logic of consequence and the logic of appropriateness (Swidler 2001;
March and Olsen 2004). Do EUMS-diplomats feel that they gather either in a

Gesellschaft (an association) of loose individuals congregating to realise their personal
objectives; or rather in a Gemeinschaft (a community) of those seeking to act
cooperatively (Tönnies 1979)? After all, diplomats are not mere “structural idiots”
(Beyers 2005), but they remain self-reflective beings oscillating between agency and
structure (Juncos and Pomorska 2006: 3).
When accounting for the logic that guides the internal dynamics of this
archetypical negotiation room, we are confronted with a stream of seemingly endless
opposing either/or IR-theory dyads: states or individuals? Personal or group preferences?
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The agent or the collective? Gradually, the following conundrum emerges: through
which prism can the overall dynamics in the room be interpreted? How can these dyads
be reconciled – if at all? The availability of conceptual choices remains abundant:
through the application of objectivism or rather that of subjectivism? Purely via
structuralism (the guiding implicit structure surrounding the individuals) or
existentialism (the innate agency of the individuals)? Through the eternal struggle of the
self-interest-driven homo oeconomicus or the norm-value-guided homo sociologicus?
Intergovernmentalism or rational choice theory? Transactionalism or institutionalism?
Is it a question of mere bargaining efforts, or rather of purely personal relationships?
Between “rational choice approaches”, assuming “that human beings and states act
rationally to maximise utility” (e.g. Moravcsik: 1997), or constructivists who “find that
social norms are the main behavioural driver” (e.g. Börzel and Risse: 2003) (AdlerNissen 2016a: 94)? When I entered the negotiation room, I wondered if what I saw was
a spectacle between states, individuals, or a group? Depending on what the researcher
expects to find, according to their preferred thinking tools, will have immense
consequences on what they see. However, this is bound to only tell a small part of the
story.
It is thus, that I propose the approach of practice theory, or praxeology. Out of the array
of existing conceptual choices, this comes the closest to reconciling structure with
agency since both arguably contribute to the broader picture. As Martin Hollis rightly
observed, “Where Plastic Man has his causes, Autonomous Man has his reasons” (1977:
11) – plastic and autonomous amount to a single being. It is thus that praxeology is the
attempted compromise stretching over this chasm separating structure and agency,
intermediating between the two, acknowledging both realities in sound dualistic
reasoning. Bit by bit, the following paragraphs begin to explore this proposition more
closely prior to a subsequent chapter entirely devoted to praxeology’s theory.
I.IV – A Practical Approach

Foremost, this work is about EUMS-diplomats and their diplomatic practices and what
that reveals about the system within which they operate regarding the context of the EU
at the UN. Marsh and Rhodes’s (1992) “Rhodes Model” fits well into this context,
namely that “[p]olicy is not made in the electoral arena or the gladiatorial confrontation
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of Parliament, but in the netherworld of committees, civil servants, professions, and
interest groups”. These ‘diplomatic subcultures’ (Jönsson 1990: 42-7) behind the EU’s
foreign political decision-making procedures at the UN, are precisely this work’s focal
point. To quote Carne Ross (2007: 10), a former British diplomat at the UN, this work
is about the “nameless and invisible inhabitants” of “vast, windowless bastion[s] of
global institutions studding the landscape” whose “workings too often [are]
unintelligible and hidden” from the public gaze.17 Its objective is to,
“uncover how power constellations, institutional processes and
inter-institutional relations affect the diplomatic performance of
the EU. An important, but often neglected aspect of diplomatic
engagement also lies at the level of the individual: personal skills,
relations with other diplomats and the reputation/standing of a
certain negotiator considerably influence overall outcomes.”
(Koops and Macaj 2015* [emphasis added])
The gaze is to be brought down from the macro to the micro, as indeed,
“Diplomacy is widely understood as an instrument of foreign
policy and diplomats are perceived as instruments of that
instrument. This kind of macro approach to diplomacy and
instrumental understanding diplomats inevitably lead to depersonification of diplomatic activity.” (Faizullaev 2006: 498)
Fundamentally, this work is about “what diplomats themselves have had to say about
international relations” (Sharp 2009: 7), and the lifeworld of EUMS-diplomats at the
UN in particular. In that pursuit, let us turn to a few elementary distinctions regarding
EUDEL negotiations.
Broadly speaking, these Art.34-negotiations embody three general remits. (i)
Legality, (ii) Negotiations, and (iii) Practical Mastery. Firstly, the basic purpose of these
meetings is simple legality. Whenever these individuals congregate, they do so as to
“coordinate their action in international organisations and at international conferences”
in order to “uphold the Union's positions in such forums” as stipulated in Art.34 of the
Lisbon Treaty. They have a legal obligation to consult, update and coordinate with one
another. Secondly, in so doing they constitute a “site of diplomatic negotiations”

Such descriptions are reminiscent of Dutch MEP Sophie in t’Veld’s “Technocratic Eunuchs” when
talking of European bureaucrats (https://issuu.com/scentofwildanimals/docs/naamloze_tekening_2_samengevoegd [viewed: 03/September/2021, 14:56])
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(Coleman 2013: 167) – essentially bargaining and compromise-finding, in the sense that
the EUMS-diplomats will have been equipped with instructions from their capitals –
potentially varying in their degree of clarity and staunchness – so as to advance them on
their respective behalves. They are legal representatives of their home countries tasked
with both fending for their national motivations as well as those collectively of the group
and the EU. Thus, the EUDEL negotiation room similarly becomes an agora of
power/influence relations between EUMSs as well as the individuals representing them,
all jockeying for sway over their fellow EUMSs and their positions. Thirdly, however,
its far deeper purpose goes beyond that, as likewise, whenever these twenty-eight
individuals convene at EUDEL, they also perform nothing short of a Europeanising

diplomatic spectacle through a display of practical diplomatic mastery.
By engaging in such Europeanising diplomatic spectacles, EUMS-diplomats at
the UN celebrate their individual diplomatic skills, as well advance their own European
self-conception as EUMS-diplomats through them. Thereby, they achieve concrete
results (e.g. resolutions, EU positions, safeguarding of national red lines, etc.) as a
primary function. Equally, they also forge an EU community of practice sustained by
these very practices which they enact in a secondary function.
At large, a Europeanising diplomatic spectacle constitutes a diplomatic

intercourse of EUMS-diplomats all performing diplomatic practices by reifying
applicable background EU/UN knowledge to the best of their abilities and resources
(both national and personal). In so doing, they seek to advance their perceived position
among their peers for their own personal as well as their national benefit. Following
former Norwegian diplomat-cum-scholar Iver B. Neumann (2013: 6):
“It goes for all professions, and very much for diplomats, that the
more recognised their expertise, the easier it is for them to beat
the competition and get things done their way. A thought that lies
close to hand is that diplomats are measured according to their
activities.”
Correspondingly, these EUMS-diplomats likewise Europeanise their modalities of
thinking, perceiving and acting. Practices are thus employed as a ‘means to’ as well as
‘resulting in’.
Let us turn more closely to practices and their benefit to IR and EU studies and
begin with the people “who participate directly in international negotiations and
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institutions” (Moravcsik 1994: 1). In this case, EUMS- and EUDEL-diplomats:
“Diplomats are real people, who do a practical job” (Mayall 2007: 5). Here an anecdote
by former British diplomat Brian Barder (2014: 10) about his interactions with nondiplomats springs to mind:
“Diplomacy is widely, but mistakenly, regarded as possessing a
special mystique, at any rate, in the eyes of those who have never
come into contact with its practitioners. It’s often seen as an exotic
[…] profession. Anyone who has ever been an ambassador has
experienced the shocked reaction when a stranger at some
reception asks ‘What’s your position at the embassy exactly?’ and
receives the reply, “I’m the ambassador.” The first response is
invariably a horrified apology […]. Sooner or later the apology is
followed by the question. “But what do diplomats actually do?”
([emphases added])
Indeed, what do they do? In its purest essence, praxeology in IR/EU-studies examines
what internationally active practitioners do, why, how and under which conditions and
which specific practices emerge as a result. “Daily cultural practices are not an icing on
the cake but a constituent component of power relations, in diplomacy as much as
elsewhere”, as Merje Kuus (2015: 369) so aptly put it. Praxeology is “concerned with
studying the ways in which people make sense of the world and the way they ‘go about
their activities on a day-to-day basis’” (Adler-Nissen 2016b: 28). And, further,
praxeologists remain occupied with the very structuring processes in which these agents
operate, as well as the practices stemming from these selfsame processes (Adler-Nissen
2016a,b; Bouchard and Drieskens 2012).
This echoes Alexander Wendt’s (cited in: Adler-Nissen 2016b: 28) symbolic
interactionism, which deems that, “structure has no reality apart from its instantiation
in process.” Indeed, “organisations can be made visible by reconstructing everyday
practices” (Kessler and Guillaume 2012: 11). Or in the words of Antje Wiener,
praxeology is primarily concerned with the “‘intersubjective dimension of human action’
in politics as a key element in (world) politics” (2003: 258). Fundamentally, following
Kauppi (2018*),
“individuals and groups shape the political order and that this
logic is not reducible to a ‘theory’ such as neofunctionalism,
neorealism, institutionalism, multilevel governance, world culture
theory or intergovernmentalism. They find themselves in
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fundamentally uncertain circumstances, face novel situations and
try to manage with the means at hand.”
Ann Swidler (2001: 75) wrote, praxeology “moves the level of sociological attention
down from conscious ideas and values to the physical and the habitual.” Taken at its
most elementary level, in most instances praxeology scrutinises the mediation between
objectivism and subjectivism; between discourse, ideas and thus resulting practices;
between structuralism and existentialism; between self-interest and norms. It illustrates
how practitioners infuse international politics with life through concrete actions which
thereby maintain as well as adapt the lifeworld they inhabit. As such, diplomats
“constitute the constitutive” (Sharp and Wiseman 2007: 272) of the international
system.
Praxeology further contends that institutions are not merely the product of
projected interests, as the neo-functionalists would advocate, nor do they come to
embody a corset of constraints reflecting the power balances as proposed by the realists.
Rather, these institutions are comprised of various fields and sub-fields where various
local logics apply, and in which their actors are forced to through varying degrees of skill
to engage with one another. They do so by calibrating an appropriate balance between
dispositions, resources, interests and norms thereby producing practices in order to
advance the actors’ ranking within that field. Rowell and Mangenot (2010: 3) thus
address praxeology as follows:
“Rather than theorising individual agency as an ontological
property held by strategic actors seeking to maximise their
interests or denied to actors exposed to the normative pressures of
appropriateness, [praxeology] […] theorises agency as the ability
to recognise and pursue individual interests, which varies
according to the quality and types of resources held by social
agents, pre-existing dispositions more or less adjusted to
dominant norms in a given context of interaction...”
Practices not only serve the individual actor but also exerts its educational influence over
the collective around them by essentially constituting “socially recognized forms of
activity” (Barnes 2001: 19). Socialisation thus occurs through practical participation.
Hence, practices (i) command mastery18; (ii) create identities19; (iii) carry meaning20;
e.g. Pouliot 2016; Kuus 2013;
e.g. Wenger 1998: 149-63;
20
e.g. Appiah 2005: 123; Cook et al. 1999
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(iv) and operate under constraints according to the level of influence their practitioner

wields21.

I.V “A Europeanising Diplomatic Spectacle”

These Europeanising diplomatic spectacles constitute a celebration and display of
“competent performances” of diplomacy, as Faizullaev (2017: 92) might have described
it, where skilled diplomats exhibit their diplomatic dexterity to one another in a parade
of “best practice”. Embodied competency and its exhibition lie at the heart of this
Europeanising spectacle – after all, a spectacle is at its core a display of one’s proficiency
for an audience. As Wittgenstein (1973: §90: 22) observed: “Der Mensch tritt ein - das

Ereignis tritt ein”.22
These spectacles epitomise the inner workings of the EU machinery on several
fronts: they simultaneously bundle bilateral, multilateral, Brussels-centred, as well as
New York-grounded aspects of these negotiations. And the practices employed to
sustain these spectacles are in and of themselves carriers of information. They qualify
certain forms of behaviour and sanction misbehaviour; they forge a sense of EU ésprit

de corps (Sharp and Wiseman 2007); as well as implement the CFSP; as they reify
background knowledge and diplomatic competence through specific practices
referencing Europeanisation; and they fuse performativity with strategy; contrived
behaviour with organic interactions. They constitute an immersive experience for all
EUMS-diplomats involved in which they are compelled to operate for their own
standing, their country’s objectives and the group’s benefit as a whole. As Adler and
Pouliot (2011a: 6; 2011b: 4) likewise maintain, practices within this spectacle are but,
“competent performances. More precisely, practices are socially
meaningful patterns of action, which, in being performed more or
less competently, simultaneously embody, act out, and possibly
reify background knowledge and discourse in and on the material
world.”
Studying the diplomatic spectacle of competent practical performances yields riveting
insights into the dynamics at play within the room.
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e.g. Bourdieu 1977, 1986, 1990
[“Man enters –spectacle ensues”]
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As defined in the Oxford English Dictionary, the concept of ‘spectacle’ offers
myriad meanings, as it encapsulates: (i) performativity, (ii) patterns, (iii) displayed
aptitude; (iv) a (more or less) public gaze23, and, above all, (v) a sense of marvel. Even
interviewed EUMS-diplomats have echoed this notion of a spectacle, e.g.: “The
coordination meeting is a platform, as a stage so that the show can go on”24. A spectacle
will always carry both form and function in equal measure.
Moreover, performativity, pomp and circumstance appear intrinsically
intertwined with diplomacy to begin with, “hence the frequent recourse to the metaphor
of theatre to make sense of diplomatic relations” (Dittmer and McConnel 2016: 7).
“Diplomacy”, as Bernard von Bülow wrote, “is a first-class stall seat at the theatre of
life” (cited in: Freeman 2010: 58). Raymond Cohen (1987b: 21) holds it similarly in
his book Theatre of Power: The Art of Diplomatic Signalling: “The international system
is like a great stage on which states are, at once and the same time, both actors and
audience.” Or, as Walter Bagehot decreed as early as 1867: “An ambassador is not
simply an agent; [they are] also a spectacle” (Barder 2014: 3 [emphasis added]) – all
that they essentially practice appears imbued with a sense of awe. Alisher Faizullaev
(2006: 503) echoes Bagehot, for “[i]n a sense, the state acquires divine or Godlike
qualities, and diplomatic service may be compared with religious service. Diplomatic
rituals and ceremonies may have some elements of mystique.” And, following Faizullaev
equating of the state with the divine, Neumann even likening the diplomat to the very
messenger of God himself: “Genealogically, in Western tradition, the diplomat is the
angel visiting upon earth” (2012: 180). Ecclesiastic metaphors are also never far off
when describing the congregation halls of international diplomacy – Carne Ross
depicting the UNSC’s diplomats as clergymen “during a service in [their] cathedral”
(2007: 4), as did Linda M. Mülli (2018: 43), who highlighted the UN-mundus as a
“decidedly sacral context”.
Indeed, ranging from diplomatic protocol, to embassies as well as the very nimbus
of quotidian diplomatic practices, the sense of a ‘spectacle’ is found almost everywhere
in diplomacy, as explored in Costas Constantinou’s chapter ‘Everyday Diplomacy:

Mission, Spectacle and the Remaking of Diplomatic Culture’ (2016: 32), in which,

The audience here are fellow EUMS/EUDEL-diplomats and the MFAs following the spectacle through
diplomatic reports.
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“Official diplomatic discourse thus becomes subservient to the ‘diplomacy’ of the
spectacle”. Just like the palace of Versailles “had been built around the ceremonial
control of spectacle through which the mystique of absolutism was preserved and
managed” (Schama 1989: 124), so too does diplomacy. In a manner of speaking,
diplomacy’s greatest asset is its ability to perform spectacles: “I think [these Art.34negotiations] are a genuine theatre”, as one interviewee25 framed it. Finally, these
Art.34-negotiations also carry a ritualised character, which evokes semi-sacral
associations befitting the term spectacle.
Realists would certainly protest here, claiming that these Art.34-negotiations are
“dominated by unitary states with stable and coherent preferences” (Downie 2017:
325), with little time for matters of spectacles or performativity. Game theorists would
likewise shudder, primarily viewing these negotiations as almost calibrated endeavours
dealing “with conflict of interest situations in social science […] in which the interests
of the players are interconnected or interdependent” (Zagare 1984: 7). Even
constructivists would object to the strategic modicum engrained into the argument of
praxeology. Nevertheless, this notion of a Europeanising spectacle is nothing less than
the mere consequence of the diplomatic intercourse of EUMS-diplomats who negotiate
under the auspices of EUDEL through Europeanising practices. It is, in essence, what
keeps the show running.
I.VI – The Argument

This work sets out to analyse seemingly mundane activities that underpin international
diplomacy by resorting to the lens of praxeology. It primarily draws on Bourdieu’s
tripod-concepts of capital, habitus and field in approaching this Europeanising
diplomatic spectacle, as the constituent elements of practices. As such, it postulates that,
“it is possible to map political units as spaces of practical
knowledge on which diverse […] agencies position themselves and
therefore shape international politics.” (Adler-Nissen 2013: 2)
In doing so, it will be possible to conceive of these diplomatic negotiations in a novel
manner, transcending at times one-dimensional analytical frameworks that have overdominated IR-discourses for decades such as purist intergovernmentalism, realism,
25
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rational-choice theory, or constructivism. It postulates that Europeanisation of agents,
and policies does not occur due to social necessity alone, but also due to practical
engagement with a field of colleagues. Equally, that national standpoints are not merely
fixed or decreed from above, but that they are likewise a great deal more unstable and
constantly emerging through practical intercourse of local diplomatic actors in the field.
The central claim of this thesis is, therefore, that by participating in the EUDEL’s

Europeanising diplomatic spectacle, EUMS negotiators not only create a common EUposition at the UN but are equally Europeanised by their display, appreciation, and
pursuit of competent practices.
Praxeology’s reconciliation between structure and agency proves essential in that quest,
as these Art.34-meetings are not simply a congregation of individuals actors, but rather
of individual actors representing states. Somewhat metaphysically, diplomatic
individuals gather within this room and assume a hybrid version of both their own self
as well as the country they represent. Former diplomat Alisher Faizullaev terms this
fusion between personhood and nationhood of the diplomat the “diplomatic-self”:
“A diplomat is strongly connected with his or her statehood
politically, socially, and personally. Any diplomat has his or her
own individual self, which normally has some cognitive and
emotional bonds with the personhood of the home state.
Therefore this individual self-absorbs some essential
characteristics of the state selfhood and becomes more than just
personal selfhood. Representing a holistic conglomerate of the
personal and the state selves, it emerges as a diplomatic self. […]
[It] is part of the personhood of a diplomat, but […] it is also part
of the state personhood. It results from a merging of the personal
self with the state self.” (Faizullaev 2006: 501)
And further,
“To serve well, an individual who represents the state in the
international arena must fully or partly integrate his or her self
with the state’s self. Moreover, others identify individual
diplomats with their respective states, thus binding the diplomat
socially and by image to his or her state.” (Faizullaev 2014: 288)
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Art.34-negotiations are a gathering of diplomatic-selves which mesh personal as well as
national traits into their practical engagement with the group – in this case, personal and
national capital and habitus. Uneven distributions and applicability of capitals and
habituses stratify EUMSs into hierarchies of influence. Thus, these diplomatic-selves
jockey for peer-recognition so as to advance their and their EUMS’s position within the
field. Through this practical engagement, EUMSs reify background knowledge of the
Art.34-field, which in turn promotes a process of Europeanisation. This process is what
I have termed a ‘Europeanising diplomatic spectacle’ – as it exhibits performativity,
patterns, displayed aptitude, a public peer-gaze, and a sense of marvel.
Following, Chapter One continues to give a more in-depth analysis of praxeology,
particularly applied in IR/EU-studies, introducing Bourdieu’s main concepts, as well as
Wenger’s “communities of practice”.
Chapter Two illustrates the praxeological research techniques which I have
applied in my research, as well as its limitations, methodologies and ethical
considerations.
Chapter Three focusses on Bourdieu’s concept of capital in these Art.34negotiations. It explores the various forms of national and personal capital which
constitute the diplomatic-selves of the Art.34 EUMS participants. Here, Pouliot’s
(2016) international pecking order stratifies EUMSs according to their perceived field
influence into categories of a, b or g-EUMSs (pp.96-7).
Chapter Four analyses the application of Bourdieu’s habitus. Particularly, how
national and personal predispositions marshal one’s practical engagement with the field.
It addresses matters of longue durée-considerations, diplomatic cultures, field novices,
personality, and performativity.
Chapter Five addresses the dynamics of the Bourdieusian field. Especially, how
EUMS-diplomats interact with its doxa (rules of the game), nomos (normative claims),
and illusio (investment in the game). This leads to an analysis of EU-Unity and EUSolidarity, alliances, and Europeanisation processes among the field members.
Finally, Chapter Six, in reference to Barthes’s wrestling analogy, concludes that
these negotiation spectacles are both fundamentally contrived as well as organic
endeavours which permits the reconciliation between national and European.
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Chapter One

Praxeology: When Dispositions, Resources, & Relations spawn
Practices

1.1 – “When Man enters; Spectacle enters”

This chapter demonstrates how the logic of practice can help analyse the ‘Europeanising
diplomatic spectacle’. Within the canon of praxeology myriad strands of standpoints,
preferences and emphases co-exist. Proponents span 1950s Erving Goffman (1959) and
Sherry Ortner (2006) in the mid-2000s who all offer a number of core theoretical
attributes. Their objective was to simultaneously reduce conceptual scrutiny to the
smallest unit, the human being and its actions. “Thinkers once spoke of ‘structures,’
‘systems,’ ‘meaning,’ ‘life world,’ ‘events,’ and ‘actions’ when naming the primary
generic social thing. Today, many theorists would accord ‘practices’ a comparable
hono[u]r”,

Theodore

Schatzki

(2001:

10)

observed.

Praxeology’s

briefly

aforementioned duality between structure and agency is captured by cultural
anthropologist Sherry Ortner (1984: 148): it, “seeks to explain the relationship(s) that
obtain between human action, on the one hand, and some global entity which we call
‘the system’ on the other”. In that quest, it examines “small things” to understand “big
things”, to paraphrase cultural anthropologist Thomas Hylland Eriksen (2015).
The ‘interpretative turn’ in the social theories in the 1970s saw the rise of
‘practice theories’. Amidst this advent’s breadth, a common denominator began to
surface, namely the acting body being the connector between the inside- and the
outside-world. Noteworthy representatives of this tide were Erving Goffman (1959,
1961, 1963) with his sociological account of ‘performativity of self’, in which individuals
could adopt various roles within varying contexts; naturally Pierre Bourdieu with his
three pillars of habitus, capital and field on which he claimed that human practices rest;
Anthony Giddens with his “duality of structure” seeing that agency and structure
operate in tandem with regards to practices (1979, 1984); Michel Foucault (2002
[1969]) and his post-structuralism concept of corporeal dissemination of knowledge and
power; and Theodore Schatzki’s (1996) understanding that people are guided by their
‘horizon of intelligibility’, which prompts people to do what they feel makes sense for
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them; and Judith Butler’s performed gender theories (1990). Diverse as though this
compendium may seem, all of these theorists individually offered, as Reckwitz (2002:
244) summarises, “something new in the social-theoretical vocabulary” yet shared a
determination to illustrate the effects that practices epitomised in daily human
experience. Together they “form a family of theories which, in certain basic ways, differs
from other, classical types of social theory. […] [Thereby amounting] to a novel picture
of the social and of human agency” (ibid.) as a whole.
Praxeology’s basic assumption is that practices produce knowledge, embody power
relations and are constitutive of meaning. In short, “it is not only who we are that drives

what we do; it is also what we do that determines who we are” (Pouliot 2010: 5).
Schatzki (1996: 89) saw practices as “nexuses comprised of doings, sayings”, where
background knowledge is embodied by practices. Here too, praxeology “moves the level
of sociological attention ‘down’ from conscious ideas and values to the physical and the
habitual” (Swidler 2001: 84). In the words of Rebecca Adler-Nissen, praxeology “is a
deeply inductive approach which starts from the micro to explain the macro” (2016a:
99); or, as Christian Bueger (2014: 384) summarised it, praxeology takes “social
practices which are materially anchored in bodies and artefacts and dependent on
implicit knowledge as the smallest and prior unit of analysis.”
Overall, praxeology scrutinises the dynamics that arise from individual and
collective practices in specific social settings. It follows Barry Barnes’s mantra (2001:
22):
“it is always necessary to ask what disposes people to enact the
practices they do, how and when they do; and their aims, their
lived experience and their inherited knowledge will surely figure
amongst the factors of interest here.”
Particularly Bourdieu’s praxeology sought to close the gap between structure and
agency, between ‘the individual’ and ‘the system’ (Adler-Nissen 2016a: 88). Here,
praxeology, “wishes to liberate agency” (ibid.). Loïc Wacquant, one of Pierre Bourdieu’s
foremost disciples, equally believes any alleged supremacy of either agency or
structuralism to be a conceptual chimaera. In fact, by choosing either or, the social actor
is presented with an oxymoron in the first place. Wacquant established that the,
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“social actor is neither the isolated, egoistic individual of
neoclassical economic theory, a computing machine seeking to
maximise utility in pursuit of clear goals, nor a disincarnated
manipulator of symbols somehow suspended above the pull of
material forces […]. She is indeed a sentient being of flesh and
blood, inhabited by historical necessity, who is enmeshed in the
world by an opaque relationship of ‘ontological complicity’ […]
and who is bound to others from within through the ‘implicit
collusion’ fostered by shared categories of perception appreciation
and action.” (2018: 531)
Already, this excerpt captures a considerable deal of the wider animus of praxeology.
First, the social actor is neither forced to be either the self-interest-driven homo

oeconominus nor the norm-value-guided homo sociologicus. Secondly, she has a
history, a wealth of experiences she draws on for the basis of her actions; mental
dispositions so to speak. Thirdly, she operates on “shared categories of perception
appreciation” with others, implying a collectively shared tacit knowledge of both what

can (logic of consequence) and should (logic of appropriateness) be done (or not).
Experience and common intelligibility of actions inform her practices throughout: the
social actor has to operate with what they got; within a given environment; to pursue
both what they can as well as should do.
1.2 – ‘Practices’ and ‘Communities of Practice’

Behaviour, if harnessed and targeted, consequently amounts to ‘action’: “All deliberate
behaviour” is then constituted by “theories of action” (Schön 1983: 147). Let us
therefore assess what actions are. Michael Quante (2020: 52-3) specified them as,
“a subcategory of events, which are characterised by their coming
into existence through an actor’s deliberate doing. […] [T]his
leads to three central entities within this game: Actor A, the action
[a], and the consequences of this action (events or the issue).”
Once again, we can, as Pouliot (2016: 49) has, further maintain that, indeed, behaviour
forms the undercurrent of actions: “The notion of behaviour captures the material
aspect of doing; the concept of action adds on a layer of meaningfulness, at both the
subjective (intentions, beliefs) and intersubjective (norms, identities) levels”. Purposeful
behaviour thus becomes actions.
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Conversely, practices go deeper than actions as they constitute “structures of
action” (Reckwitz 2002: 244). Schatzki (2001: 56) was even more concise in his
definition: “A practice is, first, a set of actions”, he professed. However, practices can
aspire to become more than merely a bare collection of actions; they can amount to a
set of recognisable repertoires of action instruments. For illustration, Cook and Brown’s
(1999) medical analogy proves helpful. In it a surgeon performs certain medical
practices that signify their professional status (e.g. studying charts, going through
checklists, disinfecting their hands, issuing choreographed instructions to their
assistants, etc.). By adhering to remit-specific meaningful practices they become a

competent actor through practices. The “meaning of [their] action comes from the
organized context of [their profession]”, they write (ibid.: 387). In general parlance,

practice is a commonly recognisable way of doing things. Furthermore, the authors offer
a nuanced grasp of practice by distinguishing it from behaviour and action through the
parameter of enhanced purpose. They note, “Doing of any sort we call ‘behaviour’,
while ‘action’ we see as behaviour imbued with meaning. By ‘practice’ then, we refer to
action informed by meaning drawn from a particular group context” (ibid.: 387
[emphasis added]).
It is precisely this group-dimension that is of greatest interest. Practices remain,
before all else, “a relatively coherent set of human actions […] [and a] socially structured
and commonly accepted repertoire of means” (Shimony and Nails 1987: 364 [emphases
added]). Note the emphasis on the social dimension, namely that practices derive their
meaning from an organised context. Additionally, Reckwitz (2002: 249) postulates that
practices constitute a routinised type of behaviour therein. As such, Michael Kelly
(2003: 169) notes, “practice is intentional, teleological, social, and normative in its
genesis and throughout its development, however long it lasts”. Thus, practices carry as
well as create meaning and identity (Lechner and Frost 2018: 5).
Additionally, they suggest competence and mastery in equal measure; as Adler
and Pouliot (2011b: 4) point out. Practices can hence be defined as “competent
performances” (Adler et al. 2011a: 6). Of paramount importance is again the fellow
audience, who recognise meaningful practices: “the individual typically infuses his
activity with signs which dramatically highlight and portray confirmatory facts that
might otherwise remain unapparent or obscure”, as Goffman (1959: 40) wrote.
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Since practices reflect “patterns”, they are, in Reckwitz’s (2002: 249) view,

recurrent occurrences within a communal frame of reference. Indeed, one has to turn
to their contextual culture, which makes “[t]he practice [speak]: ‘This is how we have
always done things around here.’” (Neumann 2012: 61). In short, they rest on
“communities of practice”, as they construe and decipher meaningful practices through
their common intelligibility amongst a group. To that avail, dealing with practitioners’
inter-relations, one deals with a group of people “in-the-know”, as “[w]e cannot
understand human behaviour outside of the communities in which people live” (AdlerNissen 2016b: 28).
From his perspective of educational studies, Etienne Wenger26 (1998) framed the
idea that groups organise their sense-of-self, as well as their sense-of-belonging through
shared practices. In so doing, members of a specific group thus constitute a ‘Community
of Practice’, who “are formed by people who engage in a process of collective learning
in a shared domain of human endeavour” (Wenger-Trayner and Wenger-Trayner 2015:
1). These communities are “containers of practice characterized by mutual engagement,
joint enterprise, and a shared repertoire” (Bueger and Gadinger 2014: 31). Wenger et
al. (1991) initially published this concept of “situated learning”, where they explored
“the process by which new entrants to an activity or workplace gain the skills, knowledge
and habits necessary to becoming ‘full participants’” (Fuller et al. 2005: 50), via an
“infrastructure of repeated interactional practices” (cited in: Bueger and Gadinger 2014:
10). Wenger et al. (1991) contended that shared social activities created meaning,
expertise and identity. As such, they argued that “learner identity is viewed as being

embedded in the context in which the individual is ‘co-participating’” (Fuller et al.
2005: 50 [emphasis added]). Thus, the social context commands communal practices;
its individual actors co-participate in their genesis – thereby gaining “skills, knowledge
and habits necessary to becoming ‘full participants’”, or coequal participants.
Wenger (1998: 52) attributed the following three hallmarks of practices applied
within communities of practice: (i) their negotiation of meaning; (ii) their participation
and reification; (iii) the duality formed by the two. Specifically, Wenger maintains these
three constitute a “generative infrastructure” (1998: 96) underpinning all practices. It
is through practice-participation that collective meaning is reified in its application
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(Lechner and Frost 2018: 114). The context, the pursuit, the “joint enterprise” (Bueger
and Gadinger 2014: 31), the objective dictates practices’ meaning. I again read this, not
necessarily as a structurally enforced dogma onto the group, nor as an expression of
detached agency on behalf of its members, but rather as an act of joint agency in a

pursuit towards a collective goal manifest in the group’s so-called “working consensus”
(Goffman 1959: 21) (being the guidelines of cooperation and goal-stipulation).
Hence, practices enacted with, in front of, and within a community of practice,
constitutes a learning experience for both the actor as well as the group. Its participants
become proficient in differentiating between meaningful/competent practices and
inconsequential/incompetent practices according to the logic of the group’s goals.
“[R]egimes are what the participants make of them”, as Michael Smith and Ole
Elgström (2012: 301) famously wrote, that is how competently its actors fill regimes
with life. Hence why, “practices shape professional cultures” (Lequesne 2015: 356),
achieved by repetition of a repertoire of,
“routines, words, tools, ways of doing things, stories, gestures,
symbols, genres, actions, or concepts that the community has
produced or adopted in the course of its existence and which have
become part of its practice.” (Wenger 1998: 83)

1.3 Europeanisation as Practical Process

We can therefore turn to the notion of Europeanisation within communities of practice.
‘Europeanisation’ (or ‘Europeification” or even ‘Brusselsisation’) (Wong and Hill 2011:
2) is “concerned with the forces, mechanisms and interplays at work, which create a
converging sense of European thinking and acting among [EUMSs] and equally on the
EU level” (Lundwall 2016: 19). It is a dynamic that encapsulates both functional as well
as ideational aspects.27 Claudio M. Radaelli (2004: 3) specified it as follows:
“Europeanisation consists of processes of a) construction, b)
diffusion and c) institutionalisation of formal and informal rules,
procedures, policy paradigms, styles, ‘ways of doing things’ and
shared beliefs and norms which are first defined and consolidated
in the EU policy process and then incorporated in the logic of
Though the term may carry certain Eurocentric – and therefore potentially challenging – connotations,
its use within the relevant literature, however, refers to matters of the political, social, economic,
normative, cultural, etc. dynamics that nation states undergo either leading up to joining or ever since
having joined the EU.
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domestic (national and subnational) discourse, political structures
and public policies.” [emphasis added]
Radaelli’s definition bears great resemblance to this idea of learning-by-collectivelydoing. Europeanisation affects institutions, processes and understanding-of-self
predominantly among EUMSs and those anticipating membership (Kux and Ulf 2000).
Europeanisation comprises thus of an,
“institutionalised policy coordination, involving common EUwide work practices and structures, a shared information base, the
establishment of a common substantive agenda and of a unique
policy making structure [...] establish[ing] a truly collective
context…” (David Allen 1998 cited in: Rasch 2008: 57)
Indeed, all of these listed characteristics are likewise evident in these Art.34negotiations. Within this community of practice, Europeanisation is a grammar of

conduct between various EU actors through specific practices.28 To that end, three
principle channels of Europeanisation are commonly identified: uploading (bottom-up
input of EUMSs on the EU), downloading (top-down effects of the European
integration on EUMSs), and cross-loading (horizontal/vertical exchange between
EUMSs or between EU institutions) (Wong and Hill 2011: 1). Uploading might best
be described by Thomas Risse et al. (2001: 3) as:
“the emergence and the development at the European level of
distinct structures of governance, that is, of political, legal, and
social institutions associated with political problem-solving that
formalize interactions among the actors, and of policy-networks
specializing in the creation of authoritative European rules.”
Likewise downloading: “Europeanisation is always (to a certain extent) a process of
domestic political change caused (somehow) by processes of European integration”, as
encapsulated by Maarten Vink (2003: 72).
The practical effects any of the three forms of Europeanisation has on “the many
medium-level decisions” of EUMS agents “should not be underestimated” (Cotta
2018*). Myriad such fora of Europeanisation dynamics are scattered across the political
and organisational landscape of the EU in different shapes or forms. Indeed,

See: Graziano and Vink 2013; Major and Pomorska 2005; Radaelli 2003, 2004; Risse et al. 2001; Vink
2003; Howell 2004; Wong and Hill 2011
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Europeanisation occurs “largely through diplomatic dialogue and agency of key
transnational knowledge-based networks” (Davis Cross 2011: 3), as would be the case
with these Art.34-negotiations. Here too, a constant stream of informal, semi-formal
and formal mechanisms between EUMS and EUDEL characterises their interplay.
Informality, in particular, amounts to a decisive factor, allowing EUMSs “to manipulate
one another’s politics of collective action in such a way that domestic interests remain
persistently aligned in favour of integration” (Kleine 2013: 3).
Similar Europeanising effects might not be a conscious step that practitioners
undertake, but rather a tacit working-reality (or working-consensus) of “this is just how
it works here”. Potentially because the national and supranational have gradually
become so interwoven that they appear to have lost their air of mutual exclusivity:
national and supranational have increasingly converged. One can maintain, as Cotta
(2018*) does, that,
“[f]or mainstream national elites […] the EU was an accepted part
of the political landscape and perceived as an instrument of
governance which was complementary rather than an alternative
to national ones in different fields of political action.”
Arguably then, for many national actors involved, operating within and alongside the
EU strata, became a sort of conditio sine qua non. Pari passu the three features of
Europeanisation

(uploading,

downloading

and

cross-loading)

constitute

a

‘Europeanising community of practice’, which renders ‘Europeanised’ forms of identity,
approaches and practices among its members by way of practical engagement. By
practicing uploading, downloading and cross-loading the process of Europeanisation is
brought about. The Europeanising practices therein are, “socially recognized forms of
activity, done on the basis of what members learn from others” (Barnes 2001: 19),
bearing the power to socialise members of a specific group through constant
participation and reification of the group’s ‘working consensus’ (Goffman 1959: 21).
The philosopher Franz Schuh (2021: 22) depicts “working-consensus” as a “sensible
understanding of all people who are of good will […] with the primacy of ‘doing’ [praxis]
at its core…”. This working-consensus mints a “common Lebenswelt” (Hopf 2010:
548), consisting of “collective interpretations of the world and a common system of rules
perceived as legitimate” (Gheciu 2005: 979) in order to materialise this workingconsensus. It renders individuals “who are bound by a shared interest in [...] applying a
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common practice” (Adler 2005: 14) for adhering to it all benefits them – something one
interviewee described as “a common purpose”29.
I maintain that mutually specified goals calibrate this ‘working-consensus’. Their
joint-enterprise is a common EU-position at the UN, with as much national input as
feasible. This speaks of a doxic truth, that is it is both unquestioned and maintained by
the group, as Bourdieu would have classified it.30 This is not as a super-imposed
structure in the purest sense of constructivism, neither in the barest understanding of
objectivism; but as agreed-upon legal necessity and wilful personal engagement on
behalf of the diplomats. Framing national viewpoints as European and vice-versa
appears the driving force here.31 Every practices’ reference point seems to be the
Europeanising working-consensus of the group. Its Europeanising effects appear
indisputable – act ‘European’, think ‘European’ to gradually ‘become European’.
Practices generate frameworks. They do not simply obey structures, they also create,
adapt and challenge them whilst likewise also operate therein. EUMS/EUDELdiplomats proactively generate these structures via their practices. Indeed, most
praxeological readings of such groups and institutions, such as EUDEL, live by this
credo of “practices maketh the institution”, considering practices as the very
infrastructure of the institution.
Collectively, these communities of practice act as an epistemic community which
identifies collective problems as well as conceives of potential, omni-acceptable
solutions (Haas 1992), as “group of experts” so as to,
“resolve conditions of uncertainty, situations that political leaders
may not be able to address because of lack of information.
Diplomats are a part of this category […] and help define state
interests by virtue of their expertise.” (Davis Cross 2007b: 226)
And it is this selfsame “expertise” that predominantly arises from these communities of
practice within which they operate on a daily basis. Thus, the chief source of their
diplomatic advice, which their ministries rely on, stems precisely from these very
communities that act as epistemic reference points. It is therefore incumbent on the
researcher to very closely examine these communities.
29
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Especially see: 5.1
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Before proceeding to the Europeanising diplomatic spectacle in more detail, we
must initially turn to Bourdieu and his touchstone of ‘practical mastery’.
1.4 – Bourdieu’s Practical Mastery

Hardly any individual has become so closely associated with praxeology as Pierre
Bourdieu. Acting as somewhat of a maverick in his field of sociology he amalgamated
anthropological, historical and philosophical elements into his work. Being the second
most frequently cited social scientist worldwide32 (Truong and Weill 2012; Swartz 2013:
12-3), Bourdieu “has become the name of a collective research undertaking which
disregards borders between disciplines and countries”, says sociologist Loïc Wacquant
(Truong and Weill 2012). Bourdieu’s fascination with autochthonous social customs of
the Kabyle people (Grenfell 2014: 17), would later lead him to refine his observations
into a more comprehensive ‘theory of practice’, which he subsequently applied to
various studies on everyday-life and social differentiators, particularly in matters of class
and taste – with Distinction (2010) proving especially momentous here. As a sociology
professor at the College de France he became one of the nation’s leading public
intellectuals until his death in 2002 (Fournier 2002: 581). What signifies his legacy? The
basic understanding is that,
“[a]s a social theorist, Bourdieu is asking, ‘Why do different
individuals in society tend consistently to act in a similar way?’
Despite that individuals exhibit disparate traits of body, mind and
character, a recurrent pattern of similarity in their conduct is
discernible, at the macro level of observation, when a sociologist
observes what agents, construed as a society, do.” (Lechner and
Frost 2018: 64 [original emphases])
On the whole, Bourdieu’s understanding of practice primarily rests on three mutually
interdependent constitutive factors: (i) habitus, (ii) capital and (iii) field, which together
create a reciprocally constitutive interplay. “Bourdieu argued for a methodology that
would bring together an inter-dependent and co-constructed trio – the field, capital and
habitus – with none of them primary, dominant or causal”, Patricia Thomson (2014:
67) argues. These three factors are, interdependent, inter-related and mutually
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generative. Presented in a standardised formula Bourdieu’s praxeology this looks as such
(Maton 2014: 50)33:
[( habitus )+( capital )] + field = practice
Both capital and habitus – two mutually constitutive factors – in relation to a given field
generate practices, which (being an equation) reflexively generate both habitus and

capital in relation to a given field. “This formula,” Bourdieu (1996b: 10) writes, “which
might seem abstract and obscure, states the first condition for an adequate reading of
the analysis of the relation between social positions (a relational concept), dispositions
(or habitus), and stances (‘positions taking’), that is, the ‘choices’ made by the social
agents in the most diverse domains of practice”.
In the simplest terms, actors with different personalised habituses and unevenly
distributed capital are scattered across a field constantly engaging in a collective struggle
for “field supremacy” (Kauppi 2018*; Cohen 2018: 207-10). Bourdieu (1996b: 14) put
it as such: “the space of social positions is retranslated into a space of position-takings
through the mediation of the space of dispositions (or habitus)”. To him, the actor is
“structural activist […] who, constrained by structures that are material and symbolic,
struggles‚ to accumulate social resources” (Kauppi 2004: 319). In a social game of
resource-acquisition and hierarchical struggles the individual is left to fend for
themselves by producing field-meaningful practices derived from their personal habitus
and capital: after all, “status-seeking is a perpetual aspect of social integration” (Kemper
2011: 27). Pouilot and Mérand (2013: 31) condense practice theory rather elegantly:
“Actors act based on the dispositions that have been crafted over
time (habitus) which, at the point of intersect with their socially
defined positions (in the field), are actualised in the form of
practices. […] For each field, the habitus produces ‘self-evident’
or ‘natural’ logic of social action.”
This ‘natural logic’ refers to the field’s ‘working-consensus’, the institution’s set of
commonly adopted beliefs (or doxa as Bourdieu calls it). It is precisely this ‘natural

Due to the logic and structure of the thesis I will commence the three main chapters with ‘Capital’,
which, as a concept, is on the whole easier to grasp, particularly in the realms of diplomacy, and therefore
makes for a better gateway than habitus would do. As both are mutually constitutive, swapping them does
not affect the theory as a whole but merely makes for a more deductive reading.
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logic’, that one strives to explore, or as Pouliot and Cornut (2015: 301) put it: “Working
truths, not universal laws, are what social scientists are after.”
The following subsections addresses each one of these three concepts. The final
subsection demonstrates the merging of the three and illustrate how they amount to
Bourdieu’s praxeology, by example of his notion of ‘field mastery’.
a) Habitus

“[A]ll of my thinking started from this point: how can behaviour be regulated without
being the product of obedience to rules?”, Bourdieu (1994: 65) summarises his
evolution of habitus. Whilst most scholars appear to acknowledge the concept’s
bounteous potential, some find its logic unstable, such as Paul DiMaggio (1979: 1464),
who referred to the habitus as a “kind of deus ex machina by means of which Bourdieu
relates objective structure and individual activity”. Irrespective of Bourdieu’s declared
objective to do away with the constraints arising from the structure-versus-agencyconundrum, the biggest critique lies with his conceptualisation of habitus, which
appears a self-acquired structure. Evoking parallels to “inherited background”; “tacit
knowledge”; “culture specific norms that can exist on an unconscious or barely
conscious level”; or “reasonless routines” (Turner 1994: 2), Bourdieu’s habitus is both
his most fascinating as well as most opaque tool, with Karl Maton (2014: 48) asserting
that habitus remains Bourdieu’s most “enigmatic” creature.
Generally, habitus is all that has forged an individual and how that formation is
subsequently bodily and mentally carried into and received by the world. Echoing the
words of George Herbert Mead (2015: 135),
“The self is something which has a development; it is not initially
there at birth, but arises in the process of social experience and
activity, that is, develops in the given individual as a result of his
relations to that process as a whole and to other individuals within
that process.”
As Bourdieu (1990: 54) stresses, habitus is foremost the creation of one’s history.
Indeed, habitus focusses,
“on our way of acting, feeling, thinking and being. It captures how
we carry within us our history, how we bring our history into
present circumstances, and how we then make choices to act in
certain ways and not others.” (Maton 2014: 51)
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The subjective past generates mental and physical dispositions incorporated in one’s
habitus, thus it,
“is itself a generative dynamic structure that adapts and
accommodates itself to another dynamic mesolevel [sic.] structure
composed primarily of other actors, situated practices and durable
institutions (fields).” (Lizardo 2004: 376)
In both the citation above as well as below, habitus’s dynamically generative quality
stands out:
“[t]he structures constitutive of a particular type of environment
[…] produce habitus, systems of durable, transposable
dispositions, structured structures predisposed to function as
structuring structures, that is, principles of the generation and
structuring of practices…” (Bourdieu 1977: 72)
Similarly, Karl Maton (2014: 51-2) notes:
“The structures of the habitus are thus neither fixed nor in
constant flux. Rather, our dispositions evolve […] At the same
time, the social landscapes through which we pass are themselves
evolving according to their own logics (to which we contribute).
Thus, to understand practices we need to understand both the
evolving fields within which actors are situated and the evolving
habituses which those actors bring to their social fields of
practice.”
In a more concise manner, Bourdieu (1977: 95) elucidates that habitus is “an acquired
system of generative schemes objectively adjusted to the particular conditions in which
it is constituted.” Depicting his thinking more clearly, Bourdieu cites Émile Durkheim
(1938: 16), whose elegant prose captures the essence of habitus34:
“In each of us, in varying proportions, there is part of yesterday’s
man; it is yesterday’s man who inevitably predominates in us,
since the present amounts to little compared with the long past in
the course of which we were formed and from which we result.
Yet we do not sense this man of ourselves, because he is inveterate
in us; he makes up the unconscious part of ourselves.
In stark contrast to Bourdieu’s own “unnecessarily long-winded, obscure, complex and intimidatory”
language (Jenkins 2014: 9-10) (Ironically, Bourdieu referred to his own writing style as such: “[it is] a
permanent struggle against ordinary language.” (Bourdieu 1988: 149))
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Consequently we are led to take no account of him, any more than
we take account of his legitimate demands.”
In this regard, Bourdieu suspects these “dispositions” to harbour a “structuring
structure” stemming from exposures and experiences from an individual’s past. These
“dispositions” may be described as cognitive and affective vectors; thinking and feeling
within a specific autobiographical schema and practical proclivities carried out by mind
and body. For his part, Jenkins (2014: 74-5) summarises these physical/mental
interconnected traits of habitus in a threefold manner. The habitus is present (i)
mentally (in the heads/thoughts), (ii) in manifested behaviours and actions, (iii) in
“practical taxonomies” (how the bodily sensors classify the material world).
As already touched upon, one’s corporal habitus embodies one’s mental habitus
in the flesh. Bourdieu refers to this physical embodiment as hexis – the literal
embodiment of habitus; a bodily grammar. Bourdieusian hexis could be described as
how one’s habitus carries one’s body through the world. Bourdieu noted: “Bodily hexis
is […] [habitus] em-bodied, turned into a permanent disposition, a durable manner of
standing, speaking and thereby of feeling and thinking” (Bourdieu 1977: 93). Thus,
one’s habitus shines through to the material world via the body, which acts as a
mnemonic device physically engraving one’s habitus. One’s mental habitus simply
directs one’s responses to situations, being the “universalizing mediation which causes
an individual agent’s practices” as being the “reasonable” and commonly “intelligible”
thing to do (ibid.: 79-80). As Bourdieu (ibid.: 214) specifies habitus later: “It designates

a way of being, a habitual state (especially of the body) and in particular, a
predisposition, tendency, propensity, or inclination.” Overall, habitus guides beliefs,
perceptions, feelings, tastes, judgement and (ultimately) accumulates in practices
through mental templates (Maton 2014: 50).
By introducing habitus, Bourdieu supposes his avoidance of the deterministic
pitfall, which he thought had plagued the debate for too long. He achieves this by
bestowing a somewhat ‘imprinted agency’ on the actor. Thus, actors are to be
understood as more than being mere “puppets” at the mercy of a macro-structure, and
far closer to being like “docile clay where society leaves its stamp”, but not as “an active
[independent] generative matrix of action” either (King 2000; Lizardo 2004: 379, 380).
Habitus thus “brings together both objective social structure and subjective personal
experiences” (Maton 2014: 52). Or, as Bourdieu (1977: 72) expresses this, as “dialectic
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of the internalization of externality and the externalization of internality”. What qualifies
habitus is its reflexivity – past and present are bi-directionally the effect and cause of
action together (Deer 2014b). This is done “willingly or unwillingly, willy nilly”, as
“subjects do not, strictly speaking, know what they are doing that what they do has more
meaning than they know” (Bourdieu 1977: 79). The present then is the relation between
the habitus and present circumstances – resulting in a continuous cycle of past and
present-informed habitus in a feedback-loop with given situations. Nevertheless, habitus
remains only one side of the coin, with ‘capital’ being the other.
b) Capital

In effect, capital are the credentials of one’s habitus. Pouilot and Mérand (2013: 36)
even explicitly refer to it as a “legal tender” of social situations. It accounts for one’s
habitus and determines one’s place in a given field. What is more, it accompanies
habitus, it is both an extension of it as well as a generative re-enforcer of it. As it

predisposes the acting individual to a specific set of experiences it thus informs their
habitus and vice versa. Appearing in various guises, capital comes to represent the lifelong acquired dispositions of habitus. Bourdieu comprehends capital as form of power,
which draws its potency from the field in which it can be applied.
Quintessentially, capital is a social resource following supply and demand in a
certain field. How much is a specific actor’s capital worth in a given field? If the field
does not recognize or, indeed, ‘value’ the actor’s capital it becomes ‘worthless’.
However, if the opposite applies then the actor can act practically more skilfully:
“Capital can be understood as the ‘energy’ that drives the development of a field through
time […] It is the realization in specific forms of power in general”, as Rob Moore (2014:
102) points out. Indeed, capital that is applied acts as the variables of situations, or as
Bourdieu (1986: 15) formulated it: “It is what makes the games of society […]
something other than simple games of chance offering at every moment the possibility
of a miracle.” As such, “[h]uman beings are ‘active and creative agents’”, (cited in:
Adler-Nissen 2016b: 28), therefore,
“subjectivity, meaning, and consciousness do not exist prior to
experience, but are ‘emergent in action and interaction; an
approach that situates action as a primary conceptual and
analytical focus.’”
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In detail, Bourdieu depicts capital as the accumulation of lifelong harvest of one’s
accomplishments – les fruits du travail (1986: 15). Bourdieu contends that habitual
dispositions will lead to the acquisition of other capital forms (that may or may not be
originating in economic capital), such as “‘cultural capital’ (i.e. knowledge, skill and
other cultural acquisitions, as exemplified by educational or technical qualifications),
‘symbolic capital’ (i.e. accumulated prestige or honour) and so on” (Thompson 1991:
14). They thus reside as vis insita and find expression in (i) embodied, (ii) objectified
and/or (iii) institutionalised states (Bourdieu 1986: 17; Moore 2014: 111).
Plainly, one’s capital has been assembled through experiences, exposures and
interactions with various fields. As a result, the individual is judged by others through
their capital portfolio and its habitual application. Bourdieu’s pan-social diorama

Distinction (2010) on precisely these all-distinguishing frontiers running through
society’s strata, explores those phenomena of how habitus, capital and field determine
taste and social positions. Principally, capital begets field-power. The more
appropriately one’s capital vouches for one in a certain context, the better one can use
it in relation to a field, the higher one’s capital’s value is in a specific field; then the more
skilfully the actor can wield their power.
In effect, it all amounts to a sort of game. In an interview in 1983 Bourdieu even
makes use of this metaphor:
“The field, constitutes the rules of the game to which all players
have to adhere. A stack of variously coloured chips is piled up in
front of each player – the spoils of the previous rounds. The
differently coloured chips represent various forms of capital, say
little cultural and little social capital for instance [etc.]. […] And
so, everyone plays according to the value of their chips: those with
a high pile can therefore bluff, can play riskier.” (Zimmermann
and de Leuw 1983)
Bourdieu sees capital as unevenly distributed among individuals, who play to the best
of their abilities with both the capital and habitus they hitherto have acquired in their
lives.35 Or as put by David L. Swartz (2013: 51), “individuals and groups draw upon a

Another comparison that appears applicable is that social participants participate in a game of dice,
where the goal is to move one’s pawn towards a home-straight through the highest numbers on the dice.
Every die appears to look the same, yet some players’ only have the numbers from 1 to 3 on their dice;
the others only those from 4 to 6. Whilst everyone is playing by the same rules, those with the ‘superior’
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variety of cultural, social, and symbolic resources […] in order to maintain and enhance
their positions in the social order.” It is up to the individual to strike the right balance
between habitus, the right form of capital in relation to the field so as to have the highest
impact through one’s resulting practices. Capital demand and supply regulate the
dynamics between actors in a field.
Its relational characteristic remains central, as capital is only what others attribute
in value to it, as it feeds on “mutual acknowledgment” (Bourdieu 1986: 21) from the
other field members. In summary, non-economic capital exhibits the following features:
1. They are objectified (cultural goods (books, paintings, laboratory equipment,
etc.)) or embodied (mental and bodily dispositions (an ‘appropriate’/
‘knowing’ way to pass through a gallery, gestures, way of speaking, etc.)) and
institutionalised (employment positions, university degrees, etc.)
2. They are acquired over time
3. They are acquired through systematic process inculcation
4. They express the (outer) habitus of the inculcating agency and its field
5. They bring value to an agent to the degree that his or her personal (inner)

habitus is more or less “well-formed” relative to that of the field of inculcation
6. They differ in terms of their transposability across fields (ibid.: 17)
Habitus and capital in relation to a field generate individual practices and vice-versa.
And it is only in a field with other actors (they themselves the bearers of individual
habitus and capital), when the dynamic of practice unfolds entirely.
c) Field

Comprehending practices means examining their social spaces and dynamics:
“This idea of difference is at the basis of the very notion of space,
that is, a set of distinct and coexisting positions which are exterior
to one another and which are defined in relation to one another
through relations of proximity, vicinity, or distance, as well as
through order relations, such as above, below and between.”
(Bourdieu 1996b: 11)
dice will inevitably move forward faster. Their higher capital (emblematic through their preferable dice)
allows them to move quicker to get to where they want (or have to).
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By describing this space as ‘field’ Bourdieu envisioned something akin to “an arena of
land, a battle field, and a field of knowledge” (Thomson 2014: 66). Fields constitute
the social ambit in which agents are hierarchically positioned and where they compete
for field-recognition amongst each other. Every field will value different forms of habitus
and capital differently and is structured by local doxa (field’s fundamental
presuppositions) and nomos (field’s normative implications). Bourdieu (1998a: 40-1)
wrote about a field being,
“a structured social space, a field of forces, a force field. It contains
people who dominate and people who are dominated. Constant,
permanent relationships of inequality operate inside this space,
which at the same time becomes a space in which various actors
struggle for the transformation or preservation of the field. All the
individuals in this universe bring to the competition all the
(relative) power at their disposal. It is this power that defines their
position in the field and, as a result, their [practical] strategies.”
Similarly, Bueger and Gadinger (2008: 280-1) portray a ‘field’ as such:
“A field can be understood as a common Wissensraum
[knowledge space], in which certain practices are viewed as
legitimate or illegitimate and in which new actors are being
socialised. It is a ‘common playfield’, in which certain rules
operate and actors attempt to position themselves in and to
maximise their social resources.”
Faint echoes of a “community of practice” once again shimmer through here. In turn,
Patricia Thomson (2014: 66-73) evokes three ways of conceiving of such a Bourdieusian
field: (i) as a sports field, (ii) as a science-fiction force field, (iii) as a field of forces in
physics.
(I) Sport Fields: the image of a field being similar to a game, was one that has
been referred to previously:
“fields are shaped differently according to the game that is played
on them. They have their own rules, histories, star players, legends
and lore […] However, unlike a carefully manicured football field,
there is no level playing ground in a social field; players who begin
with particular forms of capital are advantaged at the outset
because the field depends on, as well as produces more of, that
capital. Such lucky players are able to use their capital advantage
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to accumulate more and advance further […] than others.” (ibid.:
67).
In most instances, the majority of players are determined to play as best they can,
whatever the scale of capital in relation to the game that is being played. They accept
the given rules and seek to maximise their reach according to their capital and habitus.
(II) Science Fiction Force Fields: in this understanding, it separates insiders from

outsiders. Through internal logics, the doxa, procedures, and habits it encapsulates itself
from the outside world becoming its own “separate universe governed by its own laws”
(Bourdieu 2005: 7).
(III) A Field of Forces in Physics: the field is made up of gravitational, chiasmatic
[opposing] forces. In Bourdieu’s most iconic depiction of this sort of field he makes use
of a coordinate system with polarising statuses of capital, which pinpoints the individuals
of a group according to the type and volumes of specific capital amassment. All those
individuals within a field have precise coordinates, all in relation to one another and all
determined to advance their position. Bourdieu said about this field,
“These are worlds which are constituted by relations to another.
Therefore, I apply the term of a ‘field metaphor’, in the style of a
gravitational field, in order to remind that the essence of a social
universe is what cannot be seen, [namely] the relations within.
Analogous to the relations between planets, which themselves are
invisible, yet maintain everything in motion.” (Zimmermann et al.
1983)
To think of a field, according to Bourdieu, is to think of relations within it: the relation
of one’s habitus to the field; the forms of amassed capital in relation to one another;
one’s position in relation to those of others etc.: “cultural and social space is produced
in practices and through social relations among subjects in and with a space” (Lewicki
2017: 24).
d) [(Habitus)+(Capital)]+Field

Bourdieu’s practice theory is the skilful balancing act between field-appropriate
operating of the individual’s habitus and capital: “Each configuration of these practices
and subjects produces a different kind of space” (ibid.: 25). Habitus merely provides an
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inclination for the individual to act and think in a certain way, yet the position within
the field ultimately determines whether or not practices follow these inclinations:
“The habitus generates ‘disposition’. It is a ‘grammar’ for
practices but never the text of the practices or rules imposing
themselves automatically. It is a repertoire but not a melody.
Thus, it is a generative principle of regulated improvisations. […]
The habitus is not a fatality or a destiny.” (Bigo 2011: 242, 243)
At heart, habitus is an encounter between dispositions and positions (Pouilot and
Mérand 2013: 30). Through practical engagement over time, every field member is
aware of their place within it in relation to the field’s other agents at a given moment.
Pouilot and Mérand (ibid.: 36) capture this self-understanding of one’s position within
the field as such:
“social agents possess an intimate understanding, even a corporeal
knowledge, of the rules of the game and, consequently, of their
position in the field. This does not mean that they recognize the
distribution of resources as legitimate all of the time; to the
contrary, they may contest this strongly if they find that it works
against their favour. But much like the actors in Erving Goffman’s
social theatre, agents in the field are constantly trying to avoid
losing face. In doing so, they implicitly recognize and incorporate
the structure of the field.”
The social games played in these fields are ones of an unceasing struggle for capital
amassment and the field’s recognition of the value thereof. Moreover, “Bourdieu thinks
of fields as places of exchange – markets – where different capitals exchange one for the
other but also where actors struggle to valorise one form of capital over all others”, as
Swartz maintains (2013: 57). Bourdieu notes, that “what happens is a constant
negotiation for the re-evaluation of [capital]” (Zimmermann et al. 1983). The actors’
struggle for their capital supremacy in the field requires to fully comprehend, to
fulsomely immerse themselves in the logic of the field from their position within it
(Bourdieu, 1977: 164-71). Hence, why in praxeology’s reading power through capital
is not about capabilities as such, but about relations (Adler-Nissen 2016a: 95).
In order to succeed they are compelled to develop a “feel for the game”, that is
being played inside the field in order to apply the practices informed and fuelled by the
“almost miraculous encounter” between habitus, capital and field (Bourdieu 1990: 66).
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A situational confluence between habitus, capital and field creates meaningful practice.
Done seamlessly, it amounts to a ‘mastery of the game’. This allows the actor to a,
“near-perfect anticipation of the [imminent] future inscribed in all
the concrete configurations on the pitch or board. Produced by
experience of the game, and therefore of the objective structures
within which it is played out, the ‘feel for the game’ is what gives
the game a subjective sense - a meaning and a raison d’être, but
also a direction, an orientation, an impending outcome, for those
who take part.” (ibid.)
And:
“The space of positions, when perceived by a habitus adapted to
it (competent, endowed with a sense of the game), functions as a
space of possibles, the range of possible ways of doing [the given
task/activity], among which one has to choose; each of the agents
engaged in the field has a practical perception of the various
realizations of [the given task/activity].” (Bourdieu 2004: 59)
This ‘mastery of the game’ includes the anticipation of options, junctures, situational
necessities, potential entrapments, shifting of alliances, etc.:
“Why is it then that agents do the only thing that is to be done,
more often than chance would predict? Because they anticipate
practically the immanent necessity of their social world by
following the intuitions of a practical sense that is the product of
a lasting subjection to conditions similar to the ones in which they
are placed. This notion of ‘practical sense’ seeks to avoid the
reproduction of oppositions between reason and emotion and
strategy as consciousness and unconscious or spontaneous acts.”
(Bigo 2011: 228)
The skilful actor will strike the right balance between the three factors effortlessly and
naturally through their “practical sense” – most EUMS-diplomats’ approach appears to
be characterised by an “intuitive”36 mindset. As one put it, his Art.34-negotiation
conduct plainly had “to make sense”37. And when habitus, capital and field align, the
agent finds themselves “‘as a fish in the water’, it does not feel the weight of water and
it takes the world about itself for granted” (Wacquant 1989: 43).
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a-EUMS interview
g-EUMS interview
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In Bourdieu and others’ reading of the field as being a site of situated learning as
a community of practice, the participants in it cannot not play the game, as “one does
not embark on the game by a conscious act, one is born into the game, with the game”
(Bourdieu 1990: 67). In playing, the community’s agents perpetuate the field and its
logic:
“The earlier a player enters the game and the less he is aware of
the associated learning […], the greater is his ignorance of all that
is tacitly granted through his investment in the field and his
interest in its very existence and perpetuation and in everything
that is played for in it, and his unawareness of the unthought
presuppositions that the game produces and endlessly reproduces,
thereby reproducing the conditions of its own perpetuation.”
(ibid.)
The socialisation of the novice taking place through participation is crucial. Again, this
is not done “by a conscious act”, but by gradual immersion. To that avail, experienced
agents come into play. In the case of Art.34-negotiations, this would be long(er) serving
EUMS/EUDEL diplomatic personnel. They embody competence as they will have been
socialised to the field’s doxa accordingly over the years (Lechner and Frost 2018: 99).
1.5 – Bourdieu and Praxeology in IR

Comprehending the driver of choices as being ingrained in an ever-adapting personal
habitus, equipped with corresponding capital, both situated within a specific field with
its own logic, makes Bourdieu’s notions a boundless resource to draw upon. Yet, at the
outset of her edition on Bourdieu in IR, Adler-Nissen asks, “Why yet another dead
French thinker?” (2013: 1), given that the theoretical field is already overcrowded with
the likes of Foucault, Althusser, or Derrida.38 Her explanation is that Bourdieu allows
us to gain some distance from looking solely at nation states as viable actors in the global
power concert. In her estimation,
“Bourdieu helps us rediscover the everyday practices, symbolic
structures and arenas of conflict that bring many other actors into
perspective. […] [He] allows us to explore how people create
international relations in their daily activities. In short, Bourdieu
The profanest (and most Continental-European) answer would be, that it would allow to circumvent
“‘mainstream’ tyranny represented by [Anglo-Saxon] approaches to IR scholarship” (Alejandro 2017:
10).
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helps us to take the discursive, visual and embodied practices in
international politics more seriously” (ibid.).
IR, of which European studies can be seen as a subsection, still constitute rather
“asocial” disciplines by most accounts, which praxeology seeking to broaden its horizons
(ibid.: 8). Following Adler-Nissen’s spirit then, I too wish to stress the enormous
potential of merging Bourdieu’s concepts of habitus, capital and field to the domains of
IR-research; by examining those actors’ actions in situ where the abstract political is
embodied; where the practices on the “very micro (what people say and do)” transcend
to “the meso (routines)” and “to the macro (institutions)” (Miettinen et al. 2010: 1309);
where politics happens and where its actors make it happen. “[The] most significant
contribution Bourdieusian sociology can make to international [and European] studies
is not achieved by adaptation or transplantation of key concepts to a set of research
objectives” alone, but rather “by deploying the underlying sociological practice of
Bourdieusian sociology to international objects” (Madsen 2011: 260) too.
The rift between “intersubjectivity and the mutual constitution of structure and
agency, on one hand, and the diversification and multiplication of political arenas in
world politics, on the other” (Wiener 2003: 255) has somewhat lost its aura of
apodicticity through praxeology in IR/EU-studies. As such, “actors reproduce and alter
systems through their actions [here: practices]. Any given international system does not
exist because of immutable structures; rather, its structures are dependent for their
reproduction on the practices of actors” (Koslowski and Kratochwil cited in: Wiener
2003: 263). Praxeology operates as the conceptual liberation coup for the IR/EU
researcher out of the agency-structure dilemma. Furthermore,
“The core claim of praxeology is that ‘the social’, ‘the cultural’,
and ‘the political’ are based primarily and in the best instance in
implicit or tacit knowledge, that is, a type of knowledge which is
rarely verbalized and is hence not easily readable from signifiers,
speech, and discourse. Practices are taken to be the mediator and
carrier of such knowledge” (Bueger 2014: 386)
This study of micro-phenomena suits itself for unlocking what cannot be seen at first
sight, unravelling what is hidden and revealing which power dynamics are at play – the
implicit lexicon of knowledge the actors of a certain field draw on. Thus, as Keohane
(1990: 734) wrote, the behaviour of states and their actors “can only be understood in
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the context of international institutions, which […] make their actions intelligible to
others”. Or in the words of Anthony Cohen (2018: 201): “Research on politicians,
diplomats, bureaucrats, policemen, servicemen, lawyers, economists, bankers, and the
respective agenda of these ‘statesmen’ in transnational and global processes now offers
a wide range of empirical studies building on Bourdieu’s concepts and theory”. This is
what praxeology in IR/EU-studies ultimately is about: international spaces being forged
through meaningful practices of individuals.
Particularly “in the hands of a younger generation of scholars”, praxeology is
showing “great signs of an expanding influence” (Swartz 2013: 12). For quite some time
now, talk about a “Practice Turn” in IR/EU-studies has been common.39 Its potential
“for both theory (overcoming dualism, replacing substantialism with processualism and
rethinking power) and methods (including unstructured interviews, fieldwork and
participant observation)” (Adler-Nissen 2016a: 87) increasingly exerts greater pull.
Over the last years, a lean, yet growing number of IR-scholars have drawn their attention
to practices as the main unit of their research, seeking to explain questions of group
dynamics, knowledge, power, culture, norms, and even European integration. Indeed,
in the words of Geoffrey Wiseman (2015: 316), praxeology,
“helps students of diplomacy think more abstractly and
systematically about mundane diplomatic practices. Students of
diplomacy can help guide practice theory toward empirical
diplomatic activities that are often internalised and taken for
granted.”
Recently, the bandwidth of praxeology’s proponents had increased. In particular,
Bourdieu’s concepts are being applied in heightening sequence. Examples range from
Ole Jacob Sending’s (2015) volume on praxeology in IR, to Iver B. Neumann’s works
on everyday diplomatic life and practices40; to Alisher Faizullaev’s accounts of practical
diplomatic ontology41; to Vincent Pouliot’s outline of practices in multilateral contexts42;
as well as Geoffrey Wiseman’s (2015) study of the changes of formal and informal
diplomatic practices at the UN; equally Linda M. Mülli’s (2018) ritualised practices at
See: Adler and Pouliot 2011a, 2011b; Adler-Nissen, 2013; Adler-Nissen and Pouliot, 2014; Bueger
and Gadinger, 2008, 2014, 2015; Frost, 2009; Frost and Lechner, 2016; Neumann, 2002; Pouliot, 2008;
Schindler and Wille, 2015
40
Neumann 2002, 2008, 2012, 2013
41
Faizullaev 2006, 2007, 2013, 2014, 2017
42
Adler and Pouliot 2011a, 2011b, 2015; Pouliot 2016
39
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the UN; as well as the diplomatic corps as an institution in IR (Sharp and Wiseman
2007). The bandwidth continues from diplomacy as a form of theatrical practical
performance as illustrated by Raymond Cohen (1987b); to Jason Dittmer and Fiona
McConnell’s (2016) edition on diplomatic cultures and sites; from Markus Holmes’s
‘The Force of Face-to-Face Diplomacy’ (2013); over Deepak Nair’s concept of
diplomatic ‘face-saving’ (2019); to Jérémie Cornut’s logic of diplomatic improvisation
(2018) and examination of diplomatic expressions of regret and apologies (2009) – they
all make use (to one extent or another) of “Bourdieu’s metaphoric model of social space,
in which human beings embody and carry with them different capitals, [allowing them]
to pave the way for new types of analyses of otherwise understudied aspects of
international relations” (Adler- Nissen 2013: 11). Indeed, the “influence of social
practices […] have facilitated an enhanced understanding of the social construction of
world politics”, as Antje Wiener (2003: 252) puts it. These scholars have sought to
unlock embodied meaning in individuals’ practices, thus excavating meta-level
interlinks, meso-level doxa and micro-level group dynamics, in contrast to established
IR “meta-narratives of political modernity, such as democracy, nationalism, the nation
state and citizenship” (Marsden et al. 2016: 11). Together, their research is geared to
understanding,
“social phenomena as the product of an encounter (rarely
conscious but played out in practice) between, on the one hand,
(individual and collective) dispositions to act (habitus), which
may be inherited, acquired through social and professional paths
or offered by the position, and on the other hand, so-called
relational contexts, which may be analysed under various forms,
in organizations, institutions and fields.” (Georgakakis and
Weisbein: 2010: 9)
To that end, praxeology lends itself to the quest of seeking to understand individuals
who craft foreign political decisions and the systems they create as well as operate in,
such as diplomacy.
Diplomacy embodies the “the management of the relations between independent
States by way of negotiation” (Nicolson 1969: 41), in a way the “patterned relations
between states” (Neumann 2013: 41) through practices emblematising “the function of
symbolising the existence of the society of states” (Bull 2012: 166). Having originally
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featured as one of Hedley Bull’s five institutions constituting the international society43,
diplomacy, according to scholars like Sending et al. (2015) who have even gone further,
claiming that it was in effect the very nexus that gave form to the other four institutions
in the first place. In this reading, it is diplomatic practice which embodies the
international society as a whole. After all, “foreign policy is being made daily all around
the world, in the tens of thousands of conversations, speeches, and symbolically
pregnant actions of individual diplomats serving away from home” (Barder 2014: 1). As
Ian Hurd (2015: 36) decreed, “[d]iplomacy is, first of all, a social activity”, and beneath
diplomacy’s “aura of power”, lingers but “routinised, quotidian, hard work” (Neumann
2016: 89), which diplomatic practice being deeply “imbricated in general social life”
(ibid.: 82). This is reminiscent of Calvet De Magalhães et al. (1988: 8) who lamented
that the term ‘diplomacy’ was commonly applied in a sloppy manner, always conflating
it with foreign policy, negotiation strategies, etc., but never seeing it in its purest essence,
namely that of an instrument, a skill, a craftsmanship, indeed, as a practice.
Praxeologists thus, “consider diplomacy as a social practice”, showing that
“diplomatic activities are not simply a function of political determinants or interests, but
also are deeply connected to social relations, norms, rules, regulations and structures
that have an essential impact on the conduct of international politics” (Faizullaev 2017:
14). “Conceptualising diplomacy as a skill or a technique”, Marsden (2016: 13) writes,
“has brought considerable insights to the study of everyday life and the multifaceted and
heterogeneous social relationships on which it is based”. It is “[i]n and through practice
[…] [that] practitioners of flesh and blood play their diplomatic part in the social theatre
of world politics” (Pouliot 2016: 76). “Academics provide complicated theses about
realism, liberalism, neo-liberalism and neo-conservatism”, Ross (2007: 25) suggests, but
they tend to overlook people. Indeed, “[i]f we overlook how diplomatic events are made,
we will forever be chasing their afterglow, instead of understanding them in their
sociability” (Neumann 2016: 89).
1.6 – Praxeology in EU-Studies

Likewise, similar such agent-focussed sociological (or even anthropological) studies
concerned with the European dimension exist, though their overall output has been
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judged as “marginalised” compared to non-Eurocentric accounts thereof (Alejandro
2017: 6). Examples include such works as La vie quotidienne au Parlament Européen
by Marc Abélès (1992) depicts the socializing dynamics of the European Parliament by
describing the “everyday life” in these Brussels chambers for its MEPs. Similarly, Willy
Beauvallet (2003) conceives of the Parliament as a Bourdieusian field in its own right.
George Ross’s (1995) account of Jacques Delors’s Commission operates in a similar
manner, and so does Niilo Kauppi’s (2004, 2018) work on intersecting national and
European “fields”. Or indeed, Chris Shore’s (2000) influential project on the
Europeanisation (“going native”) of EUMS actors through exposure to practices they
were exposed to in their work with the EU constitutes a similar case study. Kerstin
Poehls (2009) follows a comparable pathway by examining cultural codes and habituses
in the EU setting acquired at the Collège d’Europe. In a similar vein, Paweł Michał
Lewicki (2017) analysed the spaces and lifestyles of “Eurocrats” adhering to a habituslike “Eurostyle” in Brussels. For her part, Federica Bicchi (2011) even presented the
EU as a ‘community of practice’ altogether. Mai’a Davis Cross’s (2007) epistemic
account of COREPER44 follows similar pathways. Merje Kuus (2015, 2016) studied
forms of symbolic capital in the EU’S diplomatic setting. For his part, Yves Buchet de
Neuilly (2009, 2011) applies praxeology on examining “the feel for the game” developed
by skilful multilateral diplomats in the EU context. Similarly, Juncos and Pomorska
(2006, 2013, 2014) uncovered different strands of professional cultures alongside an
emergent ésprit de corps within the EEAS, as did Jozef Bátora (2013). And Christian
Lequesne (2015) analysed the EEAS through a praxeology lens.
Although praxeology seeks to fill a number of intellectual lacunae, it is by no
means a panacea. All the same, what these examples do have in common is an aim to
demonstrate how practices have a socialising, reality-constructing, outcome-yielding
effect. In that spirit, praxeology offers a great many similarities to ‘social constructivism’,
‘network’ and ‘élite studies’ when it comes to diplomatic and/or EU-studies. The
ethnographic approach within the discipline generally emerged from the 1980s onwards
approaching the research matter from ‘below’ (Adler-Nissen 2016a: 88, 91). For its
part, ‘social constructivism’ has gradually emerged in EU-studies since the 1990s
striving to explain the interdependencies and constructions of identity underpinning
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European integration (Smith 2001). However, it continues to be trapped in the
intellectual trench-fights between intergovernmentalists and neofunctionalists and is still
somewhat regarded as “an exotic ‘cukoo in the nest’” of EU Studies (Smith 2010.: xiv).
Nevertheless, a praxeological approach in EU-studies has gained traction, particularly
in continental European universities:
“Although it is relatively recent, numerous papers and books on
the subject have been published and strong specificities within the
field of EU studies have come to light. Built on assumptions
derived mainly from sociology, anthropology or social history,
their focus on the social agents who make ‘EU fields’ at different
levels remains relatively uncommon in EU political studies
generally.” (Georgakakis 2006: 112)
Besides being actor-centric, praxeology has another fundamental advantage: one of the
chief characteristics of many EU integration theories is presuming a teleological

trajectory (Kauppi 2017: 12-3). As Niilo Kauppi (ibid.: 12) framed it, many theories of
European integration are assumed,
“to have an essence. However, as there is only movement towards
something the telos of which is unknown […]. A concentration on
ontology detracts scholars from more complex studies on the [EU]
as a dynamic topography, a complex set of transformations
without a telos, transformations that are institutionalised to
various degrees. […] Sometimes research might have to examine
individuals who occupy specific institutional locations.”
Indeed, as Kauppi continues,
“[i]n the transformational view of European integration, the [EU]
is a topographical landscape with actors, institutions and values
that are embedded in different temporal structures, actualised
through situated actions. […] The European political field thus
forms a context for political action […]. From a politician’s point
of view, the [EU] as the central market of the European political
field is a set of institutions and temporalities that transforms the
ideational or symbolic and material context of political action tied
to national or regional contexts. […] Theoretically speaking, an
examination of situated action can reveal […] the formal aspects
of the ‘essence’ of European integration.” (ibid.: 12-3)
Praxeology distances itself from any teleological claims, but rather advocates the notion
of processualism (Adler-Nissen 2016a); thus,
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“the procedural dimension of practice and that any process
requires activity. Practice theorists hence prefer verbs such
as ‘ordering,’ ‘structuring,’ and ‘knowing’ over the respective
(static) nouns of ‘order,’ ‘structure,’ or ‘knowledge’.”
(Bueger and Gadinger 2015: 453)
In essence, “[i]t emphasises the mixed nature of the European polity and conceives [its]
process[es] as open-ended” (Bellamy and Castiglione 1997: 91). Such is reminiscent of
Simone de Beauvoir’s (2020: 5-6) conceptualisation of any political enterprise, as being
not “the simple adjustment of the efficient means toward an unconditioned end, but the
perpetual and incessant creation of the end by the means used to produce it”. In
perceiving the EU through a praxeological “bricolage”, one emphasises the
improvisational qualities that practices bear (Kauppii 2018*).
Just as Schuman declared in 1950, “l’Europe […] se fera par des réalisations

concrètes créant d’abord une solidarité de fait”. So too must “the character of the EU”
be understood “as a fragmented and open-ended political system” (Costa 2012: 421
[emphasis added]) forged by the concrete practices of its very actors.45 The EU has
always been more a “subject of history”, to quote Jacques Delors, the accumulation of
internal decisions spanning over the course of its history, rather than “an actor” in its
own right (Nuttall 2000: 5). Europe is work-in-progress; praxeology leads “to an
understanding of how individuals”, politicians, civil activists, intellectuals and
bureaucrats, “have negotiated [and maintained] the transformations the EU has brought
about” (Kauppi 2018*) through concrete practices. Constantly facing the novel
necessitates situational improvisation (van Middelaar 2018). Such processual views too
fit the almost universal portrayal of the process of Europeanisation as a process rather
than an outcome.46 “Without these materialized and embodied experiences”, as AdlerNissen (2016a: 87) claims, “the EU would only exist on paper”. It is this materialised
and embodied experience that effectively renders such praxeological games “worldbuilding activities” (Goffman 1961: 27) in their own right.

This idea of a continued process of Walter Hallstein’s metaphor of European integration being akin to
riding a bike naturally springs to mind
46
See: Radaelli 2003: 33; Graziano and Vink 2013: 38; Major and Pomorska 2005: 1,2
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1.7 – Praxeological Adaptations

Bourdieu’s favourite mantra was, “To think with a thinker against that thinker”
(Bourdieu 1990: 49). I believe this holds true equally when approaching his own work.
Using Bourdieu’s notions in the context of this work is not an act of blind allegiance as
one of Bourdieu’s disciples. Rather it should be understood as an exercise to think
“with” rather than simply “through” Bourdieu (King 2000). His praxeology is one
associated with many caveats and transposing them orthodoxly would prove a herculean
feat with a great deal of unresolved guesswork involved. Yet, in the noble tradition of
trans-disciplinary theories in IR, praxeology then aligns itself with other such analytical
bridge-building approaches, as for instance eclecticism has attempted.47 The appeal in
applying Bourdieusian notions in IR as a sort of toolkit “from which notions like ‘field’,
‘capital’, ‘habitus’, and ‘practice’ could be used to do-it-yourself empirically” (Cohen
2018: 221) in order to expand the academic vista of IR/EU-studies. Thereby, praxeology
offers an opportunity for further intellectual ecumenism rather than protectionism. In
order to peer into the aforementioned “black box of EU decision-making” at the UN,
Bourdieu can help in constructing “a problem-specific complex analytic framework that
is capable of revealing the interconnections among discrete sets of mechanisms and
processes normally explored in isolation” (Sil and Katzenstein 2011: 484). In that vein,
praxeology in international diplomacy provides a focus on concrete enactments of
human practices and an interactionist perspective on international politics (Pouilot and
Cornut 2015: 298), thereby tackling the “eternal questions” of IR (power, influence,
evolutions of organisations, summitry procedures, path-dependency, Europeanisation,
etc.) from an offbeat angle of inductive reasoning. ‘Power’ could be conceived of as
forms of capital that matter more or less within a certain field for instance; or ‘Interests’
as expressions of habitus be their national or personal; and actors as bearers of both
national and personal forms of capital and habitus. “What this suggests is that the very
‘stuff’ of international relations – war, balances of power, diplomacy, international legal
norms, treaty making and so on – comprises social practices” (Lechner and Frost 2018:
93-4). After all,
“Thus to understand the world internationally today, we need
more than just the theory of how states behave. We need to
understand that a state is a mere agglomeration of individuals, not
47
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a singularity. To understand these groups and their leaders, we
must acknowledge their great complexity, and develop a debate
about their […] behaviour in the international context […] We
must apply the tools with which to understand other forms of
human behaviour…” (Ross 2007: 149)
To that end, and by applying Bourdieu’s models as a conceptual springboard, it proves
vital to adapt them so that their broadness may fit the context of this thesis. Though
capital, habitus and field may appear distinct, their differentiation is anything but,
particularly as they all co-influence one another. Many of their definitions within the
literature may even strike as contradictory – particularly with habitus and capital being
sometimes notoriously challenging to tell apart. At times the reader may find that the
examples provided for habitus may equally fit with capital and vice versa. When
transposing Bourdieu’s tools into IR there is bound to a degree of creative guesswork.
My rule-of-thumb for differentiation is therefore this: capital is what the field externally

projects onto the actor (how others valorise them); and habitus is what the actors
internally projects onto the field (how they inclined to engage with it). What may help
is that Bourdieu’s praxeological tripod should be grasped as interconnected constitutive
elements of practice(s). This work seeks not to offer a taxonomy of practices within the
spectacle, but instead an analysis of these constitutive ingredients.
1.8 – The Europeanising Diplomatic Spectacle

Three fundamental aspects of praxeology have thus far been touched upon in this work:
(i) the idea of practical competence through reifying background knowledge; (ii)
practical performance; as well as that of its (iii) community-building properties. Directly
applied to Art.34-negotiations, the first notion expands on the idea of skilful practical
mastery as a mechanism to advance an EUMS-diplomat’s position within the field (field
supremacy) – and as such, materialise their negotiation objectives and obtain field

capital both in pursuit of Bourdieusian field supremacy. Exhibited practical
professionalism is acknowledged by the group results in additional capital for that player.
The more skilful a EUMS-diplomat displays a “feel for the game” by reifying
background knowledge, the more successful they will emerge within the spectacle. Both
locally among their peers, but also domestically in the estimation of their MFAs
(Ministries of Foreign Affairs).
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Likewise, the second point literally functions as the performed reflection
(Bourdieu 1990: 27), the embodied enactment of the diplomats’ political positions vis-

à-vis one another. As will be explored later, these negotiations oftentimes appear a
liminal event of both contrived as well as organic negotiation features. Though EUMSdiplomats do engage in genuine negotiations, they will have most likely secured informal
compromises with each other over diverging positions outside the actual negotiation
room beforehand. Thus, the field of Art.34-negotiations is just as much about

performing this Europeanising negotiation process itself as much as a locus for pursuing
the policy objectives of the EU/EUMSs at the UN.
The third point encapsulates the power of collective practices constituting
communities of practices. One is tempted to conclude that – against all the internal and
external odds – a prevalent determination (coupled with treaty obligations) among the
EUMS-diplomats to reach a common EU position is but an impressive accomplishment
in its own right. Bringing twenty-eight more or less diverging views together proves no
easy feat. Yet every time it can be brought about, it appears nothing short of impressive.
Recalling that the term ‘spectacle’, the following can be maintained: EUDEL
Art.34-negotiations are, in and of themselves, Europeanising diplomatic spectacles as
they,
i)

encourage practical mastery among their unequally equipped EUMSdiplomats;

ii)

act as staging of various EUMS standpoints akin to a theatrical
performance;

iii)

amount to nothing short of a collective practical master-stroke if against
all the internal and external odds a unified EU position is achieved –
something Georgakakis et al. (2010: 99) labelled “having performed ‘small
miracles’” in the EU context;

iv)

forge a Europeanising sense-of-self as well as group identity among EUMS
negotiators – altogether a veritable spectacle.

All points reflect the qualities of a spectacle listed in the introduction: (i) the
performativity of background knowledge, (ii) patterns of reoccurrences, (iii) displayed
diplomatic aptitude, (iv) a public peer-gaze of those conferring their verdict on the level
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of displayed competence, and (v) a sense of marvel at the realisation of the jointenterprise. After all, it was Bourdieu (1990: 27) who wrote that, “the social world
presents itself as a spectacle seen from afar and from above”.
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Chapter Two

Beholding the Spectacle: Argument, Research Design, & Methodology
2.1 – How to Decode the Europeanising Diplomatic Spectacle

Recapturing the main argument: by participating in the EUDEL’s Europeanising

diplomatic spectacle, EUMS negotiators not only create a common EU-position at the
UN but are equally Europeanised by their display, appreciation, and pursuit of
competent practices.
To that end, an appropriate praxeological methodology is warranted. Bourdieu
himself (1996b: 7) always denied the “distinction between theory and methodology”.
In the spirit of Bourdieu’s approach, the researcher is thus tasked to become an
archaeologist of practices, so as,
“to unearth the true logic of such relations, which remains opaque
to the social agents who remain entrapped in their unreflexive,
quasi-automatic mode of conduct.” (Lechner and Frost 2018: 723)
In essence, such descriptions are overtly reminiscent of the field of anthropology. Hence
why anthropological and ethnographic elements have taken centre-stage in praxeology
throughout. It is a point made by Loïc Wacquant (2003: 5), who encourages
praxeologists to engage in “close-up, on-the-ground observation of people and
institutions in real time” so as to showcase “how and why agents act, think and feel”. In
fact, Bourdieu himself did precisely that when he set out his academic career tracing the
behaviour of the Berbers so as to, in his own words, create “a cultural map” on which
to identify “practical mastery” (Bourdieu 1977: 2).
However, there still remains a decisive difference between anthropology and a
sociological approach within political sciences, as Iver B. Neumann (2012: 183) put it
rather fittingly:
“Anthropologists tend to define politics as a question of who we
are, political scientists tend to define it as who gets what, when,
how. To use the terms of classical political theory, anthropologists
focus on the preconditions for political order, and political
scientists on how that order is maintained.” [emphases added]
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Mirror-inverted, anthropologists studying IOs equally lament their respective discipline
to disregard political and diplomatic considerations, exclusively focussing on
bureaucratic processes (Mülli 2018: 38-9). Though their objectives may differ, their
research methods remain almost interchangeable. Forgoing beneficial methodological
symbioses appears short-sighted, as both anthropology and the political sciences employ
similar methods in unearthing the elements underpinning human action (Marsden et al.
2016). Thus, the researcher must move as closely to their subject’s lifeworld as feasible.
This is done so as to acquire “a form of local knowledge that is about the kind of
difference that is not accessible by working out internal cultural logics” (Marcus 1998:
119).
All of the above is equally echoed by Lechner and Frost (2018: 147, 182, 211-2)
who both postulate that the key to uncovering practices (both micro and macro), is
practical participation akin to that of the ethnographer. Their approach, “does not allow
us to use language (or apply criticism) not used by practitioners themselves and rejects
the study of any practice that we do not participate in” (Stappert 2019: 17). Having
taken this into account, Pouliot (2013) stipulates three factors for the IR-praxeologist
to approach the field. Initially, “one needs access to practices, either directly or
indirectly” (ibid.: 49). As, however, it “is often complicated to get direct access”, the
researcher therefore must sometimes imagine “methodological proxies […] with their
merits and limits” (ibid.). Next, and fundamentally, “one should reconstruct the
dispositional logic of practices. In order for practice X to do something […] what tacit
expertise would practitioners need to have?” (ibid.). Finally, Pouliot suggests that, “one
has to construct the positional logic of practices. This task includes both the
interpretation of intersubjective rules of the game and the mapping of the distribution
of resources across participants” (ibid.: 48).
All in all, this bricolage of methods fits into praxeology’s “broad landscape of
approaches, covering for example, social semiotics, dramaturgy, phenomenology,
narrative and life history” (Adler-Nissen 2016b: 28). So as to realise all three points, a
whole methodological cornucopia stands ready: “Whether ‘practices are ‘seen’
(ethnography, participant observation), ‘talked about’ (interviews) or ‘read’ (textual
analysis), practical logics can be interpretively inferred through a variety of methods,
including the combination of different methods or mixed methods”, Adler-Nissen
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maintains (2016a: 9748). The lifting of the curtain reveals a plethora of methodological
approaches all aimed at grasping “how and why agents act, think and feel”: interviews,
participant observation, actual participation, questionnaires, text analyses, audio-visual
content, actor-mapping exercises – the list appears exhaustive. In order to perceive,
structure and analyse the Europeanising diplomatic spectacle, I have relied primarily on
the following key approaches:
2.1 – Methodology and Research Design

Methodology matters here precisely because praxeology is so deeply steeped in aspects
of how close practical data collection is interwoven with the theoretical aspects
themselves. After all, “theory without data is empty, but data without theory are blind”,
as C. Wright Mills noted (Hylland Eriksen 2015: 14).
a) Fieldwork

Having worked as a political adviser at the EUDEL in New York from August to
December 2019 I have witnessed the processes first hand on a daily basis. In its nature,
my work was comparable to Anne Degrand-Guillaud’s (2009a,b) review of political
EUMSs’ coordination mechanisms at the UN for which the author was granted firsthand access to the negotiations at EUDEL. As such, my presence there likewise
permitted for a practical exposure to the internal working methods of the EUDEL, its
EUMSs, as well as the UN system as a whole. And, as Bueger (2014: 399) phrased it:
“participant observation is the pivotal means to understand practice”. Hence, taking to
heart Lechner and Frost (2018), as well as Stappert’s (2019) appeals, I realised that it
was not sufficient merely to rely on interview participants, or simply to seek to orally
reconstruct their daily “lifeworld”, but that I was bound to penetrate deeper – I had to
“participate” within the spectacle: “Doing [praxeology] is observing the practices of
others, talking about practices, participating in practices, and reflecting on practices all
at the same time” (Bueger and Gadinger 2014: 4). I understood that I had quite literally
to “dive into the field” (Yanow 2007: 116). This might resonate with Pouliot’s first
methodological rule of seeking access to practices “either directly or indirectly”. Feeling
that I had immersed myself with a tangible Bourdieusian sensibility upon my arrival, as
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well as equipped with praxeological spectacles the moment I set foot into the microcosm
of the UN, I sought to identify various forms of habitus, decipher manifestations of
capital and explore various fields of agents in my daily activities. Notwithstanding this,
pinning down all of these objectives was easier said than done:
“[a]n empirical analysis of the daily work of symbolic power is
rarely attempted because it is a difficult task methodologically. To
investigate symbolic struggles is to analyse fleeting social
alchemies. Things seem to happen naturally, via a kind of ‘natural
reflex’, to participants and observers alike.” (Kuus 2015: 372)
Professionals operating within a field always appear to do so in a seemingly natural
manner. Pinpointing such “fleeting social alchemies” would prove challenging,
especially if the field under consideration was populated by its actors potentially unaware
of these forces. Following the methodological recommendations of the literature
compelling on me to become an insider myself would only semi-appease these
ontological difficulties. Additional conflicts of academic distance versus professional
socialisation equally played their part: “Over time the researcher might become
naturalized in the practice in that [they] cannot understand it anymore from the
perspective of a stranger” (Bueger and Gadinger 2014: 86). This difficulty is anticipated
by Lechner and Frost (2018: 182) who noted that,
“[t]he term ‘internalism’ (internal point of view) captures the idea
that a third-party observer or a social scientist who attempts to
understand a practice that is not yet understood must adopt the
standpoint of a practice participant – that is to say, adopt the
language that participants themselves use in understanding their
practice.”
The scientist likewise becomes a socialised subject. Praxeology warrants such an
approach, as it “reads the social world through real human beings, interpreting their
doings not in reference to abstract criteria, but in reference to the local criteria of the
social environment in which they are positioned” (Mattern 2011: 81). Exploring these
local criteria as researcher among fellow subjects expectedly implies moral caveats,
meaning that I had to perform a constant tightrope walk between “diving into the field”
whilst retaining adequate distance to it.
Foremost, the question of discretion and secrecy persisted as among the biggest
obstacles in my fieldwork undertakings (Wiseman 2015: 318). As I had legally obliged
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myself to both, I was aware that I could not simply publish any concrete discussions,
references and occurrences which I had come to witness – it would have severely violated
my work ethos and betrayed the trust of those around me. Instead, I sought to maintain
a rigid distinction between my work at EUDEL and my field work, using my exposure
there as a methodological springboard to conduct my interviews and questionnaire
research from.
Some authors have suggested (and proven) that only by working either for an
actual UNMS delegation, the UN itself or as a representative for civil society can one
physically and conceptually gain access to the UN ambit.49 One of the most candid
personal accounts out there, might well be Paweł Michał Lewicki’s (2017) ethnographic
studies of the Brussels “EU-Space” of how “hierarchy is symbolically reproduced in the
everyday life of the European Commission’s civil servants” (ibid: 14), which showcases
personal struggles, risks of subjective wishful-thinking and even disappointment in the
researcher’s field work at their clearest. Lewicki pursued a course of ‘autoethnography’,
which urges the researcher to pin down their “ways of experiencing and knowing that
become central to their ethnographies” (cited in: ibid.: 20), rendering a far more
subjective (almost romantic recollection) than I felt appropriate. However, I readily
borrowed some of his tools and methods, as well as taking some of his words of caution
to heart, anticipating similar pitfalls in my own field work. I too became “part of [this]
EU-space, I coshaped it and became an actor in the field”, and like Lewicki (ibid.: 21),
I did “not explicitly [play] the game” which the professional diplomats did around me,
yet did acquire a “positionality in the field”, simply by virtue of “being there” (ibid.: 325).
Similarly, having read Holgar Niemann’s (2019, 2020) experiences of his UN
field work experiences, mirrored similar experiences I faced – both the hurdles of
“getting in”, as well as “getting on”, “getting out” and “getting back”50. Niemann’s
(2020: 66-7) depictions might have easily been mine:
“When I went to New York for the first time to conduct doctoral
fieldwork at the [UN], I was expecting the unexpected. […] I
understood that I would arrive with preconceptions and
Rasch 2008; Degrand-Guillaud 2009a,b; Schia 2013; Mülli 2018; Niemann 2019, 2020
(To pay homage here to Buchanan et al.’s (2013) indicative title on conducting field work within
organisations)
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expectations about my subject of study. […] Fieldwork helped me
to better understand the UN as my subject of study, but my
insights were informed by a particular perspective. […]
Irrespective of all my careful planning and my reliance on a
reflexive and interpretive methodology, the scope of this
positionality surprised me. Ultimately, I did not want to miss out
on experiencing the situatedness of my fieldwork knowledge.”
His stories were ones reflecting a great deal of my own experiences that took place
between 3rd Avenue 42nd (EUDEL) and 1st Avenue and 42nd (UNHQ) in New York’s
Turtle Bay area. I too was issued a UN pass, which allowed me to leap over “the massive
security architecture of fences, walls, and barriers surrounding” the UN, permitting me
to transcend the “clear line between inside and outside”, and thanks to my official status
circumvent “security checks and – depending on status – long queues to enter the site”
(ibid.: 70). I felt as though being “part of the parade”, as Schia (2013) wrote, as I
traversed this liminal barrier (Mülli 2018: 42). Permitted to inhabit the social
surroundings of places like the Delegates Lounge overlooking the East River, I thus
noticed off-the-record negotiations as well as follow-up between various diplomats,
officials and NGO representatives. This granted me to meet with diplomats in the UN-

Vienna Café on the subterranean floor; later follow committee meetings on
disarmament; and enter the UNGA as well as the UNSC without let or hindrance,
hobnobbing with EUMS colleagues, fellow advisers and security guards. This was as
close to the lifeworld of my subjects as I could have been. In moments of earnest
sincerity, diplomats I spoke to even let down their guard, frankly telling me what they

really thought about this resolution or that policy instruction – granting fascinating
glimpses into the moments when the professional diplomatic-self shapeshifted back into
the non-professional. I appear to recall that in such instances even their voice tonality
and posture appeared to change ever so slightly – a moment in which the contextappropriated professional equilibrium of the “diplomatic-self” was momentarily tipped
from the national towards the personal. However, the instant a colleague approached
them, the equilibrium was once again restored, and professionalism reinstated.
On a practical level, as a political observer for EUDEL my task was to follow
relevant UNSC-sessions, particularly on certain geopolitical developments; help prepare
and aid in the conduction of Art.34-negotiations with EUMSs, which included the
amending, annotating and drafting of discussed resolutions; involvement in daily
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EUDEL activities (such as outreach and liaising sessions); and, above all, preparations
for High Level Week in September (Leenderste 2005) when we, among other things,
organised then HR/VP Mogherini’s schedule and meetings, as well as prepared a HighLevel conference on Syria under HR/VP’s chairwomanship. Certainly, this agonisingly
hot September week was one of the most riveting times to work at the UN as one dashed
through the narrow corridors of UNHQ spying FMs, PMs and Head of States. At other
times one frantically reserved tables for bilateral head-to-heads by smacking two
miniature flags on the surface and arranged the background so that it would make for a
decent photograph for the press as HR/VP and her counterparts shook hands. Yet again,
one followed coordination meetings of MEPs from Brussels, as well as high EEAS and
Commission personnel including Commissioners and Council President Tusk. Not to
mention the receptions that accompanied High Level Week which saw me mingling with
EU Heads of States [HoSs], FMs, and HoMs, such as chatting with UK-HoM Dame
Karen Pierce about her experiences at Girton College Cambridge. All of which gave me
an intrinsic sense-of-place as a low-key EU employee at the UN, an experience of
situated learning in my daily work. Predominantly however, I was occupied with
assisting certain Art.34-negotiations alongside the EUMS.
b) Art.34 Negotiators

My interviewees consisted exclusively of members of the same Art.34 group. In that
capacity, they ranked on the level of experts and were tasked to negotiate various
resolutions in multiple UN committees spanning over a wide range of topics. Resulting
from their stemming from smaller missions, some individuals ranked considerably
higher in the diplomatic hierarchy such as e.g. deputy heads of missions [DHoM].
For reasons of confidentiality, I am in no position to disclose precisely in which
area they worked. Suffice to say, that the area and topics in question constituted one of
the foreign political cornerstones for the EU and its EUMSs at the UN, predominantly
because EUMS/EUDEL were closely involved in the various stages of resolution
drafting and negotiating over the span of a good deal of years prior. EUMSs/EUDEL
both had a veritable stake in the success of these negotiations as well as their votes in
the UNGA implying an external source of pressure for success – the onus rested on the
EU to ‘deliver’, so to speak, as they provided a considerable part of the ‘numbers’
(EUMSs + EU candidates + some like-minded countries who tend to follow the EU’s
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lead) in the UNGA. It allowed the EU to exert actual influence over the matter,
showcase its multilateral commitment, parade its expertise in advancing international
law, and forge internal consensus among its EUMS during the process. Yet, only by
managing eventually to ‘speak with one voice’ was this possible. The stakes were truly
high for everyone involved, as almost all interviewees testified. Tactically, third parties
were thus keenly aware of the EU’s role in this process and sought to influence it from
the margins via their EUMS allies acting as a metaphorical gateway into the bloc.
Moreover, a great many EUMSs adhered to longstanding national positions in
the area to be discussed here, transcending changes of government and, at times, public
opinion, in tandem with associated allies outside the EU on the matter. For their part,
certain EUMSs were likewise conscious of the stakes involved for the reputation of the
EU at the UN at large and sought to exert internal pressure by threatening to break
ranks in order to harry their EU partners into their (mostly domestically arisen)
preferences. Thus, domestic agendas trumped CFSP51 objectives either exclusively for
internal purposes and/or as a vehicle to pressure or, in more drastic instances, literally
retaliate against EU bodies by seeking to block EU consensus on the matters discussed.
The weekly Art.34-negotiations on these resolutions were the modus operandi to resolve
any of these differences and negotiate a common internal EU position that could
subsequently be presented to the other third parties involved in the drafting process
particularly as deadlines or voting sessions loomed, at times daily.
Still, for the purpose of this work it is, in fact, of minor interest what these
individuals negotiated rather than how they went about it. Applying praxeology renders
this work less concerned with concrete policy analysis, but instead social, political and
communal dynamics at play leading to the emergence of concrete EU positions and
procedures at the UN in New York. To summarise the benefits of this case study:
i)

The negotiation topic was one with diverging standpoints and preference
fissures running through the heart of the bloc. It dealt with clear-cut
EUMS alliances as well as drastic cases of disunity and the efforts of
various actors to overcome divisions;

Even through Roy Ginsberg presented the CFSP as a system of external relations through which
national actors pursue partly common and partly separate international policies to begin with (cited in:
Rasch 2008: 9)
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ii)

The issue embodied great significance for the EU in terms of presence and
reputation as a diplomatic actor at the UN – every actor appeared
conscious of the collective responsibility they held for the group as a whole
despite potentially difficult positions they had been instructed to uphold;

iii)

The negotiations were built on a high frequency of similar discussion
patterns over the course of the last years – which is why mutual recognition
and social closeness among the group’s actors appeared considerable, both
on a personal, as well as a thematic level.

I deemed it crucial, not only from an organisational perspective, but also one of
conceptual consistency to engage exclusively with members of the same field – the same
community of practice, where the uneven distribution of capital, the common
appreciation of various forms of habitus and emerging practices was stable and coherent
assessments were feasible. Naturally, the mix of subjects remained diverse: gender,
EUMS size, experience, seniority, background, etc. all, nevertheless, made for a
heterogenous pool of interviewees.
c) Questionnaire

I chose to broaden this pool beyond that particular Art.34 working group to include
additional diplomats from EUMS mission in New York for my anonymous onlinequestionnaire utilising Qualtrics software. As such, the n-factor (43) grew beyond this
specific Art.34-group, allowing for a more differentiated picture altogether due to higher
participation input from various negotiation constellations. The latter is particularly
important as EUMS blocs and alliances can shift (though not tremendously) from topic
to topic. As some missions proved keener to participate than others, I was obliged to
digitally weight the responses so as to maintain a balanced set of results lest the overall
feedback became skewed in favour of one EUMS over another. Its principle aim was to
decipher two levels: the personal and the collective distribution of Bourdieusian capital;
e.g.: personal characteristics (humour, initiative, EU credentials, etc.), and national
traits (UNSC membership, EU solidarity, reputation, etc.).
Its itinerary went from which EUMS they represented, to their professional
history, to their pre-exposure to EU working methods. As for its most indicative part
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concerning personal forms of capital.52 Subsequently, diplomats were questioned about
national forms of capital and how influential they would gauge their country to be within
the field of fellow EUMSs.53 Thereupon, participants were called to rate all but their
own EUMS (which was not displayed to them) according to their perceived relative
influence on EU positions at the UN – modest, moderate or substantial influence. The
aim was to reconstruct the participants’ “sense of place” (Pouliot 2016) in the group’s
hierarchy, that is that they will have an intrinsic feeling where they rank in the “pecking
order” (ibid.) of influence. This was followed by a section on “EU solidarity”.54 After
that, I was keen to explore alliances and their underpinnings.55
Turning to the sense of the diplomats’ understanding of where they felt most
decisions in their work are taken, I presented them with a coordinate system akin to
those featuring in Bourdieu’s works, most notably Distinction. Its result was a
‘heatmap’, which, by applying certain filters (e.g. age, EUMS, seniority, etc.) would
render insights with regards to, say, an EUMS’s outlook, habitus, and the actors’ sense
of influence. Ultimately, it revealed how much the respondents felt in control of events.
Next, I was intended to measure the sense-of-belonging of participants to the EU, both
professionally and personally.56 Steadily an overall picture emerged, a topography of
inner/intra-EUMS dynamics, of links, poles, and capital distributions. Once the
questionnaire’s data was collected, I could put its conclusions to the interview subjects.

-Which factors add to the overall clout of a country’s representative in the context of the EU and the
UN?
-Which attributes add to the overall clout of a country in the context of the EU and the UN?
53
- In your estimation, which of these attributes add to the overall clout of a country in the context of the
EU and the UN?
- On a scale from 0-10, how influential would you rate your country’s ability to shape the EU’s common
position at the UN?
- How strong is your country's role in the following areas shaping the EU's common position at the UN?
54
- On a scale from 0-10, how much do you act in a spirit of "EU solidarity" at the UN?
- On a scale from 0-10, how much does your country act in a spirit of "EU solidarity" at the UN?
- Do EU Member States temporarily elected to the UNSC display more or less "EU solidarity" in their
conduct during that time?
- Overall, which countries below act in a spirit of "EU solidarity" at the UN?
55
- From your experience, which of these countries are your first choices to build alliances in the context
of the EU at the UN? Please select a maximum of five.
- Why did you choose these countries?
56
- How much do you feel that you represent the EU in your daily work?
- How much do you feel that your country represents the EU on a daily basis?
- Since posted in New York, do you now identify more or less with the EU at the UN than you did at the
beginning?
- And finally, how effective would you consider the EU’s performance at the UN overall?
52
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d) Anonymous Interviews

When my initial interview travel plans back to New York were thwarted by the outbreak
of SARS-CoV-2 I was forced to resort to online interviews instead. Yet, I was reluctant
to forgo actual face-to-face encounters this time around. Being well aware of the intrinsic
value of physical interviews, I set out certain that these interviews would lack a sense of
inimitable qualities which I strove for. The Italian historian Alessandro Portelli’s (1981:
96-107) work on oral history, delineated the use of oral sources in history on the basis
of their “orality”, their narrative, their implications, their credibility, their objectivity
and their agency. Applied to elite interviews in political science, the experience of the
interview matters just as much as the contents – how it is said is as crucial as what is
being said (Mikecz 2012). Steinar Kvale captured this well, claiming:
“In qualitative interviews, social scientists investigate varieties of
human experience. They attempt to understand the world from
the subjects’ points of view and to unfold the meaning of their
lived world. The interviews give voice to […] people, allowing
them to freely present their life situations in their own words, and
open for a close personal interaction between the researchers and
their subjects.” (Kvale 2006: 481)
Yet the unforeseen perks of online interviews proved surprising. Given that the
pandemic-caused lockdown in New York forced my interviewees to remain indoors all
day, most of them were rather happy to pass their time talking to me. There were hardly
any interruptions, as would have occurred in a public space, such as a café or at the
UNHQ where colleagues would have continuously interrupted, meetings had to be
stormed-off to etc. Indeed, the comfort of their own private habitat put them at ease to
share more than I had anticipated they would under ordinary circumstances. The
unusual context of a global health emergency might have allowed them to take a step
back from the frenzy of their hectic daily work, consider the bigger picture and draw
conclusions they were more than happy to share.
Having got to know my interlocutors during my EUDEL work in 2019, these
encounters permitted me to skip any otherwise obligatory ice-breaking activities to go
directly medias in res – mutual trust was of the essence (Ostrander 1993). In the
interviews (the majority of which overran the agreed-upon 45 minutes by at least half
an hour) I sought to apply a semi-structured approach, allowing for ample room to take
the conversation in unforeseen directions. This reflects the spirit evoked by Robert L
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Peabody et al. (1990: 452), who postulated that, “[a] semi-structured interview allows
more opportunity for probing and gives the respondent considerable freedom to expand
on a given question.”
This notion of non-rigidity too is in line with Arksey and Knight’s (1999: 2)
appeal to conceive of interviewing as a multi-facetted method, rather than a staunchly
monolithic one. “Interviewing,” they suggest, “is not a research method but a family of
research approaches that have only one thing in common – conversation between people
in which one person has the role of the researcher”. In their understanding, interviewing
constitutes a singularity among social science research techniques and should be treated
as a unique approach all together – as such, embodying “both an art and a craft”
(Peabody et al. 1990: 451). Thus, the interviewer’s skills, personality, knowledge,
background, motivations and objectives, etc. are as vital to consider as those of the
interviewee: “Self-awareness and appreciation of the transactional nature of elite
interviewing” (ibid.: 452) are part and parcel of any good interview. As Jeffrey M. Berry
points out,
“The best interviewer is not one who writes the best questions.
Rather, excellent interviewers are excellent conversationalists.
They make interviews seem like a good talk among old friends.
[…] The valuable flexibility of open-ended questioning
exacerbates the validity and reliability issues that are part and
parcel of this approach.” (Berry 2002: 679)
Likewise, Douglas Ezzy frames it as follows; “good interviews are not dominated by
either the voice of the interviewer or the agendas of the interviewee” (2010: 164).
With the words of Pouliot in mind, of having to “reconstruct the dispositional
logic of practices”, I attempted to pinpoint the quotidian elements in my questions –
however open-ended they may have been. Some practice-theorists are hesitant about
the practice of interviewing: “Interviews implies to talk about practices. Talking about
practices in an interview are not the practices themselves”, as Bueger and Gadinger
(2014: 89) object – and they differentiate between expert and practitioner interviews.
Yet, I felt that having seen my interviewees practically engaged within their Art.34-field,
I could put my observations about their practices to them for discussion. Many of these
observations appeared to surprise my interviewees, who initially had maybe expected
more policy-focussed questions.
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As such, over the course of two cycles (spring and autumn 2020), I interviewed
22 EUMS from that particular Art.34 group, and 6 EUDEL (/EEAS) officials. As not
all twenty-eight of my former colleagues volunteered for an interview (nor completed
the questionnaire), some gaps therefore remain. As such, one could hold that the
interviewee sample is slightly self-selective. Though all efforts have been undertaken to
assemble as wide a sample as possible – UNSC members, Council Presidency holders,
various sizes and geographic differences – some potentially complimentary voices failed
to participate. Yet, over three-quarters of EUMSs have participated thus provided a
valuable picture in spite of these lacunae.
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Chapter Three

The Disparity of Possibilities: Individual and National Capital
“Truth, accuracy, calm, patience, good temper, modesty and loyalty. They are also the
qualities of an ideal diplomacy.’ ‘But,’ the reader may object, ‘you have forgotten
intelligence, knowledge, discernment, prudence, hospitality, charm, industry, courage and
wen tact.’ I have not forgotten them. I have taken them for granted.”

Sir Harold Nicolson

3.I – The makings of the ideal ‘Diplomatist’: Personhood and Nationhood

As we gradually approach the Europeanising diplomatic spectacle via Bourdieu’s
conceptual tripod, this chapter assesses which forms of capital EUMS/EUDELdiplomats employ during these Art.34-negotiations to advance their position within the
field. To that avail, we recall that capital represents,
“any kind of valued symbolic entity that can legitimately be used
to influence outcomes in a specific field of action. […] Central
issues in the analysis of resources include their accumulation (how
does one get more [x] resources), their conversion (how does one
use [x] resources to get [y] resources) and usage (how does one
use [x/y] resources in [the field]?).” (Kauppii 2018*)
Again, capital constitutes what the field projects onto the diplomat (how others valorise
them). How might capital in the diplomatic context of these Art.34-negotiations look?
Freeman (1997: 107-35) listed five broad skills that defined an able diplomat: agency,
advocacy, reporting, counselling, and stewardship. In his 1939 book Diplomacy, Sir
Harold Nicolson (The New York Times 1972), in turn, boiled down the necessary
qualities for an archetypal diplomat who, in his eyes, had to marry competence with

confidence, as well as with calm and collaboration. It almost seems as if Nicolson speaks
of a “diplomatist” to be fully themselves, all the while seeking to disguise their true
selves. This leads to assume that the diplomat has “to live and function on two levels:
the level of officials having to conform with [the government’s] line and the level of
highly educated, well-read [individuals] privately recognising reality” (Barder 2014:
100). As such, the diplomat is widely depicted as both utterly attached to their domestic
instructions as well as wholly detached from their true personal views. Popular portrayals
of diplomats conjure up an almost bygone image of a life filled with endless soirées and
receptions, thereby “possessing a special mystique”, seeming “an exotic, even
glamorous, profession” (ibid.: 10). The mundane modern-day working reality appears
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slightly more subdued – in part attributed to the advent of modern communication
technologies which have both changed the pace of diplomacy as well as its objectives.57
Nowadays, the diplomat is expected to fulfil three different social rules simultaneously:
as a knowledge producer, a representative of a government, and bureaucrat (Cornut
2015: 385, Neumann 2016: 80).
Further still, the reality of those working within multilateral settings is yet again
a different matter (Rasch 2008: 70-1). Given that “diplomacy has become to a very large
extent not so much a relation between two states as a complex of relations inside groups
of states and between different groups of states”,58 as Charles Webster (1962: 3) noted,
rendering multilateral practitioners a different genus of diplomat altogether. In its most
distilled definition, multilateralism is “the practice of coordinating national policies in
groups of three or more states” (Keohane 1990: 731). As such, through their operations
within “an institutional form”, multilateral diplomats do so “on the basis of ‘generalised’
principles of conduct” (Ruggie 1992: 571). This further adds a layer of complexity:
“Bilateral diplomacy is super easy […] Multilateral diplomacy is
such a big game. It’s all game. And it’s all complicated – a
complicated mix of all these rules […] and how things are done,
which is way more complicated than you think...”59
Moreover, those additionally working inside a sub-field within a broader multilateral
setting (such as the EU inside the UN) have developed additional idiosyncrasies
befitting this sub-sphere. They work in a community of practice within another
community of practice; in a field within another field. They dwell in “a series of Chinese
boxes”, depicting the existence of the EU at the UN, “which need careful delineating
and distinguishing”, as Christopher Hill (2006: 49) writes. One is both a national
diplomat, representing a UNMS, as well as an EUMS-diplomat working for and with
EUMSs as well as the EU at the UN.
With conflicting motivations competing for preference as well as seeing personal
and professional inclinations oftentimes at odds – the EUMS individual has to adopt a
professional gaze and working-mentality characterised by the constraints of the possible
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See: Copeland 2013; Faizullaev 2013: 97; Berridge 2015: 101
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(or even groups inside states...)
EUDEL interview
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and the possibilities of the seemingly impossible. Once again this is reminiscent of
Nicolson’s (1964: 65) view of a diplomat, namely:
“The professional diplomatist is governed by several different, and
at time conflicting, loyalties. He owes loyalty to his own sovereign,
government, minister and foreign office; […] and he owes another
form of loyalty to the government to which he is accredited and to
the minister with whom he negotiates.”
As such, this chapter deals with the makings of a multilateral diplomat within the EU
setting seeking to juggle his or her at times “conflicting loyalties”. To that avail, it will
assess his or her practical mastery – in brief, it explores the individual’s Bourdieusian
capital portfolio. To recall, one might indeed conceive of habitus as the manner in which

you wield your capital as you participate in the struggle for practical mastery and field
recognition:60
“As they manage everyday multilateral affairs, state
representatives compete for influence and standing through the
display of practical know-how. As a result, practices, which I
define as socially organized ways of doing things, generate
inequality (from) within the ranks of diplomats.” (Pouliot 2016:
2-3)
Agents are interested in the accumulation of social resources, but, according to
Bourdieu, in a more flexible manner than rational choice theorists: “He assumes goaloriented behaviour that is directed toward the accumulation of status and power in the
field. […] Utility is field-specific, that is historically and socially constituted, and socially
defined” (Kauppi 2017: 30). And,
“As multilateral diplomats negotiate real-world problems
[…] their practices serve not only to resolve the issue at hand
but also to produce broader structural effects, which outlast
punctual performance. […] Social stratification, in this view,
is a by-product of practice. As practitioners perform their
trade, they also stake a claim as to how things are done.
Thanks to its social productivity, practice tends to generate
notions of competence or mastery, which by being upheld
and enacted by socially dominant players generates social
stratification patterns. Any social context produces practical
Goffman (2017: 38) wrote here: “Here exists an analogy between the value of the hand drawn, and the
ability of the person who plays it” [my own translation]
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logics around what it means to be an able player at the
game.” (ibid.: 257-8)
Here we too are reminded of Goffman’s (1970: 3) words which appear to fit multilateral
diplomatic dealings in conjunction with Bourdieu’s capital:
“In pursuit of their interests, parties of all kinds must deal with
and through individuals, both individuals who appear to help and
individuals who appear to hinder. In these dealings, parties – or
rather persons who manage them – must orient to the capacities
which these individuals are seen to have and to the conditions
which bear upon their exercise, such as innate human
propensities, culture-bound beliefs, social norms…”
Recalling that capital features as part of Bourdieu’s “interlocking nature of [his] three
main ‘thinking tools’” (Maton 2012: 50) also involving habitus and field, capital is the
acquisition of a person’s lifelong labour efforts (Bourdieu 1986: 15), and thus acts as a
form of “legal tender” (Pouilot and Mérand 2013: 36). Importantly though, “only what
affects a field’s logic [(doxa)] and hierarchy counts as capital” (Guzzini 2013: 80). In
effect, capital is what vouches for one’s position within a field. Mutually accredited by
one’s peers, capital is further what those in the field recognise the actor of possessing –
capital lies in the eyes of the beholder:
“[I]t makes no sense to define capital independently from the
particular logic of the field. Instead, making the very definition of
capital dependent on the field allows for a context-specific and
relational analysis of power.” (ibid.: 80)
In Guzzini’s exposition, capital begets context-specific relational influence within a field,
something Goffman termed “making points” (2017: 30). To cite Bourdieu (1991: 192):
In this case, diplomatic,
“capital is a form of symbolic capital, credit founded on credence
or belief and recognition or, more precisely, on the innumerable
operations of credit by which agents confer on a person (or an
object) the very powers that they recognise in him (or it).”
Logically, “[m]ore recognition equals more symbolic credit that equals more potential
for action for the individual having access to the resources in question”, as Kauppii
(2018*) observed. In diplomatic terms then:
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“Diplomats who are courteous, agreeable without being
ingratiating, familiar with the understatement of their profession,
fluent in the local language, fully acquainted with protocol, and
sensitive to local prejudice – in short, professionals – are more
likely to pull […] off [their trade] than anyone else.” (Berridge
2015: 121)
Thus, “[i]ndividuals and groups draw upon a variety of cultural, social, and symbolic
resources, not just material, in order to maintain and enhance their positions in the
social order”, as Swartz (2013: 51) put it.
Bourdieu’s theory is often reduced to a mere tool of analysing power, when, in
fact, his work is more about relations between actors. As Lechner and Frost (2018: 678) observed,
“What matters, then, is not the intrinsic nature of capitals (no
such nature is present) but their mutual relation and cohesion into
a self-subsistent area inside social space. […] [A]ctors who interact
within a common field engage in exchanges and contestations by
deploying the types of capital that count as legitimate within that
particular field.”
Relations between capital and field through habitus are precisely what designates general
power dynamics among a group of field insiders. In this case, those insiders being a
collective of “diplomatic-selves”.
3.1 – The “Diplomatic-Self”

What then counts as capital within the context of the Europeanising diplomatic
spectacle that is an Art.34-negotiation? As (later) with habitus, I postulate that there are
two basic forms for the EUMS individual diplomat: i) individual capital; and ii) national

capital. The first category constitutes the personal capital portfolio of the individual
diplomat in question. This ranges from the formal ones, such as education, rank,
language aptitude; to the informal, for example experience, connectivity and network,
and knowledge. In contrast, the second category of capital is “borrowed” from the
individual’s nation: its reputation, hard and soft power (Nye 2004), UNSC
membership, etc.61 To draw on Morgenthau (1978: 78), national capital seeks “to

By contrast, drawing on such a form of national capital is an almost impossible task for EUDELdiplomats, as “[c]ontrary to national civil servants, European civil servants do not benefit from the credit
based on the history and tradition of the State.” (Georgakakis 2006: 2)
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impress other nations with the power one’s own nation actually possesses, or with the
power it believes, or wants the other nations to believe, it possesses” and apply it through
practical mastery:
“[T]he image of a state can be a major factor in determining
whether and how easily the state can reach its goals. A desired
image […] can often be of greater use than a significant increment
of military or economic power. An undesired image can involve
costs for which almost no amount of the usual kinds of power can
compensate and can be a handicap almost impossible to
overcome.” (Jervis 1970: 6)
Depending on the image, be it stilted or accounted for, on what others perceive and

valorise, creates Bourdieusian national capital. Drawing on this, the diplomat’s
“diplomatic-self” which is constituted by the anthropomorphic merger of the
individual’s “selfhood” with their national “nationhood” comes into being, equipped
with personal as well as national capital (Faizullaev 2006, 2013) (which, in fact, bears
resemblance to Alexander Wendt’s (1999) ‘anthropomorphising’ of the state):
“When you become a diplomat, you are encouraged to submit
yourself to the collective state: your individual “I” becomes “we”.
Members of the diplomatic elite are encouraged and taught to see
themselves as the embodiment of their state.” (Ross 2007: 21)
“We perceive that a state is ‘annoyed’ by the behaviour of another state or ‘anxious’
about a particular issue. In international (social) contexts, states unavoidably acquire
anthropomorphic qualities and become macropersonalities with distinct selves”
(Faizullaev 2014: 287). And: “We may look at the state personhood as an alien entity
or a schema, or we may identify ourselves with the state and then its selfhood becomes
for us a self-schema” (Faizullaev 2006: 500). As such, the “body of the diplomat”, the
corporal site of diplomatic actionability, emerges (Neumann 2008). Contrary to the
majority of IR-conceptualisations of the international system, Bourdieu does not
conceive of the state as an actor, rather it,
“is itself a specific field populated by bureaucracies, professionals
of politics and private agents whose positions of straddling or
multipositioning give them access to the possibility to regulate the
[state’s] different fields.” (Bigo 2011: 248)
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State diplomats therefore literally “embody their country’s profile at the multilateral
table” (Pouliot 2016: 44), or in those external fields the state is represented through
them: “Yes, I would say that [I literally embody my EUMS] while I listen to other
countries’ points of view and convey [our] point of view”62. As such, they make use of
national Bourdieusian capital and, in effect, the national habitus of their countries while
doing their job. In so doing, these diplomats, to draw on Bourdieu, “serve themselves
while serving others” (Kauppii 2017: 34). Thus, they are judged in their entirety of their
embodiment of personal/national capital and personal/national habitus by their
colleagues, they are in a Goffman-sense (1959: 244) both performers as well as

characters of the national and personal:
“Yes I perceive [the country] through [the diplomat’s] own
behaviour – if they are active or not, how they explain themselves
[…] [W]hen [a diplomat contributes] to the diplomatic process
from their own perspective, based on [the credibility] of [their]
own skills then you can actually see how [well] they represent their
country and how they represent themselves.”63
Almost transcendentally, people become states and appropriate their habitus and capital
by a kind of national ‘investiture’ of capital (and habitus) (Guzzini 2013: 85). One
detects a transubstantiation of national capital and habitus:
“Political capital is acquired by delegation through investiture by
an institution […] A person receives from the institution a limited
and provisional transfer of collective capital composed of
recognition and fidelity. Through this process, the capital is partly
transformed from the collective to the personal […] Those in the
service of political enterprise are their delegates.” (Kauppii 2004:
321-2)
One interviewee addressed this merger into “diplomatic-selves” as follows:
“In the real world we all are and act normally – everybody has
their own personality. And then, when you are there in these
negotiations… something which was very difficult to learn for me
was not to take things personally against myself, when it was
directed at my country. […] It was really difficult for me to
62
63

a-EUMS interview
g-EUMS interview
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understand that everybody behind these [country tags] are people
and everybody has tough instructions, but they are still people.
[…] Don’t forget who you are – you are not just a country, but a
human being as well.”64
Selfhood begins to fade into the background, “When I sit behind my [EUMS’s] flag, I
am representing [my country]. And then I would never say ‘I personally disagree with
this [national position]’”65. Another took a more pragmatic tone regarding the
appropriation of national traits of her “diplomatic-self”:
“I am of course aware that it’s not [me] who is sat behind that
[country] sign, but [rather] as a representative of my government.
[…] No, I do not change entirely, yet I am aware of my
responsibility – which, in essence, is a beautiful thing because one
knows one does something worthwhile; a small cog in a big
machine.”66
And finally, another maintained, that only when assuming the personality of his EUMS,
does he feel he can operate more objectively, allowing to transcend personal viewpoints.
It permitted him to become,
“detached – because you are representing either your country’s
position in a stoic manner, reading out instructions with a calm
voice etc., no emotions; or you can present it emotionally: that is
the other side of the spectrum, as if you presented something that
is almost like your personal position, which I don’t think is
right.”67
For his part, Bourdieu (1985: 24) too addressed this phenomenon of personal
appropriation of collective habitus and capital:
“[The individual] bears the name of the group to which he gives
his name ([…] when Shakespeare calls Cleopatra ‘Egypt’ or the
King of France ‘France’ […]). It is by him, his name, the
difference it proclaims, that the members of his group, the
liegemen, and also the land and castles, are known and
recognized.”

a-EUMS interview
a-EUMS interview
66
b-EUMS interview
67
g-EUMS interview
64
65
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Bourdieu (ibid.: 23) further maintains,
“Every group has its more or less institutionalised forms of delegation
which enable it to concentrate the totality of the social capital, which is
the basis of the existence of the group […] in the hands of a single agent
or a small group of agents and to mandate this plenipotentiary, charged
with […] [a full power to act and to speak], to represent the group, to
speak and act in its name and so, with the aid of this collectively owned
capital, to exercise a power incommensurate with the agent’s personal
contribution.”
This carries an almost metaphysical quality, as Adler-Nissen (2013: 9) suggests: “When
we act on behalf of the state – through delegation – we perform an act of magic that
enables a collection of individuals to form a corporate body that transcends individuals
in significance and purpose”. Indeed,
“Diplomats […] bring all of the power and prestige of their
country to the negotiating table. […] Serious loss of face for
diplomatic negotiators can result in serious loss of face for the
country. […] After all, the representative was not only the
representative of his emperor; he was, in a way, the ruler himself.
[…] The ambassador is not only the representative of his or her
state; he or she personifies it.” (Meerts 1999: 86)
“[T]o set oneself up as a representative (delegate, plenipotentiary, spokesman. etc.) of
the whole group”, one is “thereby committing the social capital of the whole group”, as
Bourdieu (1986: 23) maintained. “When the spokesperson speaks, it is a group that
speaks through him, but one that exists as a group through that speech and its speaker”,
Bourdieu (2004: 41) continued. Indeed, “[w]hen an individual plays a part he implicitly
requests his observers to take seriously the impression that is fostered before them. They
are asked to believe that the character they see actually possess the attributes he appears
to possess” (Goffman 1959: 28)
However, here these diplomats can only act as trustees or fiduciaries of their
national capital and habitus, and only very limited as the shaper thereof, as general
assessments of what their national capital and habitus are worth and are perceived
remain beyond their immediate control:
“At the dispositional level, practical mastery for the multilateral
diplomat consists of skilfully embodying the state – making the
most of its standing while making up for its lapses. […] While
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diplomats show unequal dexterity in working with (or around)
their country’s standing, when it comes to defining what counts
as valued markers, they are at the receiving end of political
dynamics that mostly escape their control.” (Pouliot 2016: 71-2)

3.2 – Individual and National Capital

Capital, on the whole, is a deeply unfair affair. Some have great amounts at their
disposal, while others scrap for whatever is left (Kemper 2011: x): “A particular field
will be structured by the operation and distribution of particular forms of capital, and
the ability to move in that field is tied to an agent’s possession of the relevant forms of
capital” (Williams 2013: 135). The same appears to apply in the struggle for practical
mastery within such fields of multilateral diplomacy. As Rob Moore (2014: 101)
indicated, fields determine “hierarchies of discrimination (some things are better than
others)” and thus render some forms of capital as more advantageous. The ongoing
struggle for field supremacy and practical mastery is plastered with compromise, retreat,
and insufficiency of practitioners’ capital. In Bourdieu’s words, “The situation of the
game changes permanently, yet the game itself continues to exist, as do its rules”
(Zimmermann et al. 1983). How capital is valued within a field, depends on current
circumstances:
“Each capital is defined according to the logic of a specific field,
conversely, each social field is defined by one specific type of
capital. More so, the structure of one field is a state of the struggles
over the distribution of one of the species of capital.” (Cohen
2018: 203)
Capital’s unevenness is a hallmark of social life, including, multilateral negotiations –
some actors are stronger, some weaker as per the traditional realist and neo-realist
reading – creating a diplomatic league table in international forums, or, as Mahbubani
(2004: 258) called them “international pecking orders”, which represent an “order of
states in any international organization reflects the relative national power of the states,
especially their power in the area that the organization specializes in”. That is not to say,
though that ‘the strong do what they can, and the weak suffer what they must’, but that
those with less capital have to invent canny ways of compensating their capital
shortcomings through skilful practical mastery in relation to the field’s doxa. After all,
anarchy is “what states make of it” (Wendt 1992). Every individual in the field seeks to
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advance as best they can, as Bourdieu’s “[is a] structural activist account of politics that
believes in the construction of reality by agents who, constrained by structures that are
material and symbolic, struggle to accumulate social resources” (Kauppii 2004: 319).
This imperative applies to one and all involved in the present game. One cannot not

play the game as one has “the game under the skin” (Bourdieu 1998b: 80), “born into
the game, with the game” (Bourdieu 1990: 67), one is almost doomed to participate
once a member of a field so as to acquire or defend one’s capital vis-à-vis the others.
Equally, diplomats cannot not play the game as it is their very remit to participate. In
the case of the EU’s CFSP-negotiation process this implies that, “Here, we have to join
the play that is performed. Either we will have a role in it, or we will just be extras”
(Juncos and Pomorska 2006: 9). Arguably, in building the community of practice, even
those less invested in the position-taking struggle, which rewards skilful mastery, fulfil a
vital function, namely that of reference points against which everyone’s capital and
habitus is equally measured against just as those who are take a greater stake in the game
(Bigo 2011: 236). As such, EUMS-diplomats engage in a constant “struggle in which
each agent is both a ruthless competitor and supreme judge” (Bourdieu 1990: 136).68
Returning to questions of capital hierarchisation, Pouliot (2016.: 6) further writes
about such multilateral negotiations that, when they “actually begin, the playing field is
already unlevelled. State representatives essentially respond to, and play out, the preexisting distribution of […] assets.” It would appear he consulted Cohen (1981: 154),
who wrote, “The collectivity of states would seem, on the face of it, to be subject to […]
scarce and inequitably distributed resources”. Thus, a small EUMS such as Latvia, will
behave and hold different expectations to a larger EUMS, such as France, when
engaging in the Europeanising diplomatic spectacle – we shall see many such examples
recounted in this work’s interviews as we go along. Their capital (and habitus) will
consequently “modify the state’s representatives, their opinions, and their strategies”
within these “European[ising] games” (Buchet de Neuilly 2011: 83). Inevitably, such
situations then create a hierarchy between the haves and have-nots, as inequitably
distributed capital is made up of,

Goffman (2017: 38) notes here: “[…] the self is a kind of player in a ritual game who deals honourably
or dishonourably, diplomatically or undiplomatically with a situation, until judgment is passed on him”
[my own translation]
68
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“‘hierarchies of age, power, prestige, and culture’. The idea is that
relations between the positions of actors in these hierarchies
manifest themselves in the setting as a set of permissions and
proscriptions to do(say)/not to do(say) such and such” (Schatzki
1987: 119)
Indeed, those actors fortunate with comparatively higher amounts of capital (through
personal achievement or national bestowment (or both)) are almost emboldened to act
more grandiose, more entitled, downright “worthier” of collective recognition
(Zimmermann et al. 1983; Bourdieu 2010: 409) – this is manifest in the manner in
which they wield their capital: their habitus – the subject of the following chapter.
Indeed, certain practices, such as striking deals in the background with other EUMSs
during negotiations, are deemed “the privilege of bigger [EU] countries”69 altogether.
Bigger EUMSs’ behaviour “depends fundamentally on social competence and on the
corresponding sense of being entitled and required by status to exercise this specific
capacity, and therefore to possess it” as Bourdieu claimed (cited in: Kuus 2015: 371).
How then might we assess a diplomat’s Bourdieusian capital? Former Norwegian
diplomat-turned-academic Iver Neumann sets out several traits diplomats appear to
widely share. Spurred by the question “how diplomats negotiate their own identities
among themselves” (Neumann 2012: 94) as they conduct their work, he believes their
identity is forged by the tension field arising between gathering information abroad
through their diplomatic work on the one side, and balancing it with the bureaucratic
demands from capital on the other. What else they have in common, Neumann (ibid.:
98-9) observes, are “some additional key characteristics”, such as typically an academic
degree in “social sciences, the humanities, or law”, with an expressed interest in politics,
inter-subjective aptitudes and psychological fortitude. In fact, European diplomats may
have more in common with each other than not, constituting a rather homogenously
socialised group despite different national backgrounds.70 This, defines among the
essences of diplomacy, as Jönsson and Hall (2005: 25) noted, as “a mediation of

universalism and particularism”.
Again, we see a sort of diplomatic archetype emerging from his description. As
Harvey J. Langholtz (2004: 6) noted, “Since the days of Richelieu the diplomats who
g-EUMS interview
Politico.eu, for instance, published a report on the trademarks of those who inhabit the “EU Bubble”
and found that the biggest share of EU officials had attended the same twenty-five universities for their
second degree (politico.eu 04/February/2021)

69
70
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have met at these conferences have included some of their nations’ brightest minds as
well as elites […] of their respective nations”. A great many of these traits are likewise
visible among the sample of EUMS-diplomats surveyed for his work: on average they
are 30-40 years old, half of them being posted to New York for 2-3 years, most of them
are at least bilingual, the majority of whom are working as so-called ‘experts’ on the file
in question. Parallels in educational and professional trajectories are common among
the diplomatic corps (Davis Cross 2007b: 230), forming a certain “social and cultural
consensus […] [within] a select club with its own jargon and ‘club rules’” (Cohen 1987b:
61). For his part, Joseph Nye (cited in: Pouliot 2016: 45) deemed necessary forms of
diplomatic capital to be, among others, “personal expertise, experience, regional
support, personality, interest, importance of the country, administrative competence,
seniority, relationship with others, formal leadership position, material resources,
country reputation”. Similarly, Vincent Pouliot considers the following forms of
diplomatic capital to sustain a diplomat’s multilateral standing: “‘reputation’, ‘political
will’, ‘strength in accomplishing the national interest’71, ‘breadth and depth of foreign
policy’, ‘bona fides’, ‘leadership ability to project purpose’, ‘steadfastness’, ‘quality of
diplomacy’, ‘willingness to take risks’ and so on” (ibid.: 78). Welding these together,
Neumann (2013: 17-19) identifies diplomacy’s “three layers” being practice
(professional deeds), myth (the nimbus of the diplomat), and sociability (how they
integrate in their host community). Within the multilateral sphere of the UN, and
further within its ‘eye of the storm’, the EUDEL, “diplomats serving in these arenas
must master a variety of skills and procedures not associated with traditional diplomacy”
(Karns and Mingst 2013*) and are expected to jump nimbly between tasks and
objectives.
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Chas W. Freeman Jr. (1997: 9-14) dissected ‘national interest’ into five helpful classifications: i)

supreme interests (the survival of the state or the defence of the birth of the state); ii) vital interests
(security, well-being, etc.); iii) strategic interests (issues that might transform into vital interests if left
unattended); iv) tactical interests (areas covered by routine diplomacy); v) national concerns (pertaining

to matters of national culture and identity). Personally, I tend to avoid the term “national interest”
wherever feasible, and instead opt for “national motivation(s)” whenever I can. As one diplomat put it to
Rebecca Adler-Nissen (2015: 288) once: “the problem is that […] [the scholar] believes that national
interests are fixed prior to negotiations. But we always keep brackets”. “National interest” has amounted
a kind of chiffre in IR-theory and appears to hardly ever be uttered by diplomats themselves when
addressing their nation’s motivations. (However, in my questionnaire I originally had still applied the
term “national interest”, yet my understanding has evolved hitherto).
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Thus, seeking to gauge which individual attributes of their fellow EUMS
colleagues were valued in Art.34-negotiations, respondents gave the following verdict
[percentage of responses]:

What becomes visible is that a drive for proactive participation in negations matters
most: almost all respondents selected ‘level of engagement’ (91,67%) – together with
‘solution-oriented’ (79,76%), ‘taking initiative’ (74,60%), ‘willingness to compromise’
(62,68%), ‘influence over their capital’ (55,89%), and ‘predictability’ (42,37%), this
angle featured exclusively among the top ten.
However, when subsequently asked which single one out of all their choices they
deemed most important overall – the majority of other forms of EUMS-diplomats’
capital were superseded by which country their colleagues represented, that is, which
nation’s capital they were able to draw on (36%).72 Plainly, their EUMS became the
most important carrier of capital for EUMS-diplomats: “The way you are seen,
judgments about people, are linked with the country you represent, and these
representations are forms of capital in EU-space, something that either eases or hinders
the struggle for cultural and formal superiority”, as Lewicki (2017: 143) writes. This
goes to show that arguably personal capital only mattered so much in light of a
diplomat’s nationality-based rank, seemingly contradicting Kelly’s (2014: 7) assessment

72

Second came ‘solution-oriented’ (24.51%), followed by ‘level of engagement’ (16.83%)
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that, “the diplomacy of status is giving way to the diplomacy of capabilities”. As
examples in this work demonstrate nevertheless,
“Si le poids du diplomate qui accède au fauteuil […] est largement

lié au poids de l’État qu’il représente, sa crédibilité dépend
également de sa maîtrise pratique des règles du jeu et de la
technicité des dossiers” (Buchet de Neuilly 2011 : 90)
The following subsections will go into further detail regarding some of the overarching
capital themes expressed in the survey and interviews. Nota bene how the lines between
national and personal capital will fluctuate throughout these subsections – as they do in
real life, when selfhood and statehood merge into a single “diplomatic-self”.

a) Inequality of Nations
Following on from the previous point, it emerged from both questionnaire and
interviews, that the EUMS determines how much national capital, and therefore how
much influence its representative enjoys among the group. Goffman might have referred
to such an ability as being able to “make the situation” (1961: 52-3), that is to steer the
game in one’s preferred direction (ibid.: 48-55). Bourdieu saw power being, “tied to the
control of resources which correspond (and reproduce) the organising principles of
fields” (Guzzini 2013: 80). Following the EU treaties in the strictest sense, as well as
the informal modus operandi of Art.34-negotiations, there is no explicitly formal ruleset
guiding them (e.g. no formal vote, consensus-and informality-based, etc. (Rasch 2008:
50-1; Häge 2013)). Every negotiation negotiates its own conduct between a group of –
at face value – EUMS equals. With no primus inter pares, all EUMSs theoretically all
count the same. Or so far, the thinking would suggest.
Germane to the credo of the UN itself, the EU follows the doctrine of: one
country, one vote, irrespective of the UNMS’s/EUMS’s actual size. However, as with
the UN, this effectively appears to amount to a façade of parity, a form of “organised
hypocrisy” (Krasner 1999) – effectively a smaller EUMS is hardly ever treated like a
bigger EUMS nor would it behave as such. Depending on one’s reading of IOs,
according to either one of the two traditional schools of IR thought, IOs are either
perceived as a mere reflection and extension of the international balance of power and
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capability in realism73; or, in the liberal reading, as fulfilling an equalising function, that
is, seeking to reinforce (or introduce) parity between its member states. Here liberal
proponents, such as Miles Kahler (1992: 681) spoke of IOs’ “strong levelling impulse”
emergent post-1945: “Open admission and non-discrimination implied that
participation did not require the patronage of a great power. Multilateralism was thus
associated with […] the sovereign equality of states”. Equally by extension, “No
preferential treatment because of an accident of birth” (Cohen 1987b: 142) was to be
allotted to one diplomatic representative over another. The selfsame ideal is wrapped
up in the reoccurring use of terms such as “common benefit” in the UN context
(Langholtz 2004: 2). In order to attain this aspired parity, “The diplomatic negotiator
is protected by many rules and procedures which see to it that no state can be raised
above the other”, all the while operating under a common “diplomatic culture” (Bull
1977: 304), permitting “safe” interaction between powerful and less potent states
(Meerts 1999: 86). Praxeological reading confirms this notion, for it sees the diplomats’
embeddedness in “socially meaningful patterns of action”, competently performed,
reifying “background knowledge and discourse” (Adler and Pouliot 2011b: 4) as a
safety-net to iron out any cross-cultural cleavages during diplomatic interaction: “An
internationally accepted code to which all subscribe is immensely helpful to members of
the group and to others prepared to submit to it while they are living in that environment
[…] Protocol does more to glue people together than it does to gum up the works” (Busk
1967: cited in: Freeman 2009: 186-7). Just as well, one might easily exchange ‘Protocol’
with meaningful ‘Diplomatic practice’ here, for the latter references the former.
Aspiration does not, however, equal outcome, particularly not if these processes
are viewed through praxeology which presupposes capital inequality. In that spirit,
academics such as Renshon (2017: 1) or Pouliot (2016: 2) believe the system of the UN
innately reflects stratification and hierarchisation of its members alongside their capital
volume and, in effect, practical mastery: “This is because diplomatic practices in a
multilateral setting – socially organised ways of doing things – generate social
stratification, inequality and diplomatic sense of place” (Faizullaev 2017: 81), the latter
being, the diplomat knowing where they rank among their field’s peers and behaves
accordingly.
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e.g. Mearsheimer 1995; Renshon 2017
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As such, diplomats “understand the projection of power” (Langholtz 2004: 6)74:
“it’s sort of a movie screen where you can project an image of your country”75. Indeed,
“State representatives are not equal to each other in terms of the corporate entity that
they are speaking and acting for. Representing a given country may grant certain
opportunities that other delegates do not have” (Pouliot 2016: 193). Though
superficially tact and respect are afforded to all peers of the diplomatic corps76, the
Orwellian truth cannot mask the fact that some countries in the multilateral setting are
“more equal than others”:
“In public or at diplomatic functions people usually pay more
attention and respect to diplomats representing powerful
countries whilst colleagues from less visible nations may be treated
with less consideration.” (Faizullaev 2006: 510)
Former diplomat at the UN Ross Carne describes it in even more unabashed language
comparing his experience working for the UK and later for Kosovo:
“When the British ambassador wants a meeting with the UN
Secretary-General, it is always granted without delay. When
Kosovo’s Prime Minister wants one, it is not confirmed until the
night before (the request was made weeks earlier); the audience
itself lasts a brisk ten minutes. […] When I was with the British
mission, officials of the UN or other countries paid attention when
we spoke. Doubtless this was often faked, but it was perhaps felt
to be required, given Britain’s place in the UN pecking order.
With the Kosovars, no such deference was necessary. Junior
officials become impatient with [their] demands and even on
occasion allow themselves a perceptible sneer when they talk to
[them]. […] I ask the Kosovars how they feel. They say it is normal
and that they are used to it.” (Ross 2007: 5)
The difference in capital and thus standing between the UK and Kosovo at the UN is
striking, with the latter not being in any position to play the game as skilfully as the
former. “On the other side of the table, poorer and less experienced countries […] often
struggle to get their point of view heard, let alone accommodated” (ibid.: 25). In the
EUDEL context, one diplomat even enunciated this harsh truth about the smaller, less
“Power of any kind must be clothed in effective means of displaying it, and it will have different effects
depending upon how it is dramatized” (Goffman 1959: 234).
75
a-EUMS interview
76
Provided every party recognises the other party (e.g. Israeli diplomats cannot conduct diplomatic
business with 29 out of 193 UNMSs at the UN)
74
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engaged EUMSs: “Personally, I do not spend a lot of time talking to them bilaterally to
try to get them on board [with our position]”77 for they would generally tend to not
object. Conversely, smaller EUMSs expressed offence about having been neglected.
Such a view of uneven capital distribution conceives of,
“weak actors [having] been outmanoeuvred by more powerful
actors and are closed off from policy networks, an exogenous
shock can provide a strategic opportunity, if they have a model in
hand, to influence state behaviour and steer the negotiations
towards their preferred outcome.” (Downie 2017: 334)
Bigger UNMSs are simply able to conduct their business with greater ease than smaller
ones (Panke 2014):
“During my work at the [UNSC], I had often been struck by a
very obvious imbalance – between diplomatic resources and skills
of the powerful countries, and everyone else. As British diplomats,
we had considerable advantages. With reams of telegrams and
intelligence reports, I was better briefed than most other
diplomats present. Our mission was among the largest at the UN,
with squads of diplomats covering every issue. In negotiation, our
experienced lawyers could ensure that any textual changes were
turned to our benefit. We could consult our capital in real-time
without fear of inception […] Such advantages are available only
to a handful of the world’s most powerful countries […]
Meanwhile, everyone else was at a considerable disadvantage. The
numerous smaller UN missions struggle to cover the enormous
and proliferating agendas of the [UNGA], [UNSC] and
specialised committees with just one or two horribly overworked
and under-equipped diplomats.” (Ross 2007: 190-1)
Or take the capital in shortest supply at the UN: permanent UNSC-membership – only
afforded to five UNMSs. The resulting national capital that these countries’ diplomats
can wield as well as draw on in their daily work at the UN undoubtedly exceeds the
mere statutory rights and duties that accompany formal non-permanent UNSCmembership. Indeed, they encompass informal manifestations of national capital
alongside formal prerogatives. As Niels Schia correctly pinpoints:
“The [P5] are in a favourable position not only because of their
status with veto powers but also because their knowledge, cultural
77

a-EUMS interview
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capital, network, and being permanent players of the game in the
informal processes matter. These members have an informal
power base not reflected in any formal structures of the Council.”
(Schia 2017: 149)
The perks associated with permanent UNSC-membership are unmissable: access to
institutional memory, the legal prerogatives afforded to UNSC members, that certain
“air of importance” UNSC diplomats appear to exude all render this rondo “zenith of
multilateralism” (Bouchard and Drieskens 2012: 122) with all the associated exclusive
capital. Thus, the P5 emerge at the very top of the international pecking order
(Mahbubani 2004: 258). Over 80% of EUMS respondents saw P5 UNSC-membership
as second most important factor for a EUMS’s influence in the context of the EU at the
UN (which only leaves France post-Brexit). Others too, wish to bathe in the UNSC’s
nimbus and bask in on its perks, if only for a finite period: UNMSs jostle for a temporary
seat in this “sancta sanctorum” of world-politics (Marchesi 2010: 102), fully aware of
the political spoils in terms of national capital within the UN field associated with it
(Kuziemko and Werker 2006). Likewise, they may temporarily draw on it to leverage
their position – indeed, ca. 73% of EUMS respondents deem non-permanent UNSC
membership the third most crucial factor for EUMS influence in the context of the EU
at the UN. Similarly, in its own right, the UNSC constitutes yet another Bourdieusian
field where “countries and delegates” equally “strive for recognition and standing”
(Pouliot 2016: 154) through competing practical mastery by the skilful application of
their capital. Correspondingly, among the P5 too, there is an unavoidable and distinct
P5 pecking order given the stratification of capital likewise operating within that field –
the scuffle for field supremacy holds true even among the UNMSs’ top dogs
(Mahbubani 2004: 258).
Other such opportunities certainly stem from the size of the country’s mission
(Pouliot 2016: 199) or even its location. A number of smaller EUMS-diplomats even
indicated that they tended to remain stationary at UNHQ as their missions were
inconveniently further afield and simply stayed put in the hallways between meetings78,
finishing their reports there. Though that might seem as a disadvantage at first, it

g-EUMS interview (a-missions tend to be closer to the relevant sites of diplomatic action (Mamadouh
et al. 2015) (on average 1km in Europe (Van der Wusten et al. 2016: 96))
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actually helped them to have their eyes and ears constantly on alert should they notice
any clandestine meetings or rapid developments in situ.
For its part, the EEAS/EU conducts its CFSP at the UN through and alongside
its EUMSs. Though the façade of parity among UNMSs may be far less pronounced
among EUMSs, the uneven dissemination of capital and the resulting EUMSs
hierarchisation remain evident: “Everyone knows that France possesses more power at
the negotiation table than Luxembourg but one is not to say it out loud” (van Middelaar
2021: 42). Despite equal consideration of everyone’s preferences, EUMS-diplomats do
sense that some EUMSs are effectively more influential than others:
“You represent your country and there [are] your personal
qualities as a negotiator added to that. But I think you cannot
change the balance of the EU and that is taken into account by
capitals. So, even if a small [EUMS] has a very [skilful] diplomat,
there would [still] be a limit to his capacities to influence the
coordination process.”79
The briefest interview answer to whether Art.34-negotiations were a game of equals was
a “No”80. “As I arrived in New York, I was shocked when I found out that I hadn’t been
consulted by bigger [EUMSs]”81, one diplomat complained. “There is definitely a
difference between the EUMSs […] [some] have the networks, they have more weight”,
especially current and former EU UNSC-members.82 This imbalance is “just the way it

is – I am telling you this very openly”83, whenever the probing for reasons went too deep,
as if describing some physical law of nature. Some of this interviewee’s eastern EUMS
colleagues even claim, finding themselves at the bottom of the pecking order,
“There are different categories [of EUMSs]: the first league are
the P5, then the non-permanent, then those more established
western countries and then the [EUMS] newcomers – I do not see
it that pronounced, but generally if you speak on behalf of one of
the biggest countries obviously, [others] pay more attention.”84

a-EUMS interview
a-EUMS interview
81
b-EUMS interview
82
g-EUMS interview
83
b-EUMS interview
79
80
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This sensation is built on experienced practical engagement within the EUDEL field:
they witnessed EUMS peers’ practical mastery (or lack thereof), they noticed how
greater amounts of national capital were wielded and habitus informed general
negotiation approaches. “Those who talk of equality of opportunity forget that social
games [...] are not ‘fair games’”, Bourdieu et al. (2000: 214-5) professed. Thus, bigger
countries possess greater capital volume than smaller ones, and it shows:
“This is why representatives are listened to, but some do of course
carry more weight than others. Their influence, which is also
determined by their skill, is largely based on the power which they
represent.” (Meerts 1999: 86)
For instance, an EUMS-negotiator from a larger EUMS appeared with an entire
entourage of up to three people to negotiations at times, “to simply show how important
the dossier was for them”85, but potentially to also embody their superior status derived
from their higher capital vis-à-vis the other EUMSs86. Even so, “I didn’t get [why they
did] that”87, someone remarked, referring to the high practical mastery their predecessor
had exhibited:
“They did not get as much out of the negotiations as in the year
before in my personal opinion. […] They didn’t understand the
rules of the game – it was new to them. […] They didn’t come up
with a lot of compromises. They reiterated their points, which you
can do that in the first round and maybe the second round and
then you move on. They were less effective because of that.”88
A fellow EUMS-diplomat said, “Sometimes I see bigger countries sometimes just
wasting their clout by not having people at the right position”89. Equally, interviewees
recall how a another EUMS-diplomat, who was generally deemed to also be practically
less skilful, was even further undermined by the fact that their mission placed a higherranking chaperone to watch over their back making exasperated expressions over their
negotiation practices. In that vein, another interviewee echoed a similar experience:

b-EUMS interview
Or as anthropologist David Graeber (2019: 29) put it: “You cannot be magnificent without an
entourage”.
87
a-EUMS interview
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“My [DHoM] came on one of my first days of negotiation and I
asked him, ‘Why would you sit here?’ After trying to explain
himself, I said, ‘Doors are over there.’ Literally! I had to kick him
out, otherwise he would undermine my credibility. Especially
when it’s your [DHoM].”90
Hierarchy is of paramount importance to the diplomatic spectacle and diplomats are
tremendously hierarchy-conscious individuals (Degrand-Guillaud 2009a: 424; Freeman
2009: 186-7): “Far from being unobservable, international hierarchy is part and parcel
of each and every practice that makes the world go round” (Pouliot 2016: 259), with
diplomatic actors attributing close attention to “precedence, or order of importance, of
individual polities” (Jönsson and Hall 2005: 53).
The hierarchical positions were reproduced through re-enactment within the
EUMS-diplomats’ practical intercourse around the Art.34-table: “in the everyday,
ordinary process of multilateral negotiations, diplomats […] find themselves acting in
tune with the hierarchy of standing in order to stay a part of the multilateral game”
(Pouliot 2016: 271). This echoes Bourdieu’s (1996b: 11) notions of “position-takings”,
which can be defined “as a rank in an order”. Thus, in order to decipher how such an
EUDEL pecking order might look like, EUMSs where asked which of the 28 EUMSs
exhibited modest, moderate, or substantial influence on the EU position at the UN, the
following results emerged:
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b-EUMS interview
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Consequently, dividing these twenty-eight results by three, we can classify each EUMS
as either a, b or g-EUMS. What becomes apparent is that some EUMSs, if for instance
measured against their Qualified Majority Voting [QMV] share, seem to exert greater
influence within the UN as opposed to the EU context, implying that some forms of
national capital do in fact account for more depending on in which field they are applied
(Meerts 1999: 81; Buchet de Neuilly 2009). This goes to show that field-appropriate
capital, can only very seldomly be converted to resonate with the logics of another field
(Bourdieu and Wacquant 1992: 101). Relatively high influence in one field cannot nillywilly be reproduced in another: “An individual might have a lot of […] capital in Paris,
but that […] capital might have little value” (Kauppi 2018*) elsewhere.91 What then
might arguably add to an EUMS’s clout in the context of the EU at the UN [percentage
of responses]?

Almost all respondents chose to equate the biggest form of an EUMS’s capital to the
aptitudes of its diplomats. We see that UNSC membership is valuably prized, however,
as the results show, “I would make a distinction between those EUMSs that are part of

Sweden is one such obvious case – ranking 4th as an a EUMS in New York, whereas as a ‘mere’ b
EUMS in Brussels if judged according to its QMV position of 14th place. Or Poland which is the exact
opposite – from a Brussels a to a New York b (5th to 11th).
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the P5 and the elected members. I believe there still exists a certain atmosphere of the
P5 being sacrosanct”92. Equally important appear attributes of ‘soft’ and ‘hard power’,
interestingly the former slightly more so than the latter potentially given the heavily
norm-imbued setting that is the UN. Interestingly, we see that EUMS peers seem to not
accredit too much importance to either “EU Council Presidency” (26,35%) or
“Campaigning for a UNSC seat” (23,80%).93 Statements, such as Explanations of Vote
(EoVs), are usually read out by a Presidency diplomat, as the EU itself does not hold
voting rights, but only after intense deliberations and negotiations on the statement itself
among the EU under the stewardship of EUDEL. Some interviewees, however,
accredited the presidency with a certain symbolic nimbus, its “power of the chair”
(Tallberg 2006: 204), which allows to “speak up more often and to strive – even more
than usual – towards finding a common EU-position”94. In short, the capital of holding
the Council presidency has deflated since 2009 (Degrand-Guillaud 2009a,b) – overall,
according to one interviewee, who had served his EUMS at the UN in another capacity
pre-Lisbon, a development conducive to the EU’s efficiency and consistency:
“When the [rotating] EU presidencies coordinated everything,
unlike now, you would get a different person every six months
coordinating. Those people were obviously very stressed, given
how huge the responsibility was. And now, the way things are
handled now, [EUDEL] is backed by Brussels all the time. In case
of the national presidencies, when I arrived towards the second
half of the French presidency and the first presidency of the Czech
presidency – it was incredibly stressful for the Czech presidency
to [manage] it. […] The dynamic was very different: the national
states were coordinated with some of them lacking experience and
support from capital. […] Some had no clue […] They had no
institutional memory to look at.”95
In a field which hierarchises various forms of capital and affords greater recognition to
some over others, there are multiple forms to express national capital. For the diplomat
to weld together ‘selfhood’ with ‘statehood’ (Faizullaev 2006, 2013) so as to effectively

b-EUMS interview
The potential reason for the former could be that the role of the Presidency at the UN has been
diminished post-Lisbon (Rasch 2008: 35-47), as most of the good office efforts, as well as steering capacity
are now provided by EUDEL.
94
b-EUMS interview
95
g-EUMS interview
92
93
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make use of their national capital, the individual has to permanently evoke their
statehood explicitly as well as implicitly:
“One diplomat referred to two types of credibility […] both
personal and country’s credibility. Independently from the state’s
credibility, once the position of the diplomat within the group is
strong, it is generally perceived easier to negotiate and make one’s
voice heard.” (Juncos and Pomorska 2006: 9)
National and personal capital boundaries begin to smudge. For national capital to find
embodiment indirectly, symbolism appears the main tool:
“Diplomats live in a highly symbolized world where any word,
action, or relation can be seen as symbolic, as something that
contains a wrapped meaning. A national flag, anthem, coat of
arms, head of state, map, significant monuments, historic events,
distinguished personalities, food, performing arts, song, language,
currency, animals, flowers, and other objects and phenomena
containing meaning for the state, can be used or perceived as
oﬃcial or unoﬃcial symbols of the state.” (Faizullaev 2013: 95)
In a way, diplomacy’s raison d’être might in fact even be seen as “symbolising” the very
“existence of the society of states” (Bull 2012: 166). Indeed, diplomacy and symbolism
are tightly interwoven and have been so from the dawn of diplomatic practice96, allowing
agents to draw on both symbolism’s material as well as ideal remits (Adler-Nissen 2013;
Kauppi 2017): “Symbols, rituals and ceremonies in diplomacy are designed to create a
shared sense and also to motivate and regulate the moods of groups and individuals who
directly or indirectly participate in or observe diplomatic practice” (Faizullaev 2013:
91).
As such, this symbolism has to be enacted, has to be ‘made seen’, for
“international politics does not present itself directly to the senses”97. ‘Flag
interaction’98, choice of venue99; seating arrangements denoting both equality as well as
hierarchy100, national dresses as signifiers of national culture101, national iconography
96
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emblematising national narratives102; a mission’s architecture and interior design103 and
its very location104; or even diplomatic culinary entertainment105 all serve the purpose of
rendering shape and form to something that is first and foremost but an “imagined
community” (Anderson 2006) of individuals living in a shared territory with various
degrees of societal integration and synchronised cultural outlooks (Cohen 1987b: 256). Diplomacy thrives and depends on symbolism so as to bestow meaning onto
diplomats’ actions (Jönsson and Hall 2005) and thus “create shared knowledge about
diplomatic events, intercourses and intentions” (Faizullaev 2017: 5). This is also done
so as to perpetuate the spectacle that is (multilateral) diplomacy (Barder 2014: 3).
Intrinsically then, the functioning of diplomacy is contingent on “precedence, or order
of importance, of individual polities” (Jönsson and Hall 2005: 53), as a mechanism to
abstract and therefore diffuse international struggles through symbolism.
Thus, the “body of the diplomat” (Neumann 2008) itself becomes the corporal
symbol of its state, as the state lacks a “palpable shape or substance” (Walzer 1967: 194)
and therefore has to rely on its diplomatic agents for embodiment and inter-subjective
actionability:
“The state is invisible; it must be personified before it can be seen,
symbolised before it can be loved, imagined before it can be
conceived […] When the state is imagined as a body politic, then
a particular set of insights as to its nature are made available. The
image does not so much reinforce existing political ideas […] as
underlie them. It provides an elementary sense of what the
political community is like, of how physically distinct and solitary
individuals are joined together.” (ibid.)
So as to underscore the diplomat as a “national metaphor” in the flesh, the moment
they speak on their state’s behalf will they employ national symbols and thus evocations
of their national capital: “Diplomats both metaphorically and literally enable the state
to ‘govern from afar’”, perceiving them as “key embodiment of the state beyond its own
borders” (Neumann 2012: 171 [emphasis added]).
garments can only represent and codify an underlying disposition. The issue is a correspondence between
the dress code and the position of the actor in the field of power. Any dress, however elegant or sloppy,
can change that only up to a point.” (Kuus 2015: 375)
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The second most obvious route of action to that avail, is to directly evoke one’s
country’s name. Only few EUMS in the Art.34-negotiations uttered their country’s
name whenever they wished to make a momentous argument – mostly it appeared to be
France: “We as France believe that…”, summoning its a-EUMS-capital. Especially
smaller EUMSs appeared to shy away from directly evoking their country’s name and
instead referred to themselves as “we” or as “my capital…”. For the latter part as well,
France was reported to directly conjure up “Paris” instead of a lacklustre “my capital”106.
Anecdotally however, western EU countries appeared more inclined to speak of
“Berlin”, “The Hague”, or “Vienna” – particularly if their national government felt they
had a higher stake in the matter or if they felt cornered, potentially though it might come
down to individual self-assuredness (Langholtz et al. 2004: 15). In that respect, Kuus
(2015) and Lewicki (2017) explore that sense of perceived and/or experienced inferiority
of eastern European EU actors vis-à-vis their western counterparts in EU institutions as
the next chapter shall elaborate.

b) Procedural Knowledge and Credibility
Overall, practical mastery, procedural knowledge, and background information denote
an able multilateral diplomat’s trade (Meerts 1999: 81-2) and are thus valuable forms
of capital: “social networks and knowledge about who does what and where, and about
the political positions/political views of actors in the decision-making process are very
important, as is knowledge about procedures” (Lewicki 2017: 84). Knowing the rules
proves a decisive,
“factor in who gets their will and who does not – that’s actually
who understands the rules. That’s why the Russians tend to win.
I would say that 50% of Russian [victories] are based on their
excellent knowledge of the rules of procedure.”107
“You have to come armed, right? You need to know the facts, you need to know your
position, you need to know what you are talking about and not bluff too much or
otherwise people will see through you. […] You need to always give-a-little-informationget-a-little-information”,108 as one interviewee said. The question is how credibly they
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can combine all of the above. “Credibility like virginity, once breached, cannot be
recovered”, a saying among diplomats goes (Freeman 2009: 42). To that end, diplomats
trade in credibility and, wherever possible “transparency” to those they trust: “our only
capital as diplomats is trust, that others know that our word is our bond”109. The
atmosphere on the whole in these Art.34-negotiations is characterised by the fact that,
“we all trust each other – that’s another important point I think:
trust. The other people, the other EUMSs around the table have
to know that when you say something that you mean it. And when
you [claim] that something is your red line then it truly is your red
line and not just a negotiation tactic.”110
This point was emphasised further:
“The first thing that comes to mind is how credible you are.
Whether you can maintain the same level of performance and the
same position for a longer period of time – and it’s not just half a
year or a year but two, three, four years. Especially when it comes
to those difficult issues. Credibility based on continuity.”111
Continuity requires a certain stamina to repeatedly display high practical performance:
“If I do a lousy job in one file, it will resonate into others”112, one diplomat summarised.
As Pouliot (2016: 65) relayed, competent ambassadors have a certain “presence and
you get to know them very fast. Reputations within the UN are made within a week and
they are destroyed within a day.” Praxeology asserts that credibility arises from practical
mastery, the spoils of which constitute a form of capital.113 It understands “power as a
situated performance that involves displays of competence, defiance or discipline”
(Adler-Nissen 2016a: 99). Naturally then, “skills are highly valued”114 commodities in
boosting credibility:
“After an agent enacts a given practice, its audience will confer,
most of the time in an implicit mode, a variable degree of mastery.
Practices are social possessions and their skilful performance has
b-EUMS interview
a-EUMS interview
111
g-EUMS interview
112
b-EUMS interview
113
Goffman (2017: 38) on this: “[…] it would appear that once a player has obtained a good or bad
reputation, it becomes a part of their image, which they must later on maintain through their playing”
[my own translation]
114
b-EUMS interview
109
110
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to be recognized by a community of reference. […] As such,
competence is a social attribute – a form of symbolic capital, in
Bourdieu’s sense.” (Pouliot 2016: 56)
This notion of practical competence emerges in the following interview section, where
a EUMS colleague’s inept performance caused slight vexation:
“Sometimes I think that that person could do better. Sometimes
you have this idea in your head that this person has not done his
or her utmost or has not had the capacity to just go [that] little
extra [mile] in trying to manoeuvre, try to influence [the process].
[…] That person did not do a good enough job in the process.”115
“You wonder if [that colleague] should have conveyed the
message clearer or written better arguments or if someone else
ought to be there in her stead. […] And you realise that of course
this is not true – you see her [political instructions] and think
‘F*ck! I would not want to have that!’”116
Diplomats are measured against their performance as “the more recognised their
expertise, the easier it is for them to beat the competition and get things done their way”
(Neumann 2013: 6). Daily display of diplomatic mastery acts like a stock market review
where participants rise and fall in the judgment of their EUMS-peers. “You can win a
lot, you can sometimes lose a lot by being a lousy diplomat”117, as one neatly summarised
it. In effect, “Standing must be ‘asserted’, otherwise one risks ‘losing prominence’: ‘if
you don’t use it, you lose it’”, as quoted in Pouliot (2016: 64). As it is, smaller EUMSs
are inclined to reclaim their position as “equals” through assertive participation:
“Otherwise you end up in situations where you will have two,
three EUMSs which, due to their size and the size of their
bureaucracy, will always have positions and intervene accordingly.
However, this simply is not the idea of it all – the EU consists of
[twenty-eight EUMSs] and therefore at least twenty ought to be
given a fair hearing and be able to contribute in a proactive
manner.”118

b-EUMS interview
g-EUMS interview
117
b-EUMS interview
118
b-EUMS interview
115
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Indeed, as this interviewee later put it, she felt that only by displaying involvement in
could she display practical mastery:119
“I feel that I wouldn’t be doing my job here if I would not
intervene at least once in an EU-meeting. […] I find nothing worse
than having EU-coordination or Art.34-meetings on matters of
the UNSC with only the four EU UNSC-members speaking and
nobody else says anything. By now, I have been decried as
someone who always speaks up, because whenever nobody says
anything, [countless] pairs of eyes turn my way seemingly urging
me to pose a question. […] So, we have to speak up, be it only to
motivate others to be more active too.”120
Posing the right sort of questions reifying background knowledge, details and latest
developments, offers yet another opportunity to parade mastery and capital vis-à-vis
one’s peers: “This provides you with the opportunity to act and present yourself as
efficient, and as an active, smart and skilful bureaucrat who ‘defends European interests’
and ‘pushes the European project’ ahead” (Lewicki 2017: 86). “You also have people
who have so much experience with the [X-file], like [my Dutch or Austrian or Irish
colleagues] and there it comes with the territory. They know, they are very smart and
they have the experience so they can back up their arguments”121. High recognition of
one’s competent performance remains essential, as diplomats “have to maintain [their]
legitimacy and reputation within the group in order to better achieve [their] instructions”
(Checkel 2005: 809). Hence constant involvement is integral: “Practical skills – for
instance, how to posture, how to call out, how to formulate – are learned in and through
practice, thanks to exposure, imitation and trial and error”, as Pouliot (2016: 60) writes.
Most of the literature, the interviews, and praxeology itself suggest that only by
proactively ‘playing the game’ can credibility emerge from exhibited practical mastery.
As Juncos and Pomorska (2006: 9) wrote: “credibility is something you gain if you are
constructive in the discussions” as an active contributor drawing on your practical skills.
Capital bolstering players’ mastery and consequently negotiation leadership appears to
equally be geographically determined at times:

Recalling that ‘Level of Engagement’ contributing to the clout of an EUMS’s representative in the
Art.34-context was valued at 91,67% by her peers
120
b-EUMS interview
121
a-EUMS interview
119
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“What I see is that it is clear that still the older [EUMSs] and the
western part of the EU […] lead these negotiations. So, I can
imagine that they possess much more experience, they belong to
the EU since for ever […] I think it’s rather obvious. Also, for
example, in [these negotiations] it was basically the Czechs who
participated very actively from the group of the newcomers
[EUMSs] and the other active players were all from western
Europe. It’s not surprising considering the experience they have
in multilateralism. […] Most of the colleagues are much more
experienced […] naturally they would know all these dynamics
better and how to negotiate.”122
Such ‘old-versus-new-EUMSs’ tropes emerged as a reoccurring theme. Knowing the
tricks of the trade offers a significant practical advantage. The ins and outs of procedural
knowledge – both at the EU and the UN – tended to boost the actors’ standing.
Skilful conduct holds significant sway over group- and inter-subjective dynamics,
leading to collective recognition by one’s peers. One example of this, is one conceding
that Russian diplomats, despite all political divergences between their governments,
really do exhibit high practical mastery:
“Skills are highly valued. I can give you a pretty good example
here at the UN: It is difficult for [my country] to agree with Russia
on anything. But if you consider their diplomats in New York,
they [play in the] premier league – […] but I have to give it to them
that they are extremely well prepared and especially so in terms of
procedures. They have the UN procedures in their little finger.
We disagree in 99% of cases, but I have to give them credit.”123
Here, the Russian’s capital advantage as P5-member shines through – equipped with
procedural knowhow and saturated with background knowledge they know the nooks
and crannies of the UN system.
Other delegates likewise aim to amass such background information (Neumann
2012: 33) and act as “knowledge producers” (Cornut 2015: 388). To that avail, UN,
including EUMS-diplomats, track various formal and informal information channels.
Digitally, they would subscribe to various UN outlets, follow the SG’s spokesperson’s
email list, subscribe to What’s In Blue and Security Council Report’s daily online-
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briefings, etc. Yet in real-word encounters, they would engage in strategic socialisation,
best summarised as,
“a sociability, in how to establish contacts with the different
protagonists; how to select one’s interlocutors, how to approach
them – by email, by telephone (the most frequent), by inviting
them to lunch – how to guide the discussions [etc.]. Information
and experience allow the diplomat to gauge the field of
negotiation.” (Buchet de Neuilly 2009: 89-90)
Accumulating such background information appears to be done “par la bande” (ibid.:
89), in other words via hearsay – a form of diplomatic Chinese whispers: “You feel like
a journalist who is always going to his sources, trying to get information all the time”124.
Consequently, gossip emerges as an IO-diplomat’s “best friend” (Neumann 2012: 250).
Research supposedly indicates that 70-90% of workplace gossip can be classified as
being true and thus proves a valuable fountain of information (Barker 2017: 148-9).
One Brussels diplomat put this scramble for information thus:
“The starting point for a real negotiator is collecting information.
[…] We need to track the information on what other delegations
think. Because every time you prepare your group or prepare a
reaction to position elements, in fact you have to know if you are
going to be the lowest bidder or the highest bidder. Therefore, you
need to know generally who is thinking what. You don't
necessarily learn it directly from Delegate X’s mouth, but through
the back door […] In fact, I spend a lot of my time hopping
around, listening, […] Getting the info.” (Buchet de Neuilly 2009:
89)
Indeed, when it comes to EU-meetings, particularly if summoned ad hoc, these
sometimes “could be interpreted as playground gossip rather than professional
approaches to the UN body”, as Anne Degrand-Guillaud (2009b: 612) put it, with
frantic exchanges over the latest tentative developments at the UN. “If you don’t
exchange information, you are nobody” (Juncos et al. 2006: 13):
“National delegates to IOs are professional gossipers: They trade
hearsay bites with one another so as to amass as much information
as possible. The more bits one is aware of, the more counterparts
will want to exchange information. Being a competent diplomat
means staying in the loop at all times.” (Pouliot 2016: 128-9)
124
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“We are talking with each other when we leave the meeting and walking from EUDEL
to our missions. Then we gossip: ‘Have you heard this? Can you believe this?’ Nothing
academic…”125. Another important information source, albeit slightly more codified, is
the UNSC closed consultation debrief to EUMSs’ diplomats from the “Briefer of the
Month” (Nunes da Silva 2019: 12). Since these UNSC-sessions are closed to the public,
non-UNSC diplomats rely on their regional group’s debrief where they rush down the
corridors, congregating around a UNSC-member diplomat who renders their behindclosed-doors experience. In addition to the WEOG and EEG debriefs, the EU-UNSC
members provide a separate one exclusively for EUMSs on a monthly rotating basis:
“Thank God we have this system! It is really helpful […] These
frequent meetings [even] make your more eager to [engage with
your EUMS] colleagues by asking them questions. Great source
of information! You are happy to see that your [EUMS colleagues]
are answering.”126
Here, it largely depends on the personality and the EUMS how much is imparted on
their EU colleagues – the verdict seemed split:
“The non-permanent members are under constant pressure not
to speak too much for fear of leaks. And they don’t want to anger
some UNSC-partners by making direct references to what they
said in the debriefs after the meetings. At HoMs meetings, some
ambassadors are more outspoken and could give you very honest
details – some not. […] Just recently, one of the EU’s nonpermanent UNSC-members was very transparent in his
assessment on Trump’s Middle East Plan – many would not share
such expertise. […] It’s more about the personality rather than the
country’s policy I would say.”127
Others again deemed the P5 to be less generous with details:
“Everything is top secret [with them], one simply mustn’t be
allowed to participate in what they are doing! Therefore, it is all
the more important that we as [an EUMS] act as a small thorn
probing them at appropriate moments so as to remind them that
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127
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their special status comes with a certain responsibility [towards the
rest of us].”128

c) Language Aptitude
Diplomatic language constitutes a very special creature, allowing for “cross-cultural
communication with a minimum of unnecessary misunderstanding” (Jönsson and
Aggestam 1999: 151). Diplomatic diction, “is characterized by non-redundancy, the use
of legal terminology, a formulation that carefully avoids premature preclusion,
constructive ambiguity, loaded omission, periphrasis and diplomatic understatement”
(Faizullaev 2013: 101). Raymond Cohen (1981: 32) illustrates diplomatic language as
such,
“Ideally a diplomatic communication should say neither too much
nor too little because every word, nuance and omission will be
meticulously studied for any possible shade of meaning. Nor is the
convention of tact and politeness in the wording of diplomatic
communications just an anachronistic tradition […]: rudeness or
abruptness would in itself be assumed to carry an important aspect
of the message.”
Despite hailing from the widest possible range of global backgrounds, a standardised
jargon has established itself at the UN, allowing diplomats to decipher meaning without
too much misunderstanding (Faizullaev 2017: 3-4). Often this is brought about by an
associated linguistic “code”, a form of safety net for UN diplomats to exchange with
one another without fear of overstepping boundaries, which makes,
“it easier for diplomats to separate their professional roles from
their personalities and personal feelings and thereby reduce the
probability and impact of emotional outbursts. It provides for a
degree of impersonalisation and insulation. […] Thus, the very
stilted nature of diplomatic language ensures that it is unlikely to
be used when the actor does not wish to convey the standard
message.” (Jervis 1970: 117, 118)
As such,
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“Diplomats develop a keen sense of the psychology of
communications. They understand each other. They are able to
communicate across different languages, different cultures, and
perhaps different sets of psychological assumptions and get to the
heart of complicated issues.” (Langholtz 2004: 15)
Overall, “Diplomats are socialised into a UN culture of language, politeness,
euphemisms, and stock phrases with agreed-on meanings” (Karns and Mingst 2013:
150). Harnessing the capital of language may nowhere be more essential than at the
UN, in its truest sense a veritable “culture of words”, where,
“success of negotiations […] is often measured in terms of ‘agreed
texts’ – phrases, sometimes fragments of phrases, that have been
elaborated in long nights of negotiations between groups of
nations that were initially very far apart.” (Jesinghaus 2006: 2034)
As one UNMS-diplomat conveyed to Pouliot (2016: 62) about the power of evoking
practical mastery through language:
“It’s a technique for diplomats: how to convince or sway the
audience in the room […] You speak in such a natural and
convincing manner that those who don’t know their interest will
follow you [...] With time and experience you learn how to take
the room’s temperature.”
Former US ambassador to the UN Harvey Langholtz (2004) recounted several
instances when language aptitude was used as a form of capital in negotiations in order
to sustain the diplomatic spectacle – both so as to relay and receive information, as well
as influence texts and, above all, display field mastery:
“Occasionally diplomats will switch their language in
midintervention, sometimes to make a point more clearly,
sometimes to be better understood by the speakers of one
language, or perhaps sometimes to show that they have the

personal capability to express complicated thoughts in multiple
languages.” (ibid.: 13 [emphasis added])
Indeed,

“Language skills (the number of languages one is able to
communicate in, but most of all, fluency in as many languages as
possible – this fluency points to one’s cosmopolitan capital) and
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rhetorical skills, the metaphors and arguments one uses to pursue
a matter and persuade others (local efficiency) is a mark of
[diplomatic] performance” (Lewicki 2017: 148)
“Training and years of experience make this job easier, but the more articulate an
ambassador is, the more successful” they will be, as Michael Cleverley’s (2007: 15) oped ‘How to Measure an Ambassador’ observed. Over time, with increased practical skill,
one “speaks more freely if you have done it more frequently – if you do it the third time
you speak more [freely]. Remember, how I told you how I would just read out the
instructions in my first year?”129. Observed by Charles Webster (1962: 5):
“It is then the business of the negotiator to carry this conviction
by every resource of argument and persuasion, to create the feeling
that such a course is the natural, indeed, the inevitable result of
the negotiation…”

Rhetorical charisma appears to reflect practical mastery (Georgakakis 2006: 2).130
Interviewees have ascertained that linguistic capabilities are among the most highly
regarded forms of capital in the UN/EUDEL context.131 Pouliot (2016: 127) concludes
that for language to be successful it needs to reference the local doxa:
“High density fosters the development of local codes and rules,
which competent diplomats know how to use. In order to be
socially acceptable, the pursuit of the national interest must be
cast in terms of what makes sense to the audience. […] [T]hose
representatives who are best able to make use of locally shaped
public reason gain social recognition as competent diplomats. In
effect, there are ways of presenting a case that are more skilful than
others in the eyes of peers, usually because the resonate with local
ways of doing things.” [emphasis added]

a-EUMS interview
In his graphic-novel account of his years as the former French FM Dominique de Villepin’s speech
writer, Antonin Baudry, made his FM’s propensity for demanding citations by the ancient Greek
philosopher Heraclitus to be included in his addresses to the UNSC notoriously famous among civil
servants at the Quai d’Orsay (Lanzac 2010). Heraclitus’s observations lent themselves as markers of
cultural and oratory capital on which de Villepin’s inspired character could draw on.
131
I personally recall how impressed many Arabic and non-Arabic-speaking diplomats at the UN were
with one particular Japanese MENA expert who tended to read national statements in flawless Arabic
thereby seemingly conveying the highest degree of expertise on the matter. Encouraged to go and see him
deliver his remarks (a diplomatic spectacle to apparently behold), it appeared to me that what his
international colleagues had been impressed with was not so much what he had to say on the Japanese
point of view, but how he said it.
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On the whole, linguistic capital acts as a signifier of a desirable background, conveying
the appropriate habitus for the field of multilateral diplomacy, that “select club with its
own jargon” (Cohen 1987b: 61; Kuus 2015: 375). If a diplomat fails to summon
linguistic prowess, it may diminish their standing and even hamper the reputation of
their state: “Just as a lack of basic technical expertise would not be pardoned in any
other field of public service, so is it equally intolerable for the conduct of a state’s foreign
policy to be jeopardised by the ‘illiteracy’ of [its] practitioners” (Cohen 1987b: 221).
Here, ‘illiteracy’ could be understood as both in misrecognition of the rules of
the game as well as literal illiterateness. More experienced EUMS-diplomats would
wince whenever someone committed a serious practical or linguistic blunder. As I was
told, some eastern EUMSs’ diplomats reportedly struggled with their language skills in
Art.34-negotiations – in effect their habitus and resulting linguistic capital were
perceived as mediocre and thus, their practical mastery stuttered:
“How well-spoken you are really plays into the respect you get.
And the eastern European delegations are behind on that curve
and I don’t know if I can relate to it, but when I first started in the
Foreign Service, […] I only ever worked in my [mother tongue]
for the first years. So, when I first started […] presenting [issues]
[…] my English was not as secure as it is to some extent nowadays.
I have also been looking back and it could have also influenced
the pull or the outcome I achieved.”132
Another shared this view about his eastern b-EUMS colleague:
“You saw how prominent the figure of [that] delegate was in our
grouping. Not necessarily in a positive way, but if you would listen
to him, he is a smart guy, but then you ask me about [his]
performance: [The question is] how do you sell [your position]?
You would hear […] not very diplomatic descriptions [by others]
about his [performance].”133
As Bourdieu et al. (cited in: Lewicki 2017: 172) noted, “Speakers lacking the legitimate
competence are de facto excluded from the social domains in which this competence is
required, or are condemned to silence”.
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Being too well-versed in a certain language, however, can also come at a social
expense among one’s EUMS peers, as Kuus (2015: 378) reported, not so much in terms
of perceived arrogance but rather sheer practicality:
“‘I don’t find it useful when the Brits fail to speak clear English.
When some of these people use cricket metaphors, I think: On
what planet do you reside? They don’t realise how this is perceived
by others.’”
Another diplomat recalled how annoyed he and his EU colleagues would get, when their
former British counterpart would deliberately slip into a strong and proactively
mumbled regional accent whenever she wished to obscure her position or hold out for
instructions from London: “When she thought the instructions were stupid or irrelevant,
she would just speed up [imitates maffled gobbledygook]!”134 Besides however, this
would be understood as an embodied indication of her reservations towards London,
which her EUMS colleagues could decode the interviewee suggested “You see,
performativity is really important – how you sell stuff”135 equally speaks volumes.
Albeit situated in New York rather than Brussels, a common vernacular of “EuroEnglish” appears to have proliferated among those engaged in Art.34 negotiations.
Presumably influenced by EU-agreed language their discussions are built on, as much
as EUDEL guidance marshalled by Euro-English immersed individuals; as well as a
continuous exchange with their EUMS peers. Having been described as the “Yeti
everybody has heard of but not seen”, Euro-English speakers have, in contrast to native
norm-providing English speakers, created their “own endo-normative varieties, distinct
and independent from native speaker norms” (Mollin 2006: 1). As such, Euro-English
presents as a potpourri of Continental linguistic idiosyncrasies, legally influenced clausal
sentence structures and organisational abbreviations equally audible within the Art.34negotiations. Somehow it acted as common vernacular landing-zone everybody more or
less aimed for: “There is sometimes the idea that the EU speaks this beautiful, floury
prose that’s often French sort-of-translated, you know, slightly convoluted and you are
like, ‘What are we trying to say?’”136.
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In almost all cases, English remains the de facto lingua franca at Art.34negotiations. Though French has its moments (Schmidt 2005: 190), even francophones
resort to English during negotiations. Text proposals for statements, EoVs, or
resolutions are predominantly circulated in English, though the EU representatives at
times also address the UNSC or other UN bodies in French (or less frequently Spanish).
Morten (2003: 21) claims that 70% of informal discussions in Brussels are conducted
in English, though I personally would place that number considerably higher in the
context of EUMS-diplomats in New York – potentially more so since the eastern
enlargements have taken place. At face value, it would appear that the United Kingdom,
Ireland and Malta would have a strategic advantage in this regard.137 As an anglophone
said: “I would never pick a word I would not like. If I propose language, it would be
something that would lean towards my side of the argument”138. “Sometimes I am a bit
jealous of people who have English as their first language – it’s easier for them to toy
around with compromises in terms of linguistics”139. Or, “Sometimes English can
become a problem within the EU negotiations – because sometimes we do not
understand each other. What I say in English may not be what I mean. […] I feel we are
at a disadvantage here”140, preferring French instead. This was supported by one
Anglophone:
“I mean it certainly is an advantage [...] One is that we take it for
granted. It just becomes sort of a working-assumption that we will
be able to operate in English. So, we don’t go home sort of rubbing
our hands thinking, ‘Aha – we have a great advantage’. […] But it
is an advantage, I guess it makes us a bit lazy, just because we
assume that we can operate with English […] Another point where
it does give us an advantage in is referring back to capitals. We can
just quickly send on texts and reports on discussions that have
taken place in English, whereas some of our colleagues have to
either translate the key phrases back into their native language or
else send them back in English and hope that enough people in
their system at home have enough command of the language to be
able to appreciate what sometimes are quite subtle, nuanced
differences and which can be quite important here.”141

(though when speaking about anglophone EUMSs, the latter was often overlooked)
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This excerpt is reminiscent of Amin Maalouf et al.’s (2001: 140) observation of native
English speakers in an increasingly English-speaking world: “It will always be a serious
handicap not to know English, but it will also, more and more, be a serious handicap to
know English only.”
The majority of EUMSs are attested supreme English language skills by their
native speaker colleagues (Roberts 2017: 102(7.22)), as,
“each country sends very well qualified and trained diplomats who
are exceptionally good at English […] To the extent that when it
comes to drafting products and resolutions, I think the standard
of English that our colleagues display in negotiations would be far
higher than the average […] person [back home] in the street...”142
When negotiations over a tabled text take place, EUMS-diplomats tend to transform
into medieval monastery monks, spending “their time patiently poring over the smallest
item of evidence”, (Langholtz 2004: i) be it hidden or overt. Words are scrutinised for
implications, nuances, ambiguity, legality, and bargaining power, as well as checked
against EU-agreed language143, statements by HR/VP, the FAC, and the Political and
Security Committee (PSC) (Nunes da Silva 2019: 14). EUMS-diplomats will
“differentiate between words such as would, will, could or should. They will say

persuade or dissuade as appropriate” (Langholtz 2004: 14). Metaphorical arm-wrestling
over either the word ‘shocked’ or ‘concerned’ ensue, with others interjecting alternatives
such as ‘deeply concerned’, turning the room into a bubbling cauldron of suggestions.
Sometimes, even deciding on where to place a comma can have wide reverberations.144
The UN’s world as a “house of words” (Rasch 2008: 25), and the EU’s place in it,
equally has “its own language and time zone, where ‘demand’ means ‘ask’, ‘strong’
means ‘not so strong’, and ‘severe’ means ‘not so severe’, and ‘urges’ means ‘begs’”
(Fasulo 2015: 96).
Striving for consensus demands impeccable command of the working language.
Both so as to appreciate the required nuances of the text, as well as to suggest satisfactory
b-EUMS
Though one a-EUMS pointed out that merely “falling back on agreed-EU-language” can also hamper
creativity and novelty in the process. If one always looks back in the rear-mirror, “one doesn’t really
advance.”
144
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linguistic compromises steeped in ‘constructive ambiguity’ (Faizullaev 2017: 3). Cohen
(1987b: 36-4) defined ‘constructive ambiguity’s’ purpose as such: a) to arouse mutually
contradictory feelings, b) to create divergent expectations, c) to avoid disunity. “[I]n
diplomatic communication ambiguity is considered constructive, and creative” (Jönsson
and Aggestam 1999: 151) – as vehicle for showcasing practical mastery through
linguistic capital. Naturally then, ‘constructive ambiguity’ is,
“something that is really important in the EU language […] – I
can understand something different than you from the same line
– and this is the whole idea. If to have a common denominator, if
to have a product that you and I can sell back home […] we need
a decent product in decent English.”145
This skilful exercise in syntax, grammar and oratory solution-finding is hailed as among
the highest of diplomatic artforms:
“You always look for creative solutions. You always look for this
common creative approach that might help you. […] In Brussels I
had a brilliant British colleague – he was a young chap, 25something […] and he would be excellent in bridging the gaps
while drafting documents. Of course, he was a native speaker, he
was an Oxford graduate… he was brilliant in trying to [merge all
positions].”146
As such, those who can be seen to bring about or pave the path toward “reasonable
compromise” tend influence the negotiations on the whole:
“You need to be creative in terms of coming up with your concrete
text proposals. And if you can read the playing field, you know
what might be acceptable to all sides and you put it on the table,
then it’s the proposal on the table. And the chance that it ends up
in the final text is bigger if you are the one proposing it. […] The
biggest influence you can have is if you are the one who proposes
a text – that is one of the rules.”147
Such examples of skilful language use contradict Neumann’s (2013: 140) own
professional observations that diplomatic “communication was representative, not
deliberative”. In the Art.34-context however, both would appear relevant.
b-EUMS interview
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d) Numbers
Both to the insider and the outsider, it seems as if the UN’s world fetishizes numbers:
“At the UN, a key practical logic is that of getting the numbers, that is, forming and
joining groups in never-ending clan politics […] Delegates posted in New York are
obsessed with the geometry of coalitions” (Pouliot 2016: 160-1). At the UN “the order
of the battle is simplified by the formation of coalitions”, as Berridge (2015: 178) writes.
Nowhere is this maybe more the case than at the UNGA, “which means that groups
carry more weight in negotiations than individual states” (Gifkins et al. 2019: 7). As
such a bloc, the EU seeks to harness its clout from its EUMSs’ votes at the UNGA
derives from internal consensus. Yet, this internal consensus is hard-won (Kissack
2010): “It involves negotiating a common position, then maintaining cohesion and
preventing defections to rival coalitions, as well as choosing representatives to bargain
with others” (Pouliot 2016: 147). Seeing that the EU considers itself as a multilateral
brethren to the UN and its operative system, potentially then by habit EUMSs and
EUDEL have come to emulate countless UN modi operandi within its own internal
decision-making procedures. One of which, is its members’ equal preoccupation with
numbers and alliances among EUMSs in its inner negotiations and consultations.
Possessing the relevant “numbers” also serves as a form of capital for EUMS-diplomats
among the group of EUMS insiders – and a powerful one at that: if EUMSs can claim
to have the relevant numbers of collegial support, “you have the effects of a snowball”,
creating “an avalanche”148. As one described it, knowing that a considerable amount of
fellow EUMSs was supporting them proved essential in anchoring their negotiation
position into their colleagues’ minds:
“I think it’s for the numbers […] [So,] you could see us. It felt very
clear that there was an overweight of a certain [way of thinking],
[a] certain stream of thought [from the other side], […]
[Therefore,] you try to balance it out [with your numbers] because
otherwise the only thing that stays in people’s minds is the [other
side’s] message that has been repeated and repeated and
repeated.”149
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As demonstrated so far, the value of any element within the field is constituted through
a set of relationships (Kauppi 2004: 320). Bourdieu’s “starting premise is that the
agent’s identity is dynamically dependent on social relations with other agents”, for him,
the “principal unit of analysis thus […] [are] social relations” (Lechner and Frost 2018:
64), from which, consequently, practices begin to emerge – to which Chapter Five will
turn to by examining such EUMS-alliance formations.

e) Instruction-Handling Mastery
Beyond acquiring the sheer numbers, what further emerged from the interviews was that
a high premium is placed on how a EUMS-diplomat handles instructions from their
capital: “what they do with these [instructions] is the source of many struggles for
practical mastery. There are ways of framing one’s instructions at the table that are
deemed much more competent than others”, as Pouliot (2016: 131) observes. At their
heart, these diplomats are “brokers”, who translate “knowledge from one community to
the other and to align perspectives” (Bueger and Gadinger 2014: 32). Subpar practical
delivery oftentimes causes outright frustration among EUMS peers; “Sometimes I really
don’t understand why you cannot – not convince your capital – but convey what is

happening so that [their] reaction… it might not change [entirely] but it should be a bit
milder”150, as one put it. Instructions are fickle in nature, sometimes changing several
times a day (Rasch 2008: 56). As a rule of thumb, according to Langholtz and Stout
(2004: 8), the more bureaucratically developed a nation, the more its diplomats appear
to be controlled by their capital. Contradictory to the belief that the life of a diplomat
“means long postings to remote places, surviving in a bureaucracy; and the tedious and
lonely work of adhering to instructions issued by a supervisor who is far away” (ibid.:
vii), diplomats do in fact not simply just “obey their master’s every will” (Graeber 2017:
200), effectively becoming “passive transmission belts” (Appathurai 1985: 95) in what
would be a “one-way street” (Rasch 2008: 54). In fact, Blair (2001) accredits diplomats
with a higher degree of autonomy than might meet the eye. Naturally, the organisational
repository of knowledge that is a modern-day MFA can acquire, check and channel such
vital information without which the diplomat’s duties could not be upheld (Hocking and
Spence 2005; Mattelaer 2019). Indeed, “diplomats are unequally positioned in terms of
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the resources and instructions that they get from the capital” (Pouliot 2016: 3), this
being especially true for smaller EUMSs, who “not always have instructions for every
meeting”, and thus may not “always have the capacity to follow all the nuances”151. “We
all have a different set of muscles in our capital but it’s incumbent on countries to have
strong views [in their instructions] […] but I am also mindful of a country’s resources”,
thus, “if they have more muscles, they have better instructions”152:
“[M]aybe that goes for seven out of eight delegations of EUMSs
who don’t come well prepared for all negotiations. That is the key
– that is also why capitals mean so much. Because they can then
provide you [with information]. The best delegations, the most
outspoken in the room are the ones that get the most details […]
that get the best instructions from capital, the most detailed
instructions from capital.”153
Another diplomat underscored this imbalance of capital-provided capital as such, “For
smaller countries, sometimes you are lucky if you have one person back home who is
covering the file. In bigger countries you have entire teams on certain issues”154.
However, trying to be “everywhere at once” in myriad meetings, can also allow smaller
EUMS-diplomats to “connect the dots more easily”155 and bring a meta-view to the
discussions.
According to Bourdieu, a field’s internal struggle is markedly influenced by whether
on the whole the field is either defined by a heteronomous (external trump internal
demands) or autonomous pole (internal trump external demands) (Cohen 2018: 203;
Beyers 2005) – in this case, how strongly involved the MFAs are. Juggling between the
demands of the two, according to Jaap W. de Zwaan (1995: 25), who wrote about the
role of national permanent representatives in the EU, EUMS-diplomats are to fulfil the
following:
i)

Act as intermediary between the national government and the EU-institutions
and bodies;

ii)

Participate in the preparation and co-ordination of national positions;

g-EUMS interview
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153
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iii)

Take part in the activities and decision-making of EU-institutions.

iv)

Facilitate in intergovernmental co-operation between Member States;

v)

And be involved in decision-making within the framework of the EU’s
external relations.

Within this specific Art.34-constellation, EUMSs’ “negotiation teams are normally
composed of individuals of lower authority […] in the formula stage. This often causes
further delay because of greater likelihood that they will need periodically refer home for
guidance, and stall until replies are formulated” (Berridge 2015: 40). The same opens
the door to a constant to-and-fro among themselves, their peers and their capital. The
question now is, how nimbly can they juggle Art.34 consensus with diverging domestic
political preferences?
In the pursuit of an equilibrium between these local negotiation dynamics and
MFA-instructions, the diplomat comes to experience a sensation of conflicting loyalties,
or “dual loyalties” (Bostock 2002: 217; Trondal 2004) which see their allegiance
towards their community of practice and that towards domestic guidelines compete with
each other; and/or have their EU duties collide with their national UN duties; e.g. their
involvement as neutral chairs of committees etc. (Kissack 2010: 6). As “liaison/double
agents”, they,
“play simultaneously in domestic and transnational fields, which
have different stakes, and they know how to play the different
games, using and converting resources they have in the tactical
moves they implement through their practical sense.” (Bigo 2011:
251)
Diplomats “have to live and function on two levels: the level of officials having to
conform with [the government’s] line and the level of highly educated, well-read
[individuals] privately recognising reality”, as Barder (2014: 100) notes. Overall, these
community-capital frictions seem to occur a result of the tension arising from “the
diplomat working abroad and the diplomat working at home [being] engaged in two
different modes of knowledge production”, as Neumann (2012: 169) framed it: native
demands and field requirements are sometimes at odds with each other, thus altering
the immediate working requirements for the civil servant situated either at home or
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abroad. Luckily, in “95% of cases”156, as one interviewee gauged, this tends not to be
the case with national and EU-positions mostly congruent. De jure, MFAs (and by
extension the national government of the day) hold the greatest degree of authority over
the course of their nation’s foreign policy and its execution (Hocking et al. 2005).
Therefore, diplomats “are not free agents in conciliation. They operate, as always, in
the framework of instructions from capitals and are not at liberty to abandon significant
national negotiating objectives” (Bostock 2002: 221). What the capital says is treated as
sacrosanct: “The magic sentence” for a diplomat in these negotiations is “‘I do not yet
have instructions from my capital’”157 (Degrand-Guillaud 2009b: 611). Langholtz et al.
(2004: 15), even identified this “magic sentence” as a vehicle to express personal
dissatisfaction with instructions:
“When a diplomat wishes to make it completely clear that [they]
will preface there points with ‘on behalf of my delegation’, but
when [they want] to signal that the views about to be expressed
are official but not necessarily to [their] liking, the diplomat might
interject ‘on instructions from my capital…’.”
Capital can equally be evoked if the diplomat wishes to gloss over knowledge gaps or to
counter-act expert capital from other EUMSs with their own (supposed) expert capital:
“When things come as a proposal from experts from other countries, you will simply
say, ‘I am sorry, I don’t know this. I have to consult [with] people back home’”158. This
example seems to be the preferred choice for smaller EUMSs to “not give in on your
position early on […] to see how it plays out”, so as to ultimately tip the scales by
“swaying bigger countries”159. Generally, throughout the interviews, EUMS-diplomats
on the whole stressed how much they respected this “magic sentence”.
As such, this authority of an MFA becomes foreign political ‘sovereignty’ to
which its diplomats have to surrender. ‘Sovereignty’ is defined as “an institution which
imparts to the state with [a] […] meta-political authority. That is, with the institution of
sovereignty states are empowered or authorised to decide what is political in the first

b-EUMS interview
This magic sentence has been used as a bluff at times, as some interviewees admitted. Though, as one
g-EUMS begged to caution, one’s capital has to be informed about such a bluff, lest colleagues
investigated later whether “this was really your [EUMS’s] stance or not”.
158
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place” (Thomson 1995: 214) – formally it rests with the domestic decision-makers and
-takers to decide how that policy ought to be designed. A diplomat’ relationship with
their MFA is somewhat akin to the principal-agent dynamic described in IR-studies
(Faizullaev 2014: 283). Amid this talk of “dual loyalties”, the MFA nevertheless
emerges as one of the biggest providers of negotiation capital for the individual diplomat.
Writing about EU committee members, Egbert Morten et al. (2003: 33) elaborated
which forms of proposals would enjoy relative priority and found that, expert advice was
indeed valued among the highest. Likewise, within the Art.34-context, advice from
MFA legal departments appeared the diplomats’ trump card of choice (Cohen 1981:
32), potentially because states rely on legal justifications (Hurd 2015). Further,
international law is “strongly normative by default”, and by,
“breaking the rules of practices of this sort would be vehemently
criticised by their insiders. […] [A]t stake here is the agent’s selfidentification, as a member of a practice, and not merely the loss
or forgoing of benefits accruing from continued practice
participation.” (Lechner and Frost 2018: 122)
The importance of upholding international law is also one of the bulwarks of the EU’s
DNA (Aggestam 2012). As one interviewee put the compelling force of evoking legal
expertise:
“‘This is a red line for our legal department’ – if that isn’t a bluff,
but is actually the case – you are saying, ‘Apologies, this is our
experts are saying this is our long-term position, I can’t change it’.
In that case you are saying, I have provided all the good arguments
[…] in good faith.”160
Another suggested:
“Some [EUMSs] have fearsome legal departments that seem to be
much more engaged: the UK, the Netherlands and Austria. And
we have a legal department, but I am not sure what they are doing
all day, but they are not supporting me as much as I would like.”161
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Being stuck between demands of the community of practice and capital’s instructions is
challenging to endure. Morten et al. (2003: 30) evokes this multi-fold adaptability to
several (at times conflicting) loyalties to the ancient Roman double-faced God Janus162:
“Civil servants are multiple selves with several non-hierarchical
interests and allegiances. The evocation of one particular interest
or identity does not necessarily trump another. By attending
different institutions at different levels of governance, officials
learn to wear Janus-faces and to live with diversity and partially
conflicting interests and loyalties.”
Here, loyalty-contrariness is not perceived as obstacle by the diplomat, but rather as part
and parcel of the diplomatic life. Indeed, in an EU-context these (varying) allegiances
even seem to “complement national loyalties” (ibid.: 22) within the dynamic process of
EU consensus- and policy-making. Equally, multilateral diplomatic professionalism
appears to be also measured how agilely the diplomat understands to suppress,
circumvent, or keep these conflicts at bay in their daily operations or, better still,

proactively incorporate them into their work (Pouliot 2016: 131). As one interviewee
conveyed,
“Your job is not just to get the instructions and […] read them
and be done with it and write your report. Your job is actually
what you make of these instructions. So, in the EU context many
EUMSs have difficult instructions many times. So basically, they

are judged not by the content of their instructions but how they
are working on trying to overcome a dead end… and this has a lot
to do with personality. Because it’s not only [about] working with
your colleagues it’s also working with your capital. So, it’s more

difficult to work with our capitals than to work with our
colleagues.”163

This last sentence is truly indicative, as it pertains to the enormous social pull exerted
by EUDEL’s community of practice: MFAs are perceived as the outsider holding
maverick (even impossible) views at times. Though in most reported cases, domestic
wishes were on the whole accommodated by the group, EUMS-diplomats generally
deemed “nothing worse than receiving ‘stupid’ instructions with ‘crazy ideas’, which
send them ‘to die’ or ‘kill themselves’ ‘with an instruction which is completely out of the
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point’” (Juncos and Pomorska 2006: 11). At times, capitals’ obliviousness toward the
local rules of the game were decried by interviewees. Despite knowing EUMSs’
positions, “I am sure they don’t understand [what is going on] here”164, as one said.
Likely a worst-case scenario was if the EUMS-diplomat was not kept in the loop by their
MFA – an observation repeatedly made about Hungary, whose representative was not
viewed as being in any genuine position to offer compromise or even an indication of
their government’s intended road of travel – much to the annoyance of the colleagues.165
Worse still, is if EUMS-diplomats’ literally begin to “suffer under their capital’s position
so that they start to withdraw [socially] and don’t even attempt to settle matters intersubjectively”166.
Once again, it becomes crucial to refrain from conceiving of diplomats as “passive
transmission belts” who merely robotically execute domestic instructions, but rather, as
skilful practitioners, who
“are constantly coming to agreement among themselves, then
seeking to persuade their politician counterparts of their decisions.
Although they work with instructions, in the EU context they
often play a role in writing those instructions and frequently
persuade their capitals to be flexible”,
as Davis Cross (2007: 91) noted about COREPER negotiations. They are both dutiful
executors as well as proactive shapers engaged in a constant feedback loop with their
capital, reporting about the latest developments, wiggle room opportunities, or futile
ambitions of their political masters. Not to even mention bilateral EUMS-EUMS
deliberations taking place domestically in parallel in Europe, given how European
intergovernmentalism remains underpinned by an active network of bilateral diplomacy
operating behind the scenes (Bratberg 2008: 236; Mattelaer 2019). Superficially,
“Diplomats are generally considered […] extensions of governments rather than actors
in their own right” (Davis Cross 2007b: 226). Upon closer examination, Bátora and
Hocking (2009: 175) have however established that most EU diplomats, “whose daily
activities were self-directed and not determined by direct instructions from the MFA or
other ministries”, conceived of themselves as “primarily independent actors”, widely
a-EUMS interview
Someone told me in confidence the Hungarians were “high jacking” these negotiations (even using
analogy of suicide bomber in the group’s midst)
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autonomous over their work, or at least under the illusion thereof irrespective of their
multiple loyalties. Indeed, sporadic enquiry about the quality of instructions revealed
that most are thematic in tone, rather than specific about tactics or approaches EUMSs’
diplomats ought to apply – this appeared to be the dealer’s choice: “[Our MFA] bestows
trust in us to demonstrate flexibility and adapt our national position whenever the
situation demands. I would describe it as a healthy interplay between our input and that
what we receive from capital”167.
Where then do EUMS-diplomats feel that the gravity centre of the decisionmaking power in their daily lives rests? The subsequent coordinate system permitted
participants to locate their personal gravity centre of influence thereby creating this heat
map:

At first glimpse, this heat map indicates that, on the whole, the majority of EUMSdiplomats sense that they, in fact, do exert considerable influence, albeit that the
ultimate decisions are taken at a higher level elsewhere, fully supporting Bátora and
167
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Hocking’s argument. Even a small g-EUMS said: “My feeling is that I can control things
as much as needed. As much as my small seniority [allows me], I can easily do that”168.
Moreover, if filters for specific nations are applied, tendencies in organisational
structures emerge, with some EUMSs running a more hierarchical regiment than others:
“[Our MFA] is 200 persons. I can call my minister if I have to. My German colleague

could never imagine doing that!”169. Further, particularly “in the case of the larger EU
countries it is the national bureaucracies where the expertise is located” (Rasch 2008:
54) rather than in situ. Smaller MFA diplomats have further underscored their
advantage of feeling that their judgment is less likely to be lost within their national
bureaucracy (Drezner 2000), sometimes even receiving word from their counterparts in
Brussels or in the field faster:
“I [supply] my EUMS colleagues sometimes with information
coming from Brussels that I get a lot quicker than those other
bigger EUMSs and then I wonder if their organisation is too large
[…] If everything becomes too big then everything becomes very
formal, whereas I can have a quick informal exchange.” 170
Indeed,
“Individual voices tend to be heard much more – due to flatter
hierarchies, the word of the fighter on the front is not lost as easily
as it scrambles up the ladder of decision-making structures. We
see it regularly in countless areas that we receive a great deal of
license for flexibility […] within the framework of our general red
lines and positions.”171
How then does this interaction between capital and EUMS-diplomat look like and how
can EUMS practitioners apply it as a form of Bourdieusian capital? EUMS-diplomats
are given instructions, varying in precision and rigidity, by their capital which are
informed and guided by Council conclusions as well as national positions (Rasch
2008172; Degrand-Guillaud 2009a,b):
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“Coordination meetings are crucial for the exchange of national
views and positions. Only by discussing and frequently even
negotiating internally, it is possible to adopt a position that can be
supported by all partners and can be communicated as a common
EU position outwardly. To reach a common EU position it is
fathomed out in discussions, which are often led very frankly,
where other [EUMSs] stand and what their bottom lines are. If
positions sometimes are far away from each other, discussions can
take the form of heated negotiations.” (Rasch 2008: 68)
It rests upon the diplomat to fend for that standpoint by winning EUMS allies, whilst
all the while seeking to forge compromise and consensus:
“You […] do this at the beginning [of EUDEL negotiations], […]
you know more or less where other EUMSs stand, you can discuss
with colleagues about one or two specific references and how they
will react in the room.”173
Demonstrably,

every

EUMS

participant

incorporates

former

developments,

compromises and positions from prior negotiations on the file in question by reading
how the EUDEL field had played out in the past. Doing so implies acquiring forms of
EUDEL capital, which showcase awareness, knowledge (Kuus 2013), and act as
evidence of past consensus-oriented behaviour which ought to now stand in a EUMS’s
good stead and can be exchanged for current favours.174 EU-Consensus appears as a
reoccurring credo, both in interviews, as well as in observations – the prime doxa of the
field all practices seemed to be geared towards.175
The negotiations thus ensue in which participants engage in a spectacle of
displaying practical mastery to varying degrees so as to jockey for field supremacy, as
“the higher the position you hold, the more capital you have at your disposal to activate
other relevant forms of capital and decide about […] policies” (Lewicki 2017: 83).
Bourdieu envisions, “certain forms of capital and stakes in the struggle in this space, and
it presumes the existence of a legitimate habitus that involves legitimate practices that
provide a ticket to climb the prestige ladder” (ibid.: 68). This notion is encapsulated in
interviews as, “[Comparable to] a classroom, despite all having a [common goal],
b-EUMS interview
multiple EUMSs interviews. Though most interviewees suggested that their demands, even their
negotiation stance were neutral ones – a preposterous proposition – more often than not, a Freudian slip
revealed more sincere motives. Such as choosing not to intervene at times, merely so “that you seem more
neutral or balanced” (b-EUMS interview).
175
see: Chapter Five
173
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everyone wants to be the best”176, or “That is the interesting and fun part: trying to bring
[the general position] closer to yours”177 – indeed, “diplomats are, so to speak, rivals for
influence” (Mayall 2007: 5). Subsequently, “after the EU coordination meetings,
diplomats report back fully and accurately to their colleagues in the [MFA] or […] about
the position of EU partners and the development of the internal negotiation” (DegrandGuillaud 2009a: 219). These reports should be “balanced, nuanced and well-informed”
(Cornut 2015: 388). In order to achieve consensus, “EU-Unity” in the jargon of
EUMS/EUDEL officials, the art of what is possible requires to be squared with the
demands of the impossible frequently propositioned by capitals. Mostly, this is achieved
in the manner of how the individual EUMS-diplomat now goes about “writing the
critique” of the diplomatic spectacle, germane to a “theatrical performance” which they
had just witnessed and participated in178. As such, national positions have to be
emphasised for theatrical effect, dramatically exclaiming, for example:
“‘I cannot believe that Hungary cannot agree to this! These are
our principles! I am shocked!’, yeah – that is part of creating
pressure because you want to give that colleague something to take
back and say, ‘Oh my God! I had ten EUMSs who were angry at
me!’”179
“I think you need to exaggerate, and you need to show that you
are very shocked or very angry or all these things because they
need to convey this atmosphere to their capital. [Besides that],
many times I am [actually] angry – it’s not fake.”180
Here, the EUMS-diplomats may even engage in “re-dramatizing” and/or “retranscribing” what had unfolded before their eyes in their reports181 (Pouliot 2016: 135),
oftentimes in engaging in “selective dissemination” (Cohen 1987b: 26).
“We effectively act as translators for our colleagues in capital who
may only think from their national, or even Brussels vantage point
but may not possess the intuition what is happening here in New
York […] – what the local sentiments may be. We are their
a-EUMS interview
a-EUMS interview
178
b-EUMS interview
179
g-EUMS interview
180
b-EUMS interview
181
One is reminded of the art critic Will Gompertz’s (2015: 138) analogy, “If you and I went to see a film
together. We would sit and watch the movie, but we couldn't come to identical conclusions about it. Our
judgements would differ, based on our own unique filters.”
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thermometers on site, and we can only do our job well if we can
relay the entire pallet of positions and spectrum of moods back [to
capital]”182,
as another remarked. It appears as though these to-and-fros are set out to “convince
your capital that you are the one who is in the room and who knows when it’s time to
compromise”183:
“I truly believe […] that it also depends on how you present things.
Notice what is happening – but give a good idea of the stakes and
how detrimental it would be if you chose to be the one [EUMS]
blocking everything and [so forth].”184
At this stage of communication and report-writing, Barder’s (2014: 1) witticism comes
into play: “Often the smart diplomat in his country’s embassy abroad writes his own
instructions and simply invites the foreign ministry at home to approve them.” This is
not too far off from the truth though, one EUMS CFSP-Council Working Group
[CWG] member in Brussels told Juncos and Pomorska (2006: 11): “What I do is write
instructions for myself. I write to [capital] what I am going to do, what I am going to
say and unless I get something different, I will proceed with this line”. Other EUMSdiplomats have confirmed this approach in my interviews – particularly those from
smaller b- and g-EUMSs.
How then to best convey what happened in the room to your superiors in capital?
In that vein, such reports,
“are written to give the impression that they are offering
considered and objective policy decisions to the capital. When I
was negotiating in New York, we would often in “the detail” (i.e.
allegedly “the facts”) section of the telegram describe the
negotiations in such a way to persuade the reader […] of a
particular course of action. For instance, if we in the mission
disliked a proposal that [capital] had asked us to put forward in a
particular negotiation, we would often exaggerate in our reports
the degree of opposition in order to encourage [capital] to drop it.
This was a subtle skill, but one in which we became very artful.”
(Ross 2007: 111, 181)

b-EUMS interview
a-EUMS interview
184
b-EUMS interview
182
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Almost all interviewees asked about this procedure were adamant that any amount of
such tweaking, spinning, framing never amounted to outright lying, which, if detected,
might tarnish their reputation and career prospects:
“As part of our diplomatic tradition we would never lie to our
partners […] Though I am sure that others have knowingly
presented matters wrongly185. Yes, that has happened. And when
it does, when that transpires through various channels, then that
is the worst thing that can happen to you as a diplomat. […] If
someone earns a reputation for unreliability, when you simply
know that they render false information […] then the foundation
for ‘the diplomatic dance’ is gone.”186
In face of consensus-opposing instructions from capital, the diplomat “may explain and
defend [their] government’s policies in a perfectly unexceptionable manner while

indicating by body language or facial expression that [they] privately think it all a lot of
misguided nonsense” (Barder 2014: 2 [emphasis added]) – in so doing, he or she may
reconcile their conflicting loyalties in a skilful fashion, thus exhibiting practical
mastery.187 “I can be emotional [about the matter] when I am compiling my
recommendation to my capital. But whatever comes from capital, I just take it – it’s my
job, right? […] I take it and I present it”188. “Sometimes”, another conferred, “you do it
on purpose” to demonstrate honesty or seek to summon your colleagues to rush to your
aid: “When you disagree with a certain instruction you insist and underline that this
came from the capital and that your hands are tied. And by doing this [you demonstrate
good faith]”189. Overall, others appear distinctly attuned towards such appeals of
earnestness:
“Especially when you see that the diplomats at the table speak
from their heart – not just repeating their talking points – if the
negotiations demand an on-the-spot-decision, and when they
It was interesting to observe how almost all interviewees engaged in self-affirmation justifying their
positions, reminding me of Ross’s (2007: 93) verdict: “No one is the bad guy. Every [diplomat] believes
they are serving the Good.”
186
b-EUMS interview
187
I noticed how one a-EUMS diplomat would tend to simply read out the instructions to the rest of the
group whenever in disagreement with them, whereas usually that person would argue passionately and
without notes, resulting in knowing glares and subtle nods between the other colleagues who understood
the person’s predicament – the significance of which that diplomat played down having done in our
interview however.
188
g-EUMS interview
189
b-EUMS interview
185
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contribute to the diplomatic process from their own perspective,
based on [the credibility] of your own skills”,190
then their standing duly rises in line with their credibility-capital.
“It is difficult to present instructions, knowing people around the
table and knowing what they think about it. […] Why should I
make a fool of myself? What people […] say [then is] something
like: I have here such instructions […] and I am obliged to read
them out… In this way, they protect themselves but not their
countries.” (cited in: Juncos and Pomorska 2006: 9-10)
In such instances it appears common for EUMS-diplomats to proclaim the imminent
decoupling of their ‘selfhood’ from their ‘statehood’:
“In other words, a special code may make it easier for diplomats
to separate their professional roles from their personalities and
personal feelings and thereby reduce the probability and impact of
emotional outbursts. It provides for a degree of impersonalisation
and insulation.” (Jervis 1970: 118)
Upon issuing a disclaimer that it is “I” (selfhood) and not “We” (nationhood) who is
momentarily speaking, diplomats can now describe personal/national constraints off the
record followed with a plea for collective aid on the issue191. This is done in such a way
to “underline that these are instructions from the highest level and that for us these
points are very important and that you have to take them very seriously, even though
you don’t agree with it maybe”192. “I sometimes had to remind my colleagues that they
might think that this is my personal position but actually this is coming from my
capital”193. What counts is the demonstration of willingness for collective engagement
with a EUMS’s or group’s reservations, ready to “go the extra mile”194, which such an
act does. Examples of such emphasised earnestness wrapped in authenticity “often
comes from being in a minority position” (Engelke 2018: 180), in cases when the EUSolidarity of the Art.34-group is appealed to rather than their national motivations.

g-EUMS interview
b-EUMS interview
192
a-EUMS interview
193
g-EUMS interview
194
b-EUMS interview
190
191
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If later individual EUMS-diplomats do succeed in convincing their government
to join EU-consensus, then they have, what Georgakakis et al. (2010: 99) termed
“performed small miracles”, or “situated accomplishments” (cited in: Bueger and
Gadinger 2014: 10). Effectively, they will have acted as “change agents” (Juncos and
Pomorska 2006: 11) who downloaded Europeanised perspectives to their national level.
Realising any such “miracles” speaks to the diplomatic skill and practical mastery,
adding to an actor’s “European credibility” or “European capital” (Georgakakis 2010
et al.: 99) in the eyes of their peers. They are deemed “effective” and in line with the
expectations associated with a professional “European” diplomat (Lewicki 2017: 85-6).
As such, they gain field-appropriate capital. Having “exceeded […] social standards”,
this “inspire[s] affirmation or respect from the community” (Henrich 2020: 69). The
diplomat depends on, thrives in, and sustains the Europeanising diplomatic spectacle
by exhibiting their practical mastery vis-à-vis their colleagues:
“It thus means achieving one’s political and personal-professional
career aims while using strategies within the structures of EUspace (both symbolic/cultural and formal/legal/institutional) that
lead to higher prestige and a higher formal position within it.”
(ibid.: 85)
If personal and national capital constitutes what the field projects onto the diplomat
(how others valorise them); then national and personal habitus denotes what the
diplomat projects onto the field (how they inclined to engage with it).
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Chapter Four

A Room of Dispositions: Individual and National Habituses
“People are trapped in history and history is trapped in them.”

James Baldwin

4.I – A Kingdom in the Diplomat’s Mind

There may not be many diplomats who know the feeling of completely relinquishing
their own national capital and habitus whilst assuming their diplomatic activities for
another state. Carne Ross is one of the very few. After having left the British MFA, he
set out to provide diplomatic know-how to proto-states lacking international
recognition. In this capacity he later returned to the UN, not under the British, but the
Kosovar banner. His perception of the local field and his movements therein as an actor
with an alternative habitus and capital is striking. His former British diplomatic habitus
no longer matched his current Kosovar capital and vice versa. Though he knew the
“nooks and corners” (Ross 2007: 1) of the UNSC intimately, he now physically and
mentally felt a complete outsider. Ross called back to mind his former hexis, the
embodiment of his British capital and habitus:
“I recall my days as a British diplomat on the Council, when I
enjoyed a certain swagger. […] I would march around the formal
chamber, gossiping with my friends and colleagues, collecting
intelligence on the moves of other Council members, passing
notes to my ambassador and chatting with the Secretariat staff.
[…] I would lounge expansively in the soft chairs provided for the
delegations of the Council, fiddling with my notebook or mobile
phone, always busy. It was our domain.” (ibid.: 5)
Ross’s account shows how much possessing national capital and habitus matters at the
UN and how their absence left a physical void upon returning as a Kosovar emissary:
“Although I have much to ask the diplomats of the important
Council delegations, I suddenly feel too nervous to bother them
[…] Seated away from the Council table, I do not dare approach
the delegations seated around it, as one would not interrupt a
bishop during a service in his cathedral. I try to recapture my
former élan and confidence, but it is hard to remuster. Instead,
along with my timidity, I find frustration with those who sit at the
Council table.” (ibid.: 3-4)
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To Ross, his “mental architecture” (ibid.: 12) had been but upended, his conceptual
dispositions and former capital now mismatched his new position in the UN-field.
Minor in capital, having assumed the national habitus of an unrecognised UN-outsider,
Ross’s posture had visibly sunk, his ease of interaction diminished, and his perceived
position in the UN pecking order had assigned to the lowest ranks. His diplomatic-self
had virtually adopted Kosovo’s position at the UN. Any practice Ross would now
perform, would inadvertently “establish and (re-)produce orders” (Bueger and
Gadinger 2014: 17) of the very pecking order that had demoted him.
Ross’s descriptions evoke similarities to Bourdieu’s own account of habitus- and
capital-informed hexis of a “pétit bourgeois”, who “says, thinks, does, has or is”
everything in a petit manner:
“Even his bodily hexis, which expresses his whole objective
relation to the social world, is that of a man who has to make
himself small to pass through the straight gate which leads to the
bourgeoisie: strict and sober, discreet and severe, in his dress, his
speech, his gestures and his whole being, he always lacks
something in stature, breadth, substance, largesse.” (Bourdieu
2010: 339)
The same embodiment of mental, and arguably physical, approaches and the role an
actor feels compelled to adopt in the Art.34-negotiations, is visible among EUMSs’
diplomats. They appear to possess, “a practical, corporeal knowledge that agents have
of their position in a social space [...] which expresses itself through gestures [...] or the
unconscious adjustment of practices.” (cited in: Pouliot 2016: 72-3). Praxeologically,
the “social order has to be performed into being” (Adler-Nissen 2016b: 37), and thus,
habitus constructs stratification (Lewicki 2017: 145), as diplomats do not “enter into a
social interaction with exactly the same prior identifications” (Johnston 2001: 495).
Consider this quote from a g-EUMS participant: whenever he enters the negotiation
room, he does so under “this understanding that we cannot always influence the

process”, hence why he will participate on a reduced scale, as it would not “be worth
investing the resources” necessary to have a major impact.195 Perceiving his place, this
diplomat already enters the negotiations with a self-imposed sense of limitation of how

far his inferior national capital and habitus could take him, as “possessing ample

195

g-EUMS interview
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resources” indebtedly affects “the manner in which you present yourself”.196 Habitus
marshals the actor’s practical protensions by reflecting their position in the field
according to their capital (Bottero 2010: 6). Habitus is the enactment of capital,
denoting what the diplomat projects onto the field (how they inclined to engage with it).
The fashion in which EUMS-diplomats can play the game rests to a great extent on
what sort of national capital and habitus they exhibit.
Even when they are aware of their country’s position in the pecking order, a
conscious act to proactively muster a more self-confident hexis despite their relative
lower rank is required by their diplomats: “a specific bodily hexis […] matching [….]
one’s […] place in the formal and social hierarchy,”, is “often also tied to one’s national
belonging and its representation” (Lewicki 2017: 87), with EUMSs taking into account
“that they don’t represent strong countries necessarily”, as one EUDEL diplomat
said197. “The self-assurance given by the certain knowledge of one’s own value, especially
that of one’s body or speech, is in fact very closely linked to the position occupied in
social space”, as Bourdieu (2010: 204) observed. Undeterred by his relatively weaker
clout, this interviewee sought to conceal his lower position. He made it a resolution to,
“never come into the room with my ears down and looking on the floor”, as such would
have suggested that he was visibly lacking, “the confidence that [your voice] could be
heard”198; instead choosing to walk upright and camouflaging his lower national habitus.
Indeed, the rule of thumb goes that “the greater the international reputation of a
country, the higher is its diplomats’ self-esteem” (Faizullaev 2006: 506). Similarly,
“Take, for instance, the advice that […] an experienced former
New Zealand diplomat gives to incoming small elected members
of the [UNSC]. In order to exert some influence, he writes, a
competent delegation from a small country ‘absolutely shuns
grandstanding.’ For [him], standing may be achieved by smaller
delegations by striking a delicate balance between taking initiatives
and contributing to the debate, on the one hand, and refraining
from exaggerating one’s importance and role, on the other. As
they struggle for practical mastery, diplomats self-regulate their
moves through the sense of place.” (cited in: Pouliot 2016: 71)

b-EUMS interview
anonymous-EUMS interview
198
g-EUMS interview
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This “misery of position”, as Bourdieu called it, is best exemplified with his example of
a bass player, who in an orchestra holds, “a subordinate and obscure position inside a
prestigious and privileged universe”, made all the, “more painful” by their awareness of
their comparatively low rank (cited in: Alejandro 2017: 10). So too, the diplomat’s body
is ruled by their sense of place: “Each agent may be characterized by the place where he
or she is situated more or less permanently” (Bourdieu 1996b: 12). It becomes the
imprinted site of, “strategic play of power, of domination and resistance”, and therefore
the, “embodiment of [the] structured environment” (Bell 2009: 204, 207):
“This results in a kind of self-censorship [or non-reactive
anticipation] which is the often unconscious practice by which
agents conform to the expectations of their position in the field.”
(Guzzini 2013: 82)
All this accumulates in an agent’s “positional identity” (Bottero 2010), for, “in the
everyday, ordinary process of multilateral negotiations, diplomats rather find themselves
acting in tune with the hierarchy of standing in order to stay a part of the multilateral
game”, and, “instead of agents pre-existing hierarchy and signing up to it, hierarchy is
taken to predate agents, thus producing constitutive effects onto them” (Pouliot 2016:
271, 265). Smaller EUMSs appear to sense that they have to choose their preferences
and investments more wisely than bigger ones.199 Several likewise reported fearing a
collective “backlash from within the group”200 if they acted too much out of sync with
their field-position, and therefore self-misrecognised clout. Exhibiting overbearing
inflexibility despite one’s lower rank in the informal pecking order was never well
received. A EUMS’s habitus appears tacitly expected to match its relative capital,
despite any professed credo of EUMSs-parity.
Likewise, the misrecognition of one’s standing and habitus by others can equally be unpleasant: walking
two steps behind the Chinese PR who rushed to the entry of the UNSC, I once saw him being stopped
by a new security-officer asking him for his ID. Perplexed and bemused the PR was clearly taken aback,
asking if the guard knew who he was. Unwisely, the uniformed said ‘No’. Bewildered the PR turned to
me – the only person in the hallway to have witnessed this clear misrecognition of capital – and shook his
head in disbelief as if to say, ‘Can you believe this guy??’. Said guard was simply indifferent to the local
rules of the field. I shall never forget the look of both the offended PR as well as the embarrassment of the
officer upon spying the big golden D on his badge designating him a PR and a P5 one at that (GA
Handbook 2017: 3). Following the PR into the hall I, subsequently, was not asked to show my badge.
(For some hypertrophic comic-relief I recommend watching the pilot episode of The Mission (2016)
[www.themissionseries.com], an intended Canadian series on a protagonist learning “how to navigate the
eccentric characters and the impossibilities that make up international diplomacy” at the UN, which also
satirises similar matters of badge credentials.)
200
g-EUMS interview
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Once again, we recall how habitus is steeped in historic experience, leading to
mental dispositions and expectations of how we, as an actor, interact and are seen in a
certain field:
“As history made nature, [habitus] is what confers upon practices
their relative autonomy with respect to the external
determinations of the immediate present. This autonomy is that
of the past, enacted and acting, which, functioning as
accumulated capital, produces history on the basis of history and
so ensure that permanence within change that makes the
individual agent a world within the world.” (cited in: Wacquant
2018: 530)
Didier Bigo (2011: 241) subsumes habitus within, “a protension, an anticipation of the
actions of other agents of the field which does not necessarily imply conscious thinking”:
“It is not a calculation of the next move in a chess game. It is not
a strategic interaction generating alliances and struggles coherent
with the perceived interests of the agents. It is a practice coming
from the inner knowledge of the field […] [which] generates
creativity.”
This chapter addresses the inner world of the diplomats, their “structuring structures”
(Bourdieu 1977: 72), approaches and mindsets toward these negotiations – their mental
propensities. Put simply, the way in which they apply their individual and national
capital in these negotiations.

4.1 – National Habitus

a) National Habitus
There is no unified specification for any one nation’s habitus. Such reasoning would be
naïve at best; fatal at worst. Many observers initially sense an overlap between “national
habitus” and “national character”, yet similar though they may be, the latter harbours
spectres of nationalism and proves overall less conceptually lean than the former
(Kuzmics et al. 2020: 19-20). Besides, what is deemed to matter in diplomacy appears
to be “statism”, rather than nationalism (Faizullaev 2006: 501). In their book The

Germans, Norbert Elias et al. (1996) set out to decipher which attributes are commonly
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shared among Germans, terming it their “national habitus”. Largely, what welds
members of a nation together appears to hinge on how they have come to imagine their
communities, how they process experience over time and space and how national
institutions foster these attributes: it appears that a national habitus, that “underlying
grammar of society” (Cohen 1987a: 66), sits on a mutually-constituent tryptic of
culture, identity and history, embodied and enacted in a state’s national institutions
(Drezner 2000). Benedict Anderson’s (2006) widely known concept of a collective
national sense-of-belonging through shared spheres of experience(s) have enshrined that
idea of “imagined political communities”. Anderson’s book is chiefly concerned with
the transmission of knowledge among members of an imagined community through
print and word. This encompasses both current tales (news, debates, discourses), as well
as old ones (memories of heroism and failure (Olick 2007)). Not to forget a nation’s

lieux d’histoire and lieux mémoire, physical sites where an imagined community can
summon, sustain, and ritualise its collective memories (Nora 1989). It is thus, that
nations begin to forge a collective sense of identity among its members. Hence why
identity, history and culture consist, as Clyde Kluckhohn wrote,
“in patterned ways of thinking, feeling and reaction, acquired and
transmitted mainly by symbols, constituting the distinctive
achievements of human groups, including their embodiment in
artefacts; the essential core of culture consists of traditional (i.e.
historically derived and selected) ideas and especially their
attached values.” (cited in: Cohen 1997: 12)
In this regard, André Leroi-Gourhan (Olick et al. 2011: 314) wrote fittingly that, a
“group’s body of knowledge is the basic constituent of its unity and its personality. The
transmission of this intellectual capital is the necessary preconditions for the group’s
material and social survival”. This intellectual capital leads to almost universal
“expectations that derive from shared experiences of members of a culture” (Fiske 1982:
82). Habitus is a creature of personal as well as collective history – “embodied history,
internalized as a second nature and so forgotten as history – is the active presence of the
whole past of which it is the product” (Bourdieu 1990: 56): “What we learn as members
of a society, in a specific social position, is literarily incorporated—absorbed into our
bodies—and becomes our self” (Kuipers 2013: 20). The personal and national become
intrinsically linked, as James Bonham writes:
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“Habitus is supposed to explain how it is that agents come to share
a culture and its practices, even when there are asymmetrical
positions and relations of domination. Bourdieu solves the […]
problem of social order not through the internalization of norms,
but through the ‘inculcation’ of dispositions that come not only
from being socialized into a culture generally, but also into a
particular subordinate or dominant position within it.” (1999:
174)
Echoing Paul Connerton’s How Societies Remember, a group’s members live with the
imprint of their collective history:
“Many forms of habitual skilled remembering illustrate a keeping
of the past in mind that, without ever adverting to its historical
origin, nevertheless re-enacts the past in our present conduct. In
habitual memory the past is […] sedimented in the body.” (Olick
et al. 2011: 339)
Bourdieu discussed the institutionalisation of personal history via a state’s agencies and
organisations, which could be characterised as repositories of a national Lebenswelt
(Cohen 1997: 11), which represents the perceived qualities of a society as well as instils
them in its members:
“This durably installed generative principle regulated
improvisations is a practical sense which reactivates the sense
objectified in institutions. Produced by the work of inculcation
and appropriation that is needed in order for objective structures,
the products of collective history, to be reproduced in the form of
the durable, adjusted dispositions that are the condition of their
functioning, the habitus, which is constituted in the course of an
individual history, imposing its particular logic on incorporation,
and through which agents partake of the history objectified in
institutions, is what makes it possible to inhabit institutions, to
appropriate them practically, and so to keep them in activity.”
(Bourdieu 1990: 57 [emphasis added])
As such the collective history of the imagined community they serve (and which has coshaped their individual habituses), is now carried forth into the community’s
institutions: “the habitus is what enables the institution to attain full realization” (ibid.).
After all, there can be “No entity without identity”, according to Willard Van Orman
Quine’s (1969: 23) famous equation. Here, it is seen as a “hidden dimension”, “unseen,
yet exerting a pervasive influence on the behaviour of individuals, groups, and societies”
(Cohen 1997: 215), as a common culture, as the doxa among its members. Discussing
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national school systems, Giselinde Kuipers (2013: 23) writes that such “[i]nstitutions
simultaneously connect and shape people”, as they underline “the self-evidence of the
nation-state”, encompassing “the systematic transfer of standards and practices within
a national framework. Thus, [they are] central to the formation of national habitus.” Be
it a nation’s schools or foreign service: forms of a national habitus are permeating its
institutions and its members therein. As T. E. Lawrence reportedly said, “kingdoms lay
in each man’s mind”.
Bourdieu described the state as a multitude of various fields201. Here, field, capital
and habitus are interdependent and co-constitutive:
“The habitus is the limit condition of the embodiment of the field.
Field and habitus are both instruments to understand that
collective and individualized are the single face of a Möbius strip
seen from two different angles, because the society is a ‘society of
individuals’…” (Bigo 2011: 238)
By the engagement with the state’s field, its agents begin to acquire a ‘national habitus’
(Wacquant 2018: 530), which is, “both individual and collective” (Bigo 2011: 241).
One could equally refer to that kind as an organisational or administrative habitus
(Georgakakis 2006: 2) with its own “institutionalized beliefs, rules and roles” (Scott
1991: 165).202 Immersion in such “[o]rganisations inculcate discipline, bodily
comportment, action register” (Neuman 2012: 132). With it, these “[o]rganisations
stabilise the boundaries between themselves and their environment; they show an
internal complexity based on processes, rules, procedures, communication, and
reporting channels” (Kessler and Guillaume 2012: 114). “[T]hey perceive the
organisation as a distinct collective unit, a social entity […] they perceive themselves as
members who belong, identifying with the organisation and receiving moral support
from doing so” (Goffman 1961: 9). Such views on “organisational habituses” are
reminiscent of March and Olsen’s (2004: 2) observation that,
“Actors seek to fulfil the obligations encapsulated in a role, an
identity, a membership in a political community or group, and the
ethos, practices, and expectations of its institutions. Embedded in
a social collectivity, they do what they see as appropriate for
themselves in a specific type of situation.”
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Bourdieu 2014; Bigo 2011: 239; Kauppi 1996, 2004
These may be set out in an institution’s ‘Standard Operating Procedures’ (Hill 2016: 110)
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This then leads to a “performance of a particular habitus, a style, and to a great extent
is shaped by national belonging” (Lewicki 2017: 114) by the individual.

b) National Diplomatic Cultures
This collective habitus allows for “different ways of interpreting experiences” (Cohen
1997: 20) of its members and for “the spread of habits of voluntary compliance with
them” (Deutsch 1953: 104). Members submit themselves to a certain idea of the state
embedded in that state’s institutional habituses. Quite literally then, if one endeavours
“to think the state”, as Bourdieu (1998b: 35) noted, one then takes “over (or [is] being
taken over by) a thought of the state” – that thought of the state being how that state
sees itself, how its members perceive it. One enacts the state: “The agents believe and
actively participate in the reproduction of the national state whatever political
preferences or even indifference to politics they may have” (Bigo 2011: 246). As
Neumann (2012: 98) recalls about his younger Norwegian diplomat colleagues: “‘I see
it every year’, our in-house French teacher said to me. ‘They come wearing jeans and
even with stripes in their hair […] And then they all end up the same.’” That is not to
say that their individuality is surrendered – far from it as this chapter’s second part will
address – but rather that many diplomats sustain the doxa of their nation’s institutional
fields: a rite of passage. In these national institutions, the national habitus is
disseminated germane to the logic of communities of practice. Here, the national habitus
creates a “common sense” of worldviews shared by members of the same group (Geertz
1983: 75). It imparts an “inherited background”, “tacit knowledge”, “culture specific
norms that can exist on an unconscious or barely conscious level”; and “reasonless
routines” (Turner 1994: 2). Predisposing, self-acquired structuring structures which
shape our “choices to act in certain ways and not others” (Maton 2014: 51).
National diplomats do not only hail from specific countries where they were
socialised in the image of its national habitus, but they physically embody those
countries as well around the table.203 As demonstrated in the previous chapter, national
diplomats draw on their EUMS’s forms of capital in their pursuit of field supremacy.
Indeed, national habitus, this “common stock of ideas and values” is something which
A difficulty for the early EEAS’s diverse staff seeking to forge a unified ésprit de corps (Juncos and
Pomorska 2013, 2014)
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official representatives of states “possess” (Bull 1977: 316). To that end they are

inclined to act in a certain way – both due to their personal, as well as national habitus,
which could also be specified as a type of national diplomatic culture.204 Consider for
instance the “diplomatic culture of neutrality” (Lundwall 2016) of the non-aligned
EUMSs within the CFSP205, “who would not pursue certain issues […] and they would

look at things differently […] also at the UN”206. Such national propensities of how to
engage with the world differ immensely from EUMS to EUMS; the manner in which a
EUMS wields its capital changes between a, b or g-EUMSs: Ross’s example earlier from
slipping from a P5-UNMS to an UN-outsider highlights just how much national
diplomats assume and depend on their state’s national capital and habitus in their daily
work.207 In sum, “agents operate through an embodied ‘sense’ of how to behave, rather
than through conscious calculation” (Bottero 2010: 4). Diplomats thus “bear their own
national culture” (Faizullaev 2017: 19) by appropriating their national charisma208. This
is happening largely, “unnoticed because professionals are assumed to follow national
traditions” (Kuus 2016: 47). Quoting Ross:
“From the day I stepped into the training programme to the day I
left my last job at the UK Mission in New York, it was part of the
air I breathed that what ‘we’ were offering the world was good.
[…] We were […] pragmatic and sensible (never idealist, that was
too romantic and therefore silly). British diplomats are not alone
in maintaining a comfortable and flattering self-image. In my
experience, diplomats of many other countries rest on similar
conceits. An Egyptian might claim that his tradition is one of
brokering the pan-Arab view […] while offering a bridge between
East and West […]; the Dutch are the hard-headed pragmatists of
the [EU]; […] and so on. No one is the bad guy. Everyone believes
they are serving the Good. […] [D]iplomats require to define
themselves, to create an identity, in order to function.” (2007: 923)

(which is the term most of the IR literature employs yet lacks certain benefits of Bourdieu’s habitus
concept)
205
see: Sundelius 1989; Salmon 1989; Tzou 1996; Luif 1998, 2001; Agius 2006; Gémes et al. 2008;
Rasch 2008: 53; Rickli 2010
206
g-EUMS interview
207
Goffman (1959: 43) writes about this manner of displaying capital, that “a professional man”, “will be
much more concerned to make an effective showing” in “the social sphere which encompasses his display
of professional competency”.
208
(to draw on Max Weber’s “charisma of office”)
204
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Ultimately, a diplomatic national habitus appears to be equally steeped in what a state

expects itself to represent – or, tellingly, “how we see the world”209. Holsti’s (1970: 240)
national role conceptions210 spring to mind here. It goes beyond mere ‘national
motivations’, instead encompassing a broader conception of the global concert of states
and one’s country’s role in it: “the way you view your country, its diplomacy, its role in
the world, and the way you negotiate”211 – its self-conception. Jean-Claude Juncker
recalled an exchange he had with Helmut Kohl about Germans versus French selfconception and national habitus:
“Back in the day, during the time of François Mitterrand, Helmut
Kohl always said: you have to bow thrice before the French flag,
preferably four times. And the French Presidents almost always
had to be pinched by their sleeves before they would even halt at
the German flag. This was the German post-war understanding,
this sense of self-restraint, a certain modesty in their demeanour.”
(Der Spiegel 03/Jul/2020)
Therefore, do EUMS-diplomats feel that they embody their nation’s habitus and
mentally assume its national approaches? “Every EUMS has, I think somehow,
somewhere a character a little bit. [Our] culture of communication, may differ from
others’. So, I think that shows”212:
“A habitus? I probably I am not portraying it as I should […]
[laughs] but I think there are two things that I feel that are very
important in all our files that we do: […] loyalty towards the EU
and the need to look for compromises and definitely not block EU
unity, but we also [remain] very principled.”213
“All nations do not negotiate alike. There are distinctive patterns of bargaining style that
characterise the behaviour and expectations of the representatives of each state and
people”, as Freeman (2010: 146) wrote. Another interviewee seconded this notion of a
EUMS’s performance being heavily intertwined with its national habitus: “it also very
much reflects the country that you are”214, namely how its diplomats can utilise their
a-EUMS interview
(i) role performance, (ii) self-defined national role conceptions, (iii) circumstantial role prescriptions,
(iv) a system of role prescriptions
211
a-EUMS interview
212
b-EUMS interview
213
a-EUMS interview
214
b-EUMS interview
209
210
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national capital and habitus in their work: “Countries will have different attitudes”215.
Correspondingly, Glenn et al. (1977) identified different cultural styles of persuasion
between states in international negotiations.
Equally within the Art.34-format, EUMS-diplomats tasked to get themselves into
their country’s mind, anticipating how their position would play out during the
negotiations: ‘what would my country do?’, or ‘what would my country be expected to

do?’, etc. act as mental signposts. The notion of what one’s national habitus is believed
to be, is incorporated into the negotiation-behaviour of its diplomat. As one phrased this
blending of national with personal: “[My colleagues’ behaviour was] certainly very
dictated by national positions, I think, and quite… and a bit of personal positions, which

often furthered national positions.”216
This effort of national imaginativeness became apparent whenever interviewees
said things such as:
“[I]t sometimes is better for you not to intervene. In the sense that
you seem more neutral or balanced. And I think that is the whole
concept how my country thinks of these negotiations.”217
“What gives our brand a certain value is that we do not have any
hidden agendas. We are a medium-sized [EUMS] and a small
country in the world so we don’t pose a threat to anyone.”218
“I think it’s a mindset [that you bring] already. Because you know
that you [are expected] to [hold a certain] view.”219
“[Always intervening] would not be our style, I think. This just
wouldn’t be [my EUMS’s] style. For Sweden maybe yes […] they
maybe even have to do it like that. […] But I think we are more
modest and stay low initially, but in areas that affect us, we do not
shy away from expressing our views clearly. […] It’s not part of
our training, but rather what I sense. However, it is also what I
have been told [by my national peers]: we mostly just do not
intervene. It isn’t expected from us.”220

g-EUMS interview
a-EUMS interview
217
b-EUMS interview
218
a-EUMS interview
219
g-EUMS interview
220
b-EUMS interview
215
216
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“As a small EUMS you will have to choose your battles. […]
Otherwise you’re crushed by the political capital, the strength of
the others.”221
“[I]n the room, you represent your country. So, if you have
instructions or if you feel that you should react in a certain way –
you do it. Regardless of your friendships [with other EUMSdiplomats] or [whatever].”222
“[A view of the] broader context, priorities, bigger picture –
certainly are [traits] that we feel like we can bring [as a aEUMS]…”223
“Maybe it’s due to our complex d’infériorité that we think we are
not been taken as seriously by France or Germany since we are
only tiny.”224
“You are of course aware that your influence at the table is not as
strong as some countries who have ten times the population of
your country...”225
“I think when we propose something as [an a-EUMS], a relatively
large country, we hope that that can [sway] others to follow.”226
“Maybe this is one of [our country’s diplomats’] peculiarities here
in New York, that we are always vocal and continuously tend to
intervene. That is even something that our upper echelons have
instructed us to do: within the EU, [our] voice must never not be
heard.”227
All these brief examples hint at a specific national mindset, “deeply buried corporeal
dispositions, outside the channels of consciousness and calculation” (Bourdieu et al.
1994: 14), which these interviewees had incorporated even prior to the moment they
had committed themselves to these Art.34-negotiations. One put it as, “we all have

different realities”228 to wrestle with.

g-EUMS interview
b-EUMS interview
223
a-EUMS interview
224
b-EUMS interview
225
g-EUMS interview
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g-EUMS interview
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c) “Ego” and “Alter”
A reoccurring trope in the interviews concerning these different realities was a perceived
East-West fissure in performance, perception and positioning:
“I think it’s true, not just in New York, [that ‘old EUMSs’] seem
to already have a concept of negotiation which they obtained over
the decades of having been EUMSs and we are newcomers and
it’s also funny that we still call ourselves that since 2004 – sixteen
years ago! But I have the feeling that they created this kind of
dynamic already and it’s difficult to absorb different views or
behaviour because definitely, let’s say the eastern or central
EUMSs, have different histories and negotiation [styles].”229
The experience at the UN for central and eastern European states had been markedly
different to those of western Europe until the fall of the Iron Curtain, which translated
into a different approach with the UN system (Fassbender 2004). This may explain why
some central and eastern EUMSs have described the manner of their ‘old EUMS’
colleagues as condescending and being treated as inferior, which had an effect on how
they behaved in the room during the negotiations.
“Two separate eastern colleagues told me […] that the ‘old
EUMSs’ – including us – are seen as arrogant [and] that the
western states do not take the opinions of the ‘new EUMSs’
seriously enough. Their view did not count as much. I personally
have never seen it that way! […] – be it in Brussels, Geneva or [in
New York].”230
Similarly, for Brussels, Kuus (2015: 377) reported how this affected the ‘new EUMSs’
diplomats’ habitus and hexis:
“professionals from the new states are ‘less fluent.’ There is less
confidence in self-presentation, [an interviewee] explains. The
difference is diminishing fast, but it is still there. ‘People from the
new states are more likely to see their own mistakes, they see
themselves critically. It depends on the state too. A Brit or
Frenchman never sees a mistake in himself.’ The official does not
add, but others do, that this particular self-assurance is cultivated
in French and British elite schools; it is not a quirk of personality
but a trained attitude.”
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a-EUMS interview
b-EUMS interview
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“Eastern European countries are sometimes represented by people who are not as ‘cool’
or as ‘well-spoken’ as other delegations […] and that [becomes] very obvious”231, in the
words of a western b-EUMS alluding to a perceived parochial eastern-European
mindset. Many portrayed ‘new’ EUMSs being behind on a learning curve, how to
effectively practice multilateral diplomacy: “If a country has a longer tradition of
international diplomacy, it is also better equipped to put its views across” (Rasch 2008:
34). Lewicki (2017) similarly depicted Brussels as a field where personnel from ‘older
EUMSs’ regularly outcompeted Central/Eastern counterparts, simply because it held
fewer opportunities for the less cosmopolitan habitus and capital of the latter: “In this
struggle, conglomerates of different forms of capital are used in the pursuit of prestige
and power, but they reveal a common hierarchy of cultures” (ibid.: 73) with ‘newer’
EUMSs’ ranking relatively lower. ‘New EUMSs’, in his view, were less competent at
“performing modernity” (ibid.: 169). This became, inter alia, visible in the clothing style
of Eastern and Central EUMSs (Kuus 2015: 375-6):
“‘every time you go into a [high-level] meeting, you can tell the
country [of the participants] by the clothing.’ The significance of
such tacit placing is less obvious than it may seem at first. The
implication is […] that appearance is ‘located’ geographically:
individual dress codes are understood as being rooted in places.
An EU official comments: ‘If you come from Bulgaria, Poland,
Lithuania, and you come badly dressed, you are noticed. If you
are British [– no big deal].’” (ibid.: 376)
Feeling at times patronised, central and eastern EUMSs complained about not even
being kept in the loop by their western peers about current dynamics, nor any informal
“pre-cooked” (Juncos et al. 2006: 7) results by their western colleagues. “The parties
most interested in an issue, and those most powerful and influential, hammer out deals
that way in small groups, which they will then present to their partners in the larger
interest groups […] to get their blessing and support” (Rasch 2008: 29):
“What infuriates ‘new EUMSs’ is that some negotiations are
taking place behind closed curtains. Some of the big EUMSs, for
example, negotiate directly with third parties and return to the EU
and present that [hammered-out] proposal as an originally new
idea. Nobody from us is stupid – you could figure it out.”232
231
232
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“There are many, many times that you feel that something has
been cooked up outside the room and then they come to the room
and you try to understand who is part of the deal and who is not
and why they are saying what they say and trying to convince
others to also agree to it.”233
While some bigger EUMSs charge forward, steering the discussion, particularly smaller
EUMSs have to devote considerable effort into reconstructing the pathway having led
to the current proposals. This came at the expense of their negotiation nimbleness, as
they felt having to re-act, more than pre-act. Some have even resigned themselves to
being sidestepped, seeing such clandestine deals as but “the privilege of the bigger
countries or those who have a bigger stake, or bigger political weight”234 – bigger mostly
implying “western” here. These, in turn, suspected some easterners to suffer from a

“complex d’infériorité”

235

, or “newcomer’s syndrome” (Lewicki 2017: 140): “[T]here

definitely is a more transactional approach to the EU in eastern European countries”236,
one said. Many interviewees felt that for the sole purpose of domestic point scoring, a
number of eastern EUMSs proactively sabotaged consensus from within:
“I think they happily cash in the funds and something ought to be
done about it. They are laughing their heads off behind our backs!
That’s how I feel […] The EUDEL […] should be more
courageous. […] [They do] not display good faith in these
negotiations. They just don’t do that! […] They don’t play their
part in these negotiations any longer!”237
True as it may be, mutual dissonances between east-west national habituses seem rife
in these negotiations. Intriguingly, when considering the questionnaire’s results of
EUMSs’ overall influence in Art.34-meetings, an uneven divide between mostly western
a-EUMSs and mostly eastern g-EUMS does in fact become apparent. Potentially this
really does, in part, point towards a two-tier hierarchy within the EU at the UN. It is
astounding that after over a decade, such misapprehensions between ‘old’ and ‘new’
should exist within any EU-context.

g-EUMS interview
g-EUMS interview
235
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Concerning the national-habitus-infused imaginativeness discussed above,
which, arguably, not only concerns the diplomat’s EUMS-self-conception, but also
extends to the diplomat’s fellow EUMSs. They too, are judged by their national
“principles and values”238, which they are perceived to exhibit. Unsurprisingly, this can
at times border on stereotypical tagging239:
“In diplomacy it is not seen as a mistake to boil the world down
to some simple essence; it is mandatory. The easiest way to
pretend that you understand the world is to essentialise it. The
Arabs (all of them) are this; the Israelis are that. The Thais are a
little bit… the Malaysians far too… and the French, well, the
French are always incredibly… You will see this kind of
essentialism practiced every day.” (Ross 2007: 94)
Cohen (1997: 14-7) lists several cases of self- and externally-perceived national
diplomatic stereotypes from Egyptian pan-Arabism; India’s supercilious attitude
towards smaller regional nations like Sri Lanka; to Soviet and US mismatches of
negotiation habitus. The necessity of relying on such generalising assumptions appears
to fulfil an essential function in diplomacy however: “Humans stick to simplifications
and stereotypes because in their absence they would drown in the task of continuously
updating their world-view by integrating into it the relevant data they have to sieve daily
from an ocean of freely available information” (Nowotny 2011: 167). Interacting with
myriad counterparts from almost two-hundred UNMSs is a formidable task in and of
itself, which hinges on the synthetisation of generalisations derived from earlier practical
interactions with one’s diplomatic colleagues (Adler-Nissen 2016b: 31): “Each actor
comes to the bargaining process with a set of beliefs and expectations about himself, the
[colleague] and the bargaining issues, based on previous experiences” (Jönsson 1990: 5
[emphasis added]).
It is in this interactive environment that allows for “the individual experiencing
of the state as a distinctive unitary and cohesive actor with its own intentionality and

a-EUMS interview
In this respect, an analysis on different national characteristics at the UN has been undertaken by the
economists Edward Miguel and Raymond Fisman (2007) who compared the accumulation of parking
fines in NYC from different UNMS missions in 2002 (e.g. Denmark, UK, Sweden, Canada got 0 tickets;
when Kuwait, Egypt and Chad had amassed more than 100 for each member of staff at their respective
missions (Henrich 2020: 41)). They could establish a correlation between native corruption levels and
the amount of parking violations between various UNMSs, which, arguably, somewhat appears to align
with stereotypical assumptions about these countries.
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personhood, social relations and coercive resources” (Faizullaev 2007: 531).
“Diplomacy”, Neumann (2016: 83) writes, “is an activity, but it is also a socially
produced fact; that is, a phenomenon that we all represent to ourselves and others as
being like this or that.” Hence why diplomats’ ‘selfhood’ and ‘nationhood’ are often
taken for one and the same – one is treated as the state one represents:
“State identity emerges as one of the important macro forms of
individual identity. As such, by experiencing the state, the
individual experiences a form of self-identity or self-experiencing.
Consequently, the individual can self-attribute some
psychological characteristics peculiar to those who are somehow
identified with that state. Here we are dealing with national
stereotypes, which play a significant role not only in the perception
of representatives of other nations but also in an individual’s selfperception. ‘As a typical American, I am a business-like person’,
‘as a real Frenchmen, I appreciate genuine wine’, ‘we Italians are
temperamental people’, ‘everybody in our family is punctual
because we are Germans’ […] – these are examples of individuals’
self-stereotyping sentences because they experience national or
state identities and apply related social stereotypes.” (Faizullaev
2007: 551-2)
Hence why inadvertently the “individual self-absorbs some essential characteristics of
the state selfhood and becomes more than just personal selfhood” (Faizullaev 2006:
501). Such “cultural characteristics of each individual nation play a role” (Rasch 2008:
71) in these negotiations. Lewicki (2017: 13) reinforces this point, “the decision-making
processes in [the EU] are also dependent on cultural criteria, on stereotypes and what
they evoke, on performances of national representations, and classifications of these
representations within EU-space.” Hence why it may not come as a surprise that further
studies indicate that,
“people do hold shared beliefs about national character and that
there is consensus across cultures: The French view of Germans
is similar to Germans’ view of themselves, and vice versa. Despite
the possibility of ethnocentric biases, in-group and out-group
stereotypes generally agree...” (McCrae and Terraciano 2006:
156)240

Steeped in their national habituses, McDonald (2006: 97) even (exaggeratingly) wrote about the ease
of being Irish (due to its perceived “unthreatening festive soul”) and the difficulty of being German (given
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its history the “most exhaustively European in its identity”) in their moving in the space of the European
Commission.
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Endogenously or exogenously ascribed national assumptions appear part and parcel of
diplomatic interactions: “You cannot forget your nationality” in diplomacy, as Kuus
(2016: 52) maintains, for it is “continuously inscribed onto you by friend and foe alike”,
and always conjured up by others and by yourself. Most crucially however, “Diplomats
don’t think and talk like this because they are racist. Most are not, and love the wider
world; they also do so because it reduces the world’s complexity to something that can
be ordered and put into a system: made sense of” (Ross 2007: 99). Overall, it is easier
for diplomats to see their own state as “Ego” and other states as “Alter” (Wendt 1999:
185), or “role others”241 to self-justify their inclinations towards and interactions with
them as a sort of semi-automated fall-back-option (Goffman 1961: 85-6):
“states are not born into this world as fully developed states that
then ‘exist’; states are made in continuous relations with other
states and non-state actors […] Accordingly, diplomacy became
understood as a system of reciprocal signalling that affected state
identities and interests.” (Adler-Nissen 2015: 286, 293)
Indeed,
“Naturally, all national stereotypes are sometimes grounded in a
little bit in national approaches […] like if you insist on human
rights, and dialogue, and so on. The Germans242 are a bit
deliberate, they do their homework; whereas the French sort of
strike out [style-wise]. There is a little bit of truth in most
stereotypes. It does not prevent cooperation though […] but
everybody who works in the [EU-context] jokes about it.”243
Hence, “[n]ational stereotypes and labels are shaped into mental and moral maps of
Europe” (Lewicki 2017: 84). Cultural temperament and its perceived authenticity were
also mentioned:
“Take the Mediterranean countries as an example because we all
have this theatricality non-stop. My Finnish colleague once asked
me: ‘Why are you moving your hands so much? Why do you seem
so upset all the time?’ And I said, ‘This is the only way we can
‘Role Others’ represent the reference point for one’s own role behavior
An anecdotal recollection of mine is how I remember the German diplomats demonstrably occupying
all available seats behind their PR’s at the UNSC vigorously taking and sharing notes, whereas the French
sometimes only ever sported one or two. The non-permanent UNSC member seemed to feverishly
demonstrate how seriously it took its entrusted role, whereas the French commanded an air of ease that
came with its P5 role at the UNSC of not having to prove anything.
243
a-EUMS interview
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talk! When I am upset you will hear me shouting.’ […] If I say, ‘I
can’t bring this to my minister – he will kill me!’[…] [Nordic
colleagues] may take it literally!”244
“You have to listen with different ears to people from different states”, as one EUdiplomat conveyed to Kuus (2016: 50). As another claimed: “Of course we exhibit some

clichés and what you would expect from my country and [the way we are] negotiating
in the EU framework”, and despite being an a-EUMS, they acknowledged (rather
gallantly) that “we cannot impose our will on everyone else”245.
Likewise, historic competitiveness as well as alliances come into play, where
quasi-automatic reactions derived from one’s national habitus kick in: “Normally, […]
if Sweden comes up with something on this file – I [as my EUMS] would be suspicious,
right? Sweden that cannot be good…”246, or “You never know with Hungary…”.247
Similarly, France often emerged as an example of being met with suspicion. It was
described as a “perennial British favourite to outwit the French”, as Ross (2007: 18)
recalls. Or as another interviewee admitted,
“It’s an offhand joke in a diplomatic way […] but yes, people will
say ‘Ah, French’ and roll their eyes. […] It is real, and exists. It is
almost this ever-present idea that in some way this rivalry and têteà-tête [exist]. […] I don’t think I was particularly combative, and
I don’t think [the French representative] was combative towards
me, I think it might have been about our ideas. […] [On the
whole], we all worked together [well]. [Pauses] Except the French
[laughs].”248
Here, another diplomat described the French-UK relationship as “love-hate” one where
they “do make fun” of each other249. The French’s alleged “flamboyance is sometimes
even a bit stereotypical. I think it can be perceived as arrogance by some”, in the words
of one, with their style of negotiation appeared, to some too intellectual and not
sufficiently “anchored”250 (Cohen 1987b: 5). Some even claim that France had
g-EUMS interview
a-EUMS interview
246
a-EUMS interview (Note how the interviewee identifies with her national habitus here by exhibiting
national imaginativeness)
247
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248
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250
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developed a certain “French chutzpah” with regard to its sense of entitlement to
supposed EU-leadership post-Brexit, where they “strike out and they want the EU to
follow”251. Such view corresponds with that of Jönsson (1990: 39), namely that, “French
[…] negotiators […] are said to enjoy controversy and argument, to rely excessively on
lofty principles and to regard negotiations as occasions for rhetorical performances”. In
contrast though, “I have the feeling that the non-permanent EUMS-UNSC-members
are more open than the permanent”252 – a view the questionnaire results reflect equally:
“When we were a member […] we were very open and transparent and my experience
with non-permanent-UNSC-members is the same”253. Such rivalries are not only the
result of humorous rough-and-tumble, but sometimes have a hardcore policy impetus –
recall Italy’s literal shunning of German diplomats at the UN in the early 2000s when
both vied for a debated new permanent UNSC seat (Marchesi 2010: 111; Sarwar 2011:
259).
As a result of all of this, we discover differences, both implicit and explicit,
between each EUMS’s national habitus, which comes to bear within these negotiations.
A national habitus may likewise find expression in certain strategic diplomatic cultures
(Faure 2017: 191). To quote from Jolyon Howorth (2010: 3), every EUMS “has its own
unique and somewhat distinctive strategic culture, which reflects the specific ‘strategic
cultural identity’ of the citizens of that state”, discernible through national habitus.
Understandably, “[s]ome of the Member States have strong national strategic cultures,
which differ very much between them, while those of others are much less developed.”
(Biscop 2007: 14). Several interviewees likened it to a form of “diplomatic tradition”
they felt they had to carry as torchbearers (“our diplomatic service has existed for fivehundred years”254):
“We have a very long and for the most part very stable [national]
foreign policy. Our priorities have not significantly altered over the
last decades. […] This undeniably forges a certain ésprit de corps
which you carry within yourself. […] One is proud to stand in a
long tradition of national diplomats who have served abroad […]
You feel part of a trans-generational group of diplomats who
dedicated themselves to [our country’s] interests abroad. If you
251
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read books, hear recollections of previous generations, then you
come to realise that, well – apart from the methods – not that
much has really changed. You feel embedded in a tradition.”255
Here, the national diplomatic institution, “provides actors with ‘institutional lenses’ for
the […] interpretation of events in its environment, facilitates the creation of shared
accounts of history and hence produces a protective belt of ideas and meanings around
its own existence” (Bátora and Hocking 2009: 168-9) on which strategic cultures they
can fall back on in their assessment of current circumstances. Several similar such
accounts of trans-generational MFA cultures, be they strategic or social, exist.256
Diplomats feel part of a play, which transcends “their periods and become as timeless
as myths” (Cohen 1987b: 24), in which they relentlessly routinise the MFA’s values
(Georgakakis 2006: 4).

d) Negotiation Conceptualisation
There appear to exist two crucial pillars explaining the conceptualisation of these Art.34negotiations: (i) a presumption of an outcome; and (ii) a longue durée negotiation
rhythm. Firstly, the ‘presumption of an outcome’ indicates that the negotiators involved
presume that they will achieve a satisfactory result at the end. This is not to be confused
with a certainty or confidence of outcome257, but rather a silent mindset of achieving
one, whatever the obstacles and disagreements along the way. This ‘presumption of an
outcome’ is reminiscent of Raymond Cohen’s “shared transnational assumptions”
(1997: 215), or Clifford Geertz’s “common sense” of a group (1983: 75), or even
Edwards and Cornish’s (2005) “institutional confidence”: “[As EUMSs] our
cooperation is a lot closer, a great deal more confiding and with greater confidence that

eventually we will have produced a common compromise”.258
Certainly, by contrasting Art.34-negotiations at the UN with those involving nonEUMSs, there exists a different quality of animus as both interviews and observations
suggest. Consider the following excerpts:
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“For me it [appeared] self-explicatory that if you come to this
room that you are there to look for a consensus that is joined by
every member in that room...”259
“I always feel comfortable going to these meetings because I know
that [whilst], yes, there are differences, […] I get the feeling that

most colleagues in the room are really there in order to look for
compromise that suits everyone [in the room]. And of course,

there are some EUMSs that are more willing to compromise [as
opposed] to others but I do feel that mostly, this [happens] in a
cordial, collegial manner [in which] things develop.”260
“Generally speaking: there is a common purpose. That almost all
[EUMS]-delegations that go into the negotiations with their
mindset geared to achieving an agreed outcome and that they do
have a sense of shared values and broadly shared policies. And
that they do wish to see those reflected. […] One knows that they
are all EUMSs and therefore you have a mental expectation that
these are our partners, and this will result in more fruitful
exchanges. […] [These are] long and arduous discussions but you
can set out by having faith that you will end up with a solution.”261
Many interviewees have insisted on the qualitative differences between the negotiations
among EUMSs and UNMSs, claiming that,
“you just know that these are fellow EUMSs, therefore you will
exhibit a far more positive approach assuming that you will work
better with your [28 EUMS] colleagues than with others.”262
Hence, why this qualitatively different mindset towards Art.34-negotiations appears to
support the notion of ‘presumption of an outcome’.
And secondly, EUMS-diplomats seemed to act as custodians of their established
national longue durée-view, to borrow the long-term conceptualisation of history from
the French Annales school (Braudel 1982). As it stands, the very nature of the UN’s
design and objectives themselves are said to heavily intertwine with said longue-duréerhythm altogether.263 EUMS-diplomats did not merely respond to événements, but
sustained established national positions over the long run, cultivating their national
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habitus in the UN’s and EUDEL’s ambit. In a way, they can afford the luxury of playing

infinite multilateral games versus finite domestic-political games, the both of which,
according to James Carse (1986: 1), perform two distinct functions: “A finite game is
played for the purpose of winning, an infinite game for the purpose of continuing the
play”. This echoes Jospeh Frankel’s (1970: 15-7) distinction between “objective” and
“subjective national interests” – the first embodying long-term goals, the second the
immediate objectives of the government of the day. Domestic preferences may change,
imminent elections demand to be won. Subjective national preferences are subject to
finite whimsies - such as Austria’s last-minute domestically-driven decision not to sign
the UN Global Compact for Migration in 2018, notwithstanding its diplomats at the
UN having sought to offer good offices during their Council Presidency (The Guardian
01/Nov/2018). EUMS-diplomats have no electoral constituency to which they are
directly accountable as such. Though national positions may, indeed, alter and
undeniably influence their negotiating standpoints, they are far more engaged in
considering the longue durée-implications in their work – that is maintaining their
country’s objective national interests just as much as the subjective ones. As such, they
are to a degree shielded away from some considerations that national politicians may
have to wrestle with – their craft at the UN is one of infinite ruminations, paid to do the
work so that “the show can go on”264 beyond the vicissitudes of domestic politics.
Knowing full well that the “shadow of the future (knowledge that negotiations will
happen again)” (Davis Cross 2007b: 233) is ever-present, diplomats act accordingly:
“The good thing about bureaucracy is, that it has a sense of time and a long-term
perspective”265. Yes, Prime Minister (1986) hit the nail on the head: “Diplomacy is
about surviving ‘till the next century – politics is about surviving ‘till Friday afternoon”.
Diplomats play the game with a meta-gaze, taking fully into account their EUMS’s
previous positions in the field, aware of how others’ (counter-) reactions had influenced
the files before, and what their anticipation of negotiation-rounds thereafter might look
like, thereby viewing these interactions through a longue-durée-prism, given how much
“long-standing traditions” (Rasch 2008: 24) dictate the rhythm of negotiations at the
UN.
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As such, past negotiation processes are treated as uncodified, self-referential as
well self-reflexive points of evaluation for the here-and-now (Riles 2001): “[E]very
practice contains a ‘historical’ element, meaning that its participants can invoke its past
resources to act in the present or to make sense of new social facts” (Lechner and Frost
2018: 118). Infinite games permit for long-haul give-and-take, and “tit-for-tat”266. As
could be inferred from one b-EUMS, when in 2019 they took the decision to willingly
surrender their negotiating position as a capital-investment to improve their standing in
next year’s round. They felt that a capitulation on specific national preferences in this
year’s round would stand them in good stead the following year, allowing them to trade
their yielding into a form of “consensus capital” (Degrand-Guillaud 2009b: 620), which
they could subsequently evoke. Their positions had not altered, nor did they feel they
had faltered. They merely understood that the subsequent year provided another
opportunity to galvanise support for their views. Such considerations hint at an infinite
conceptualisation of Art.34-negotiations rather than a finite one. Such acts of not
obstructing EU-unity tend not to be forgotten:
“When I refer to previous years’ [points of contention], it’s usually
because we already had a discussion [on that] last year [where] we
compromised big time back then. That means that out willingness
to compromise even further and further […] [then] this year it’s
less.”267
Quotes, such as the following, underline the notion of such longue-durée solidarity
ventures:
“Our future ability to influence other EUMSs’ decisions depends
on how we behaved in past coordination processes. And if we only
ever stubbornly say, ‘No, these are our instructions and we shan’t
budge’ […] then this will damage us in the long run in this
negotiation framework.”268
Hence why some EUMSs269 repeatedly recalled past national accomplishments achieved
for the group, almost as if to advertise their European capital. One of them had this to
say: “Maybe the general answer why I do that is to [demonstrate] that we are willing to
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268
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compromise and that we come up with proposals that get accepted. If I refer to last
year’s accepted proposals, it’s worth mentioning it”270.
Another example, when asked how exactly the interviewees prepared for these
negotiations, their first step would usually be consulting the previous files in question
and compare the past evolution of their standpoints over time. This already predisposes

a certain national routine, “taken to predate agents” (Pouliot 2016: 265) who reproduce
it in these negotiations. Their past national positions become a “sedimented practice”
(Bottero 2010: 8), an “embodied history, internalized as a second nature” (Bourdieu
1990: 56) in current-day negotiations – “the way that foreign policy is done in these
countries […] it’s like a national character if you will”271. In the interviews, this was
commonly expressed as “long-standing positions”:
“Practically, what I do is to check all the changes in the text from
the previous year and I try to see if there is something quite
problematic from our national point of view. Normally it’s not.
[…] But there are some […] specific references which have drawn
my attention […] So, I [track] the changes in the text, I discus
these changes with my capital and then I try to think about
scenarios or the need to intervene during the discussions. I think
it’s these three steps basically.”272
Past positions are applied as anchored reference points thereby sustaining a (somewhat
established) national habitus in these negotiations which transcends the mere individual
diplomat currently posted. How the country had reacted to negotiation positions in the
past, where it had conceded, how it contributed to consensus, etc. all act as mental
yardstick against which current developments are measured. What Bigo (2011: 228)
wrote about norms, might equally apply here, namely that this is “the product of the
strength of the historical trajectories of an immanent set of actions incorporated into an
ethos and a habitus”. Same applies to the longue durée of one’s fellow EUMSs, even
when sudden changes of policy occur, a continuity of national positions remains visible
nonetheless – with diplomats having significant “familiarity with their counterparts from
other countries” (Davis Cross 2007b: 228), “I just know when they are wrong, when
they do not reflect the position of their capital”273, in short: how other EUMSs are
a-EUMS interview
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272
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inclined to react. Strategic cultures are “determined by the structure of the state and the
hierarchy within the ministries. The differences influence the process of negotiation and
its outcome” profoundly (Meerts 1999: 88). These strategic cultures lead to national
foreign policy objectives and priorities (Biscop 2007: 14) – oftentimes idiosyncratic to
other EUMSs or very limited in their global reach.274
However, recalling how the previous chapter illustrated the importance EUMSdiplomats allotted to ‘level of engagement’, this could be extended to their EUMS’s
level of engagement – how their national habitus is inclined to commit itself on an issue.
Notwithstanding a EUMS’s “economic” or “population” size,
“it also depends on the issue and how engaged they are on a
certain issue. [We] might have more clout on Yemen in the EU
because we are very engaged, but we are very little so on Libya,
where Italy and France and Germany are very engaged […] They
have a direct national interest in that issue – a sort of variable
geometry of clout.”275
“But for a country that is quite invested in the process I think,
personally, you do become invested as well. And I think you can
enjoy it from a personal and professional point of view. From a
personal point of view, as you say, you become more
knowledgeable, you get to know the colleagues, the process better
and you get to know the material better and you probably become
more effective as with lots of things the more times you do it and
you kind of know where the bottom line is and what the objectives
are. […] My own capital remains strongly interested in it. So, […]
it’s not optional whether or not to go in there and argue – you have
to do it.”276
The EUMS’s investment becomes their diplomats’: “Working on something 24/7 for a
number of years, then you tend to be invested as well”277; the diplomat rendered
“attached to the role he performs, especially if he is a committed and regular performer
of it” (Goffman 1961: 90). Likewise, it was acknowledged that the level of expectation
In a blog-post about the nascent EEAS in 2010, The Economist already alluded to this fact:
“Most [EUMSs] do not really have foreign policies. They have neighbourhood policies, which may or
may not drag them into some nasty spats that make little sense to outsiders. Inasmuch as they have
diplomatic networks, they are designed to extract the maximum advantage from relations with a handful
of big powers, like America, Russia and China. Some may have former colonies, where they can play at
being superpowers (like Belgium in Congo). Others (such as Cyprus) see foreign relations as tools for
advancing a single, overwhelming national interest.” (The Economist 01/March/2010)
275
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to deliver satisfactory outcomes was higher, and the onus more pronounced for aEUMSs, than others:
“I think that is also the difference between Germany and France,
or Ireland and Sweden for instance. Because they also have really
principled decisions, they do an amazing job negotiating etc. But

Stockholm and Dublin don’t expect them to come home with the
same outcome as France and Germany do when they make
demands.”278
Mirroring Pouliot’s (2016: 78) observation that a country’s strength is judged by
“accomplishing the national interest”, we can assume that the greater an EUMS’s
interest, the more committed a EUMS will behave in the process of inner/intra-EU
consensus-finding. Diplomats’ first-and-foremost “illusio279 is to promote the ‘national
interest’” (Mérand and Forget 2013: 104). There is, naturally, a difference between

obligation and expectation (Goffman 1961: 92). Pushing one’s high status too far, can
backfire though – an adequate balance reflective of one’s position appears preferable
(“too much [involvement] is one kind of delict; too little another.” (ibid.: 39-40)):
“I mean, I don’t like people who are arrogant for example. And
there are people […] who come to the table with this [attitude of]
‘my capital wants this’ and ‘we are [an important EUMS], [hence]
why we [should all] do this’.”280
Vocally sustaining such stakes in a specific area, remain, “historically constituted, and
act like poles of magnetic fields attracting different individuals” (Bigo 2011: 244) with
similar concerns from fellow EUMSs to boost a pursued position – alliances of interest
emerge: “It is just the way it is to have context-specific relations with people from other
EUMSs with whom one has closer ties to than with others”281. Though, in large part
thanks to the CFSP/CSDP and its various channels of consensus-finding, “a slow but
undeniable convergence of national strategic cultures is under way” (Faure 2017: 192),
and with it, common EU interests expressed therein. Naturally though, specific
differences of preferences among the EUMSs remain. Long standing national positions
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Illusio is “the sense of investment in the game and the outcome, interest in the game, commitment to
the presuppositions - doxa - of the game” (Bourdieu 1990: 66), or the agents’ “emotional and corporal
investment in the social game” (Pouliot and Mérand 2013: 33) [see: Chapter Five]
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“in a wider continuum”282 have become second nature to national diplomats in these
Art.34-settings, even when not explicitly spelled-out: “[Y]ou [are acutely aware of] your
national position. And even if you don’t have instructions you know very well how to

deal with it”283.
National habitus equally comes into play when EUMS-diplomats scramble for
EUMS-alliances. Asked on what basis national EUMS-diplomats choose to form
alliances among their peers, many of these points about intuitive national habitus
resurfaced:

We see how like-mindedness of policies (88,52%) emerges as a dominant theme, even
when not directly instructed so by one’s capital (40,89%). EUMS-diplomats know and

feel where there is an overlap or even congruence of national habitus on a specific
matter. Though ‘intuition’ (4,44%) remained relatively low as such, historical ties
(47,11%), as well as geography (32%) nevertheless played a considerable role. Second
came the exhibition of lived EU-Solidarity in their allied colleagues’ practices (62,74%).
Given that on multiple occasions, several EUMSs revealed that they were not issued
concrete instructions to begin with (particularly smaller ones), we can safely assume that
it was their national habitus which acted as a surrogate guiding star for their Art.34alliances with other EUMSs.
Indeed, any such semi-intuitive considerations at times did lead to EUMSdiplomats acting on a national habitus-driven-limb. They did so without instructions,

but merely by improvising through their national habitus: “Sometimes I really felt that
282
283
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I really had to back [that regional colleague, even if] I hadn’t gotten any instructions [to
do so]”.284 In even more direct terms:
“[W]e have very close relations with [the Nordic countries]. And
sometimes if they are outnumbered, or pushed back by France –
sometimes it helps if another country has their back and all of a
sudden raises the same positions in negotiations. All of a sudden
[“we”] care about the same area. […] And then […] I am one of
the most difficult persons on ‘terrorism’, when the day before my
capital really couldn’t have cared less about [it]– yet Finland really
needed support, so [my capital] suddenly “really cared about it
too”. […] And in that situation the others don’t know that we are
bluffing.”285
Awareness about others’ national habitus in these negotiations is also vital to build and
predict alliances, themselves often, “much older and sometimes deeper than the ties
within the European group” (Rasch 2008: 52):
“If Lithuania […] is in favour, maybe the Estonians will think,
‘Mmmh, maybe the Latvians would [agree too]’, because they
tend to look at each other. Sweden […] and Denmark; Czechs and
Slovaks…”286
With regard to the Art.34-negotiations, we can thus maintain that EUMS-diplomats are
influenced by their respective national habitus as far as through it they experience their
own position in the field. Equally, they judge other EUMSs, in turn, by their perceived
national habitus. All of these pre-processes skilful Europeanising diplomatic practices to
ensue. What this equation has not yet touched upon, however, is the diplomat’s personal
habitus.
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4.2 – Personal Habitus

One’s habitus is formed by taking “into account and [acting] in accordance with the
expectations of the people in social contexts” (Bottero 2010: 13-5). As Bigo (2011: 242)
so aptly writes,
“In that sense, the habitus of an agent may be conceived as a
collection of diverse experiences coming from its life in diverse
social universes, as a collection of ‘forms of life’ which
communicate between them but are not integrated in a coherent
fashion; thus, their nonintegration does not allow any certainty in
the prediction of behaviour.”
“You have a whole array of different personalities that do not only represent the
countries they are from”, pertaining to the national habitus, “they represent a variety of
things that influence the way the negotiator is or is behaving himself in the
negotiations”287, alluding to the personal habitus, as an interviewee intuitively grasped
it. Indubitably,
“Actors brings flavour to the positions. Even [UNSC] delegates
cannot divest themselves of their individual personalities, humour
and roles. Furthermore, actors take shortcuts, find loopholes and
interpret rules and norms differently.” (Schia 2013: 72)
Indeed, personalities are hired by the state specifically on the basis of the personal capital
and habitus they embody, which are deemed desirable by the state for its diplomatic
endeavours. Personal habitus is shaped by the lived experience of these negotiations
which see skilful EUMS-diplomats eventually emerge, as their habitus is constantly finetuned by the exposure to practical struggle therein. This experience permits for, in the
words of Bourdieu (1990: 66),
“near-perfect anticipation of the future inscribed in all the
concrete configurations on the pitch or board. Produced by
experience of the game, and therefore of the objective structures
within which it is played out, the ‘feel for the game’ is what gives
the game a subjective sense.”
Playing such games renders “an array of game-meaningful happenings”, with a “schema
of expression and interpretation” and a “matrix of possible events” (Goffman 1961: 26).
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EUMS-diplomats’ practices thus adhere to a “generative principle of regulated
improvisations” (Bigo 2011: 242) – not an overall grand strategy, but relentless semiimprovised position-takings and position-assignments within the field. “You learn it –
you cannot have it [taught] through theory. You need to practice it”288, as one hit the
nail on the head. Practically able diplomats appear as skilful “virtuosi” (Bourdieu 1990:
12), rather than as mere cost-benefit-analysts: it is the field-“appropriate conduct”, that
is “the ‘art’ of the necessary improvisation that defines excellence” (ibid.: 107).
Hence why one’s personal habitus so matters alongside the national one, with
these negotiations being “quite character-driven in terms of people who represented the
countries [which was] as important as the countries they were representing. The nature
of their experience or the sort of way that they approached negotiations”289. The longer
EUMS-diplomats have played “the game”, the more skills they will have managed to
acquire and more masterfully put those into practice resulting in higher field recognition.
Conversely, novices will initially find the experience overwhelming.

a) Novices
Almost in unison, EUMS-interviewees shuddered at the thought of their first year: “It
was scary, I was shell-shocked”290, “I was lost, […] insecure”291 as the general tenor went
– yet, things were “better than in other meetings as you are among friends and
partners”292. As a novice, one enters this unfamiliar and overwhelming UN-universe, in
which EUDEL appears a sanctuary of general amicability where group-learning and
support is encouraged. Yet, with limited knowledge of how the local game was played,
the novice “can’t take the risk […] to do anything. […] You have to be credible for the
people to take you seriously. You can’t do what you want” (cited in: Pouliot 2016: 128).
Wooden and awkward, lacking ease and confidence, many would operate as basic
“transmission belts” – precisely what a competent diplomat in these settings is not to
do:
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“[Whenever] I had instructions, I read them out. But then
otherwise I stayed on the low. I didn’t say much the first couple
of months when I started here. Also, […] I looked relatively young,
I don’t think anybody doubted that I was the new one. I think it
actually came to a point that, during the second year, in these
negotiations that people thought it was my first year because I
never said anything during the first year [laughs].”293
The soundest advice in the first meetings was to “just listen a lot to your colleagues and
take notes”294:
“My superior told me, ‘You are a newbie – Watch and follow the
entire process for starters.’ I was not expected to always intervene.
[…] But I noticed how an EUMS colleague, who began the same
year as me, really went straight at it from the start. Damn, I
thought: he is well received here, and he hit the ground running
and he knows everybody. So, I worried if I did anything
wrong…”295
This shyness can potentially be explained as one’s lack of skill feels uncomfortably
exposed in front of the group:
“Experience [matters] […] I remember my first year: you are all
new to it, you have no idea basically, you don’t know these
resolutions, you don’t know what happened last year or the year
before, you get your instructions from capital and then you say
‘Okay, this is my instruction’ – and then you read it out. And then
you get challenged by the others! ‘Yeah, but last year we had this
as well blah blah blah’, and then you say ‘I didn’t know’
[laughs].”296
Oftentimes the novice felt a fool when committing blunders – the “fool’s” function
nevertheless being indispensable for the group:
“Fools represent departures from group norms of propriety which
are subject to the sanction of ridicule. Fool-making is a continuous
social process and operates to enforce propriety and to adjust
status […] Despite his low status, however, the role of the fool is
valued and appreciated.” (Klapp 1949: 157, 161)
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Fool-like behaviour by the illiterate novice maintains the legitimacy of the field’s doxa,
its underlying logics, by showing how matters are not handled. For “[a] competent
player knows how to recognise and how to correct a mistake, should one occur – this is
what sets apart masters from novices” (Lechner and Frost 2018: 99); forlorn in the
dynamics of the field, ignorant towards its doxa, misrecognising of practical mastery;
and unsteady in one’s aptitudes can present an overpowering experience – they quite
literally felt ‘out of place’:
“I think when you are new it’s always […] terrifying, intimidating!
Because you are sitting in meetings and [the others] just look so
cool. And they have all this information. Imagine attending [these]
negotiations for the first time and you are sitting there with people
like my colleague from [g-EUMS] – who started in 2009 and you
just have [twenty-seven] people like him – or [at least] it feels like
[twenty-seven] people like him sitting around you. […] [We] are
not one of those delegations that gets […] long instructions from
capital. […] So, you are a lot on your own in many situations over
here. In that sense… you really need to absorb things quickly and
then figure out on your feet if it’s one or the other.”297
In the interviews, novices professed a similar level of determination to undergo a
regimen of drastic exposure and rapid emulation of competent practices:
“I think there is a lot to learn from [my peers]. I always watch the
really experienced colleagues, what they say, how they say it. I
learnt a lot already, but I still feel a bit timid…”298
This practical engagement through social interaction “leads novices to endorse expected
ways of thinking, feeling and acting” (Johnston 2001: 493). Just as Schia (2013: 70)
declared, how “[l]earning to play the game in the [UNSC] can be done only through
experience and practice as a member”, the same applies to all other fields for the new
diplomat: “Training for diplomats occurs both during university, and on-the-job. It is a
continuation of earlier education, and reinforces professionalism.” (Davis Cross 2007b:
230). These claims reinforce Wenger’s (1998: 75) observations, which assert that
community-of-practice-members, “talk with each other all the time, exchange
information and opinions, and very directly influence each other’s understanding as a
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matter of routine”. This aptitude to swiftly acquiring practical competence is even
assessed as early as the admission-stage through competency-based, and/or behaviouralinterviews with an early “[pre-]standardising effect” (Mülli 2018: 40,55).
Many newcomers expressed admiration for the way skilful diplomatic
competence effortlessly swayed the room, reminiscent of Neumann’s (2013: 145)
analogy of the elegant swan: “She may look like she is cruising around effortlessly, but
everyone who knows the first thing about swans or diplomats knows that below the
surface, they are paddling full throttle.” Some interviewees have reported being taken
under the wings of more experienced colleagues – irrespective of their national habitus
or positions towards their own EUMS: “everybody is trying to help them by approaching
them informally and better explain to them why their behaviour was not appropriate”299.
“It was true that some colleagues were very helpful, such as the Polish one”,300 who
offered advice and comfort as an almost mentor-like figure:
“I was positively impressed by Poland also because […] [they are]
trying to help and foster EU unity by sort of trying to help [the
more inexperienced EUMSs] over the threshold. […] That
showed a good EU-spirit. [They were] even recalling [their own
initial difficulties] […] [recommending,] ‘Try this [or that] on your
capital.’”301
Another’s superior advised to get in contact with her Irish colleague, who was well
known for his diplomatic skill among the group:
“[This colleague] simply exuded this nimbus of authority within
the group. […] An aura of being able to say something and being
taken seriously. […] There was immediately a connection between
us, also because he had been posted to [my EUMS] before. […] I
would always go to him and ask for his advice.”302
This interviewee praised him for calmly carrying his “conviction by every resource of
argument and persuasion, to create the feeling that such a course is the natural, indeed,
the inevitable result of the negotiation” (Webster 1962: 5). What made his practices
stand out was arguably his “(tacit) recognition” of a given situation” to “skill match” it
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with their “‘practical reason’ stored in [their] habitus” (Lizardo 2012: 4) – semi-

intuitively mastering the game:
“this includes shrewdness and gamesmanship, because one has to
have ‘an idea’ as to what one is going to do with this or that paper
and how to use it as a bargaining chip […] He has seen through
the rules of the game and knows how to apply them.” (Lewicki
2017: 91)
Every such skilful “enactment of practice contains an implicit claim of authority – that
‘this is how things are done’” (Adler-Nissen 2016a: 96). Effectively, “You become the
ringleader if you are the one who has the most experience and is able to lead the rest”303,
comparable to the role of a ‘Dean’, the most senior-by-date-of-arrival ambassador of the
diplomatic corps, to whom others turn to for guidance (Roberts 2017: 154 (10.2-6)):
“Last year it was Sweden, then [when that colleague left], it became Ireland”.304 Lechner
and Frost (2018: 99), once again, offer the best description of such master-novice
relationships within the context of a diplomatic community of practice:
“Should the novice falter, the master can step in and offer advice.
In accepting this authoritative advice, the novice will be accepting
the rules of the game. The advice is authoritative […] because it
appeals to a procedure of validity which sorts out valid from
invalid moves. A game, at a minimum, is a logical space that has
boundaries: it comprises all the valid moves potentially open to its
players.”
Steadily then, after the first annus horribilis, through practical immersion, novices too
become lithe like “a fish in the water” gradually taking “the world about itself for
granted” (Wacquant 1989: 43): “as time goes by you are more relaxed because you
know when to intervene more or less – you [begin to] know the choreography”.305
Unfortunately, “[r]apid turnovers admittedly mean that time, and opportunities,
are lost while newcomers master the ropes, and that slowly nurtured personal
relationships of mutual confidence are abruptly broken” (Boyd 1971: 36). Prior to that,
the status as a novice does however continue to set limits to one’s performance: “First
year is awful basically. But you learn a lot and the second is easier and the third year is
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the best, I guess! […] It’s your first time, so then there is a maximum that you can

achieve, so to say, [in] the first year”.306 It is as though novices do neither expect nor are
expected to accomplish nor to be granted too many concessions upon commencing their
rotation at these meetings potentially as they yet lack sufficient field-related capital. Just
like Klapp’s “fool”, the novice bears comparatively fewer, “responsibilities; nothing
serious is demanded of [them]; […] [Their] sole privilege is [their] ‘license’” (1949: 61)
to make mistakes as part of their absorption process. This occurs notwithstanding how
much actual practical mastery the novice may or may not already possess, it appears as
though it is expected of them to wait their turn until they move up the internal pecking
order of experience over time. They are not to overstretch their ambitions, and they
“learn fast”307 not to do so. ‘Know thy place’ the subtle credo reads.

b) Informality and Personality
Where does, my question went, “the magic happen”? Inside the negotiation room or

outside? The answers appeared split roughly by experience – those who had been serving
longer tended to identify the latter. Here, negotiations were pre-shaped before they had
even formally begun: “Most of the discussion and decision-making takes place off stage,
during and in advance of deliberations at the UN in the stereotypical backroom talks, in
corridors, during lunches and coffee breaks, and therefore remains hidden” (Rasch
2008: 29). Hence why the best advice to novices appears to generally be: “Meet your
colleagues for coffee and try to learn as much as possible from them”308, as, “everything
at the UN is decided behind closed curtains”.309 “I know from first-hand experience”,
Neumann (2016: 82) noted, “how very powerful the blatant use of informality in what
was still obviously a formally planned meeting could be.”
Personally, Schia (2013: 56) found it striking how much this “informal working
culture”, dominated diplomatic life at the UN, which appeared rather different from the
formalised modus operandi he had initially imagined: “the distinction between work and
leisure is blurred for delegates working with the [UNSC] Informal negotiations and
discussions also extend to the more informal spaces of the UN building and beyond,
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into the streets, bars and cafes [sic.] of New York City” (ibid.: 57). The high density of
UN diplomats and their semi-informal encounters and trade-offs is also a part of what
is known as the ‘Turtle Bay Effect’ (Wiseman 2015: 327),
“Think if a small town where decisions are made by groups of key
people who know one another and often socialise while standing
at street corners or sipping coffee at a café […] [W]here everyone
knows everyone else, there are not likely to be many really big
secrets, and the quirks and sensitivities of the residents are well
known” (Fasulo 2015: 96-7).
With New York City priding itself “capital of the world” and home of the “Diplomatic
Olympics” (Hanlon 2017: 2), the web of inter-personal contacts is close-meshed. An
agreeable diplomat’s personal habitus proves quintessential here: “Being an easy-going
person helps. There are many things I learnt in New York […] outside the formal
meetings. […] Your personal touch is very important: sociability, openness, being frank
also”.310 Inept diplomats, irrespective of high rank,
“are not in the position to influence the proceedings within the
EU group and at the UN decisively because of their personality
and their expertise. And vice versa it happens quite often that also
a single delegate of an [EUMS] with a winning personality can
influence the EU coordination process so significantly that also
the mark of a small EU country is clearly visible in the final
decision.” (Rasch 2008: 71)
Indeed,
“If you are a good, skilful diplomat – your job description
consists of good social skills. You have to be able to listen,
to politely disagree, to force your position if needed, and you
have to sometimes know which battles are to be won and
which ones to be [left not fighting]. […] This human
dimension of our work is important. […] You have to have a
bond […] I received a comment from a colleague from the
completely opposite end of the policy-spectrum and she said
to me: ‘You were always a good colleague. We disagree as
hell, but I was always able to talk to you and we could agree
to disagree’ […] I think this matters.”311
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This “‘openness’ […] is a mark of a certain habitus, a Eurohabitus that generates
practices that mark power” (Lewicki 2017: 93), e.g. networking, comradery, moulding
a “homo europeaeus” (Poehls 2009). Professional collegial conduct and personal
amicability are thus vital:
“Part of our job is tightly linked to the type of personality we have.
[…] And many times, even in negotiations, you will see that if you
have relationship[s] with people and you ask them for help with
something which is not contrary to their national position, they
will just lift their hand and help you. Or if you ask them to not go
against something you want – if it’s not contrary to their national
position – they will do it.”312
It is here, beyond the public gaze, “[b]etween solemn opening and closing ceremonies”,
that “multilateral negotiations comprise a set of uncontrolled interactions – unofficial
gatherings, corridor meetings, shared meals” (cited in: Pouliot 2016: 42) through
“network diplomacy” or “club diplomacy” (Heine 2013*) take place. National habitus
conflates with personal habitus, influencing inter-personal relationships:
“That is also a thing: you are biased towards… you know, you

always tend to hang out with the same people in your EU group
and that also affects your interpersonal relations, and that also
affects the way you inform one another and try and look for
solutions etc. because your relationship of course has an impact
on how you do things.”313
As another said: “[S]ome of it is political and some is purely social based on the character
of the people”.314 Many interviewees also reported having already known some of their
EUDEL/EUMS colleagues from earlier communities of practice they had been posted
to, mostly Brussels:
“I entered the [EUDEL] room and who was running the show
from the EUDEL side? [An old friend of mine] from the EEAS –
the guy who had taught me loads in the past. […] We started
[exchanging bises] and we couldn’t believe to see the other person
there, ‘What are you doing here?’ And then I see my former Greek
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colleague too! Diplomacy, especially Europeans, will sooner or
later bump into each other again.”315
“EU-space equips people with capital that is applicable elsewhere (e.g. prestige of being
an EU Commission’s civil servant)”, and “thinking in terms of networks […] is somehow
natural in Brussels and taken for granted” (Lewicki 2017: 69,116). Indeed, according
to my survey, almost 7 out of 10 (69,23%)316 respondents have had EU-related
experience317 prior to New York. Such ‘network diplomacy’ lends itself ideally to the
exchange of viewpoints, the indication of next moves or the hammering out of possible
compromises between EUMSs (Davis Cross 2007b: 232-3), often ‘off-record’ (Chilton
1990: 206):
“This can facilitate negotiations when the parties wish at times to
speak freely without having the other side interpret their position
as fixed and at other times want the same statements to be
considered as binding […] The meeting could be changed from
official to unofficial and back again by a mere announcement.”
(Jervis 1970: 115)
“[If] some sort of informal deals are struck either in New York – beyond the official
coordination meetings”, as “there are many groupings that take place simultaneously”,
then it is the EUMS-diplomat’s remit to try and “gauge who is winning and who is
losing”318 and react, inform or intercept accordingly:
“So, the secret is to know how, as you walk into a room and you
see delegates talking – you immediately build a picture while the
two are talking. And that is how you get to know what the UN is
really up to.” (quoted in: Pouliot 2016: 129)
The diplomat comprehends full well that they are never anonymous, but ever in a
diplomatic capacity. Every chitchat is a public manifestation, as is every shrug or
dismissal – furthermore, it is a deliberate practice of “seeing and being seen”, as
otherwise diplomats were to opt for clandestine meetings “off-site” (Mülli 2018: 50).
Personal habitus matters equally within the negotiation environment itself. Here,
it contributes to, “[t]he creation of a good work atmosphere is a requirement in order to
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make progress in regard to the subject. These skills are very important for the diplomat”
(Meerts 1999: 85), putting participants “at ease or natural, in short, […] euphoric”
(Goffman 1961: 42). Indeed, “in spite of extensive diplomatic experience prevailing,
even at the top levels of diplomacy personal dislike and conflicting personal styles can
have a serious effect” (Rasch 2008: 71). One interviewee even brought home-made
waffles as a sign of bonhomie to the negotiations, which subsequently set off an informal
tradition with colleagues bringing national treats – particularly when negotiations were
anticipated to be heated, the passing-around of nourishment resembled that of a
calumet. Neumann319 wrote about the inter-subjective importance of such prandial
rituals in diplomacy320, as a means to further “cross-cultural understanding in the hopes
of improving interactions and cooperation” (cited in: Faizullaev 2014: 278).
Bonhomie equally depends on a sense of humour: “If [humour] can censure,
debunk and transform, it can also dissolve essential social conflicts in an explosion of
mirth” (Eagleton 2019: 136). Humour appears a vital element of a diplomat’s personal
habitus as it allows for “applying levity” in “high-stakes, crucial conversations” (Aaker
and Bagdonas 2020: 146):
“That’s a tricky balance which I am sure most diplomats have to
kind of have to find the sweet spot. You have to be a human being.
Because if you are just a robot who is representing [your country]
[…] Negotiations in diplomacy are about people, they are about
relationships, they are about communicating and coming to
agreements and I think that’s when we talk about using
humour.”321
“Humour has always served me very well, especially in a difficult
context. You would be amazed how you could even joke with a
reformed Taliban in Afghanistan! It’s a way to get a rapport with
people. […] Discussing very serious matters but it doesn’t have to
be an atmosphere of life-or-death in the room as it doesn’t help
the cause”322
Some deemed jocularity even to be the touchstone of successful diplomatic negotiations:

Neumann 2012, 2013: 52,71
Though not deliberately intended as tool of bribery, studies have nevertheless shown how food can act
as “an effective persuasion tool”: “The consumption of proffered food induces a momentary mood of
compliance towards the donor that is strongest at the time the food is being consumed” (Barker 2017:
164-5)
321
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“A well-placed and aptly-timed joke will always contribute to calm
tense situations. That is just as important as to know when to call
for a short break for everyone to grab a cup of coffee and then
things don’t look as agitated as they did before. To only sit in
negotiations and rigidly push through one’s position – that will not
work.”323
Such breaks constitute “repeated, habitualised practices [...] within fixed group
constellations. [...] Such breaks not only serve a structuring function among its
members, but also imply a veritable ‘sacred moment’ in a stressful work-day” (Mülli
2018: 39). Besides, humour can also act as a strategic tool in negotiations (Chernobrov
2021) through catchphrases, completions, sarcasm, etc. (Kemper 2011: 60-1). Humour
in and of itself constitutes both a form of personal habitus as well as capital in the
Bourdieusian sense, as Sam Friedman (2014) detailed.
To that end, modern communication technology during Art.34-negotiations
serves both humorous as well as strategic considerations:
“One regularly coordinates with five or so partners in the room via
WhatsApp to fine-tune common positions. […] WhatsApp jokes
are always highly welcome of course and so are vicious comments
[about colleagues], and I shan’t even dismiss it as a mere tool for
laughs and giggles, but rather see it as a vital instrument to build
alliances and to foster inter-subjective contacts. All of which is a
crucial element of our work.”324
Such coordination efforts are part of a wider trend towards impromptu digital diplomacy
as The Guardian (04/Nov/2016) observed:
“The rise of WhatsApp diplomacy is transforming the negotiating
chamber. There are countless groups of allies and virtual huddles,
exchanges over policy statements and fine print, and fair amounts
of banter and even emojis.”325
With notifications such as: “‘Let’s meet outside to talk about x,’ or ‘Make sure you
interrupt now’, or ‘Speak at the plenary in support of x.’”, but also, “light hearted
venting, taking the p*ss out of a colleague or sending around a picture of someone who’s
fallen asleep” (ibid.) this discrete conduct of diplomacy has become a daily fixture in
b-EUMS interview
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the life of UNMS diplomats. Such “collusive byplay[s provide] a tempting means of
reducing tension” (Goffman 1961: 63). Mobiles offer “the opportunity to extract

immediate response from the party at the other end of the line” (Berridge 2015: 104)
which allows for these negotiations to run more organically and on the spot for they
better reflect real-time sentiments of EUMS coalitions than in pre-digital days.
Further, with personal habitus being the by-product of a life-long accumulation
of capital, this explains the influence of personal experiences from prior diplomatic
postings (Cohen 1997: 21): “It is also obvious that the behaviour of the individual
[EUMS] diplomat at the UN is shaped very much by his or her previous professional
experience” (Rasch 2008: 71). “Some colleagues have very personal positions that come
in addition to their capitals’ positions. That also makes it difficult… That’s where
compromise [can] become complicated”326, especially in such matters of “role conflict”
(Goffman 1961: 91). A prime example here, would be all matters pertaining to the
Middle East Peace Process (MEPP). One EUMS-diplomat, for instance, had lived in
the Palestinian Territories, whereas his colleague had simultaneously been posted in Tel
Aviv, therefore harbouring fairly opposing views stemming from their personal
experiences in situ:
“You get so informed by your experience and your view and your
context! […] I walked with the Palestinians through these
checkpoints […] I interacted and talked to Palestinians daily […]
I walked in their shoes. So, for me, [the MEPP] is not some sort
of esoteric matter. […] That’s why I get irritated with some of
[these Israeli-influenced colleagues]. […] It becomes very real.”327
Another interviewee, represented the opposing vantage point due to having been posted
to Israel:
“I lived there – also using […] some of my […] Hebrew language
[skills] as opposed to Arabic […] when you are talking about
[matter] – you can use the assets of your personality […] And of
course, Israel is incredibly unique because it’s the only country of
its sort as the only Jewish state with Hebrew etc. […] People often
have this […] basis of understanding from the Arab world. […]
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And if an Israeli were to walk in the room they might say [their
opinion was] biased…”328
However, everyone in such positions agreed that despite personal experiences, a “role-

segregation” (Goffman 1961: 91) had to be maintained, as there was, “a line: had I
come across as overtly biased or impartial in some way, it would have been noticed
certainly. And it would not have been accepted if my colleagues would have seen it, they
would have questioned it of course”329. “There have been [instances]”, one admitted,
“when I thought, okay, this is a bit too much of my personal opinion”330 and then
adjusted them more in line with his MFA’s recalling his “role conception” and
“performance”, “which is the actual conduct of a particular individual while on duty in
his position” (Goffman 1961: 85).
Experience, naturally, then comes with age.331 But only one interviewee brought
this up, that in her estimation, it influenced personal habitus. How “you see the

coordination process”, as,
“Age also has an impact in the way you view your country, its
diplomacy, its role in the world, and the way you negotiate […]
That already has an impact on how [you see] the diplomatic
work...”332
Far more frequently, gender emerged as a topic (exclusively among western EUMSdiplomats though). Gender being,
“a matter of positioning yourself in a group. You still have the
majority of men – 60%/70% – […] I think it’s something that you
do have in mind when you take the floor and you present the
points [...] I think this, in a way, does impact the way you see your
capacity to influence the group as a whole. Even though maybe it
does not [have] an operational impact – it’s just the way it feels to
you. […] I do not think, in terms of results, it makes a difference
[…] – please, I don’t think that at all! The way it makes a
difference is how you see your capacity as yourself to influence the
group. […] Gender has an influence on how you position yourself
in the group.”333
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This was echoed by many female interviewees334, who joking amongst one another how,
despite of their opposing domestic instructions, they ought to “support each other all
the time no matter what, every time [another woman] makes a point” 335. Some felt,
“A woman can say something and then three other countries
represented by [men] can say the same thing and then if the fourth
or fifth in line will say, ‘Oh I would like to reiterate what…’ […]
in 80% of the cases they will refer to countries that were
represented by a man. It’s often male opinions that get rehashed.
Somehow men and women as well reiterate men, [that is] male
positions. And less so female positions. […] I do feel that men talk
longer […] I feel that male opinions matter more.”336
Another agreed, but only in interactions with non-EUMSs,
“As soon as you move out of EUDEL and negotiate with other
regions where gender roles are more pronounced and traditional
than here – there I feel it sometimes that, as a woman, I am
automatically perceived as less relevant than my male
counterparts in these negotiations.”337
“There are definitely situations outside the EU-Group where I get
undermined [as a woman]. But I take it easy, as I know it takes
time and then I just figure out the game and I figure out how I
avoid the situations, how I strike back…”338
Some women felt that they could only excel if they mastered the ‘feel for the game’339
better than their male peers: “I do feel that I have managed to establish a position within
the EU-Group now […] I know the game better …”340
“But then you had [the Dutch representative], […] who is this
brilliant woman, who just speaks so much sense. Whenever she
speaks people are just like [looks impressed] – she is a leader and
she was already well respected in that room and experienced and
(who mostly hailed from ‘old’ a-EUMSs)
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you combine that now with her knowledge and […] the way she
approaches things.”341
In Bourdieusian terms, gender constituted “a lived social relation” (cited in: Bottero
2010: 6), rather than a discursive one (Butler 1990): “Gender reflexivity emerges
because women must negotiate distinct fields, opening their tacit presuppositions up to
question” (Bottero 2010: 12). As such, gender as a specificity in diplomats’ personal
habitus too emanated from Mülli’s (2018: 50-1) interviews with female UN diplomats.
Other, particularly ‘new EUMS’ women, dismissed gender and deemed it a matter of
personality instead, with “some people think that they have to talk, no matter what “342.
“I don’t think that one’s style is influenced too much by gender.
Fortunately, the gender-balance within the EU is quite equitable.
You will find some who are extremely self-assured and solid in
their appearance and through their self-understanding they feel
that their position has to be heard. On the other hand, you will
find men who are extremely restrained and very cautious
regarding their negotiation-style. […] I don’t see a great difference
between men or women. Personal sympathies carry much more
weight.”343
When these statements were put to another female interviewee, she remained
intransigent, insisting that gender and even sexuality mattered substantially in these
negotiations:
“But everything matters. Even though we are in an environment
where we are aware of the fact that women and men should be
equal, and black and white should be equal and regardless of your
religion and regardless of your sexuality etc., those things all
matter because subconsciously they matter. […] Nobody will say
‘You are a woman! You are gay!’ No! But subconsciously, the way

that people address you or say things to you or handle you is very
different.”344
c) Performativity and ‘Hexis’

Sociologist Arlie Russel Hochschild’s centrepiece concept of ‘emotional labour’ was
born in part from her childhood experiences as diplomats’ daughter:
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“At the age of twelve, I found myself passing a dish of peanuts
among many [diplomatic] guests and looking up at their smiles
[…] Afterwards I would listen to my mother and father interpret
various gestures. The tight smile of the Bulgarian emissary, the
averted glance of the Chinese consul and the prolonged
handshake of the French economic officer, I learned, conveyed
messages not simply from person to person but from Sofia to
Washington, from Peking to Paris, and from Paris to Washington.
Had I passed the peanuts to a person, I wondered, or to an actor?
Where did the person end and the act begin? Just how is a person
related to an act?” (1983: xvii)
Her parents’ depicted minute quest for subtle bodily indicators, evokes parallels to
Metternich’s reaction to the untimely death of a Russian diplomatic interlocutor: “I
wonder what he meant by that…” (Jönsson 1990: 11). Even so, a twelve-year-old girl
understood one of the most integral aspects of skilful diplomacy: body language and
performativity as vectors of diplomatic signalling and “impression management”
(Faizullaev 2006: 504). Early on, Hochschild grasped how, “the nonverbal component
of a message often carries greater influence than the ostensible verbal element […]
Although the vocabulary of nonverbal signals might appear at first glance to be limited,
a surprisingly wide range of meanings and nuances can be communicated” (Cohen
1981: 36). Though the onus of diplomatic conveyance does primarily rest on spoken
language itself, it comes as no surprise that diplomats equally resort to “extra-linguistic”
modes of transmission:
“These forms do not replace language, rather they complement,
illustrate or supplement it. Sometimes they transmit messages
which it is undesirable to convey linguistically, or which are less
credible or even comprehensible if put into words.” (Cohen
1987b: 1)
Its complementarity meaning is conveyed, “[b]y means of body language, dress, venue,
and setting, diplomats […] can add nuance or emphasis to a verbal message; or,
alternatively, by such means signal their real intentions despite saying something quite
different” (Berridge 2015: 102). “Diplomacy uses both verbal and non-verbal or body
language, which includes [among others] gestures, facial expressions, voice, posture and
other aspects of individual agents’ behaviour […] that might contain symbolic meaning”
(Faizullaev 2013: 101). Recall once more the staginess of how diplomats decoupled their
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‘selfhood’ from their ‘nationhood’ in the earlier chapter – conjuring up the diplomaticself is in itself a profoundly performative feat. The diplomat has to,
“spot and interpret the subtleties of communication – both verbal
and nonverbal – that reveal the mental states of [their]
counterparts. Truly effective negotiators are conscious of the
verbal, paraverbal […], and nonverbal communications that
pervade negotiations and group dynamics. And they know how to
employ those subtleties to their benefit.” (Voss 2016: 173)
Little things matter, “stupid things, [such as] if people have a nice voice, if people make
a joke…”.345 It is precisely by playing gracefully with “a system of signals, based on a
code shared by the members of the profession” (Jönsson and Aggestam 1999: 151) that
diplomats skilfully emit and decode performativity and body language – something
interviewees have described as “the fun part” of their work:
“Smiles – forced or genuine – and nods of agreement can clearly
be witnessed, as can frowns, glares, yawns, bored expressions,
rolling eyes, slumped shoulders, fingers drumming on table tops,
shaking heads, and lips curling with contempt.” (Berridge 2015:
108-9)
An able diplomat, according to Langholtz (2004: 14), must in equal measure receive as
well as emit information simultaneously akin to a diplomatic transmitter mast. The
diplomatic body advances to a “source of an entire sign language” (Cohen 1987b: 89)
both intentioanlly and unintentionally. For the former, keeping one’s personal emotions
in check proves essential and was described as one of the hallmarks of practical mastery.
The latter – the novices’ sacrilege:
“Although you are expressing the view of your government, it is
difficult for it not to become personal. And I think maybe it’s more
evident in less experienced diplomats […] I am very sentimental
and also Mediterranean – so we have a lot of emotion in
everything, all the time. Let’s say our actions are also promoted
by emotions and not just logic. That also is reflected also in
diplomatic work.”346
Such “fundamental psychological motivations of prejudice, fear, trust, suspicion, greed,
and hope” (Langholtz and Stout 2004: vii) bear the risk of clouding “the perceptions of
345
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the position of the party”, especially if the opposing parties, “cannot understand these
emotions” (Meerts 1999: 85). At EU coordination meetings in Tokyo, Schmidt (2005:
195), recalled how, “Whenever one is once again annoyed by one’s colleague from XYZ[EUMS], one is quickly tempted to resort to national stereotypes. But at the end of it,
one always has to get a grip and a hold of oneself”. Indeed,
“I think you could always very clearly see my frustration and that
is also something that I need to learn. […] I just need to control
my emotions more. That is something I learnt during these
negotiations that I, [must] not roll my eyes, that […] my face says
a lot. Also, the way I [passive-aggressively] raise my flag was like
‘Guys, seriously?!’”347
Within the UN context, decorum constitutes a high virtue: “even when disagreement is
intense, the normative expectation […] is one of restraint and civility” (Wiseman 2007:
256).348 Diplomats operate on an “assumption of intentionality”, where everything
might exude meaning: “Even if a diplomat does have a cold, he may find it difficult to
cancel his engagements without being understood as a deliberate gesture” (Cohen
1987b: 20) – being “ideal projective fields that the participant cannot help but structure
in a characterising way, so that conclusions can be drawn about him, correct or
incorrect, whether he wants it or not” (Goffman 1961: 102).
Goffman (1959) likewise, perceived of “the individual self” as “an illusion created
by social arrangement” (Adler-Nissen 2016b: 32), accumulating in the “social theatre”
of daily life. Here, habitus is embodied in hexis once more:
“Knowing that the individual is likely to present himself in a light
that is favourable to him, the others may divide what they witness
into two parts; a part that is relatively easy for the individual to
manipulate at will, being chiefly his verbal assertations, and a part
in regard to which he seems to have little concern or control, being
chiefly derived from the expressions he gives off.” (Goffman 1959:
7)

a-EUMS interview
Though interviewees have described a more candid and earnest atmosphere characterising Art.34negotiations than those with third UNMSs, they likewise witnessed more tantrums and emotional
outbreaks in the latter.
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Sartre’s waiter playing a waiter springs to mind (Phillips 1981: 23): diplomats playing
diplomats – not in a contrived manner, but as performativity begetting professionalism
(Goffman 1959: 28):
“Incumbency tends to be symbolised through status cues and
dress and manner, permitting those who engage in a situation to
know with whom they are dealing […] [I]n performing a role the
individual must see to it that the impressions of him are conveyed
in the situation are compatible with role-appropriate qualities
effectively imputed to him. […] A self, then, virtually awaits the
individual entering a position […] [D]oing is being.” (Goffman
1961: 87-8)
One anticipates the role one is expected to play: “Oh my God, I need to buy clothes and
I need to get a [‘professional-ish’] haircut”, one prospective UN-trainee told Mülli
(2018: 37,53), “You prepare physically for it” [emphases added]. Even within the
application interviews, Mülli reported, candidates readily corrected themselves (e.g. “I

should actually focus more”) if they felt any indicator of diplomatic-norm-deviance (to
“I like daydreaming”) had been uttered (ibid.: 56). Such applied performativity is
fundamental to the diplomatic trade: “Diplomats will always have to perform and act to
a certain degree – irrespective of calling it bluffing or not”.349 Strategically portraying
(ardently or stiltedly) interest in one’s colleagues’ performance is one such case
(Goffman 1961: 41):
“If you are an active listener and you build on something someone
said before you, [then] you prove that you are into the discussion
and you prove that it matters to you and that you are listening to
your colleagues, for which they are grateful because you made a
reference to them […] [T]his behaviour helps you create
[goodwill].”350
Another was disarmingly candid about this aspect: “I generally try to really, really, really
listen a lot”, and then slipped, “…pretend to be listening a lot”351. “The self, then”,
Goffman (1959: 9) observed, is “a performed character […]; it is a dramatic effect
arising diffusely from a scene that is presented, and the characteristic issue, the crucial
concern, is whether it will be credited or discredited.” Indeed, “UN diplomats are often
b-EUMS interview
b-EUMS interview
351
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‘performing’ in plenaries and committees, for each other and for wider world publics”
(Wiseman 2007: 256). Such performativity is clearly interwoven with public discussions
at the UN: at the UNSC, statements are pre-written, a choreographed speaking-order
is in place, and unforeseen deviations and improvisations a rare occurrence (Rasch 2008:
29); with diplomats viewing each other as either the protagonists or antagonists:
“I would say that the majority of meetings at the UN-level are
staged […] It’s symbolism. […] The fact of the matter is that you
are having so many debates […] [which are] pre-prepared, [as are]
the speeches. It’s not really a debate. It’s a dialogue of the deaf,
because in a way one person is talking and the other person is
responding with pre-prepared elements. So rarely anybody would
go off-text […] which is very unfortunate.”352
Naturally, such choreography acts as important lubricant to ease cross-cultural
intercourse (Freeman 2009: 186-7; Brandt 2005: 36). Yet once again, it reminds us how
closely diplomacy is connected to the notion of spectacle. Raymond Cohen’s book
highlights these facets of diplomatic performativity:
“[T]he comparison of diplomacy with theatre is a not
inappropriate way of looking how settings, performances and
appearances are used to carry political messages […] [W]e can
view the foreign policy leadership as dramatists or theatrical
directors, providing an overall political conception to the
performance. There is a script, a basically prearranged text. The
setting, consisting of props and backdrop, is meticulously
planned. Not even costume and gesture can be left to chance…”
(Cohen 1987b: i-ii)
This is because, under the public gaze at many of these UN sessions, diplomats,
“often act more like politicians than officials or diplomats,
frequently giving press conferences on current crises which are
transmitted all over the world, and giving highly political
interviews to the television and radio stations and newspapers of
their own countries.” (Barder 2014: 90)
Contrarily, the nature of the EU’S Art.34-meetings is slightly different. As the previous
chapter has already illustrated, pronounced dramaturgy in these meetings was deemed
essential so as to resoundingly convey a position via one’s colleagues to their respective
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capital as part of the diplomatic spectacle. However, theatricality was not as thick as in
other spheres of the UN. No EUMS-diplomat would pound the table with a 1960s
Khrushchev-ian shoe or tear up resolution proposals such as Chaim Herzog did in 1975,
both perceiving and using “the UN’s platform as a world stage” (Wiseman 2007: 256).
Instead, dramaturgy was applied less ferociously at EUDEL. A potential explanation
could be that the EUDEL ambit was less ritualised than the other UN realms (and less
public) (Mülli 2018: 44) and were therefore open to a greater degree of practical
creativity and ad hoc improvisation rendering the negotiations processes a great deal
more organic. Nonetheless, dramaturgy did exist among EUMS discussions too,
“We use hyperbole both positively and negatively in arguing our
position on a certain matter. Depending on these deliberations,
we may appear a great deal more enthusiastic than we actually are
[to support a partner]. Or we dramatise it and appear less flexible
than we really are out of tactical considerations.”353
A convincing performance, where one’s capital is credibly applied, can compensate for
one’s inferior rank so as to convey one’s position with greater panache:
“If you read out your ten bullet points from capital, everyone will
fall asleep. Especially if […] there are still seventeen to go. So, if
you are not the first one to speak, if you are not a big country, then

either you have to have a performative skill which helps you to sell
this or you just do a lousy job by sticking your nose into the piece
of paper and start reading. […] Performing, how you sell stuff, is
extremely important.”354

Mülli (2018: 56) was struck how much the expected habitus in the UN world (and by
extension EUDEL), was steeped in “self-confidence and persuasion”. And at the end,
“[T]his is what we are paid for – this is our job. Our job, in
diplomacy [is not just to] present bland arguments. People would
be offended, I guess. So, we wrap [these arguments] in nice
wrapping paper. […] There is this element of a [spectacle]: you
use metaphors, hyperboles [and so forth].”355
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Having hitherto analysed various forms of capital and habituses, the subsequent chapter
will address the field in which these factors shape meaningful diplomatic practices as
part of the Europeanising spectacle. It will examine its doxa of EU-Unity and Solidarity.
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Chapter Five

Defining the Stage: EUDEL’s Field of Europeanisation
“A community is not the sum of its interests, but the sum of its devotion.”

Antoine de Saint-Exupéry

5.I – A Tale of Two EUMSs

Initially it seemed to be a minor detail that signified this inner-EU rift, when the Finnish
Head of Mission (HoM), addressed the UNSC at its 8517th meeting in 2019.356
However, interviewees suggest it was an incident whereby one EUMS reflexively
jeopardised EU-Unity, and another sought to salvage it. “Mr President”, the HoM
directed at the German chairman, “I have the honour to speak on behalf of Austria,
Belgium, Bulgaria…”, and continued to express the EU’s well-known “serious concerns
about the current trends” relating to the viability of a two-state-solution between Israel
and Palestine. He also underscored the EU’s position regarding Israeli settlement
activities. Stating that “‘the European Union’ was alarmed by Palestinian deaths[,] [he]
also spoke in the EU’s name on Israel’s use of live ammunition and to urge good
treatment of a human rights activist” (EU-Observer 01/May/2019). To the avid listener
something was, however, markedly different from usual such EU statements which had
emerged from internal Art.34-deliberations.
Firstly, Finland did not open with the customary “I have the honour to speak on

behalf of the Member States of the European Union”. Secondly, though a Finn read it
out, Finland was not due to take up its Council presidency from Romania until the
second semester. And thirdly, only 27 of the then 28 EUMSs were listed in it. A keen
spectator would have rightfully sensed an unusual development. And indeed, EUMSs
had simply omitted Hungary from their collective statement. By agreeing to forego
Romania as the official porte-parole, as well as leaving out any direct mentioning of
addressing the UNSC on behalf of the EU, the EU-group had circumvented Hungary’s
“last-minute veto”357 after it had failed to provide sufficient reasons why (EuroNews
02/May/2019): “Nobody”, in the EU-field, “likes such-last minute changes”358 and

http://webtv.un.org/meetings-events/watch/part-2-the-situation-in-the-middle-east-the-palestinianquestion-security-council-8517th-meeting/6031225086001/?term= [H.E. Kai Sauer at 59:24]
357
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Hungary’s conduct was viewed by some as part of a wider pattern to jeopardise EUUnity purely for domestic motives, becoming “a purpose in itself for Hungary”359 to
counteract the group. Beforehand, Finland had,
“received speaking points from the EUDEL, and then there were
two options – it could be either [listing Hungary in the statement]
or [omitting them]. […] And it was [agreed-]EU-language. [It
came down to] using ‘We’, versus ‘We the EUMSs’ […] Finland
was a bit forward-leaning towards EU[-unity]. […] I remember
that being a bit bold somehow.[…] So there were two options and
it was [the Finnish ambassador] who made the call”360,
to opt for ‘We’ and ‘as EU’. In doing so, Finland demonstrated EU-Unity, when
Hungary had chosen not to:
“We had very strong arguments. We knew what we were doing.
[…] I think it was an emancipatory act […] There was no [sense
of] ‘revange’ here – it was a sincere motivation to maintain [and]
preserve the EU’s voice and to represent that we are still very
much unified on this topic – to uphold the EU’s position.”361
Shortly thereafter, the Hungarian FM Peter Szijjarto spoke of “unacceptable” behaviour
and emphasised his government’s rejection of the final proposal they had vetoed at
EUDEL, provoking a collapse of EU-Unity (EuroNews 02/May/2019). “The UNSC
veto marked the fifth time that Hungary torpedoed a public EU statement on Israel in
the past two years”, the EU-Observer noted, “The final outcome was ‘a temporary
pragmatic approach’ due to ‘Hungarian intransigence’”, concluding that these “clashes
also come amid a debate on deeper EU integration versus the power of national
capitals”. The genie had been released from its bottle; the willingness to maintain EUUnity and defend EU-consensus by the other EUMSs, it appeared, had eroded the more
Hungary had foiled the negotiation process from within:
“The frustration became serious when it happened over-and-over
again and with poorer-and-poorer [reasons]. I think in the
beginning, we didn’t have the feeling that it was the purpose in
itself [for Hungary to block collective efforts]. In the beginning we
believed that there was something content-, policy-, or language359
360
361
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wise that they could not agree to. But then, I remember feeling
that it became a purpose in itself, for Hungary not to join the
MENA362 open-debate statements.”363
Hungary, in turn, vowed to pursue matters further on the highest levels.
This story has by no means been a singular occurrence. Several interviewees
expressed misgivings and outright frustration at (especially) Hungary’s conduct in many
areas of EU-collaboration at the UN. Importantly however, though many interlocutors
appreciated that every EUMS had its own unique positions – however isolated they
might be – what had eventually infuriated several was the fact that Hungary did not
appear to adhere to the group’s “working-consensus”. In short, they felt that Hungary
disrespected the field’s doxa. Doxa, in a Bourdieusian sense, refers to a field’s
expectations, its tacit logic and “paradigmatic truths” (Guzzini 2013: 82) – “what is
taken for granted, included, and excluded” (Lamont 2012: 230). It is the, “undisputed,
pre-reflexive, naive, native compliance with the fundamental presuppositions of the
field” (Bourdieu 1990: 68). As such, doxa refers,
“the unformulated, nondiscursive, but internalized and practical
recognition of [a] social arbitrariness. [It] contributes to its
reproduction in social institutions, structures and relations as well
as in minds and bodies, expectations and behaviour. […] Doxa
refers to pre-reflexive intuitive knowledge […] shared but
unquestioned opinions and perceptions conveyed in […] fields.”
(Deer 2008a: 114-5)
In a way, they are the “rules of the game” (Jenkins 2007), and therefore, a “prescription
(or proscription) of behaviour” (Cohen 1981: 9). Their “‘taken-for-grantedness’”, as
Johnston (2001: 495) observed, is “not only hard to change, but that the benefits of
behaviour are calculated in abstract social terms rather than concrete consequential
terms”. In the EUMSs’ case, they outline the expectations of practical behaviour within
the group. Recalling from the theoretical chapter, the group’s doxic “workingconsensus” is to achieve a common EU position at the UN and all the tacit “rules of the
game” this entails to fulfil that end.
The doxa is not immobile, but rather subject to constant debate, negotiations
and re-affirmation, or steady re-definition, which accounts for its historical evolution
362
363
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over time (Cohen 1981: 23). Overall, “[t]hese practices and performances reflect the
cultural struggles that are taking place within this space”, as Lewicki (2017: 13) rightly
assumes – a struggle over whether to adhere to the field’s doxa (orthodoxy), or search
for alternatives (heterodoxy) (Deer 2014a: 118).
This final chapter deals with the dynamics within the field of EUMS actors. It
addresses its doxa, with the EUDEL as its principle guardian. In doing so, the doxa’s
Europeanising properties in terms of (national and personal) capital crystallise further.
The chapter’s main argument is that it is through a steady alignment of national with
field-doxa, that Europeanisation of practices occurs.

5.1 – EUDEL Field’s Doxa

Bourdieu’s fields are all at once a collective of insiders with uneven capital distributions,
varying positions, and rules (doxa) (see: 1.4.c)364:
“[s]ocial groups […] possess some general organisational
properties. These properties include regulation of entering and
leaving; capacity for collective action; division of labour; including
leadership roles; socialisation function…” (Goffman 1961: 9)
Goffman effectively pre-empts Bourdieu’s ‘rules of the game’ here. As in “any social
theatre, [actors] tend to produce their own rules of the game, local codes and practical
logics, which actors enact (and sometimes tweak) in order to exist in the play” (Pouliot
2016: 36):
“They have rules the players agree to observe. These rules are not
rules of the ‘real’ world or of ‘ordinary’ life […] The [chess] game
is the context within which the queen is what she is. […] The game
is a little cosmos of its own.” (Riezler cited in: Goffman 1961: 27)
“The field”, as Bourdieu defined it, “constitutes the rules of the game to which all
players have to adhere” (Zimmermann et al. 1983). “These rules make sense to the
agents, who incorporate the structure of the field and transform them into dispositions”,
following Pouliot and Mérand (2013: 33). Thus, practice and habitus are both

(i) as a sports field, (ii) as a science-fiction force field, (iii) as a field of forces in physics (Thomson
2014: 66-73)
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determined by doxa (Faizullaev 2017: 94); acting as axiomatic “traffic rules of social
interaction” (Goffman cited in: Adler-Nissen 2016b: 39) within a given field. Here, doxa
is taken-for-granted and perceived as quasi-self-evident (Bourdieu 1977: 168). These
doxic diplomatic rules are “[s]o pervasive and deeply ingrained are they that they […]
tend only to be noticed when infringed or absent” (Cohen 1981: 154). In a way, doxa
acts as logic of a specific field, and thus may lend itself as a general term for principles
and dogmas (Deer 2014a: 115), encapsulating “the order of things” (Pouliot and
Mérand 2013: 27). Fittingly, Bourdieu referred to doxa as, “received wisdom” (cited

in: Mérand and Forget 2013: 101), another subtle nod to communities of practice. After
all, matters of doxa are about “long-standing traditions, tacit regimes and non-codified
customs” rather than, “clear-cut rules of procedure” (Rasch 2008: 24).
For diplomacy then, doxa gives,
“diplomats a common starting point or basis of understanding
from which to begin [and how to conduct] negotiations. They
provide a roadmap of how the practice of diplomacy plays out.”
(Davis Cross 2007b: 231)
This is once again reminiscent of Bull’s (1977: 304) descriptions of a dense diplomatic
culture, appearing as taken-for-granted among diplomatic professionals: e.g. diplomats
possessing different capital batteries, the existence of a diplomatic pecking-order,
serving national and group interests, difficult national instructions, etc.
Hence why the praxeological interplay of capital and habitus congruent with a
field’s doxa (Mérand and Forget 2013: 98) steers the flow of the Bourdieusian game:
“[G]uided by their habitus in their actions, [actors] just know what the right things to
do (or not to do) is” (Kauppi 2017: 31), engaging in ‘soumission doxique’ (Guzzini
2013: 81-2). This exceeds purist notions of IR-constructivism, “which pay inadequate
attention to the role of the habitual and unreflective behaviour in world politics” (AdlerNissen 2013: 5), and fail to account for, “agents who, constrained by structures that are
material and symbolic, struggle to accumulate social resources” (Kauppi 2004: 319).
The reification of this doxic background-knowledge is enacted through
competent practices which align themselves through a suitable habitus and relevant
capital by the actors (Adler et al. 2011a: 6; 2011b: 4). A “performance of a routine”,
thus,
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“presents through its front some rather abstract claims about the
audience […] This constitutes one way in which a performance is
‘socialised’, moulded, and modified to fit into the understanding
and expectations of the society in which it is presented.” (Goffman
1959: 44)
Therefore, conversely, “the only avenue for us to become competent participants in a
practice is to first learn the rules that constitute it, as a concrete practice” (ibid.). The

doxa, which I link to Goffman’s ‘working-consensus’, is the result of past developments
in the field: “They are the product of the strength of the historical trajectories of an
immanent set of actions incorporated into an ethos and a habitus” (Bigo 2011: 228).
Consequently, such a ‘working-consensus’ culminates in “collective interpretations of
the world and a common system of rules perceived as legitimate” (Gheciu 2005: 979)
amongst its members:
“[C]ompetence is defined by the antecedent rules of a practice (as
in the UN example), these rules set the logical condition for
performing the action. Here the action cannot be downgraded or
upgraded by removing or adding rules to it at whim, since these
rules, rather than being an embellishment, represent a constitutive
part of its identity. Without these constitutive rules, the action
does not count as an action of the appropriate kind at all.”
(Lechner and Frost 2018: 88)
The doxa is seldomly imposed, but instead sustained and altered from within the group
of insiders in a field through “orthodoxy”, which “refers to a situation where […] ‘The
rules of the game’ are known and played accordingly” (Deer 2014a: 118).
This explains, for instance, a field’s relative continuity despite permanent influx
and outflux of diplomatic agents. The play’s cast may change; its stage remains largely
intact. The doxa allows the field to steadily absorb, immerse, and produce novicesturned-experts. Hereby, doxa fulfils far deeper functions than merely acting as, “ex

nihilo [creation] that facilitate[s] collective action or reduce transaction costs between
agents”, as in a neorealist reading, which, “wrongly consider[s] rules to be external from
the agencies they are supposed to regulate” (Lequesne 2015: 364). Instead, “[p]ractices
remind us that rules are human creations that are shaped by what the agents consider -
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again – normal”, and in further instance, “meaningful” (ibid.).365 Likewise, doxa might
“reflect unspoken premises”, as, its “importance lies not in being true or false but in
being shared” (Katzenstein366 cited in: Wiener 2003: 261). Shared as the community of
practice’s unspoken working-consensus – this is how it is done.
As such, doxa holds no moral claim. Simply by virtue of organising a field a
certain way does not imply a value as such. Yet disregarding this doxic workingconsensus by not reifying its background knowledge is perceived as illegitimate
nevertheless as this chapter demonstrates. It is rather through Bourdieu’s taxonomic

nomos that good or bad behaviour in a field is categorised (Deer 2014a: 120, Epstein
2013). As such, they constitute the product of historical struggles within the field:
“The doxa is part of a wider nomos, a normative belief structure
that ties the field together […] The nomos summarizes the
constitutive and prescriptive norms that guide actions and
thinking in the field, and synthesizes them into an undisputable
moral claim. […] While the doxa defines the permissible practices
[…] the nomos represents the deontology that morally justifies
binding these norms together into a coherent and intelligible
whole.” (Goetze 2017: 195)

Nomos constitutes the moral underlining of doxa and institutes “what unites [the group]
and what separates it” (Bourdieu 1990: 210). To that end, nomos indicates, “what
constitutes the ‘proper’, ‘good’ or ‘fair’ way of organising the field itself” (Epstein 2013:
170), and therefore establishes its values:
“Further, an agent’s self-interest also serves the general interest
because it reinforces the legitimacy of the field’s values. In
distinction to economic rationality, individuals often commit
themselves to values.” (Kauppi 2017: 31)
Every field bears its unique doxa. What then is the doxa in these EUDEL negotiations,
its ‘working-consensus’? A trope echoed ad nauseam, both in the room as well as in the
interviews, was that of “EU-Unity” being the most prized doxa; “our guiding star”367.

This is particularly true in the context of Art.34-negotiations, as there exist very few (if any) formalised
rules of negotiation conduct as the right conduct itself is subject to ongoing negotiation (through the very
process of negotiations) in these meetings.
366
Though Katzenstein uses the term “norms” here, which share attributes of Bourdieu’s doxa and nomos
(see: Epstein 2013, Goetze 2017: 195)
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Vitally, “EU-Unity” is neither a “chiffre”, nor a “hollow phrase”, but rather is perceived
as,
“substantial and also – for me personally – the goal in these
negotiations. I know we all keep on saying that EU-Unity is the
most important thing, but it is! […] Only by achieving EU-Unity
can our input matter because as a group we have leverage. […] I
want [my minister], in the end, to agree to vote in favour of these
resolutions…”368
Its value is reflected whenever a EUMS-diplomat’s practical capability in bringing about
EU-Unity is evident. Such is a highly rewarding feat for the individual diplomat:
“I am proudest, whenever I propose something that creates EUUnity. When I am the one who is proposing so that it ‘flies’ and
everybody else is accepting it and defines it as a good way forward.
Then I am very proud of myself […] It’s not easy. It may have only
happened three or four times in my career…”369
This statement is particularly important as it acknowledges that the EU and its EUMSs
could only ever act efficiently at the UN if they close ranks over a common position
(Degrand-Guillaud 2009a,b; Panke 2014). Indeed, “[t]here is a commonly held belief
among the scholarly and practitioner communities that European foreign policy begins
with a single voice in international affairs” (Kissack 2010: 28) – its pursuit constituting
the raison d’être of the EUDEL field. Such is both the starting- and the endpoint of all
these negotiations.
Contrary, ‘national interest/preference’ is still deemed the biggest toxin for EUUnity, or more precisely, ‘overriding national interest/preference’ that would torpedo
EU-Unity rather than salvage it.370 Though EU-Unity was a principle everyone I
interviewed avidly professed in, they did so with varying degrees of conviction. EUMSs,
as the previous chapter has shown, pursue their national motivations guided their
a-EUMS interview
g-EUMS interview
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Already in March 2010, The Economist ran a blog-post on early such diplomatic grievances concerning
the suspected ambiguity towards the EU/EEAS of some EUMSs:
“As soon as the stakes rise high enough, someone will always see an interest in breaking ranks. […] Fairly
or unfairly, it is alleged that Cyprus acts as a Trojan horse for Russia and China in EU settings; that the
Czechs leak sensitive information to the Israelis; that the Baltic states leak to the Americans and Bulgaria
to the Russians; that the Germans are dodgy on Russia and central Asia; that Italy is out for itself
everywhere; and that the Spanish are up to no good in Cuba. And nobody, but nobody, trusts the British
or French.” (The Economist 01/March/2010)
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national habitus in these negotiations. What it had not yet highlighted, was to which

degree the doxa of EU-Unity steered both their national motivation as well as habitus.
To that end, let us first examine the field’s doxa of EU-Unity in closer detail.

5.2 – Art.34-Doxa
a) Unity and Solidarity

The field’s philosopher’s stone may constitute achieving “EU-Unity”, as such permits
the EU to emerge as a more-or-less diplomatic actor (Biscop 2007: 14). This extends
to its UN-activities, where EU-Unity’s objectives are, “to harmonise the details of the
[EUMSs’] positions in order to forge a consistent European position” (DegrandGuillaud 2009a: 423). This exceeds mere treaty provisions but likewise concerns
deeply practical considerations. Yet “EU-Unity” may imply various things: consensus,
unanimity, lowest common denominator, majoritarianism, mutual interest, or indeed
a bricolage of all of the above. Further, is “EU-Unity” an aspiration for the output,

impact, effectiveness or the negotiation process itself? Since talk of an “effective
multilateralism”371 is abound, both within the EU’s corridors and academic echelons,
many scholars examining the EU’s performance as a group and/or as an institution at
the UN, will typically attend to the question of effectiveness – i.e. what does EU-Unity
have to show for in practice (outcome performance and/or process performance (cited

in: 2012: van Willigen and Kleistra 2012: 103)).
In that vein, Oberthür et al. (2012) differentiated four types of capturing the EU’s
performance at the UN:
-

Effectiveness (goal achievement);

-

Relevance (of the EU for its priority stakeholders);

-

Efficiency (ratio between outputs accomplished and costs incurred);

-

Financial resource viability (the ability of the performing organisation to raise
the funds required).

371

see: Kissack 2012; Drieskens and van Schaik 2014; Laatikainen 2012, 2015
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They traced how the EU’s political intentions compared with their de facto results in
these individual areas. Others372 too have scrutinised similar matters of output (such as
voting cohesion in UNGA, seen as an indicator of EUMSs’ preference-convergence.
In so doing, scholars likened voting-unity with internal EU-Unity) – a fairly sound
functional calculation. What few did, however, was to question how “EU-Unity” acts
as a doxic factor within the “black box” of the internal negotiation process itself. Most
tend to see it as an end exclusively, rather than also a means to an end. Thereby, being
more preoccupied with the external display of unity versus the internal one preceding
the former through EU-Solidarity.
In these Art.34-negotiations, diplomatic actors are asked to perform a delicate
tightrope-walk between their national doxa (fulfilling national preferences), as well as
the collective doxa (reaching EU-Unity implying compromise between national
doxas), where the national seek supremacy over the collective (Cohen 2018: 207-10):
“I think EU-Unity is an important principle for most countries
[…] most are quite committed to EU-Unity, even though they
would have a national interest, EU-Unity would also be an
important part of the equation so they would give due
consideration to that as well…”373
Realists would suspect the national doxa to prevail, whereas praxeologists deem the
collective to bear a slight edge (Wiener 2003: 261):
“When national representatives meet in New York […] the state
is no longer the structuring and dominant field of power […]
Rather, the transnational field in which they meet structures their
positions” (Adler-Nissen 2013: 185)
Indeed, many interviewees confessed that wherever possible, emerging group leanings
would be given due preference:
“We would have the national policy and we would stretch it out
quite a bit so that it’s acceptable to all. […] At the end of the day,
I think we are quite good at […] trying to come up with something
that is sellable to all […] We will take it as far as we can.”374
inter alia: Kostakos et al. (1999); Arnold (2003); Luif (2003); Rasch (2008); Degrand-Guillaud
(2009a,b); Kissack (2010); Gstöhl (2011)
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This speaks to the sense of agency and influence within the gravity of decision-making
between field and capital that has already been discussed earlier, especially on those
occasions where diplomats proactively nudge their governments towards EU-Unity.375
To appease the (potential) antagonism between conflicting national versus group doxa,
consensus is resorted to reflexively as an amalgamation of common interest(s) (Meerts
1999: 85; Rasch 2008: 40). Such is the DNA of multilateral diplomats (Buzan 1981),
who “are highly trained at reaching consensus […] with shared professional norms and
a common background” (Davis Cross 2007b: 228). Since a formal vote is not foreseen
at these Art.34-negotiations, such a compromise-consensus is achieved by continuous
approximation. This is done by being able to skilfully read the field through “cognition”
(Epstein 2013: 170) (guided by one’s habitus), and through practical mastery allowing
to accommodate others’ preferences as much and as little as required in order to reach
consensus, which,
“might include some members whose support has been given only
grudgingly and who have simply registered no formal objection;
whereas unanimity implies broader enthusiasm. […] It might be
more accurate to say that a weak consensus is not the same as
unanimity, but that a strong one is.” (Berridge 2015: 180)
Likewise, such a “consensus reflex” apparent in many modi operandi of the EU (Lewis
2005: 949; Rasch 2008: 164), this “instinctive recourse to behave consensually” (HayesRenshaw and Wallace 1995: 465) acted as these Art.34-negotiations’ guiding star. With
the group inching ever-closer toward consensus, it appeared generally expected to carry
it forward, either through explicit support or quiet tolerance, since if consensus was
Interestingly, the field’s relative autarchy regarding the MFA’s doxa, appeared temporarily upended
whenever national dignitaries were in situ. During High-Level UNGA week, the city was awash with
Presidents, PMs, and FMs who were guided by their respective diplomats from the Art.34-negotiations
in an almost Sherpa-like fashion (Fasulo 2015: 82-4). Here their loyalties clearly belonged to their political
masters as opposed to the EUDEL negotiations: anticipated career-moves were either advanced or
shattered in that week, political functionaries held apodictic views about itineraries and objectives, and
the general stress-levels culminated. EUMS colleagues would rush down UNHQ’s hallways with their
political entourage in tow to yet another meeting, yet another conference with little time to stop and
exchange genuine pleasantries or updates with EUDEL staff or their EUMS peers, as they were usually
seen to do – a quick wink now had to suffice. I even witnessed some heated arguments between various
EUMS colleagues over diverging national preferences, who would usually work seamlessly with one
another in meetings. It was as though EUMS-diplomats had to underscore their remit as first and foremost
national representatives during these days. Upon completion of the “Mad Week”, as people referred to
the September opening-week, the status quo-ante of field dynamics was smoothly reinstated and any
occurred differences put aside with a wry remark, or fatalist jib about the intrusion of ‘outsider’ elements
into the UN cosmos: “You know how it’s like…”
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ascertained a point-of-no-return had been reached. Indeed, any divergences are
expected to be addressed early on in the process, so that they can be ironed out for the
benefit of a consensus.376
Finding “common solutions” (Morten et al. 2003: 31) is, for the most part, the
only instruction most EUMS-diplomats will have received from their capitals: they “are
expected to reach compromises, majority decisions and often consensus at the end of
meetings” (ibid.: 35). As such, the inner logic of the field’s doxa does not exist
independently from external MFA directives, but rather go hand-in-hand: the local rules
of the game factor in those from the overlapping fields, with diplomats being expected
to harmonise dissonances between their national and the collective field so as to achieve
EU-Unity (Rowell and Mangenot 2010: 26). It appears exceptionally rare that EUMSdiplomats are ever really placed to choose between the Scylla of national instructions
and the Charybdis of local field preferences. To fit their national motivations into the
jigsaw puzzle of EU-consensus, these diplomatic brokers need to “assimilate” new
objects of information in their local community of practice (Bueger and Gadinger 2014:
32). In Pouliot’s (2016: 127) words: “In order to be socially acceptable, the pursuit of
the national interest must be cast in terms of what makes sense to the audience”.
Therefore, it is incumbent on the actor to make a “European argument”, which,
“consists centrally of framing a national argument as European one” (Dittmer et al.
2016: 48):
“The most eﬀective way of exerting influence in regime
negotiations is probably if you can induce other actors to consider
your ideas and your preferred solutions as being ‘normal’...”
(Smith and Elgström 2012: 304)
It appears as though the individual EUMS-diplomat is most effective if they cast their
position in terms of what makes sense from the Art.34 working-consensus point of view,
that of a common European approach [see: Chapter Five]: “Un pays comme la France

peut avoir une idée, mais cette idée doit être mise en langage européen”, as Buchet de
Neuilly (2011: 90) observes.377 If one’s practices serve the doxa, then they are

a-EUMS interview
“Previous research on the EU Commission has already shown that ‘European interests’ and the
‘European idea’ are applied as rhetorical weapons and their meaning depend on the situation and
context…” (Lewicki 2017: 115)
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consequently deemed effective both for the national and the EUDEL field. Every agent
has a stake in the matter, not just the influential players – even a g-EUMS can emerge a
champion for EU-Unity.378 Indeed, on an upward-scale of 1-10, respondents indicated
that out of ‘Creating consensus’ (6.53), ‘Rallying support outside for the EU’s position’
(5.55), and ‘Advancing own national interest’(5.94), they felt that their EUMS’s role
was strongest in the first category. Interestingly, more diplomats, therefore, appear to
feel that forging EU-Unity in these negotiations proves an easier feat than advancing
their own national position.379
‘EU-Solidarity’ then might be depicted as the field’s normative nomos. EUUnity on a given matter at the UN is achieved by reaching internal consensus; yet
consensus is attained through the display of intra-EU-Solidarity, as my interviews have
suggested: solidarity begets unity:380
“I do have the feeling that this [sentiment] of European solidarity
is there – in a sense, and at a certain height, especially on an
individual, diplomatic level. I do get the impression that the
colleagues [who] are in the room despite some very difficult
instructions that they might get from capital, are there to find a
solution that benefits everyone.”381
The field’s nomos is permeated by a vivid sense of solidarity in order to achieve
consensus, also referred to as “EU-loyalty”382 by one, which is more than mere lip
service. Earlier mentioning of communal plotting in an effort to help a colleague in an
instruction predicament reflects such solidarity:
“‘I’ve been in that position [myself], how can I help? We need to
look at this from a different angle and not only say: ‘No, [you are]
being [disloyal to the group]…’ No, we have to look at how can
we get that person to persuade their capital!”383

Especially those EUMSs that do not occupy either end of the standpoint spectrum are tacitly expected
to aid the mediation process by providing good offices, as well as support the EUDEL as the interviews
suggested.
379
That is not to say, that in many cases ‘national interest/motivation’ and ‘EU-Unity’ are not congruent
to begin with…
380
(staying true to the musketeers’ credo of unus pro omnibus, omnes pro uno (b-EUMS interview))
381
a-EUMS interview
382
a-EUMS interview
383
a-EUMS interview
378
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Likewise, cases such as the aforementioned “European capital”, or “consensus capital”,
which diplomats had gained in earlier rounds, can be exchanged by the group as it comes
to that individual’s aid. Poland’s representative was cited as an example, who often had
to defend recalcitrant national instructions, yet relentlessly sought to accommodate
them by displaying EU-Solidarity with others. In so doing, the Polish representative
honoured and abided by the field’s nomos and doxa, which he was duly credited for by
his peers irrespective of contrarian domestic instructions.
By contrast, to stonewall is not taken positively by the group: “General comments
like, ‘I don’t like this text’ or whatever doesn’t work: you have to come up with concrete
text proposals. Always.”384 “Diplomats do not like to simply say ‘no’ on something. A
diplomat might respond to a proposal by saying ‘maybe’, but it is understood that this
means ‘no’” (Langholtz 2004: 14).
“You have people […] who are insistent with strong points from
their capital. […] You also have to come up with solutions and not
just say ‘This is the position of my government’ – we are
diplomats. We are paid for finding solutions, for being creative.
We are paid for taking long hours, drinking loads of coffee or wine
or whatever: you are paid to figure something out to recommend
something to your capital. As we say in the EU setting: ‘This is
something that we came up with as a solution’. […] If you have a
‘No’, you are lost.”385
As this rally-cry of “we are diplomats” suggests, is that the diplomat’s remit warrants
practical mastery on all levels, lest one is seen as a collective liability making everyone’s
jobs harder:
“In their struggle for multilateral competence, diplomats must
perform their trade in a way that is supportive of their community.
The pure and naked defence of national interests poses problems
in multilateral diplomacy.” (Pouliot 2016: 123-4)
Referring back to the section of instruction-handling-mastery earlier, it becomes clear
that only by honouring the field’s doxa can one reconcile diverging preferences. “To be
influential,”, as Adler-Nissen (2016a: 96) mirrors, “one must respect the informal
norms of problem-solving and consensus-seeking”, in essence the field’s doxa of EU-

384
385

a-EUMS interview
b-EUMS interview
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Unity and nomos of EU-Solidarity. The quest for a skilful diplomat is precisely not to
solely be a government mouthpiece, but to rather make “the impossible possible”
(Mohammed 2017), which hinges on their practical diplomatic mastery in line with the
field’s doxa. The onus rests them who obstruct consensus to compensate with practical
diplomatic mastery for their unfavourable position. If that ideal of practical aptitude is
not lived up to, then these diplomats’ work will be rendered less effective. If their peers
deem their diplomatic proficiency less favourable, they would duly exhibit that verdict
– as emerged from the interviews, eyes would be rolled (Goffman 1961: 63), frustrated
grunts would be heard, and displeasure even voiced (Berridge 2015: 108-9). One eastern
b-EUMS-colleague was an example of such field-illiterate behaviour:
“[He] does not make it easy for himself – sorry. Of course, they
have a difficult position, but the way their delegate deals with it is
not effective at all […] Being realistic is not part of [that EUMS’s]
skills at all, at the moment. […] I would really like to know what
their strategy was this year – maybe I just didn’t see it…”386
As another agreed, this delegate “pushed his luck a bit too much”387 given his EUMS’s
relative size paired with his own lack of practical mastery which was met with general
annoyance. Sympathies and solutions are extended by the others exclusively if they
demonstrate a credible willingness to engage creatively (Juncos and Pomorska 2006: 8),
a “‘No’ is not well received”, and “never heard” within Art.34-negotiations, “red lines
have hues of lighter and darker red. As diplomats we move among facets and never
categoric no/yes realms”.388
Provided that this degree of willingness is exhibited, can a “collective plotting of
agreements” occur as an escape hatch out of such an impasse:
“The basic function of plotting is using the group to redefine a
national position or to reshape domestic constraints. ‘To get new
instructions we have to show [the capital] we have a black eye’, an
ambassador explained, […] ‘it is one of our standard practices.’”
(Lewis 2005: 951)

a-EUMS interview
a-EUMS interview
388
b-EUMS interview
386
387
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In a way, this constitutes an act of Europeanising conspiracy among local agents to a
certain degree. Here, EU-comradery, and crowdsourcing for solutions in service of the
doxa, by reference of the field’s nomos, commences (Appathurai 1985: 101):
“[T]hose multilateral diplomats who perform their trade in a way
that values the negotiations process in and of itself often earn more
standing from their peers. […] The practice of multilateral
negotiation is literally a collective accomplishment.” (Pouliot
2016: 124)
So as to materialise selfsame collective accomplishment, the group depends on the
adherence to the field’s ‘working-consensus’, its doxa, and by making moral claims to
its nomos. Here, different levels of commitment crystallise nevertheless, which the
following graphs aim to capture.
b) EU-Unity/Solidarity in Practice

Asked, which EUMSs displayed general EU-Solidarity on the way towards consensus,
the following results emerged from the questionnaire:

LV
RO
LV
LV
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Firstly, the majority (17) of EUMSs act in EU-Solidarity in these negotiations – Belgium
ranking highest (75,19%), Hungary the lowest (0%).389 Secondly, western EUMSs are
seen to act more in EU-Solidarity than central/Eastern ones. Thirdly, the number of gEUMSs acting above the average level of EU-Solidarity is greater than that of a/bEUMSs. Fourthly, the deviation from the solidarity average is starkest among a-EUMSs
– in both directions: a-EUMSs exhibit both the highest results, as well as the lowest.390
Fifthly, the elected UNSC EUMSs at the time of the survey (2020), all tally above the
solidarity average (Belgium, Germany, Estonia), as does the prospective one (Ireland);
however not so the two P5.
On a personal level, 95,78% of EUMS-diplomats feel that they exhibit EUSolidarity in their daily work, slightly above the average of what they deem their EUMSs
do (93,21%)391 – they thus feel that they act marginally more European than their own
EUMS at the UN. The difference between the two factors widens, the lower the EUMS
ranks in EU-Solidarity, with their diplomats claiming to act significantly more in a spirit
of EU-Solidarity by comparison.392 Thereby, even if personally practicing EU-Solidarity,
one’s position is still held back and/or advanced by one’s EUMS’s behaviour and viceversa, as the individual is still considered as a “diplomatic-self”, amalgamated by both
personal as well as national capital and habitus.
Another way to measure EU-Solidarity, might be by analysing reciprocal alliances
among EUMSs in these Art.34-negotiations, as “each constituent element [of a political
field] is formed through the network of relationships this element entertains with the
other elements in the field” (Kauppi 2017: 29). Recalling from the prior chapter that
the second most cited reason for striking alliances (after likeminded policies), was lived

EU-Solidarity, it may be assumed that these constitute a relatively sure-fire alliance
indicator. Upon EUMS-diplomats listing their typical five EUMS chosen for alliances
in the Art.34-setting, an imbalance of choices emerged. Most (15) had an outgoing

Additionally, despite earlier claims of a broadly disliked French sense of superiority, France performed
better than assumed: nineteenth in terms of solidarity-display (before the likes of Austria, Greece, or
Poland)
390
Brexit was seen as the prime reason for the UK’s low results just as much as its past obstructions
towards attempts of deeper EU integration at the UN-level. Notwithstanding, its P5 status, and
intelligence, as well as defence capabilities added to its overall levels of influence.
391
Range: 6-10 [0-4=less; 5=neither, nor]
392
e.g.: on a 0-10 scale of EU-Solidarity the Hungarian respondents indicated their EUMS on average
acts 4/10 in EU-Solidarity, whilst they themselves do so 8/9 (We once again recall Ross’s (2007: 92-3)
observations how diplomats seldomly deem themselves as the “bad guy”).
389
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imbalance (that is they chose more EUMSs than EUMSs had chosen them). Some (6)
had an ingoing imbalance (that is they chose fewer EUMSs than had chosen them). The
rest (6) had an outgoing-ingoing balance.393 Yet, reaching out or being reached out to
form an alliance merely indicates a high level of intra-exchange (everybody is talking to
everyone) but does not necessarily gauge EU-Solidarity as strongly as reciprocal

alliances might do. Here, ten EUMSs (mostly central/eastern) and b/g-EUMSs boasted
no reciprocal alliance whatsoever, while the rest did. The highest density of such mutual
alliances is to be found in Germany (8), with equally the biggest incoming imbalance
(21). The map below illustrates these alliances:394

Preferably, a EUMS will either want an ingoing imbalance, or at least an outgoing-ingoing balance as
a sign of displaying EU-Solidarity.
394
Orange=outgoing imbalance; Grey=ingoing/outgoing balance; Blue=ingoing imbalance (LU and MT
are both orange)
393
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Once more, it seems evident that on the whole a EUMS’s influence appears to be linked
to how many reciprocal alliances they manage to strike, which is where the exhibition of
EU-Solidarity comes into play. By no means are these the only factors395, but vital ones
nevertheless.
c) The Doxa’s Guardians

As transpired, the doxa is maintained through direct practical engagement (Wiener
2003: 267) within fields, which act as “arenas for elite agreements and disagreements as
well as for elite conflicts about how institutions should be configured and how they
should operate” (Engelstad 2018*), with “Rules of the game” being “not selfenforcing”, and their “wisdom of their management cannot be taken for granted”
(Cohen 1981: 163). To that end, every agent acts as guardian of the group’s doxa, for
it holds “general application to future instances of the defined pattern of behaviour”
(ibid.: 11).
Hungary’s episode at the USNC is an emblem of what happens if such “[d]eviant
behaviour jeopardises the overall benefits states derive from their relationships” (ibid.:
36), particularly in field such as that of EUMSs which place a high premium on unity
and solidarity. Knowing that in the quest for EU-Unity, deviating positions sway
disproportionate power, Hungary can leverage its role. Frustration with Hungary’s
unwillingness to abide by the group’s doxa is running high, with one fellow EUMS-PR
accusing Hungary of behaving like a “banana republic”:396
“[W]hen you spend so much time negotiating and discussing and
then in the end of the day when you have a statement and
everything – and the silence is not broken397 – and then along
comes Hungary and says ‘We cannot join’ – and this happens as a
Others might include overall capital clout (a- and b-EUMSs feature more reciprocal alliances), as well
as established EU-membership (‘older’ western EUMSs have tighter inner/intra-EU networks given their
longer EU-membership than ‘newer’ eastern EUMSs)
396
Several EUMS-interviews have confirmed this. In that respect, Faizullaev (2017) wrote a rather
entertaining piece on this subject called “Symbolic Insult in Diplomacy A Subtle Game of Diplomatic
Slap”. A symbolic diplomatic insult, he notes, is designed to “oppress the opponent’s sense of Self, to
hurt its self-esteem and social status in order to achieve their foreign policy objectives, or as a reaction to
a threat from Other” (ibid.: 1), clearly explaining the intention behind labelling Hungary’s behaviour to
be in the style of a “banana republic” as the ultimate “diplomatic slap”.
397
‘Silence Procedure’ constitutes the internal modus operandi in which a text proposal is circulated and
if nobody opposes the suggestions therein the text is considered accepted by all EUMSs. If, however, the
“silence is broken” by EUMSs proposing text amendments, the suggestions are up for debate and
negotiations ensue.
395
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pattern over and over again. […] I think that was just pure
frustration at that point. Because we have been discussing this
particular thing, not the issue itself, but the behaviour of
Hungary.”398
As “you think twice before you [break EU-Unity]”399, Hungary’s patterned obstruction
of “planning to pull the carpet away [from underneath] everything”400 was begun to be
seen as malicious intent by the others to harm the group due to domestic Eurosceptic
motivations. Indeed, if ever a EUMS deemed it inevitable to challenge EU-Unity, their
diplomats would repeatedly apologise profusely, fully aware of the potential political,
social and professional implications if handled brutishly alongside their loss of field
standing. Still others would cheekily wait until someone else broke ranks before they
were forced to or, indeed, take turns in being the harbinger of bad news so as not to face
too great a loss of solidarity capital.401 Yet, the crucial difference lies between contrarian
instructions being either handled in a manner compliant with the local field’s doxa, or
wilfully contrary to it out of spite. Hence why,
“[i]f someone is destroying EU-Unity, then you can easily as a
chair side-line the country – if it’s not too big – you can easily
undermine the position of the country by saying that it goes
against EU-Unity. Then you would get a lot of sympathy and
support for this.”402
This exemplifies the point that defending the doxa is done to “make demands, rally
support, justify action, ascribe responsibility, and assess the praiseworthy or
blameworthy character of an action” (Kratochwil 1984: 686) so as to protect the
integrity of the field (Costa 2012: 422). Chiefly through peer pressure (Rasch 2008: 50),
“[o]fficials learn to evoke a particular role orientation or identity by experiencing the
rewards and punishments of having done so in the past” (Morten 1999: 459). As has
happened to Hungary prior the USNC-statement when rather than its political position,
Hungary’s anti-doxa conduct as such was chastised:
“I sometimes wonder if they act the way they do because of the
instructions they receive or because they just do not feel being
g-EUMS interview
b-EUMS interview
400
b-EUMS interview
401
b-EUMS interview
402
g-EUMS interview
398
399
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taken seriously – ‘We just have to make a point now by being
contrarian to a western EUMS’s opinion’ […] I feel it’s an act of
defiance! […] If you want to be taken seriously you have to behave
seriously.”403
Frustration does hence not only arise from political disparities, but from frustration that
Hungary is seen not adhere the rules of the game, as if engaged in bad faith negotiations
(Meerts 1999: 84).404 “One simply does not do that!”405 reflects the rather helpless
disquiet with the doxa violated, such as Hungary’s repeated last-minute U-turns,
deliberate negotiation obfuscation, and violation of EU-Unity and Solidarity. That same
diplomat then played the, what she deemed, trump card of speaking as a “Charlemagne”
founding-EUMS (Lewicki 2017: 146), as if to somehow manifest its status of supposed
guardianship over the EU’s integrity by virtue of its Europeanised pedigree:
“I have even voiced that grievance very vocally. My DPR
encouraged me to really pound my fist on the table and give them
a piece of my mind. […] I was hopping mad! […] I said ‘I cannot
take a country like Hungary seriously any more – today they say
‘A’, tomorrow ‘B’. Respect needs to be earned – the way they
behave they cannot expect founding members to [hold back].”406
Demoralising though they may appear, such conflicts are vital in sustaining the doxa, as
only when it stands the test of deviation, can it be re-enacted and fortified (Cohen 1981:
23), with doxic order being called for by the group itself (Bottero 2010: 3). EUMSs
knew that Hungary’s attempts to violate the doxa had to be internally stigmatised so
that the doxa of the field, and thus the raison d’être of the EU at the UN, emerged
unharmed:
“We felt like we were sort of defending the EU[’s] basic position
rather than just putting forward our own individual views, that we
were trying to uphold the notion of EU unity or adherence to basic
principles.”407

b-EUMS interview
Too make matters worse, it was reported that the Hungarian ambassador exhibited a tendency to never
appear to meetings, whenever displeasure about her country’s doxa-violations had been scheduled (gEUMS interview).
405
Anonymous EUMS interview
403
404

406
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b-EUMS interview
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Despite Hungary’s counter-doxa behaviour, its relative influence as an a-EUMS signals
a certain degree of success in allowing it to punch above its weight through such
maverick behaviour, suggesting that indeed the “deviant may play a more important role
than hitherto acknowledged” (Adler-Nissen 2016b: 37). Arguably, Hungary is the only
non-P5 EUMS member which ranks among the most influential EUMSs without being
a force for solidarity – one is inclined to evoke Moravcsik’s (1998: 62) “asymmetrical
dependence” concept here. Despite its a-status, it scored lowest on EU-Solidarity
without a single vote in its favour: a position that might prove untannable in the long
run for both its diplomats as well as its objectives as an EUMS at the UN. Nowadays
goodwill towards Hungary is running dry.
Indeed, this risky strategy of influence-without-solidarity comes at social and
political ostracization inside the group (Henrich 2020: 69), particularly as the other
EUMSs fail to see any other motivation for its behaviour other than political spite. For
one, if taken to its most extreme, “[a]n agent may be deprived of the right to speak in
the field, if certain types of capital are not possessed or certain types of playing the game
are not followed” (Berling 2013: 68) – Hungary and its diplomats might ultimately be
side-lined as the UNSC episode at the chapter’s outset illustrated. Firstly, this can be
explained by the amalgamation of personal and national as constituting elements of the
diplomatic-self. These become progressively challenging to distinguish for the other
diplomats as they are often involuntarily seen as one and the same. For instance, an
individual diplomat might off-record disavow their capital’s doxa-violations, yet they

personally remain associated with their national game-violating behaviour as part of their
holistic diplomatic-self. Cumulating in aggravated emotions by their peers, these can in
turn seriously cloud “the perceptions of the position of the party” (Meerts 1999: 85)
leading to the stigmatisation of individual diplomats rather than their EUMS issuing
instructions408 (Webster 1962: 67). Nationally motivated doxa-violations hamper the
esteem of the individual colleague first and foremost. This renders the diplomat’s
practical participation and capital-aggregation an increasingly arduous task. Goffman
(1959: 66) noted here, that such doxa-transgressions would bring players “immediate
humiliation and sometimes permanent loss of reputation” through repudiation. As
diplomatic-self, one cannot easily disentangle personal from national: the individual’s

408

Since it is the individual diplomat who is sat at the table and not the government itself
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practical incompetence affects the standing of the EUMS; likewise, the nation’s practical
incompetence that of their diplomat. Holding the personal side of the diplomatic-self
accountable for its national counterpart triggers heated exchanges:
“Sometimes everybody needs a group psychotherapy to come
back to their senses […] If [the Hungarian colleague] repeatedly
says ‘No’, and ‘No’, and ‘No’ – at some point it’s no longer
Hungary that says ‘No’ but [that person]…”409
“Sometimes it gets personal which it shouldn’t – sometimes with
the ‘deal breakers’, if you play the card of breaking the silence too
often then people look at you as if you yourself are doing it
personally, not your capital. I sometimes even witness how people
become bitter towards the person doing it. That is not right but
it’s only natural. It is disappointing on a personal level, right? You
have to draw a line between professional and personal
relationships.”410
In the field, it is mostly the individuals that bear the direct brunt of national doxatransgressions, the descriptions of some of those particularly affected by national doxaviolations reminiscent of being left alone in shark tank by their MFA411. Hence,
repercussions for the individual diplomat representing the national dimension in the
field ensue (Juncos et al. 2006: 10). Through “difficult to detect elusive diplomatic
slaps” colleagues “may use tacit but calculated insult to humiliate” (Faizullaev 2017:
39) such doxa-violations, to gather support from the rest of the group in the form of a
social stigma (Goffman 1990).
Secondly, personal ramifications exceed the mere ire of colleagues but,
strategically more crucially, they equally affect the professional manoeuvrability of the
diplomat. Though some colleagues manage “to strictly separate the two” to a certain
degree, remaining, “socially very-well connected, despite being political isolated”412,
many will still find themselves personally held accountable for national decisions. To
underline this point, one UNSC-briefer disclosed that the level of information-sharing
is also influenced by the EUMS’s habitus towards the local EU-field’s doxa, and not
just their colleagues’ personal habituses (Juncos et al. 2006: 9):

g-EUMS interview
g-EUMS interview
411
anonymous EUMS interview
412
b-EUMS interview
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“[I]n your EU group you make a distinction between [EUMSs]
[…] There is of course the personal level – can I trust this
person? […] But also, the way that those EUMSs look at the
EU itself. My willingness to share information with Spain or
even Austria is bigger than my willingness to share with
Hungary at this point.”413
As one politically ostracised interviewee, who consequently felt socially and
professionally abandoned, said: “I still feel a bit timid and even in my position it’s
difficult to be the only one who [merely] has two [political] friends’ [support] unlike the
others. […] Nobody told me how to do [anything] and I just had to find out
somehow...”414 Only if the EUMS as well as its diplomats honour the field’s doxa will
they reap the fullest benefits of being a EUMS inside that field. As a rule of thumb, one
is “to avoid isolation, especially if you are a small or medium size [EUMS]” (Juncos et
al. 2006: 8) arising from frequent doxa-violating behaviour. Instead, the doxa has to be
demonstrably sustained.
d) The EUDEL

There is, nevertheless, an additional factor within the Art.34-context that has not yet
received due attention in this work: the EUDEL-diplomats tasked to not only moderate
but steer the negotiations – the field’s “twenty-ninth player”415, or the “default
negotiator”.416 Reminded of Goffman (1961: 12), who sees group leadership going
beyond the mere “‘averaging’ of positions”, EUDEL-diplomats are expected to build
EUMS consensus based on agreed-upon EU language and Council conclusions thereby
offering “consistency”417 in maintaining the group’s longue durée stability. They are the
embodiment of prior field consensus in the flesh.418 Thus, Bourdieu’s field description
of a self-organising orchestra without a conductor (Wacquant 2018: 531) is not entirely
applicable in this instance:

a-EUMS interview
anonymous-EUMS interview
415
g-EUMS interview
416
EUDEL interview
417
g-EUMS interview
418
EUDEL interview
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“We do have a conductor: the EU! And we tend to have really
good conductors who steer these discussions […] Even the
conductor has a certain vision on what the final outcome should
be...”419
With the formalisation and institutionalisation of the EU’s remit at the UN post-Lisbon,
EUMSs have increasingly begun to “rely on the EUDEL for guidance” as primary
“sources of information”420. “Bit by bit, EUMSs are transferring some of their –
‘competences’ may be too strong – but tasks [to EUDEL]”421:
“I have a feeling that we are entrusted and often a bit too much
entrusted by our EUMSs to represent them in various for a where
they cannot be or where they think they should be represented by
us […] Sometimes we feel that EUMSs have become ‘lazy’. We
get messages from EUMSs drawing our attention to things and
telling us that they hope we can coordinate an answer. And we do!
This is our joy and pride whenever we are asked to do something
by our EUMSs – we strive to do it!”422
Further, EUMS-diplomats perceive their EUDEL-colleagues to operate from a
privileged position insofar as they “are the only one who can speak at any time during
the negotiations. They prepare proposals and papers. And nobody knows the matrix of
the negotiations better than [they do]”423. Here, Bourdieu argues, only the group’s
leadership permits “the group to see itself as a group” (Williams 2013: 137) with
EUDEL being perceived as an ex aequo presence rather than a foreign presence: “I have
never been made to feel like an imposter by the [EUMSs]”424. Indeed, shouldering the
onus of preparing groundwork and steering these negotiations, the EUDEL seems to
enjoy broad support among EUMS-diplomats:
“EUDEL is always taken seriously by everyone and I have never
heard anyone claim otherwise – on the contrary! We are great
supporters and fans of the EUDEL and seek to support them
wherever we can.”425
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Others even claimed that, “[t]he EU has a wonderful diplomatic service. I think it is the
best diplomatic service in the world!”.426 Though, like in most other EU committees,
EUMSs view EU officials acting as relatively neutral umpire between national
preferences (Morten et al. 2003: 34), their task can remain, “ungrateful” as they “can’t
make everyone happy, but they can make everyone unhappy.”427 In that vein, seeking to
provide good offices, the EUDEL chair is expected, as any good conférencier would,
“to moderate the negotiations. But I daresay not only as a
moderator who merely yields the floor and let [the EUMSs] fight
it out between each other but who is expected to offer proposals
too […] not as a neutral observer, but indeed as someone who
charts a course and steers the group towards a unified EU-position
[…] The better the proposals, the more powerful the [EUDEL]
person is […] The secret, I believe, is neither to appear too
powerful, too dominant, nor too passive, but to find a golden
middle way.”428
Indeed, “[t]here is such a fine balance to strike between giving each and every EUMS
all the space and support that they want and then, on the other hand, meeting the very
clear demand that there is for leadership”.429 By no means an easy feat, as it is assumed
that the chair will,
“know all of our positions and if we are not genuine to [them,
they] can’t play [their] role either […] The EUDEL’s position in
this entire game is also interesting, right? [They] are the facilitator
but [they] are also part of the game. [They have] also influence,
and EUDEL also has an interest and a stake in this whole process:
EU-Unity. […] When it comes to really being a player in the game
[…] you have to be very careful here, because formally, you are
just a chair and a facilitator.”430

Formally being but a neutral arbiter does not afford the EUDEL’s negotiation role due
justice however:
“In principle, I do not negotiate on behalf of the [EU28], for that
is always left to the EUMSs, but in reality, I do. Because when all
g-EUMS interview
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428
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goes wrong […] it’s you who negotiates for everyone. It’s a bit of
an ah-ha! experience […] is how much you actually act on behalf
of the [EU28]. And then of course, you act on behalf of the EU as
an institution, but that is like acting on behalf of an EUMS, that
is no different.”431
Similarly, it would be remiss to deny the EU chair any form of agency. They have an
interest in maintaining external EU-Unity and internal EU-Solidarity and how they seek
to structure and guard the local field and its doxa: “One of our main functions is to
ensure that there is a level playing field for EUMSs in New York and that no one is left
behind”432. Furthermore, they are explicitly tasked with providing leadership and
ultimately uphold Council conclusions and EEAS-directives. This bestows a significant
degree of influence on the chair. Indeed, EUMSs recognise the EUDEL’s potent remit
and aegis: “If you help the chair, you are on the winning-side […] If the chair is
sympathetic to your position, [they] can help you”433. The EUDEL chair has to both
read the dynamics of the field, as well as gently control them.
With the power to yield the floor to EUMS-diplomats, for instance, the EUDEL
chair again resembles a conductor, exceeding being simply a “service-provider”434: “It is
way more than that. When you sit in these meetings [as a chair], there is a dynamic that

I can control”, one EUDEL-chair framed it. For every idea she wishes to “push
through”, she not only considers the personal and national capital of EUMS-diplomats
in informal pre-deliberations, but also takes “into account where” they sit in the room,
around the table. Thereby literally physically gauging the field’s dynamics:
“So, I make sure that I get support from different people, from
different places in the room – and in that way what to EUMSs
may come across as a sudden thought that I just have come up
with during a meeting, is actually carefully coordinated in
advance. […] You find out that there is a lot more power, simply
by how you run these meetings. […] I am not manipulating
anyone, but there is a very clear demand for leadership.”435
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The desired impression was that everyone had the feeling of broad support emerging
from every seat across the table, rather than a clustered front from one corner. Who says

what when and where comprises a delicate choreography that may eventually tip the
scales towards EU-Unity, which the chair (and some attentive EUMSs) are quick to
harness:
“I know what will happen before it happens, because I encourage
some of this choreography… either I know what people will say
because they will tell me in advance […] but most of the time I
would talk beforehand with one or the other and encourage them
to support a point or if somebody could come up and suggest a
compromise proposal. […] Sometimes it is better if an argument
brought forward by Czechia or Hungary is taken up by Germany
to find a compromise rather than by Sweden or France [who may
be seen as more diametrically opposed].”436
Playing with national habituses and field positions proves a vital skill, particularly when
EUDEL or (particularly) smaller EUMSs can utilise bigger surrogacy position takers on
their behalf (Goffman 1961: 12): “If I came up with something and I knew the impact
would be higher if France or Germany proposed it, I would propose it to them and then
it became their idea and therefore receive broader acceptance”.437 In a way, “you can
use the position”, or the national capital, “of other EUMSs” for one’s own ends. But it
also goes both ways, as each individual scenario warrants: “Bigger states have it easier if
smaller EUMSs propose something that they had favoured all along just so as not to
appear like the bigger ones are giving marching orders.”438 The necessities of the current
field dynamics dictate the moves of individual EUMS-diplomats.
By their nature, these Art.34-negotiations represent fields of visions and divisions
(Guzzini 2013: 85) and tackling matters of internal disunity are part and parcel of the
diplomatic games being played therein. Negotiations are, after all, an exercise in the
alignment and convergence of diverting positions (Downie 2017). This can, however,
only be accomplished by strict adherence to its doxa which sustains EU-Unity and
Solidarity, which are reified in local practices.
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5.3 – A European Willensgemeinschaft

Though everybody is aware that, ultimately, national may trump common preferences,
if one is seen to defend the latter by doggedly pursuing consensus, or at least is seen to
frame them from a commonly-accepted European standpoint, that players are
considered able diplomats:
“Bourdieu studied the public domain as an area where various
private interests, masquerading as group interests, try to grab the
public interest for themselves, or transform their particular
interests into public interest.” (Kauppi 2017: 37)
Thus, there is an incentive for EUMSs to portray their national preferences as European
ones. Above all, it appears essential that should individual EUMSs hold not too great a
stake in an issue, it is commonly appreciated if their fall-back-option is indeed EUconsensus/solidarity either through proactive mediation alongside EUDEL or silent
consent:
“Sometimes I like to joke that my silence is contributing to
compromise […] By being silent there or by just being there or
saying or not saying something there – you agree to what is being
decided. So, in a way everybody, every representative of the [28
EUMSs] agrees.”439
By having exhibited EU-Solidarity hitherto, one can bank on being returned the favour
in future having come to be appreciated as a player who had embraced the doxa, if not
by conviction, then at least strategically so. In this manner, diplomats generate a form
of European capital which plays to their advantage in negotiations/scenarios within the
group yet to come. This can exclusively be attained through playing the local game by
progressively adjusting one’s habitus in line with the field’s autochthone doxa, thereby
generating Europeanised practices sharing the intersubjective knowledge of the field.
The latter is crucial, as it allows for, “a shared culture and common language which
enables [diplomats] to reach consensus with relative ease” (Davis Cross 2007b: 228).
This Europeanised habitus,
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“means to perform efficiency and strive for visibility […] It is the
performance of shared practices in bureaucratic life and the ethical
and moral values of the Euroclass.” (Lewicki 2017: 147)
Thereby they manifest the field, “both in material space and in interactions and relations
within this space and between the spatial, material and symbolic, imaginative aspects of
European space” (ibid.: 25). Players are continuously primed for Europeanised
practices through field exposure-cum-interaction. In that way, doxa acts as an implicit
factor of Europeanisation through practical immersion: they Europeanise because
diplomats have to reference them in their practices if they are to be field-meaningful
ones.
Having earlier addressed matters of internal EU-Solidarity as a pathway towards
EU-Unity as mainly a functional modus operandi, this subsection will deal with its
ideational counterpart, because diplomats want to reference them in their practices. As
such, it is, above all, a question of willingness. Typically, when interviewees assessed
EU-Unity/solidarity, two archetype classifications emerged: firstly, EU-Unity/solidarity
as an expression of realpolitik:
“So if I [speak] a bit realistically, if I need support for national
issues I might have […] the others would also expect me to support
them on other things that they want. It is a bit tit for tat. Not in a
bad way. But – you know – […] ‘Show solidarity – I will show
solidarity as well’.”440
Yet by the same token, EU-Unity/solidarity is associated with idealism (as the same
interviewee suggested):
“First of all, my country […] truly believes that [the EU] is where
it belongs. In this sense – this is a bit melodramatic – it’s kind of a
principle as to how you react in all these circumstances. […] [T]his
is how you are supposed to behave within a family.”441
This dualism of functionality and idealism echoed throughout the thesaurus of my
exchanges. Therefore, I suggest that these Art.34-negotiations constitute a field that can
be described as both a Willensgemeinschaft (community of purpose/the willing), just as
much as a Zweckgemeinschaft (community of interests/convenience); a Gemeinschaft
440
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(a community) as much as a Gesellschaft (an association) (Tönnies 1979). A

Willensgemeinschaft is the product of proactive reaffirmation by the volonté of its
members (Kuzmics et al. 2020: 32). They affirm that they want to belong to the field
and its games, that,
“playing is worth the effort […] the fact that what happens matters
to those who are engaged in […] [that] the game […], the stakes
created in it and through the fact of playing are worth pursuing…”
(Bourdieu 2001: 77)
Thus, for the EUMS-diplomats the Art.34-field’s’s illusio, the reason(s) they feel
playing the game is worthwhile (Bourdieu 1990: 66). And as such, expectations by
others as well as oneself as to how one is to behave as “a EUMS” influence one’s habitus.
Consequently, being a member of the EU at the UN is deemed as valuable both for
functional, as well as ideational purposes by the EUMSs’ diplomats. Valuable for both
big and small EUMSs – the smaller ones to punch above their weight and for bigger
ones to “legitimise their actions at the UN […] as they are somehow backed by and
representative of a larger group”442.
Such illusio-depictions are reminiscent of Checkel’s (2005) two types of norm
internalisation, one being mechanically playing as is expected of one, the other being
earnestly internalising the group’s norms as such is deemed worthwhile. In a
Bourdieusian reading, Checkel’s first form could be explained by adherence to the doxa
(mechanic), the second one by illusio (worthwhile). Such a volonté, is ubiquitous among
many eastern and central European states, who after the collapse of the Warsaw Pact
desired to return to what they considered their rightful place among the nations of the
liberal European west (Krastev and Holmes 2019). The EU had been perceived and
was presented as a nostrum in that quest. A Baltic EUMS alluded to this volonté

européenne as follows: “We want to get back into the European orbit”, and that this is
an end in itself for it is deemed the right thing “morally, practically, and politically”,
allowing his country to embody what the EU stands for at the UN: multilateralism, the
rule of law, “this notion that you [elevate] the European to [the] global level: that each
country has a voice, an equal say, a right to exist, you should be respected […] by others
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[…] and to [strike] a right balance between being right and having the might”.443 One of
his colleagues agreed,
“That sense of European [belonging] is real. Sometimes you don’t
realise it – but here at the UN, you do. We have so much in
common: values, histories, cultures […] those values are being
tested quite often […] Europe is real. I hadn’t realised it as much
as I have before coming here.”444
This is evident also more widely among EUMS-diplomats’ responses: 58,89% feel that
they identify more with the EU ever since being posted to the UN in New York (as
opposed to 36,68% who identify the same and 4,43% who identify less with the EU).
Their capital and habitus, and in effect their diplomatic practices, are thus Europeanised
through practical engagement with the Art.34-field. They become, as one put it,
“emotionally invested”445 in the EU’s position. This then constitutes part of the fertile
ground of the ongoing process of Europeanisation through practical engagement.
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Chapter Six

The Europeanising Diplomatic Spectacle

6.1 The World of Diplomatic Wrestling

Thus far, the constitutive elements of the Europeanising diplomatic spectacle have been
examined. Yet, in order to establish the spectacle’s remits, it is worthwhile to return to
Barthes’s wrestling analogy. Reflecting on the previous chapters, permits to identify five,
if broad, parallels that exist between EUMS diplomatic spectacles, and Barthes’s 1950s
all-in wrestling matches introduced at the thesis’s outset. Both are defined in equal
measure as a performance, and a display of practical skills. Firstly, uneven resources.
EUMS-diplomats join the negotiation with varying degrees of capital possessions. Just
as the more muscular wrestler may deliver greater punches, so does the a-EUMS sway
greater influence; and just like the smaller, more agile wrestler, the g-EUMS may be able
to react more nimbly due to a smaller domestic bureaucracy. These Art.34-negotiations
then too become gatherings of unequal capital distributions, where varying strategies of
compensation (most notably through the formation of alliances, of pronounced reliance
of personal capital and habitus, and/or European framing of issues) unfold.
Secondly, a sense of pre-conception. The diplomatic spectacle also features preconceived, and even pre-scripted elements. Positions, alliances, and moves of individual
EUMSs are generally known, averted, and/or supported. EUMSs coordinate with or
inform their allies beforehand when they intend to intervene and voice opposition or
support for one another. They do so, aware that a well-crafted choreography of who
speaks when and where dictates the rhythm of the negotiation, possibly so in the favour
of their position. We recall once more how the real “magic” of these deliberations
happens outside the actual negotiation room. Similar to formal UN-body meetings,
which, “are carefully prepared and scripted events”, where the “debate is decided by
vote-building and consensus beforehand, rather than by persuasion on the speaker’s
platform”, these Art.34 “day-to-day sessions, informal meetings and negotiations”
likewise appear somewhat,
“pre-determined. Most of the discussion and decision-making
takes place off stage, during and in advance of deliberations at the
UN in the stereotypical backroom talks, in corridors, during
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lunches and coffee breaks, and therefore remains hidden.” (Rasch
2008: 29)
One relatively new diplomat was surprised at the level of signalling and orchestration
taking place during these negotiations:
“There were definitely times when I had to […] hold back rolling
my eyes. Because there were so obviously blocs in that room that
it didn’t matter what people said, they would just echo each other.
[…] So, there were times when that happened there and I was
like, “Fascinating” [laughs]. But I think, in that sense it’s all a bit
contrived...”446
Thirdly, routine. Akin to Barthes’s wrestlers who fought up to three times a week,
EUMS-diplomats likewise congregate multiple times, over the course of a number of
years. Having learnt to read the field, to study the longue durée implications, to decipher
other’s national habitus, and their personal and national capital, skilful EUMSdiplomats can anticipate the twists and turns of the negotiations and react accordingly.
In brief, they become competent players. As one aptly put it:
“One knows how these negotiations play off, they have a
somewhat institutionalised character, which you wouldn’t
necessarily find with other UNMSs. And irrespective of the topics
you negotiate, one can say that within the EU the routines are
more or less always the same: The [28] EUMSs gather in a room
represented by [28] individuals, one sort of knows who will
express themselves how beforehand and you can assume that, by
the end of it, there will be a form of compromise one way or
another everyone can be somewhat happy with.”447
Thus, these Art.34-negotiations are both partly contrived as well as organic affairs.
Despite their liminal quality, they are by no means fatalistic exercises as will be explained
later.
Fourthly, intelligibility. Similar to Barthes’s wrestlers, EUMS-diplomats reify
background knowledge when in the ring. Their displayed practices are intelligible (to a
higher or lesser) degree to their colleagues conveying the assumption of intentionality,
thereby provoking responses through their practices. This becomes possible as a local
community of practice represents a domain of knowledge institutionalised by its
446
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members (Adler and Pouliot 2011b: 17). This is what Barthes (1972: 20, 16) termed
an “intelligible spectacle”, in which the wrestler is “to go exactly through the motions
which are expected of him” within given circumstances (this includes acts of bluffing
and tactical moves – both of which are intelligible to the skilful practitioner).
Fifthly, justice. Meaning that fairness is being rewarded and unfairness penalised.
This credo stands at the fore of both the wrestling spectacle, as well as the diplomatic
one. The doxa, the group’s ‘working-consensus’, has to be honoured. Breaking the rules
whenever suits the EUMS and/or their diplomat as well as their unpredictability does
not bode well in the long run.
As always, there naturally remain differences in this comparison with Barthes,
particularly with respect to the notion of authenticity as well as practical aptitudes.
Meaning that EUMS-diplomats, when negotiating, do not merely pretend to do so, like
Barthes’s wrestlers do, but are genuinely conducting debates amongst themselves albeit
in a somewhat stilted manner than the intimacy of the group and mutual knowledge of
pre-determined positions might have otherwise implied: “There is a lot of show, but we
always know where we are. So, the show is quite limited [in that sense]”.448 Why, among
such a tightly-knit group, who have described each other as “family”, whose fortunes
are bound together, exists such theatricality, such Barthesian Schaukämpfe? Are these
negotiations, one wonders, genuine or merely theatre? “They are a genuine theatre”, the
almost rabbinic response of one g-EUMS went, underscoring the entire affair’s
liminality once more. Another definition of these Art.34-negotiations’ essence went:
“I mean, when spend so much time and energy […] you invest in
these meetings, I don’t think that anything [really] can be fake.
You know what I mean? You kind of know everyone and you
understand everyone. […]. So [these negotiations are] this: [a]
system, a bit of roleplaying and it has to do with personality. This
I really believe.”449
It appears that indeed a melange exists between elements of third-country negotiations,
characterised by formal wariness (bluffing, acting, tactical considerations, etc.), just as
much as ingredients that reflect the tight animus of solidarity among EUMSs, which the
prior chapters have explored. These Art.34-meetings then quintessentially mirror the
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eternal predicament of the EU at the UN: despite their status as sovereign UNMSs,
EUMSs remain still condemned to one another as they perceive themselves first and
foremost as EUMSs at the UN. Thus, they are constrained by the formal procedural
and legal gaps which other UNMSs do not have (Marchesi 2010: 101). Beset by this
dual-loyalty to both their countries as well as the EU at the UN – which mostly overlaps,
sometimes though diverges – their remit in these negotiations is to ever square the circle
of formally maintaining the appearance of sovereign UNMSs, whilst informally acting
as EUMSs at the UN as an EU-collective. The result is precisely this described status
of liminality of being UNMSs, as well as EUMSs at the UN simultaneously, where “they
know how to play the different games, using and converting resources they have in the
tactical moves they implement through their practical sense” (Bigo 2011: 251).
Furthermore, these negotiations remain an authentic undertaking as, even within its
liminal limitations, scope for individual manoeuvrability is still scouted for. A diplomat,
who was astounded about the level of theatricality in these negotiations, nevertheless
maintained:
“But I do think we had some actual dynamic negotiations that
changed… not changed positions but came to these compromises
from different positions that didn’t feel contrived, they felt real.”450
Though many issues and positions may indeed be pre-known, the quest for compromise
between EUMSs commands a decisive degree of spontaneity through trade-offs, peer
pressure, twists and turns, and political instructions. EUMS-diplomats are however
required to “go exactly through the motions which are expected of them”, to
demonstrate practical diplomatic finesse on behalf of their EUMS, to formalise the
informal, and, yes, to ultimately justify their diplomatic raison d’être. Indeed, most
appear invested in it – not as mere jobsworths, but as field-insiders who are consumed
by the game they are playing. These negotiators are no strangers to one another, nor are
their positions, nor the manner in which the elements of the discussions are preorganised. Many even seek to argue on behalf of the entire group, by framing their
arguments as European ones. There is ultimately an understanding that everyone plays
for the same team, despite the negotiations’ ritualised character. Hence, why these
liminal negotiations still remain real negotiations in their own right, albeit not in the
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truest sense of the term. Therefore, if the real “magic” happens outside of the room, if
supposedly aleae iacta est, what then is the point of the negotiation room altogether?
6.2 Deconstructing the Spectacle

Its remit can be subdivided into five: (a) officialization, (b) being an information- and
solution-hub, (c) ritualization, (d) doxa reconciliation, and (e) Europeanisation. In this
respect, Art.34-negotiations constitute the only realm,
(i)

where all EUMSs congregate to negotiate concurrently – that is, where
they are all at the same place at the same time;

(ii)

where official agreements are struck, irrespective of any advance
arrangements that might have led up to them – namely, only what is
publicly stated in the room eventually counts;

(iii)

where the diplomatic-self of EUMS-diplomats, consisting of national and
personal, is on its fullest display – meaning, as soon as they take a seat
behind their EUMS’s sign, they physically personify and are perceived as
it;

(iv)

that is an internal EU-ambit – namely, as a location it is protected (like
any permanent mission), as well as neutral (such as a UN hallway), as well
as familial (site of high meeting frequency) for the EUMSs to meet in.
Additionally, this also permits EUDEL personnel to profit from an entire
local network of EUDEL staff and infrastructure in order to more
successfully lead the negotiations in situ. Above all, this proves an
ideational advantage for the EU: EUMSs have to flock to the EU, and not
vice versa.

a) Officialization

Irrespective of any clandestine group-deals between EUMS in New York (or in Europe),
only what is publicly stated, discussed and agreed to in the EUDEL negotiation rooms
will eventually count – “It’s the formal sign-off”451. If informally all EUMSs agree
beforehand, then the room embodies merely the formalisation of the informal. By-and-
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large, informality is a casual business; when formality is a solemn one.452 Thus, every
negotiation participant has to exhibit professionalism befitting the official character of
these negotiations (Goffman 1959: 32-3), despite most already sensing in which
direction the journey of their negotiations might lead. Should positions greatly vary, then
these pre-agreed arrangements (see: 4.2.b) from “informal working groups” can
ultimately only achieve pre-coordination advantages to tip the scales in their favour
during formal negations that follow (see: 3.2.d). Here, EUMSs are expected to show
their hands and declare themselves in the spotlight under the official gaze of their peers,
their governments, and EU bodies as if under oath:
“[P]eople are representing their own national governments and so
you have to be in this formal room […] to formally […] agree. […]
[N]o matter what conversation I had with the Belgians over lunch,
ultimately… I have to get a position signed off by my government.
And if they want to change that, that is their prerogative, so we
had to formally sign up to agree.”453
Further, negotiations in the open are an antidote to secrecy and, in theory, act as an
equaliser between EUMSs, be they big or small: “It’s never good to always negotiate
behind closed doors where nobody can see or prove anything. It’s always better if you
have a bigger room to discuss the topic with more voices to hear”454. By creating a
supposed even-playing field of open negotiations, the ambition of EUMS-parity is
formally sustained (see: 3.2.a) – everyone can interject, rebut, rally, nod-off. Yet, as
this work as demonstrated, practical skill through personal as well as national capital
and habitus, will create advantages for some in the room but not for others. Individual
diplomats assemble different arsenals of varying capital through capital-alliances before
entering these negotiations. There, they will formally act under the façade of parity
despite informally acknowledging the potency of the internal pecking order in their
practical field-engagement. Again, they wilfully suspend disbelief about it, while
simultaneously unable to escape it – a dilemma Pouliot (2016: 269) termed the “tragedy
of the competent diplomat”, who may possess the correct personal capital and habitus,
but lack adequate national ones to play to the fullest of their diplomatic potential.

Bureaucracy being “a genuine exercise in seriousness” (Kemper 2011: 58)
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Officialization further allows for the staging of a diorama of varying EUMSs’
positions: “The overall balance is important to see where everyone stands […] You put
all the cards on the table so you can assess where the middle ground is”455. The
diplomatic spectacle associated with these negotiations encapsulates a jockeying of
individual positions to have the biggest impact on the final field-consensus. Hence why
this,
“arena is helpful, first of all, to let people speak. It also helps us in
New York and in Brussels to quickly know where the others stand.
The beauty of the EU is that you gather people at 10am one day
and you immediately – in theory – have [28] positions or less. This
is brilliant!”456
We recall from earlier on, how EUMSs’ diplomats have likened these negotiations to
theatrical performances of individual standpoints of which they in turn would have to
produce a critique in their diplomatic reports for the ministerial audience back home
(p.126). The more convincing the spectacle one produces, the more skilful one’s
practical mastery, the better one’s own position can be communicated to one’s peers
and thus to their respective domestic decision-makers. It appears as though, for one’s
diplomatic gestures to be deciphered on the other side of the Atlantic, the more
pronounced they need to be. Praxeology deems one’s peers to be the ultimate jury of
one’s practical aptitudes: in this case one’s EUMSs’ colleagues. But here, it is not only
about gaining recognition from the local field, but also from their colleagues’ political
masters back home. Barthes’s wrestling-match audience in this case, are both diplomat
colleagues within the confines of EUDEL as well as their domestic audience outside
them:
“Your capital’s opinion is also formed by what happens in that
room and the dynamics in that room. And the way you present
them also influences […] [and] should help them form an opinion.
What is important for my capital is to know who said what in that
room and what the likeminded said…”457
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It is as if the diplomats feel their governments breathing down their very necks, being
almost physically present in the room.458 Naturally, what can be discussed informally
may be later denied, retracted, relativized. Yet, with cables going back to capitals,
governments might indeed coordinate with one another back home and validate the
authenticity of these reported events. Hence why EUMS-diplomats are forced to adhere
to the official character of the room.459 Therefore, the officialization of these negotiations
acts as the attempt to overbridge its liminal character of the informal and formal that
underpins the entire logic of these internal deliberations.
b) Information- and Solution-Hub

As cited in Leigh-Phippard (1999: 99), such multilateral meetings act precisely as
information- and solution-hubs for they simplify communication processes as well as
reduce, “the dangers of ‘irresponsibility by individual delegations’ and ‘makes isolated
personal or national positions less frequent’.” This is partly owed to collective ownership
over potential solutions found by the group preceded by at times fraught negotiations.
Winham writes that within negotiations, “the development of common perceptions
becomes more important than the exchange of concessions” (cited in: Jönsson 1990: 5).
Once hard-won consensus among diplomats is ascertained, my interviewees suggest it
may prove imprudent for their governments to unravel them as this would amount to a
heavy loss of field capital for their diplomat(s). Nobody is fond of seeing their hard work
undone (see: 5.I). Compromise as an expression of the field’s doxa signifies a common
perception-of-self of the group (see: 5.2.a). Therefore, this expressed sentiment can be
better understood: “If you have a tricky issue, you would like to hide behind a common
denominator – because it is not us [but the majority of the group]! It is the common

position”460 which EUMSs typically do not wish to foil. Within these Art.34negotiations, there appears to be an almost magical point of consensus-acceleration,
when matters are settled speedily from one moment to another – that is, when numbers
begin to tip towards a common position and make maverick demands all the harder to
sustain. It remains therefore vital for the collective of EUMS with EUDEL-diplomats
to erect a broad enough tent for everyone to assemble under:
“In practice, multilateral diplomacy generally takes place on two fronts simultaneously” (Pouliot 2015:
95)
459
b-EUMS interview
460
b-EUMS interview
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“You need [Art.34-negotiations] because if there are two or three
groupings trying to influence it informally, you need to
understand how it plays out in the end, who will win, where the
[compromise] lies.”461
Here again we recall the differentiation between a ‘presumption of an outcome’, and a
‘certainty of an outcome’, which is a radically different mindset to begin these Art.34negotiations with (see: 4.1.d). Though agreement is more likely than not, EUMSdiplomats cannot be certain there will be one, yet they presume there will be one. A
word overheard myriad times during these negotiations whenever an impasse was
reached, was “inshallah”, an Arabic expression signifying that these diplomats knew they
were ultimately in the laps of the gods (or rather their ministers). Yet, among themselves
they sought to provide the broadest landing zone for a compromise as hallowed offering
to these ministers.462 Though many of these Art.34-negotiations appear in part predetermined in some respects, they remain proper negotiations in others – precisely as
unforeseen twists and turns have to be addressed and a final landing strip for
compromise chartered out: “We more or less know what we are going to say”, but not,
“how” it would play out, as one put it.463 With the entire EUMS-audience present, the
genuine aspect of these negotiations thus also fulfils the role of a solution-incubator, as
previous chapters have demonstrated:
“EU negotiations are not staged. That is a very pessimistic and
fatalistic approach. A little bit – yeah, it has some truth in it of
course. […] There [is] a lot of work done in these negotiations that
could prove very important details.”464
“You always look for creative solutions [together]”465, the mantra goes. As a matter of
fact, collectively inflated compromise-test-balloons are regularly floated across the
Atlantic: “some ideas were [actually] generated in the room, or tested in the room. We

g-EUMS interview
(or indeed gods, given how almost omnipotently they could decide over weal and woe of the entire
enterprise…)
463
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tested some […] [ideas] and people [MFAs] hated it”466, as another described the almost
thinktank-like atmosphere for joint-troubleshooting – both acutely or incrementally:
“It’s a small piece of the puzzle but we do create policy. Your
minister might be adamant that negotiations won’t start this
month, but the colleagues around you are doing the work to
prepare the ground so in six months – maybe – gradually you reach
some place and you create pressure for EUMS [x] to say: ‘We need
to go along now’. You cannot outsmart people, but you can create
a lot at expert level within the EU.”467
Thus, diplomats are not merely mediators and messengers, but likewise managers and
effectively policy-producers (Adler-Nissen 2015: 304). Again, diplomats sense their

longue durée responsibilities (see: 4.1.d). Recalling the decision-making gravity-centre
(p.123), EUMS-diplomats do not perceive their presence in the room to be in vain or
merely a formal redundancy, but rather as an integral component of a wider process:
namely solving common issues in a subsidiary manner locally or preparing the ground
for higher echelons to take decisions elsewhere:
“What happens in the room makes a difference. There are some
exceptions where the issues could go up to the ministerial level
and beyond – though they are rare occasions. For our everyday
work […] most of these issues are shaped within our four walls.
[…] If the issue isn’t raised upwards to a political level, then the
room matters.”468
Despite acknowledging their status as individuals of lower authority, many depicted
themselves as diplomatic Sherpas who embodied the negotiation-vanguard for their
governments. At the end of a long and winded process, the higher echelons would mostly
merely “rubberstamp” (Howorth 2012: 435) what these individuals had concocted.
Hence why these Art.34-negotiations are so crucial to the entire process for in many
respects the work of these individuals forms the diplomatic backbone of the EU’s foreign
policy. Though I encountered frustrations about individual political decisions higher up,
this modus operandi was described more as a fact-of-diplomatic-life, instead of an
organisational design flaw. Most diplomats I spoke to see themselves as cogs in a

a-EUMS interview
g-EUMS interview
468
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machine – at times larger or smaller – who expect of themselves and others to dutifully
do their best so that the apparatus may huff and puff: to simply do what skilful diplomats

do. Genuine ire only ever occurred if one of their own collegial cogs in their local field
became operationally faulty, risking a sputtering of the machine by doing what skilful

diplomats ought not to do (pp.198-201). Since all EUMSs have a stake in the matter,
everyone is expected to perform and deliver their best practical performance, knowing
that if matters can be settled locally EU-Unity is more likely to materialise. One not only
owed practical finesse to one’s capital, but one owed it to the group too.
c) Ritualization

If the previous point addressed the organic dimension of Art.34-negotiations, then the
ritualization aspect deals with its stilted counterpart. Conceiving of these Art.34negotiations as a form of ritual so that “the show can go on”469 proves helpful, as its
community of practice reinforces its field’s doxa and illusio along the way:
“rituals also nurture relationships, enhance cooperation, and
elevate interpersonal trust by bringing people together to work on
a joint goal, which often involves completing a sacred ceremony.”
(Henrich 2020: 77)
Any such “ceremony”, or spectacle, warrants a formal stage of sorts; a formal
framework-setting. Architecturally unappealing though they may be, the eight EUDEL
meeting rooms provide the spectacle’s framework: “The coordination meeting is a
platform, a stage where the show can go on but it’s being prepared beforehand”470. The
negotiation stage is set with flags, portraits, seating arrangements, country signs,
microphones, etc. flanking the EUMS-diplomats’ every negotiation move (Goffman
1959: 32-3). The nimbus is now one of professionalism, where outside informality had
reigned between the colleagues: “those who would use a particular setting as part of
their performance cannot begin their act until they have brought themselves to the
appropriate place and must terminate their performance when they leave it” (ibid.: 33).
Arguably, only through the appropriate setting can the diplomatic-self, and thus the
appropriation of national capital and habitus, occur to its fullest. It is the Art.34-field

469
470
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that permits the emergence of the diplomatic-self of the EUMS-diplomat in their quest
for field supremacy:
“The self – is a product of a scene that comes off, not a cause of
it. The self, then, as a performed character […] is a dramatic effect
arising diffusely from a scene that is presented, and […] the crucial
concern, is whether it will be credited or discredited.” (ibid.: 245)
EUMS-diplomats at this point, arguably more so than otherwise, now sense the
countries their peers embody to a greater extent than merely the person themselves; fully
aware that when addressing one’s colleague, it is as if they were speaking directly to their
government (see: 3.1). Given that they draw on their EUMS’s national capital and
habitus, it is simply expected of them to embody these national traits at the table within
an internal pecking order. Their “social front” (Goffman 1959: 33-40) is now that of
her diplomatic-self. As such, performativity is resorted to, both as part of negotiation
tactics, but also to complete their diplomatic-selves’ transubstantiation into a blend of
selfhood and nationhood (see: 3.1-2; 4.2.c). EUMS-diplomats have thus entered the
realm of liminality for these formal ritual of Art.34-negotiations to commence.
Such ritualization through repetition is indeed instrumental, as,
“[r]ules of the game may be maintained […], by the regular
performance of a practice which, symbolically or directly,
perpetuates an established rule of conduct. […] [R]ules of the
game in international politics may be preserved by ritual display.”
[emphasis added] (Cohen 1981: 121-2)

d) Doxa Reconciliation

Liminality permits the simultaneous continuation of both the national and the local doxa
if at odds with one another. It therefore allows for the diplomat’s ‘dual loyalties’ towards
the local and national games’ doxa to run simultaneously. Here, the spectacle grants
them to defend national positions in public whilst accommodating group preferences.
Examples of this are reading out government instructions with a visible body language
in clear opposition thereof (p.128-30) or overemphasising local resistance in diplomatic
cables (p.199). This reconciliation through liminality amounts in a gradual overlap
between the two doxa resulting in gradual Europeanisation as practices are finetuned
towards it (e.g. by achieving “small European miracles” (p.130)). In that vein,
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praxeological Europeanisation may reflect a blend between uploading, downloading and
cross-loading which this Art.34-field represents (p.33).
e) Europeanisation

As one observed, these “negotiations are both an external, as well as an internal
exercise”471 in equal measure: not merely to produce outcomes (common UNpositions), but likewise internal reaffirmations of the group. It is only through processes
of mutual engagement, that the group begins to see itself as one. Its field,
“is constantly reproduced by the people within it and becomes
visible both in material space and in interactions and relations
within this space and between the spatial, material and symbolic,
imaginative aspects of European space…” (Lewicki 2017: 25)
As such, field members begin to develop a “vue d’ensemble” (Lewis 2014: 66) as a
European Willensgemeinschaft (see: 5.3). German diplomat Georg Schmidt (2005:
195) underscores this benefit of shared European understanding from his EUcoordination experiences in Tokyo472, namely as an exercise in what it means to be and
act as a EUMS:
“Even for European diplomats these EU-negotiations constitute a
sort of extra-tutoring in European cooperation with all its hooks
and eyes. […] Oftentimes members only realise through the
exchange of information how similar our problems and interests
as European states […] are. If these [coordination]-meetings in
[…] had not existed, one would have to invent them.”
This thesis’s main claim is that practical field-engagement forges a Europeanising
community of practice. Through it, actors re-affirm their EU-membership (see: 5.3).
Therefore, it is the process itself that matters just as much as the outcome(s) (Rasch
2008: 52-3). Via it, a European UNMS-diplomat begins to see themselves equally as a
EUMS-diplomat at the UN – these Art.34 negotiations serve as an incubator for
Europeanisation of EUMSs at the UN:
“By existing at the UN, we [as EU-group] are ‘making sense’;
strid[ing] towards a greater European integration. At the end of
471
472
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(though prior to Lisbon)
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the day, this is what it is all about: We [as EU] are moving forward
to becoming an entity on the international relations scene –
passing through the UN.”473
Individuals acquire the practical skills and begin to act and perceive themselves as
“European” by adjusting their practices to the field’s doxa. Though their remit is
primarily to represent their UNMS, most of those I consulted equally felt they also
represented an EUMS (see: 5.2.b).
This is in part achieved through the high meeting frequency of EUMS-diplomats
in these Art.34-negotiations (stemming from a “consultation reflex” (Rasch 2008: 58))
increasing its collective “morale” and “solidarity” as a group (Goffman 1961: 13), in
which the development of common perceptions as a community of practice become
manifest (Jönsson 1990: 5). Such frequent congregations lead to a dense sociability
among EUMS-diplomats: amicability and mutual reliance forge an ésprit de corps
(Juncos and Pomorska 2006; Sharp and Wiseman 2007):
“Practically you are among friends at EU meetings, you are more
relaxed, you can rely on others perceiving what you say in a way
that others wouldn’t. You can be more open about what you
believe – your position would be listened to…”474
Here, EUMS-diplomats are for the most part engulfed in, “an atmosphere of mutual
understanding as a setting for the deliberations, which makes the difference between
national and European definitions of interests likely to blur” (Beyers 2005: 907).
Members “certainly” identify themselves with the EUMS-group:
“Firstly, we work a lot closer and more frequently with [our
EUMS] colleagues but also because you just know that these are
fellow EUMSs, therefore you will exhibit a far more positive
approach assuming that you will work better with your [28
EUMS] colleagues than with others.”475
Equally, EUDEL is determined to build and foster such a spirit of community through
various avenues, which Nunes da Silva (2019) explores in his paper.476 Some expert
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476
e.g.: through Tuesdays’ HoM meetings (Nunes da Silva 2019: 12); a monthly luncheons among
political coordinators (ibid.: 15); the facilitation of press stakeouts by the caucus of former, current and
473
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groups even undertake field trips to their portfolio regions. These outings added to the
“sense-of-self”477 of the EUMSs as a community, as it was described:
“I think it’s good for the group in terms of getting to know [one
another] […] I [began talking to different persons] and you change
your [views] […] So you get to know people in a very different
way, and I do think that from a human perspective that this [was
valuable indeed].”478
Generally, such trips were depicted as a,
“testament [as] to how much time we spend together […] And it
was a great trip! Both in terms of comradery but […] it is also very
much a person-thing, as it was started by the [EUDEL] […] So
yeah, it takes a lot of engagement on behalf of the [EUDEL-staff].
Because it is definitely not something, I expected from them.”479
Besides providing a valuable education about “the reality of the situation”, it also
ameliorated the manner in which the group “approaches these negotiations”480.
Additionally, a sense of collective achievement further advances the ésprit de

corps of the group – that is, whenever EU-Unity on a given matter emerges, a sense of
accomplishment proliferates (Pouliot 2016: 124). With the objective ascertained, the
negotiation atmosphere loosens up, smiles and jokes are traded and even pats on the
shoulder exchanged481 – this is the moment work becomes “enjoyable”482. Being able to
identify a fraction of one’s own position in the consensus (Rasch 2008: 51), allows for
every member of the group to rally behind it thereby strengthening a sense of shared
ownership through joint achievement.483 This resulting “sense of ‘we-ness’ […] designed
for finding policy solutions in the interest of a common, European, good” (Beyers 2005:
899), begets such an ésprit de corps, as both a means to as well as a Europeanised end
in itself.

incoming EU members of the UNSC (ibid.: 15-6); but equally organising workshops and retreats (such
as the EU’s HoMs); presentations by external experts; and other social events (such as the celebration of
Europe Day in May or EU awareness campaign functions).
477
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Indeed, many interviewees swore by the qualitative differences between Art.34negotiations and those with third countries484, which further contributed to their ésprit

de corps: “There is definitely a difference [in the level of trust] between the EU [as
opposed to third countries]. Within the EU, because we know each other so well, and

we need each other so badly485 […] it is definitely different”.486 Though diplomats
generally interacted with fellow UNMSs in a spirit of goodwill and cooperation, tropes
of “us as EU” (ego) vs. “them” (alter) remained omnipresent. Essentially conceiving of
themselves as a band of brethren engaging with the outside world as a collective, rather
than a loose set of individuals with a sense of mutual reliance ever lucid487.
Indeed, the internal level of frankness, comradery, and tolerance among the
EUMSs was described as being second to none, with many not being able to fathom
such tight exchanges among other (comparable) groups at the UN:488
“There is a mental understanding that these are [truly] our
partners […] something you may not necessarily find with other
UNMSs. One just puts those into different categories – being
simply people you may have good personal relationships with […]
or who may be like-minded policy-wise, but they simply lack that
basis of commonality that we share among the EUMSs.”489
Indeed, inner/intra-EUMS bonds were depicted as having,
“a much stronger sense of family […] So, you would share
[information] much more often […] Information among the
considerations within your country, which you would much rather
share within the EU than with those outside the EU. Just because
we are so used to working together, so used to handling these
things […] There is a big difference.”490
This “sense of family” is regularly flaunted by many EUMSs in the UN-public, as they
“want to be seen as part of a bigger group – the EU”491 by third countries. As happens

The levels of trust go so far that, in contrast with certain third-country negotiations, EUMS-diplomats
are not asked to surrender their mobile devices for the duration of the internal discussions.
485
Recall: EUMSs (and EUDEL) being “condemned to each other” (Drieskens 2012: 6)
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at UNGA-plenaries, where they would flock together ahead of and after sessions, and
exchange knowing glances across the ample hall as they watched their strategies either
unfold or collapse, with EUDEL-diplomats criss-crossing the atrium between them to
aid, inform, or warn. Third countries (Norway being often cited as an example) thus
remained, “very jealous of that sort of level of coordination”492, as could be seen how
some of them tried to stand closely by the EU-group, seeking to lean in:
“They would probably never tell you this, but they are [very
jealous]. Of course, they would be shocked to hear how many
hours we spend on internal meetings, etc. But […] the amplifier
which the EU sort of is for a country and the […] close
relationship, the information-sharing, the level of leadership that
the EUDEL takes on – they are very jealous [of] that.”493
Overall, it appears that by virtue of a UNMS’s EU-membership, does this UNMS gain
recognition capital from the UN-field setting it apart from non-EUMSs: EUMSs having
certain advantages while other UNMSs do not. The EU UNSC-briefer of the month
system again underscores this sense of exclusivity494: EUMS are debriefed in greater
detail, exchanges last longer, and (depending on the personal (and national) habitus of
the briefer) less diplomatically-ambiguous depictions of the closed UNSC consultations
are revealed. This arrangement allows for overall greater transparency and access to
information, as well as a sense of EU-fraternisation being maintained.
Sharp and Wiseman (2007) equally have devoted significant attention to this
phenomenon of fraternisation among the diplomatic corps in general. This phenomenon
too was highlighted in a 1982 internal report of the Swedish MFA, which likened
diplomatic life to that in the metaphoric land of “Diplomatia”, which “becomes
[diplomats’] principle place of residence. This is underlines by close friends tending
mainly to be residence of Diplomatia” (Jenkins and Sloman 1985: 42). It appears as
though this ésprit de corps is even tighter still among EUMSs. As one EUMS-briefer
said:
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Ibid.

I was often intercepted by various non-EUMSs, who saw me emerging from such EU-briefs, wanting
me to impart what had been discussed. They had waited slightly removed from these EUMS-exchanges,
where EUMS-diplomats had squeezed shoulder-to-shoulder to trade information after a UNSC session,
like a parliament of owls. Naturally, I was obliged to not disclose a single word, which was usually met
with the odd disappointed Canadian glare or a frustrated Liechtenstein shrug.

494
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“If I debrief my EU colleagues, I [tell them] almost everything.
There are not a lot of things I keep to myself […] because I do feel
that we are all in the same boat. Whereas, if I debrief someone
from the WEO Group, […] [I would be] less open. I am […] less
inclined to share things with UNMSs that are not EUMSs.”495
Moreover, many underscored their pride in being a member of the community of
EUMSs at the UN, not simply because of such perks, but rather because of what they
felt it represented to belong to a group of like-minded states:
“And I realised it [during my work here], [other UNMSs] take you
as a EUMS: Slovakia, Slovenia, Austria, Sweden – it doesn’t really
matter [to other] countries […] as [we] are [seen as] part of this
homogenic bloc – which is kind of cool, and I like it and I am
proud of it.”496
Bourdieu’s concepts of distinction between inside and outside of groups prove helpful
here (Adler-Nissen 2012: 2). What these examples go to show is the high degree of
social, and professional interlinkage of EUMSs and EUDEL-staff who conceive of
themselves as a group welded together by a shared sense of belonging through inter-

action. That should not come as a surprise as such, yet the candidness with which
interviewees professed their personal (and national) attachment to the EU-group in an
otherwise state-centric environment, proved unexpected. The overall sense of collective
ownership of the EU’s standing at the UN exceeded its description in the literature,
potentially since the bulk of it had been compiled mostly over ten years ago, a
considerable time before the changes that Lisbon brought proliferated into daily
practice.
Another example is how by alignment with the group’s doxa, diplomats
Europeanise their diplomatic reports, where “an important role [falls to] the diplomat
to see how they can phrase it […] by proposing a way forward” so as to “steer [capital]
in a certain direction”497. When asked, most interviewees admitted that they deliberately

emphasise European solutions, highlight EU-consensus, or stress the need for EU-Unity
on a given matter: “I always write my report very favourably [about the EU] but
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sometimes it isn’t always working [laughs]”, one admitted.498 “Oh, I deliberately

emphasise the European dimension”, another remarked, “in my reports I consciously
tend to place great emphasis on the European dimension: what can we affect as EU”,
as “it is only then that I perform my job” well.499 Another said about himself and his
MFA that they continuously “think in European dimensions” during these
negotiations.500 Yet another described it as a European “reflex”501 that they had when
interacting with and reporting about these Art.34-negotiations. Many see this as a way
of “reaffirming” their and their country’s “EU-ness”.502 As Rowell and Mangenot
(2010) have argued, here their “Europeanness” may act both as an expression of identity
and as well as a resource in the sense of Bourdieusian capital which advances the player’s
position within the field. Inadvertently, this likewise begins to Europeanise their
practices, policies, and objectives.
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Conclusion

The Spectacle Continues
“Heads of state are overplayed, diplomats are underplayed.
Opinions are over-played, actions are downplayed.”

Rolf Dobelli

This work has illustrated how these EUMS-diplomats have interacted with their field of
peers, how they view the processes at play, and how tacitly they developed a “feel for
the game” by reifying local doxa in their practices. Thus, growing more confident as
diplomats, and, more importantly, as EUMS-diplomats. Throughout, they have made
the most of their assigned rank within their field and sought to advance it through
practical mastery. Just like Bourdieu, many of my interlocutors used metaphors of game
when reflecting on these Art.34-negotiations; others that of “drama”, “a dance”, or even
“group-therapy sessions”. Yet they all referred to the same phenomenon: that of their
practices having to “make sense” in what they ultimately perceived as joint-endeavours.
Embedded within this community of practice, EUMS-diplomats further develop
a collective understanding of their work and acquire background knowledge through
practical engagement. They do not merely negotiate files, positions and proposals, but
ultimately also their working-consensus (doxa) through their participation in these
ritualised consultations. In effect, leaning on Chris Bickerton (2012), it teaches NationStates to also become EU Member-States at the UN: a process of Europeanisation
achieved through doxic commitment by practically reifying the “rules of the game”.
Thereby, they inadvertently forge a common ‘Europeanized Lebenswelt’, which
operates under the prime the doxa of EU-Unity and nomos of EU-Solidarity. A host of
practices of both a ‘Europeanised’ and ‘Europeanising’ character are employed to serve
these. Effectively, their diplomatic-selves consist of a tripod of ‘selfhood’, ‘nationhood’
and ‘Europeanhood’. Thus, we can explain the qualitative difference between Art.34negotiations and third-country-negotiations that EUMS-diplomats have all described:
that of a Willensgemeinschaft and not just a Zweckgemeinschaft.
In a tussle for field recognition, EUMS-diplomats will exhibit varying degrees of
practical aptitude within the scope of their (national/personal) habitus and
(national/personal) capital. Squaring the circle of accommodating various diverging
positions within a single one commands the highest practical skill from all involved,
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leading to a public parade of best practice proposals through “competent performances”
thereof. Actors practically outbid one another to amass further negotiation capital and
field recognition: the Europeanising diplomatic spectacle of mastery ensues. With it, all
hallmarks constituting “a spectacle” – its performativity, repeating patterns, displayed
aptitude, public peer-gaze, and sense of impressiveness – materialise.
What novelties then did praxeology offer? Above all, a fresh perspective as to how the
dichotomic divide between structure as well as agency could be transcended. It provides
impetus for new theories as well as research methods. Bourdieu’s praxeology in
particular allowed for internalised dispositions as well as a competitive drive exhibited
by the players; as well as scope for socialisation. His “feel for the game” afforded due
scope for players’ intuition, experience and practical aptitude. Moreover, the idea of
capital/habitus-investiture by one’s state as well as personal capital/habitus as a diplomat
appeared equally enticing. Above all, it put the individual situated at the crossroads
between local and national field front and centre, however much “banal” or “apolitical”
(Adler-Nissen 2016a: 90) it may appear.
Bourdieu’s notions contrast with most of those who study IR and EU-studies,
who appear to be more invested in, as one interviewee referred to it, “the sausage”, but
not so much, “what goes into that sausage”503 – that is, the product, not the process.
One such IR-example is Frank Häge’s (2013) study of Council coalition-building. He
details the bloc-formation among EUMSs leading up to the 2006 EU batteries-directive.
Notwithstanding the study’s excellence, the bulk of his data however emanated from
“from various internal Council documents”, whilst having merely conducted “four
interviews”, with “Commission, Council, and member state officials”504 (ibid.: 488).
Yet, how the very actors involved perceived and practiced these negotiations did not
feature anywhere in the article. Their role was demoted to simply executing instructed
negotiation positions with no input on their behalves mentioned, however crucial that
might have been.
In comparison, praxeology favours process over stasis in IR; continuity over one-

off results (Bueger and Gadinger 2015: 453). Critics of IR-praxeology tend to decry that
it offers few nutrients but ample carbohydrates. Despite claiming that, “‘there is nothing
503
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truly new about this research’”, as, “the field has always studied the activities of people,
states, and other actors in world politics” (ibid.: 450), this remains an incomplete
assertion at best. Indeed, throughout most of the canon of traditional IR-research, these
“people” tended to refer to faceless masses (e.g. voters, movements, parties, etc.);
“states” to almost “anthropomorphic” entities, sporting “qualities like identities,
interests, and intentionality” (Wendt 1999: 43); and “other actors” chiefly to the
“History of Great Men and Women”. In a highly reductionist manner, they assume,
“a priori the existence of these phenomena (e.g. states or
individuals) and ascribing certain characteristics to them, they
develop substantive theories. Consequently, diplomacy is reduced
to the mechanics of states bumping into each other or a system of
reciprocal signalling.” (Adler-Nissen 2015: 286)
Indeed, most of these common studies examine moments in history, specific decisions,
events and not necessarily quotidian international processes, which quietly operate dayin, day-out without much ado germane to a sturdy machine. It appears that only
whenever the machinery gravely malfunctions that we take notice of it. Yet, simply
because we may not hear about them, does not imply that these processes are nothing
short of fundamental to the functioning of the international system given the
groundwork they prepare in the engine room, given that, “‘Greasing the wheels’ is still
a fitting metaphor for how diplomats think of their job” (ibid.: 299). Ever more so, since
all these individuals essentially do is trying to manage “novel” and “fundamentally
uncertain circumstances” with their “means at hand” (Kauppii 2018*).
This

level

of

practical

virtuosity

is

something

constructivism,

intergovernmentalism, game theory, etc. will not account for in sufficient degree. What
struck me most was that when I informally asked EUMS-diplomats which of the
traditional IR-theories best encapsulated their lived experience, the general response was
that none of them did, particularly as most appeared to deny their personal agency, or
even their very personality: 505
“Diplomats would anytime prefer the gossip in their embassy
cables and the Financial Times to the models in International
Particularly game theory was rejected here (potentially as individuals care not to conceive of themselves
as mere cost-benefit calculators…):
“This was one of the first things we were told by our MFA: namely to never depict diplomacy as a zerosum game, and its actors as its players – for the stakes and consequences are all too high…” (b-EUMS)
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Organization or International Studies Quarterly […] because they
seem closer to what diplomats perceive as the ‘real world’.”506
(Adler-Nissen 2015: 284)
In contrast, this work views these negotiations as a congregation not quite of states and
their interests; not quite of individuals; but rather that of twenty-eight “diplomaticselves”. The Bourdieusian notion inherent therein, as proposed in this work, is that
EUMS-diplomats will naturally bring a modicum of themselves to the negotiation table,

as well as an abstracted morsel of their nation as they function as official representatives.
It offers scope for identification with their state, both projected onto them by others as
well as by themselves. The individual merges with the collective. Uneven distributions
of capital create an imbalance of power among EUMSs, as these diplomatic-selves
scramble for favourable positions in the field of Art.34-negotiations. They do so for the
benefit of their national as well as personal field standing.
What I therefore sought to do was this: applying existing theories to a very specific
and confined area of the EU’s CFSP. I have never hailed praxeology as the philosopher’s
stone to end all grand debates in the field but attempted to borrow its lenses to
conceptualise what I witnessed in New York. I believe that applying capital, habitus and
field as my main thinking tools when studying these Art.34-negotiations rendered a
more balanced picture that favoured continuity over stasis; practical engagement with
the doxa over structural passivity; habitual improvisation over top-down instruction; and
internal relations of capital and habitus over ‘power’. Even if certain aspects of
praxeology in IR do represent old wine in new bottles, which I do not deny, it evolves
these matters further. And its analytical toolkit indeed offers fresh understandings of
“the very ‘stuff’” of IR and how actors therein comprehend and practice their daily work
(Lechner and Frost 2018: 93-4).
Potentially above all else however, praxeological reasoning allows the individual
diplomat to talk about their own lived experience (Sharp 2009: 7). For it takes into
account

their

daily

realities

which

lie

beyond

abstract

concepts

such

as

“neofunctionalism, neorealism, institutionalism, multilevel governance, world culture
theory or intergovernmentalism” (Kauppi 2018*), but, instead, empowers them to

Indeed, this reflects what one b-EUMS said about how EUMS-diplomats tend to discuss developments
among themselves: “Then we gossip: ‘Have you heard this? Can you believe this?’ Nothing academic…”
[emphases added] (see p.105)
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reflect on how they organise their very own social ambit through local practices. For the
researcher, Bourdieu illustrates that neither realism, liberalism, neo-liberalism,
intergovernmentalism and so forth are what carries the EU, but rather ordinary people
who, in one shape or another, maintain it day-to-day through local practices. Insofar, I
have to partly disagree with Carne Ross’s (2007: 25) bleak assessment that,
“international relations is ultimately about simple effects on simple people”. In reality,
international relations, I instead have come to find, are rather about complex effects by
complex people. It bears reminding that, after all, every player on the chessboard is a
real person.
Despite occasional ambiguity in its applicability, praxeology proved central in
approaching, observing and analysing the diplomatic spectacle, which these Art.34negotiations doubtlessly are. It allowed overarching abstract themes (e.g. power,
national interests, diplomatic representation, etc.) to carefully be taken apart, and trace
their constitutive elements which spawned meaningful practices: capital, habitus, field,
as well as their dynamic interplay. Just like a praxeological periodic table, permitting to
pinpoint the group’s “fleeting social alchemies” (Kuus 2015: 372), different
constellations between these elements give rise to meaningful practices. Bourdieu’s
praxeology which placed the scramble for field supremacy to the fore, went beyond
blank state preferences but accounted for the vitality of inter-personal diplomatic
intercourse which chiefly shaped these negotiations as well as their wider reverberations
beyond the negotiation room. Praxeology’s contribution is to ask why dissimilar people
tend to do similar things in similar situations. Bourdieu would therefore have wondered,
why diverse EUMS-diplomats were likely to act alike in certain scenarios. The answer
is that these field’s ‘working-consensus’ shaped the individual’s capital and habitus and
that only by attaining a “feel for the game”, could these diplomats execute their remits
successfully.
Applying such novel conceptual perspectives on seemingly well-studied phenomena
remains a crucial undertaking, particularly given the unusual nature of the EU itself.
Examining the EU, that “unknown beast” (Sidaway 2006: 2); that “chameleon”
(Chryssochoou 2009: 126); that “strange hermaphrodite – something between a
confederation of states and a federal state” (Bornschier cited in: Sidaway 2006: 4) will
always call for unwonted attempts to make sense of it. Praxeology embodies another
243

jigsaw-puzzle piece of the whole. Not because it offers a theory of everything, but
because in the quest for knowledge advancement, incremental contributions count.
Donald Puchala (1971: 267-8) described this in rather parabolic terms: a group of blind
men trying to make out an elephant by individually grasping various parts of it. As none
of the blind men was quite aware what the entirety of the elephant actually looked like,
they depended on each other’s tactile accounts of what it was that they could not
individually behold.
There exist a great many similarities between the academic and the EUMSdiplomat in this parable. It is only through the EUMS-diplomats’ contribution of
“world-building activities” (Goffman 1961: 27) that they ensure that the EU does not
only “exist on paper” (Adler-Nissen 2016a: 87): essentially, “[d]iplomats keep the
conversation going”, Adler-Nissen (2015: 306) notes, “but in doing so they also help
shape it”. In sustaining this Europeanising diplomatic spectacle, the diplomat confers
their part so that the show may continue. Or, to quote Walt Whitman’s well-worn poem

O Me! O Life!, they “may contribute a verse”, so “That the powerful play goes on”.

❧
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